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NOTES ON THE ORGANIZATION OF NDRC

The duties of the National Defense Research Committee In a reorganization in the fall of 1942, twenty-three ad-
were (1) to recommend to the Director of OSRD suitable ministrative divisions, panels, or committees were created,
projects and research programs on the instrumentalities of each with a chief selected on the basis of his outstanding
warfare, together with contract facilities for carrying out work in the particular field. The NDRC members then be-
these projects and programs, and (2) to administer the tech- came a reviewing and advisory group to the Director of
nical and scientific work of the contracts. More specifically, OSRD. The final organization was as follows:
NDRC functioned by initiating research projects on re- Division I -Ballistic Research
quests from the Army or the Navy, or on requests from an Division 2- Effects of Impact and Explosion
allied government transmitted through the Liaison Office Division 3-Rocket Ordnance
of OSRD, or on its own considered initiative as a result of Division 4-Ordnance Accessories
the experience of its members. Proposals prepared by the Division 5- New Missiles
Division, Panel, or Committee for research contracts for Division 6- Sub-Surface Warfare
performance of the work involved in such projects were Division 7-Fire Control
first reviewed by NDRC, and if approved, recommended to Division 8-Explosives
the Director of OSRD. Upon approval of a proposal by the Division 9- Chemistry
Director, a contract permitting maximum flexibility of Division 10-Absorbents and Aerosols
scientific effort was arranged. The business aspects of the Division 11 - Chemical Engineering
contract, including such matters as materials, clearances, Division 12-Transportation
vouchers, patents, priorities, legal matters, and administra- Division 13-Electrical Communication
tion of patent matters were handled by the Executive Sec- Division 14- Radar
retary of OSRD. Division 15 - Radio Coordination

Originally NDRC administered its work through five Division 16-Optics and Camouflage
divisions, each headed by one of the NDRC members. Division 17-Physics
These were: Division 18-War Metallurgy

Division A- Armor and Ordnance Division 19- Miscellaneous
Division B- Bombs, Fuels, Gases, & Chemical Problems Applied Mathematics Panel
Division C- Communication and Transportation Applied Psychology Panel
Division D -Detection, Controls, and Instruments Committee on Propagation
Division E - Patents and Inventions Tropical Deterioration Administrative Committee
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NDRC FOREWORD

S EVENTS of the years preceding 1940 revealed more cated in the Summary Technical Report of NDRC,
andl more clearly the seriousness of the world the monographs are an important part of the story of

situation, many scientists in this country came to these aspects of NDRC research.
realize the need of organiting scientific research for In contrast to the information on radar, which is of
service in a national emergency. Recommendations widespread interest and much of which is released to
which they made to the White House w'ere given care- the public, the research on subsurface warfare is
ful antl sympathetic attention, and as a result the largely classified and is of general interest to a more
National Defense Research Committee [NDRC was restricted group. As a consequence, the report of
formed by Executive Order of the President in the Division 6 is found almost entirely in its Summary
summer of 1940. The members of NDRC, appointed Technical Report, which runs to over twenty vol-
by the President, were instructed to supplement the umes. The extent of the work of a Division cannot
work of the Army and the Navy in the development therefore be judged solely by the number of volumes
of the instrumentalities of war. A year later, upon the devoted to it in the Summary Technical Report of
establishment of the Office of Scientific Research and NDRC: account must be taken of the monographs
Development [OSRD], NDRC became one of its ant available reports published elsewhere.
units. Any great cooperative endeavor must stand or fall

The Summary Technical Report of NDRC is a with the will and integrity of the men engaged in it.
conscientious effort on the part of NDRC to sum- This fact held true for NDRC from its inception, and
marize and evaluate its work and to present it in a for Division 6 under the leadership of Dr. John T.
useful and permanent form. It comprises some sev- Tate. To Dr. Tate and the men who worked with him
enty volumes broken into groups corresponding to -some as members of Division 6, some as representa-
the NDRC Divisions, Panels, and Committees. tives of the Division's contractors-belongs the sin-

The Summary Technical Report of each Division, cere gratitude of the Nation for a difficult and often
Panel, or Committee is an integial survey of the work dangerous job well done. Their efforts contribwted
of that group. The first volume of each group's report significantly to the outcome of our naval operations
contains a summary of the report, stating the prob- during the war and richly deserved the warm response
lems presented and the philosophy of attacking them they received from the Navy. In addition, their con-
and summarizing the results of the research, develop- tributions to the knowledge of the ocean and to the
ment, and training activities undertaken. Some vol- art of oceanographic research will assuredly speed
unies may be "state of the art" treatises covering sub- peacetime investigations in this field and bring rich
jects to which various research groups have contrib- benefits to all mankind.
uted information. Others may contain descriptions of The Summary Technical Report of Division 6,
devices developed in the laboratories. A master index prepared under the direction of the Division Chief
of all these divisional, panel, and committee reports and authorized by him for publication, not only pre-
which together constitute the Summary Technical sents the methods and results of widely varied re-
Report of NDRC is contained in a separate volume, search and development programs but is essentially
which also includes the index of a microfilm record a record of the unstinted loyal cooperation of able
of pertinent technical laboratory reports and refer- men linked in a common effort to contribute to the
ence material. defense of their Nation. To them all we extend our

Some of the NDRC-sponsored researches which deep appreciation.
had been declassified by the end of 1945 were of suffi-
cient popular interest that it was found desirable to VANNEVAR BUSH, Director
report them in the form of monographs, such as the Office of Sci,,ntific Research and Development
series on radar by Division 14 and the monograph on
sampling inspection by the Applied Mathematics J. B. CONANT, Chairman
Panel. Since the material treated in them is not dupli- National Defense Research Committee
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FOREWORD

O NE of the principal responsibilities placed upon Underwater Sound Reference Laboratories and was
Section C4, later Division 6, wben it was organ- under the direction of Dr. Robert S. Shankland.

ized in 19.11 was that of developing new and improved In addition to the two above-mentioned testing
methods for detecting submerged submarines. Ex- stations, various of the Division's other contractors
perience had shown that sound is the only form of found it necessary to establish at suitable locations
energy which can be propagated through sea water less elaborate testing laboratories to facilitate thr. test-
with sufficient intensity and range to serve as a prac- ing of sonar devices, systems, and methods at various
tical method for detection. For this reason the Section stages of their development.
initiated at once a thorough study of the acoustical . The material in this report prepared by members
properties of sea water as well as of methods for in- of the staff of the Underwater Sound Reference Labo-
jecting sound energy into the water and of detecting ratories describes the methods and procedures which,
its presence there. Realizing that in a study of this as a result of over four years development and ex-
kind accurate measurement in terms of known and perience, the Division believes can be followed in
reproducible standards is essential, the Section under- establishing and operating a sound reference labora-
took early in 1941 to develop a number of standard tory. The possible scope of such a laboratory is indi-
projectors and hydrophones covering the useful fre- cated by including a description of its activities since
quency ranges and capable of being accurately cali- its operation under the Columbia University Divi-
brated in terms of energy output or iput. Further, sion of War Research.
the Section undertook to develop methods for cali- In addition to the persons whose names appear as
brating these standards and methods applicable to authors of chapters or sections of this report, many
the accurate testing of underwater sound gear under others have made important technical contributions
development or in production by various Govern- to this development.
ment agencies. This activity was at first conducted The four-year program covered by this report owes
under a contract at the Bell Telephone Laboratories, much to the continuous liaison furnished by the
which established two calibrating and testing labora- Navy. The Division expresses its appreciation for the
tories, the first at Mountain Lakes, New Jersey, and most helpful and cordial support and cooperation
somewhat later a second at Orlando, Florida. The received from the Office of the Coordinator of Re-
facilities of these two laboratories were made avail- search and Development and from the Bureau of
able to all organizations developing or manufactur- Ships (940). A list of the principal Navy projects is
ing sound gear for the Navy. furnished on page 171.

In 1942 the operation of these two stations together Manufacturers producing or developing sonar
with the responsibility for certain further develop- material under Navy contracts have in many and
ment of methods was transferred, along with many of various ways cooperated wholeheartedly. In particu-
the experienced personnel, from the Bell Telephone lar, members of their staffs gave freely of their time to
Laboratories to the Columbia University Division of the work of the Hydrophone Advisory Committee ap-
War Research contract. The former organization, pointed by the Office of the Coordinator in April,
however, continued the further development and 1942. On page 172 the structure and the general scope
particularly the construction of standard instruments of this committee are outlined.
which have found wide use. From the time of trans-
fer, the organization carrying on operations centering JOHN T. TATE

at Mountain Lakes and Orlando was known as the Chief, Division 6

Vii
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PREFACE

T IIE PROBLEM of developing and establishing accu- As the responsibility for preparing this volume was
rate standards and procedures for calibration of assigned by the chief of Division 6 to the staff of the

underwater sound equipment required the attention Underwater Sound Reference Laboratories, the
of many laboratories operating under contract with greater part of the material included is, of necessity,
Division 6, NDRC. Although most of this work was drawn from the experience of this group. The entire
done originally by the Bell Telephone Laboratories staffs of the Mountain Lakes and Orlando stations, as
and later by the Underwater Sound Reference Labo- well as the staff of the New York office, have collabo-
ratories of Columbia University, a number of other rated in all phases of the task of collecting and pre-
organizations contributed to the results sunnarized paring the data upon which the present work depends.
in this volume. In view of the wide scope of this field, This group included: Edwin L. Carstensen, E. Dietze,
however, it was not possible in the limited time W. Richard Elliott, Leslie L. Foldy, Frank H. Gra-
allotted for the preparation of this volume to include han, Earle C. GreggJr., Erhard Hartmann, Norma
a complete treatment of all of the numerous contri- Hartmann, F. William Hoffman, Paul F. Joly, Joseph
butions. The principal reports covering this comple. B. Keller, Martin J. Klein, L. Pauline Leighton,
mentary work have been included in the bibliog- Lucille Northrop, Henry Primakoff, Edward S. Rog-
raphy and are preserved in the form of microfilm ers, Robert S. Shankland, Erwin F. Shrader, D. Ber-
records. nard Simmons, Richard J. Tillman.

In the preparation of this volume, the emphasis Acknowledgement should also be made of contri-
has been placed on the experience gained by Divi- butions by Division 6 laboratories at the Massachu-
sion 6 laboratories in dewloping testing methods and setts Institute of Technology, Harvard University,
apparatus and in carrying through an extended pro. University of California, and Columbia University.
gram of precision measurements on underwater In addition, valuable assistance was received from
acoustic devices. The basic principles of these meas- the Brush Development Company, Submarine Signal
urements are developed and systematized in close Company, the Radio Corporation of America, and
coordination with a description of the measuring and the service laboratories of both the United States and
calibrating facilities of the test stations at Mountain British Navies.
Lakes, New Jersey and Orlando, Florida. It is be-
lieved that these descriptions are sufficiently complete R. S. SHANKLAND

to be of material service to other groups in setting up Director, Underwater Sound
and maintaining similar equipment. Reference Laboratories
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
By Robert S. Shankland

QCIENTIFIC programs generally require accurate of establishing reference levels, and of making cali-
standards and techniques of measurement to in- brated standards available to the other laboratories.

sure quantitative correlation and interpretation of Originally, this standardization was based upon
phenomena under investigation. Only when an un- the characteristics of hydrophones (developed in co-
derstanding of phenomena in quantitative terms has operation with the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
been achieved can accumulated data be effectively [BTL]), whose absolute calibrations could be ob-
and efficiently applied to the design of new equip- tained front their design or by comparison with fairly
ment, to the improvement of present designs, and to well established standards for air acoustics. Later, it
the prediction of results obtainable with such gear. was found that the reciprocity method of calibration

The program undertaken by Section C-4, later provided improved accuracy and a simplified pro-
Division 6 of NDRC, included studies and experi- cedure.
mental investigations on the transmission of sound in The reciprocity method of calibration had been
ocean waters and the further development of sonar suggested by Ballantine and MacLean,I,77 but had
gear. This necessitated the provision of suitable received little attention until it was applied to the
practical standards and a study of measurement establishment of fields in underwater sound. Its adop-
techniques. The results accomplished form the prin- tion by the USRL has facilitated accurate calibration
cipal subject of this volume, of sta ,dards for frequencies ranging from about 10 c

In the development of apparatus for service use to 2.5 mc, with the possibility of attaining much
it is generally true that the final criterion is the effec- higher frequencies. The lower frequency limit was
tiveness of the equipment under operational condi- determined by the difficulty of making low-frequency
tions. In the case of sonar gear, operational tests are measurements in a shallow lake and not by failure
not only expensive and time-consuming, but are per- of the reciprocity method. In the range from 100 c
formed at that stage in development when changes to 100 kc, this method is accurate to within "-1 db.
in design are most difficult to achieve. Hence, labo- A comparison of standard levels obtained by reciproc-
ratory tests under controlled conditions directed ity calibration at USRL with those independently
toward determining design changes, which will pro- established at British laboratories showed excellent
duce maximum effectiveness under operational con- agreement. Other calibration methods (low fre-
ditions, are a necessary adjunct to a program of quency pressure tank built by BTL and the CMF
research and development, self-calibrating condenser hydrophone, built by the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology [MIT]) suc-
cessfully extended the low frequency limit to below

1.1 DEVELOPMENT OF MEASUREMENT 1 c.
AND CALIBRATION TECHNIQUES ..2 Development of Standard

1.1.1 Establishment of Standard Instruments
Sound Fields Although the BTL, operating under an OSRD

To make the results of the several laboratories en- contract, was largely responsible for the development
gaged in subsurface warfare research directly com- of hydrophones and projectors suitable for use as
parable, it was necessary to reduce their test data to standards, many other laboratories constructed
common terms. Also, as the program progressed, it standards suited to the particular applications in
was necessary to work continually toward higher which they were interested. Instruments, employing
standards of accuracy. The Underwater Sound Ref- piezoelectric crystal, magnetostrictive, condenser and
erence Laboratories [USRL] were assigned the task electrodynamic coupling, cover collectively the 1 c

I



2 INTRODUCTION

to 2.5 mc frequency range. Many of these instru- opment, calibration and testing, and operational and
ments have flat responses over wide frequency ranges, tactical application of the equipment, was of ines-
The 3A type crystal hydrophone, for example, has a timable value in unifying the program as a whole,
flat response from about 100 c to 25 kc, and the XMX and in directing it toward its prime objectives.
crystal hydrophone has a flat response within ±2 (lb
from below 100 c to about 100 kc and hence were 1.1.4 Testing Technique
useful not only for single frequency measurements,
but also for recording transients, and for mniasuring With reference standards available, and with in-
signals covering a wide frequency band. In the ma- creased knowledge of significant parameters, the
jority of cases, these instruments were also character- technique of actually performing a calibration test
ized by mechanical ruggedness and stability of remained to be considered. Because these parameters
calibration. Considering the fact that aco'Jstic stand- were characteristic of the devices under test, and had
ards for underwater applications were almost non- to be distinguished from extraneous effects produced
existent before 1940, the rapidity and comprehensive- by the test location and by the equipmcnt involved,
ness of subsequent developments in the art are a large part of the effort of the USRL, as well as that
noteworthy. of other laboratories engaged in cquipment develop.

ment, was directed toward devising measurement
i.S The Objectives of Tests and techniques. The principal problems in testing gear

Calibrations in laboratory sites arise from the limited extent of
the testing medium. Acoustic reflections from the

Although the necessity for development and pre- surface, bottom, and shores of the body of water in
production tests of underwater sound gear was soon which the tests are made and the limited testing dis-
recognized, the specific objectives of such tests and tance available required the development of means
calibrations became apparent with further develop- for eliminating the effect of these factors. To this
ment. Although this problem is still not completely end baffles and screens, directional sources, proper
solved, much has been learned concerning the signifi- orientation of instruments, pulses and noise bands
cance of the various factors which characterize effi- have been used for eliminating the effect of reflec-
cient operation of sonar gear. Necause of the large tions, and spherical wave corrections have been
number of tests required and the limited facilities applied to compensate for effects caused by short
available, it was necessary to concentrate on the testing distance. In addition, equipment was de-
determination of these factors which depend upon signed to reduce the time and labor necessary for
the application for which the equipment was de- performing tests with maiximum use of available
signed. While factors such as frequency response, facilities. Among devices in this category are auto-
directivity, impedance, signal-to-noise ratio, and matic recorder devices (linear and polar), special
efficiency were of significance in the majority of meas- amplifiers, arrangements for rapid changes in driv-
urement programs, other quantities including rear ing and receiving impedances, adjustable and inter-
response, side lobes, tuning, harmonic distortion, changeable rigging gear, and computing aids to
and variability with temperature and pressure often facilitate the reduction of data. Techniques for test-
were of equal importance. ing in indoor tanks under varying conditions of tem-

Quantitative relationships between the foregoing perature and pressure, for testing at high power
quantities and the operational efficiency of under- inputs, and for measuring impedance under various
water sound devices were only imperfectly under- conditions were developed as the need arose. With
stood at the initiation of the program. Theoretical experience, the technique of testing underwater
and experimental studies which were undertaken sound devices grew as an art as well as a science.
provided a more exact understanding of these rela- Close liaison with developments in the field of under-
tionships and a sounder basis for compromise be- water sound was essential to insure the adaptability
tween competing factors in design, and, in turn, a of testing techniques and facilities. This flexibility
basis for the selection of important parameters to be made possible the realization of the potentialities of
measured in development and calibration tests. laboratory testing in the development of underwater
Thus, the relationship which existed between devel- sound devices.



FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES AND OPERATIONAl, PERFORMANCE 3

1.2 ROLE OF PRECISION ACOUSTIC with the high transmission loss through the dome

MEASUREMENTS IN THE wall sharply reduced the effectiveness of the equip-
OFmnt. British experience in meeting this problem,

IMPROVEMENT OFUR coupled with an experimental research program on
SOUND EQUIPMENT domes at the Naval Research Laboratory, at Division

1.2.1 Improvements in Transducer Design 6 NDRC laboratories, and at the Bell Telephone
Laboratories, supplIemcnted by theoretical research,

An example of the importance of precision acous- in which the Division was given invaluable assistance
tic measurements and fundamental research in im- by the Applied Mathematics Panel, effectively dem-
proving sonar gear is afforded by developments in onstrated the principles necessary to reduce internal
transducer design and construction in the period reflections to a negligible amount. On the basis of
1940-19.15. Two types of electroacoustic coupling, these princil)les, various mantfacturers were able to
magnetostrictive and pietoelectric, had been found produce acoustically satisfactory (omes with high
most useful. Fundamental investigations of magneto- mechanical strength without a corresponding in-
strictive phenomena conducted by l)ivision C, Navy, crease in thickness of the dome wall. The solution of
and industrial laboratories have greatly increased the donie problem during 1943 was so effective that
knowledge of the source of power losses in magneto- dome,-onstruction was never again a major problem.
striction transducers. Application of this knowledge
led to a 400 per cent increase in transducer efficiency. 1.3 FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES AND
This increase in efficiency not only markedly im- OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE OF
proved operation but also greatly reduced the bulk,
cost and critical materials requirements of the equip-
ment. 1.3.1 Relation to Calibration and Test

Improvement in equipment using piezoelectric Measurements
crystal coupling closely parallels that obtained for
magnetostrictive equipment. Thus, initial efficiencies It has previously been stated that the goal of anti-
of the order of 10 to 20 per cent have been increased submarine research is improvement in the opera-
to values as high as 75 to 80 per cent. tional performance of gear. The relation of funda-

Iml)rovements in transducers have not been lim- mental studies to operational performance is largely
ited to increased cfficiency. The development of am- indirect and finds expression in their influence on
moniuni dihydrogen phosphate [ADPJ crystals made development. One of the purposes of these studies
possible crystal transducers with negligible tempera- has been to determine the relation between the
ture dependence and, more important, with ability parameters (power output, response, directivity, sig.
to withstand greater teml)erature extremes without nal-to-noise ratio, etc.) of underwater sound gear to
damage. Furthermore, new construction methods its effectiveness in operation. This relationship is
for both crystal and magnetostriction transducers important, as it helps determine by laboratory meas-
made possible the fabrication of transducers with urements on the gear itself its probable operational
special characteristics. Many other examples of spe- effectiveness. Such a technique provides many ad-
cific improvement are available to demonstrate the vantages, including: (1) efficiency of time and effort,
importance of fundamental research. (2) closer liaison with development work, (3) the

possibility of making tests under controlled condi-
1.2.2 Improvements in Dome Design tions, at any time, and (4) clearly defined conclusions

from tests.
In 1942, one of the most pressing sonar problems

was that of designing domes which, when mounted 1.3.2 Relation to Development of
on vessels, would not hopelessly distort the direc- Equipment
tional patterns of the transducers they enclosed. In-
ternal reflections from the walls of domes, then These studies reveal, also, important information
available, were nullifying the effort to attain satis- bearing on the equipment design. In evaluating the
factory directional patterns. This effect, together relationship. between gear parameters and opera-
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tional performance, they indicate the relative ina- water sound gear, namely, as an aid to the establish-
portance of the parameters and thus establish the ment of manufacturing acceptance requirements.
changes in design most elfectivc for improving op- Whenever it is necessary to manufacture equipment
erational performance of the gear. As desirable im- in production quantities, it is often impossible, be-
provements are often inherently contradictory, these cause o , considerations of time and facilities avail-
studies may be useful in indicating the most advan. able, to test completely each unit produced. It is
tageous compromise, not only for gear in general, therefore necessary to examine critically those fac-
but in view of particular conditions of service, and tors of prime importance in determining satirfactory
also for prticular types of equipment. operation of the equipment, and to establish limits

The studies have been carried out on a more com- of acceptable performance. These limits should be
prehensive basis directed toward evaluating the rela- primarily based on careful studies of the gear tinder
tive effectiveness of different classes of gear by infor- controlled conditions, keeping always in mind the
mation obtained in controlled surroundings. influence of the various factors on operational per-

formance.
l.. Relation to Manufacturing Thus calibration measurements tinder controlled

Requirements and Specificaions conditions not only are an aid in determining speci-
fications but also suggest methods for determining

There is still another important application of whether manufactured equipment is within the lim-
fundamental calibration measurements on tinder- its set by the specificatiots.



Chapter 2

OPERATION AND APPLICATION OF UNDERWATER

SOUND DEVICES
By Leslie L. Foldy

C ALIBRATION work in underwuter sound is con- TO c.uECCAL

cerned primarily with devices which convert ele c-T
tric energy into acoustic eneigy (projectors) and, con-
versely, those which convert the energy of a sound
field into electric energy (hydrophones). Generically,
these devices are known as electroacoustic transducers.
To provide a suitable background for the detailed N

discussion of the problems involved in calibrating
transducers, this chapter presents a brief discussion of
(1) the physical principles underlying the action of
transducers, and (2) their uses. l
2.1 PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION ELECTRICAL TERMINAL

OF TRANSDUCERS FIGURE 1. Electrodynamic transducer (pressure-gradient
type).

As already noted, energy conversion is the funda-
mental purpose of transducers.a Most transducers can pends on the pressure difference between the front
convert energy in either direction, that is, they are re- and back of the ribbon, such an instrument is called a
versible. According to the nature of the physical proc- pressure-gradient hydrophone.
ess used in the energy conversion transducers may be Electrodynamic transducers in which operation de-
classed under four general headings, namely electro- pends on the value of the pressure at a point in the
dynamic, electrostatic, piezoelectric, and magneto- medium, rather than- on the gradient of the pressure,
striction. The principles involved in each are dis- may also be consideied. A simple example is a trans-
cussed here in a qualitative manner. A more quantita- ducer containing a diaphragm mounted in a water-
tive treatnent is given in Chapter 3. tight housing in such a manner that only one of its

The simplest example of an electrodynamic trans- faces is exposed to the water (see Figure 2), and with
ducer is a moving-ribbon instrument (Figure 1) the pressure in the housing adjusted to compensate
which consists of a rectangular metallic strip or rib- for the external hydrostatic pressure. A coil encircling
bon suspended in a magnetic field. When the instru- a fixed magnet is rigidly fastened to the unexposed
ment is in a sound field, there is generally a difference
in pressure established between its front and back. T0 ELECTRICAL TERMINAL

Since the mass of the ribbon (lifters from that of the D

magnet, relative motion of the two results, inducing
an electromotive force in the moving ribbon. Con- R

versely, if an alternating current flows through the ATER

suspended ribbon, the forces on it due to interaction
of the current and the external magnetic field pro-
duce vibration. This vibratory motion in turn creates
a sound field in the medium. Since the process de-

TO ELECTRICAL TERMINAL
a These matters are discussed in detail in the Division 6 vol-

times on magnetostriction and crystal transducers. FIGURF 2. Electrodynamic transducer (pressure type).

5



i OPERATION AND APPLICATION OF SONAR DEVICES

TO ELECTRICAL TERMINALS

WATER WATER

'P1EZOELEGtC1

TO ELECTRICAL TERMINALS- PRZTAL PLATE

FituRn 3. Electrostatic transducer. I'muitr 4. Piezoelectric transducer.

side of the diaphragm. When the instrument is placed The faces on which the charges appear when the
in a sound field, the diaphragm and coil are set into crystal is subjected to stress depend on its structural
vibration relative to the magnet. This vibration properties. A tourmaline crystal, for example, is one
changes the flux linked by the coil, thus inducing an of the simplest insofar as piezoelectric effects are con-
alternating emf in it. Conversely, the force due to the cerned. Tourmaline possesses a single piezoelectric
interaction of an alternating current through the coil axis such that a stress in the direction of this axis pro-
and the field of the magnet gives rise to vibrations of duces charges on the faces normal to it. Thus, in Fig-
the coil and diaphragm, generating a sound wave in ure 4, if a stress is applied in the direction of the piezo-
the medium. electric axis Z, charges appear on the faces a and a'.

Electrostatic, piezoelectric, and magnetostriction Conversely, applying a potential between a and a'
transducers are generally pressure rather than pres- causes the crystal plate to expand or to contract in
sure-gradient instruments. Thus, a condenser-type thickness (depending on the sign of the potential)
transducer uses an electrostatic field to convert acous- in the Z direction.b
tic into electric energy and vice versa. An example of The simplest type of piezoelectric transducer, there-
the condenser-type instrument is shown in Figure 3. fore, comprises a tourmaline crystal in contact with
Here a constant potential is applied between the two metal condenser plates. Application of an alter-
plates of the condenser. When the instrument is nating potential to the plates causes the crystal al-
placed in a sound field, the movable plate is set into ternately to expand and contract. Upon immersing
vibration with respect to the fixed plate. This vibra- the system in water, a sound field is generated by the
tion changes the distance between the plates, and con- vibration of the plates. Conversely, vibrations pro-
sequently the capacity, of the condenser. Since the duced by placing the crystal and condenser plates in a
voltage across the plates is inversely proportional to sound field give rise to an alternating voltage on the
the capacity, an alternating voltage is generated. Con- platcs.e

versely, the application of an alternating electric po. The fourth type of transducer, shown in Figure 5,
tential to the plates changes the force between them, operates on the principle of the magnetostrictive ef-
and consequently causes vibration of the movable fect, which bears certain similarities to the piezo-
plate. electric effect. If a rod or tube of ferromagnetic mate-

The other two types of reversible transducers de- rial (iron, cobalt, nickel, or various alloys containing
pend on less familiar physical phenomena. The firstof these is the piezoelectric effect. It has been found b The changes in length involved are small. For tourmaline,

the fractional change in length per unit electric field (I volt perthat certain crystals, when subjected to compression, cm) is 1.93 X 10-10 cm% gm-% sec.
exhibit electric charges on their faces; under tension c It may be remarked that the amplitude of vibration for a
the charges are reversed. The inverse piezoelectric ef- given impressed alternating voltage and the magnitude of the

induced alternating voltage for a given impressed sound fieldfect also exists: the crystals expand when a potential are both maximized when the frequency of the impressed volt-
of one sign is applied across the faces and contract age, or sound field, coincides with the natural mechanical re.
when an opposite potential is applied. nance frequency of the crystal.
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these metals) is brought into a magnetic field parallel TO ELEITR

to its length, its length is changed slightly.d This
change of length is independent of the sign of the MOGN CYM
field and may be either an increase or decrease, de- _

pending on the nature of the material, its previous
treatment, the degree to which it was previously mag-
netized, and the temperature. This phenomenon is
reversible: in other words, if a previously magnetized
rod of nickel is stretched, the magnetization of the rod FIGURE 5. Magnetostriction transducer.
is decreased; if the same rod is compressed, the tnag-
netization is increased. tensity incident in various directions with respect to

If a coil of wire is now put around the rod, an emf the axis.
is induced in it by the changes in the magnetic flux Directivity on transmitting results from the super-
caused by the elastic deformation. In a similar man- position at a point in space of sound wavelets emitted
ner, changes in the rod's magnetization due to an ex- by different portions of the diaphragm, and conse-
ternal alternating current induce periodic oscilla- quently having different amplitude and phase. On re-
tions in its length.' ception the directivity is the result of the incidence

This simple magnetostriction transducer is, in ef- on different portions of the transducer diaphragm of
fect, a rod of !erromagnetic material surrounded by a wavelets of sound which have, at the diaphragm, dif-
coil. ferent amplitudes and phases depending on the orien-

It should finally be pointed out that there are, in tation of the diaphragm relative to their direction of
addition to the reversible transducers which have propagation.
been considered, irreversible ones. In the carbon In general, the directivity, both on transmitting
microphone, for example, changes in pressure on a and on receiving, is determined by the ratio of the
diaphragm caused by an impinging sound field pro- sound wave length to the diaphragm dimensions.f
duce changes in the electrical resistance of contacts For a plane piston diaphragm with dimensions large
between carbon particles and give rise to an alternat- compared to a wave length, the' transmitted sound
ing current, provided that a source of constant poten- field is, at large distances from the transducer, cen-
tial is present. tered about the transducer acoustic axis, and the

sound is emitted in the form of a "searchlight" beam.
Conversely, on reception, the transducer is sensitive

2.2 DIRECTIVITY OF TRANSDUCERS only to sound signals incident in directions close to
and along the axis. Subsidiary maxima (side lobes) in

The variation with direction of the emitted sound directions far from the axis usually are present. These,
intensity, referred to the transducer acoustic axis,f is however, are strongly dependent on the exact velocity
called the directivity of the transducer on transmit- distribution along the diaphragm, and are customar-
ting. In a similar manner, the dircctivity of the trans- ily small compared with the main or searchlight
ducer on receiving is defined as the variation of the beam.h If the wave length is large compared to the
output voltage for a plane-wave sound of given in- diaphragm dimensions, the sound is emitted uni-

formly in all directions. In this case, the transducer
d The fractional change in length is approximately ten parts response on reception is independent of the direction

in a million for fields up to 1,000 gauss.
e It is to be noted that, since the increase or decrease in length of sound incidence. An intermediate case is a "line"

of the magnetostrictive rod is independent of the sign of the
magnetic field, an originally unmagnetized rod vibrates at twice a Transducers obeying the reciprocity theorem (see Chapters
the frequency of the impressed field, while a iod which has been 3, 4, and 5) have the same directivity on transmitting and on
sufficiently magnetized by another constant (polarizing) field receiving.
vibrates at the impressed frequency. Maximum amplitude oc- h By constructing a transducer with a plane diaphragm and
curs when the impressed and natural frequencies of vibration with a velocity distribution which is greatest at the center of the
coincide. diaphragm and which decreases toward the edges (shading), it is

f The transducer acoustic axis is arbitrarily selected, but is possible to obtain a directivity distribution with side lobes much
usually chasen to be an axis of symmetry of the instrument, such smaller than in the case of a constant velocity distribution; the
as the norapl to a plane vibrating diaphragm. width of the main beam is, however, larger in this case.
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transducer, with a pulsating cylindrical surface of a ployed in the last war may be classified according to
length which is large, and a diameter which is small, its tactical use, as antisubmarine or prosubmarine.
compared to a wave length. Here the sound is emitted Searchlight-type gear is in general use in both the
uniformly in all planes containing a cross section of United States and British Navies. Searchlight-type
the cylinder, while in perpendicular planes the sound echo-ranging gear consists of a projector with either
is concentrated in a beam. a square or a circular diaphragm operating on the

piezoelectric or on the magnetostrictive principle.
2.3 APPLICATION OF UNDERWATER The dimensions of the projector are, as a rule, con-

SOUND DEVICES siderably larger than the wave length of sound
emitted, so that a relatively narrow beam is formed.

The applications of underwater sound devices in The axis of this bean may be rotated by training the
naval operations may be roughly divided into two projector in a horizontal and sometimes in a vertical
categories: tactical aid nontactical.' Tactical applica- plane. As a result of the application of a suitable pulse
tions include the detection of surface vessels, subnma- voltage, the projector enits supersonic pulses of from
rines, torpedoes, mines, and underwater phenomena 10 to 200 milliseconds duration.
by surface vessels and submarines. The nontactical Immediately after transmission, the projector is
applications include: fathometer depth determina- switched from the transmitter to the receiver. Any re-
tions by surface craft and submarines; monitoring of ceived reflected pulse of supersonic frequency is
noise output by submarines; underwater communica- either directly rectified and presented visually on the
tion by code or voice; fundamental studies on sound screen of a cathode-ray tube or, more customarily, is
propagation in the ocean, on ship noises, on under- heterodyned to an audible frequency and presented
water phenomena, etc., designed to aid in the tactical through a loud-speaker. The time delay between
employment of sonar devices; and finally the calibra- transmission and reception is a measure of the range
tion of sonar gear with standard projectors and hy- of the target from the projector; the orientation of
drophones. the projector (or bean) axis in space at the instant of

transmission gives the relative bearing of the target;
23.1 Tactical Applications any difference between the frequency of the emitted

and the received pulse (the Doppler effect) is a meas-
Tactical applications of sonar gear generally in- ure of the speed of the target; and the quality of the

volve either echo ranging or listening. In echo rang- received (heterodyned) pulse often throws informa-
ing, the devices emit either a pulse or a continuous- tion upon the nature of the target (for example, dis-
wave signal, which may be of either sonic or super- tinguislies a submarine fron its wake). Thus, con-
sonic frequency. If the signal strikes a target, part of siderable information about the position, motion,
its energy is reflected back to the emitting device (the and nature of the target is obtained.
projector) which receives the si;nal. On the basis of By systematically trainingthe projector in azimuth
characteristics such as frequency shift and time delay (i.e., by following a definite search plan) it is possible
between emission and reception, conclusions may be to sweep a sector of ocean where the presence of the
drawn regarding the range, bearing, speed, and na- target is either known or suspected. In echo ranging
ture of the target. In listening, any supersonic or sonic by surface craft in search of submarines, the target
signal or noise emitted by a target actuates a receiving may be found at different depths and ranges so that
device which, front the characteristics of the signal or the width of the beam of the main projector is not
noise (intensity, frequency, and direction), enables always adequate for maintenance of contact. In this
conclusions to be drawn regarding the range, speed, case, auxiliary projectors may be employed.
bearing, and nature of the target. A list of representative tactical applications of var-

ous searchlight echo-ranging devices follows:
ECHO-RANGING GEAR 1. Detection of submarines by surface craft.

Conventional searchlight echo ranging gear as em- 2. Detection of submarines by harbor installations.
3. Detection of submarines and surface craft by

iThe distinction between tactical and nontactical applica- submarines.
tions is, of course, rather arbitrary and by no means rigid. 4. Detection of small objects such as mines, tor-
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pedoes, landing obstacles, and shoals by surface craft and submarines. Cavitation noise from a moving
craft, submarines, and swinners. torpedo may be detected by directional supersonic

listening gear, and appropriate evasive action may be
LISTENING GEAR taken.

The second tactical application of sonar gear in- 2.3.2 Nontactical Applications
volves listening, in which any supersonic or sonic
signal or noise emitted by the target and reaching the Nontactical applications of sonar gear include the
hydrophoneJ is picked up and presented to the opera- use of standard projectors and hydrophones for the
tor. If the incident signal is not of an audible fre- calibration of other kinds of sonic and supersonic de-
quency to begin with, the resultant hydrophone out- vices," the determination of physical parameters of
lntt may be heterodyned to an audible frequency. sonar devices, and analysis of the physical parameters
Intensity, frequency, and direction of incidence of of a particular type of gear to determine its suitability
the signal enable conclusions to be drawn regarding for the tactical or other purpose at hand. A somewhat
the nature, speed, range, and bearing of the target. In related nontactical application is the use of standard
particular, if a directional hydrophonek is used, the projectors and hydrophones for testing echo-ranging
bearing of the target may be determined from the and listening gear installed on antisubmarine craft
direction of orientation of the hydrophone axis at the and oil submarines, and for permitting a submarine
position of maximun response. to monitor its own sonic and supersonic output.

The following specific tactical applications of lis- Other nontactical applications of sonar gear in-
tening may be listed: clude fathometer depth determination by surface

1. Sonic and supersonic listening for submarines craft and by submarines. Fathometer gear, similar in
from antisubmarine craft, harbor installations, other construction and operation to supersonic searchlight
submarines, and expendable devices, sono buoys, etc.' echo-ranging gear, emits short supersonic pulses, and
Supersonic listening is perhaps preferable to sonic then receives and mechanically records reflections
listening in these cases because of the high directivity from the ocean bottom. Sonar gear (standard hydro-
generally obtainable with supersonic gear." Super- phones and projectors) may also be used to study the
sonic hydrophones on antisubmarine craft, harbor sound output of disturbances as well as to determine
installations, and submarines can also pick up the the sound-absorbing and reflecting properties of vari-
emitted echo-ranging pings of enemy submarines. ois materials. A further nontactical application of

2. Sonic and supersonic listening for surface craft transmitting projectors and receiving hydrophones
frot submarines. Sonic and supersonic listening, involves the use of code or speech-modulated super-
usually with more or less directional hydrophones, is sonic signals for underwater communication between
widely used by submarines to detect the noise output surface and subsurface craft.
of merchant craft in convoys, of antisubmarine craft, Finally, an important nontactical application of
and of other enemy warships. Submarines also often sonar gear involves its use in fundamental studies
overhear on supersonic listening gear the echo-rang- of sound propagation in the sea under various oceano-
ing pings of antisubmarine craft. graphic, surface, and bottom conditions, with the at-

3. Supersonic listening for torpedoes from surface tendant study of surface and bottom reflection, refrac-
tion, attenuation, scattering, and reverberation. The

J Hydrophones used in practice arc of a variety of construe- study of various types of noise background (ship's
tious, sizes, and shapes, but usually operate on the piezoelectric noise, ambient noise, and target noise) and of the
or magntostrictive principle. reflecting power

kThe directional receiving hydrophone may be the projector of various t
of the supersonic echo-ranging gear, hooked up electrically for tioned in this connection. Such fundamental studies
signal reception. are useful in determining the relation of gear opera-

A sono buoy is a device containing a hydrophone and a tional efficacy to gear parameters with a view toward
radio transmitter. When the hydrophone receives a signal from
a target (the submarine), it is transmitted by means of a iadio optimum sonar design.
link to patrolling antisubmarine air or surface craft.

n The high directivity is desirable for two reasons: it leads to " Calibration usually involves the deternmination of the axis
a greater beating accuracy and ninimizes the self and ambient response, directivity, efficiency, and power output of the device.
noise pickup of the gear. (See Chapter 4.)



Chapter 3

GENERALIZED THEORY OF ELECTROACOUSTIC
TRANSDUCERS

By Leslie L. Foldy and Henry Primakoff

3.1 INTRODUCTION

F OLLOWING the qualitative discussion of various -. _0.
simple idealized transducers given at the begin-

ning of the preceding chapter, a generalized theory of C
linear passive electroacoustic transducers is now de-
veloped. Attention is centered on deriving relation-
ships true for all linear passive transducers, rather
than on a detailed analysis of particular types. There
is a rather complete analogy between the theory of Furteu i. Electroamcustic transducer represented afour-terminal electromechanical network.
electroacoustic transducers, taking into account the
properties of the sound field, and that of electro-
mechanical transducers,89 where only one mechani- vibrates in such a manner that its normal velocity is
cal degree of freedom is present. Consequently, this the same at all points (rigid vibration). It is possible
discussion is carried through in fairly abstract terms, to remove this restriction and develop the theory for
insofar as this can be done without undue mathemati- any type of vibration, as discussed briefly later. The
cal complexity. Analogies are pointed out as they former case, however, is considerably simpler mathe-
occur. matically and the treatment of it given here contains

An electroacoustic transducer is a device for trans- the essential physical principles of the problem.
forming electric energy into acoustic energy, or vice The quantities of interest, expressed as functions
versa. If all the energy delivered by the transducer to of time t, are the lollowing: the voltage E(t) across the
the electric or acoustic systems to which it is con- electric terminals of the transducer, the current 1(t)
nected is derived from power absorbed by the trans- into the electric terminals, the normal velocity v,(t)
ducer from these systems, the transducer is said to be of the diaphragm, and the total force F(t) on the dia-
passive. This does not prohibit the presence of active phragm. This total force may be considered as the
internal sources of power such as are used to provide integral over the diaphragm of the pressure at each
polarizing voltages and currents in some types of point on its surface. The pressure and particle veloc-
transducers, provided that these internal sources do ity of the sound field at any point in the medium are
not supply power to the electric or acoustic systems also of interest.
to which the transducer is connected. Consider only the steady state, where all quantities

Schematically, an electroacoustic transducer may vary harmonically with the time with the same fre-
be represented as a pair of electric terminals, by quency: E(t) - E eJ"t, v,(t) - v. elt, etc. For electro-
means of which connection to electric systems is acoustic transducers in which the diaphragm vibrates
made, and a closed surface" which is in contact with rigidly, it is found that any two of the four quantities
a medium capable of propagating sound. The sim- E, I, F, and v. determine the values of the other two.
pler electromechanical transducer, which may be Take I and v, as independent variables. The most
represented schematically by a box with a pair of general equations for a linear transducer of this type
electric terminals and a pair of mechanical terminals, are then
is shown in Figure 1. F z0 v. + k I

Only those transducers are considered in which the
acoustically active part of the surface, the diaphragm, and

a Only part of this surface need be acoustically active. E -k' v. + Zb" 1, (2)

10
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where zo, k, k', and Z are independent of E, 1, F; and transducer converts acoustic energy into electric en-
v, but are in general functions of frequencyb Equa- ergy, we may write
tions of the type of (1) and (2) have been shown to
apply to the majority of electroacoustic transducers F - F0 - zv.. (5)
now in use, at least for limited ranges of the variables.

Considering the physical significance of the terms The interpretation is somewhat more complicated
in equations (1) anti (2), it is seen that z0 is the force in this case: The term F0 really consists of two parts,
on the diaphragm divided by the velocity when the Fo - F., + Frigid di.ft'he first, Fl.e, is the force on
current is zero. Let zo be the open.circuit mechanical diaphragm that would be present if the transducer
impedance of the transducer. The constant k gives had no effect on the incident sound field. The second
the force developed per unit current into the trans- part, Frigid dltfr, may be considered as representing the
ducer when the diap)hragn is completely constrained force on the diaphragm due to the sound that would
(yi - 0). Therefore k is called the electroacoustic be diffracted by the transducer if the latter were per-
transfer constant. Similarly, k', the open.circuit volt- fectly rigid. The symbol z, represents the radiation
age per unit diaphragm velocity, is called the acous- impedance, and the term (- zr v.) is the force on the
toelectric transfer constant. The term Zb gives the diaphragm due to the additional sound pressure
voltage developed for unit current when the dia- created by the latter's motion in the sound field.
phragm is constrained from moving and so is called Finally, when the transducer is used to convert
the blocked electric impedance. electric energy into acoustic energy, there is no, ex-

The equations for a simple electromechanical sys- ternal sound field and the equation becomes
tem are of precisely the same form as equations (1)
and (2). This is to be expected, since the assumption F - - zr V,. (6)
that v. is constant reduces the problem to one me-chanical degree of freedom. The acoustic case, how- It should be noted that equation (5) corresponds
ever, includes the properties of the sound field, as to the equation for an electromechanical transducerdiscussed below. coupled to a source of generated force F0 and of in-ternal mechanical impedance Zr.

3.2 COUPLING CONDITIONS
4.3 IMPEDANCES

Consider now the relationships which obtain when
an electroacoustic transducer is coupled to electric The next problem is the determination of the effec-

elements or to a medium capable of propagating tive impedances, electric and acoustic, of the trans-

sound. When the transducer is used to convert acous- ducer under various conditions of coupling. Begin
tic energy into electric energy, it is terminated in an with the effective electric impedance, defined as the

electric impedance Zt,, that is, there is a load imped- ratio of voltage to current E/I. The value of this im-

ance ZL across its electric terminals. In that case at all pedance depends on the nature of the acoustic cou-
times pling. Consider the case of the transducer in an

E - - ZL 1- (3) infinite source-free medium. Then the force on the
diaphragm is given in terms of the normal velocity

When the transducer is used to convert electric v. on the surface by equation (6) as F = - zr V..

energy into acoustic energy, a source of voltage E0  Substituting (6) in equations (I) and (2), we find
of internal impedance Z11 t is connected to the electric
terminals. Then zrTvn = ZoV , + kI (7)

E = Eo - Z, t I. (4) andE = k'v, + Zb  (8)

The problem of coupling on the acoustic side may
be treated formally in a similar manner. When the Solution of these equations shows that the effective

________electric impedance Zet is given by

b The linearity of the equations insures the possibility of
treating functions with any time dependence by superposition ZE - " (9)
using Fourier analysis. e 1 Zb Zo + Zr
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The difference between Z4t and Zb is called the mo- of the sensitivity S(R) depends upon the properties of
tional impedance Z.. Thus both the transducer and the medium in which it is

operating.
Z. - ' (10) It is now necessary to express the pressure p(R) at

any point R in the medium in terms of the normal
velocity v., of the diaphragm. This relationship can be

Z,., being the contribution to 7,t which results from shown to be
the motion of the diaphragn.

Consider now the effective acoustic impedance ze,
defined as the ratio of force to normal velocity, F/t.. 44R) G (R, r) dr -f9.4 g(R).
The term z,, depends on the electric coupling condi- 1 (14
tions. Suppose a load impedance Z, is connected to (14)
the electric terminals so that, front equation (3), Here the integral is taken over the acoustically ac-
E - - Z1, . Substituting (3) in the basic equations tive portion of the transducer surface, the diaphragm
(I) and (2), we obtain Sd; p is the density of the medium; w is the angular

frequency of the sound wave (2v times the frequency);
F 7 ,I v. + kI (11) and G(R, r) is the so-called Green's function.e Physi-

cally, it may be defined as the pressure which would
and be produced at the point R as a result of a point

- .,- k' N + Zb I. (12) source of unit strength placed at the point R', if the
diaphragm of the transducer did not move. G(R, r) is

simply G(R, W1') for R' taken at the point r on the
Solution of these equations shows that closed transducer surface S. It can be shown that such

a function can in principle be calculated for all ordi-
zo - Z,+ . (13) nary surfaces S, and that it is symmetric in its argu-+l ments, that is, G(R, r) - G(r, R). The function g(R)

is introduced simply as an abbreviation for the

3.4 SENSITIVITIES integral

The various impedances associated with an electro- g(R) , f G(R, r) dr. (15)
acoustic transducer have been expressed in terms of
the fundamental transducer constants and the condi-
tions of coupling. Thr. sensitivities of a transducer are
now considered.c Here, two types of sensitivity are of
interest: the transmitting or electroacoustic sensitiv-andee: the tg aoselectr ic s v e Green's function, G(R. R'), is defined mathematically as aity and the receiving or acoustoelectric beuiitivity. Ex- solution of the wave equation, which has a pole of residue unitypressions for these are obtained and a proof of the at the point R = R', which satisfies the boundary condition
reciprocity theorem, which is basic in much of under- BG(R, R')/Bn = 0 on the closed transducer surface S, and
water sound calibration work, is given, which, as IR - R' .. , behaves like

The transmitting sensitivity S(R) of a transducer is -j Rj
defined as the ratio of the pressure developed by the f( R

transducer at the point R, when driven electrically, to \R - R'I/ IR - R'l

the input current to the transducer.' In practice, the
point R is taken as a point at unit distance (I meter) (X= wave length; f( - ) is a function whose nature is de-
on the axis of symmetry of the transducer. The value termined by the surface S), that is, it resembles an outward

travelling wave. Green's function can be shown to exist mathe-
eThe transmitting and receiving sensitivities defined here !natically for all ordinary surfaces S. It can also be shown that

hear a close relationship to the transmitting and receiving re- in the particular case of a piston-like diaphragm in an infinite
sponses defined below. (See Chapter 4.) -J-IR--R'l

d For simplicity we shsll denote a point in the medium by its 2 e
position vector R front an arbitrary origin rather than by its rigid baffle, (R, R') = R-R' ,when R'=rlles on the
coordinates. stn face of the piston or baffle.
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ity, equation (6) applies and F - iZr V.. Solving for is present in the medium but the transducer surface
v. from equations (6) and (1), and substituting there- has a velocity v., the pressure at a point R in the
suit into equation (14), the transmitting sensitivity is medium is as given by equation (14). If these two pres-
obtained as sures are added, the actual pressure at R, p(R), when

pi. is present, is obtained and the transducer dia-

S(R) _(g)' + g(R). (16) phragm has a velocity v.,. Thus
p(R) Z, +IGR I,) - -,9~,r r (8

Thus the transmitting sensitivity depends on the fre- P(R) - $G(R, RI) - GtR, r) dr (18)

quency f = w/2r, the density of the nediun p, the

open-circuit mechanical impedIance z4, the .electro-
acoustic coupling constant k, and the radiation irpe- - -, G(R, R,) - T v. g(R).Ir
dance z, as well as the integral of Green's function
over the surface of the transducer. Since the total force oat the transducer diaphragm is

Consider next the receiving sensitivity A. Suppose the integral over the diaphragm of the pressure at
that in the absence of the transducer from the me-
diui there is present a sound field p1.,(R), whose
value at the position of the acoustic center of the fp(r) ftransducer &g (when the latter is not present in the F f r dr - 4-f G(r, R,) dr - /.--f g(r) dr.

medium) is pj.,(Ro)., Then the ratio of the open- Rd 4r It
circuit voltage generated by the transducer when in (19)
the medium to pi.,(R 0) is defined as the receiving Since G(r, R) = G(RC, r) from the symmetry of
sensitivity Air' Green's function, the first term can be written as

The value of M depends upon the type of wave,
that is, p. For practical applications, the important *g(R). If we compare equation (19) with equation
case is that for which Pin, is a spherical wave with cen- (5), we see that
ter at some point R. The plane wave sensitivity can Fo =ft(R) (20)
be considered to be the sensitivity to spherical waves
when R, is infinitely distant from Ro. In this case Pine and
can be written as

gr d r, r'd'.
PUIC(R) = ,,e IR - Rn (17)

These quantities may be computed when Green's
The actual pressure present at a point R when the function for the surface S is known.h

transducer is in the medium must now be found. If If (5) is substituted for F, with F0 and z. given by
the transducer diaphragm (lid not move, the pressure, equations (20) and (21), in the fundamental equa-
from the definition of Green's function, would be tions (1) and (2) and the case where the transducer is

4,G(R, Re). hIt can further be shown that, for an arbitrary incident
sound field Pine, one has

On the other hand, if no incident sound pressure pine! pR)= Pine (R)_lr(Rr) d

f The acoustic center is the center of symmetry if it exists, but -- V G (R, r) dr.
for this discussion it may be any arbitrarily chosen point on the 4, GRs d
transducer. The incident sound field pressure Pine satisfies the

wave equation [v+ Pine (R) = 0, wl .)e x is the The first two terms reduce to ib G(R, R ) as shown in equation
Leeua- i (18), if pine is the spherical wave of equation (17). If p(R) is in-

wave length and V2 is the Laplacian operator. tegrated over the surface Sd, the integral of the first term Pine is
a In practice the receiving response is always given for a uni- what Fin e was called, while the integral of the second term is

form plane wave normally incident on the transducer. what Fh was called. The last term is again - z vn.
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electrically terminated in a load impedance ZL is con- due to a point source of spherical sound wavesi at It,
sidered, so that E - - Z 1, v, can be eliminated be- at a distance d from the acoustic center of the trans.
tween the equations and the following is obtained for ducer to the transmitting sensitivity S, measured at
the voltage output of the transducer: the point R, is a constant independent of all particu-

lar characteristics of the transducer. The value of the

E 1 k' constant is: I M/S I - 2dA/pc, where A and c are the
EZL + Z, - " "Ak , + Z. wave length and velocity of sound, respectively, andZ0 + Zr p is the density of the medium. The applications of

S(22) this theorem are discussed in Chapters 4 to 7.

We are interested in the open-circuit voltage E, This The theorem is readily proved by taking the ratio
is obtained from equation (22) by letting ZL- - c; of M as given by equation (25) with R, - R, and Sas
thus given by equation (16):

k' F (23) k'g(R) d eS2
(25 -+ -M 4Z d .A

Since T" 4,. k a- 1"4kI (27)Since• g(R)

pl. (Re) e , - (24) Taking the absolute value of this equation, and re-
[R0 - Rn membering that Jk'j - Ikl, we obtain

the receiving sensitivity, using equation (20) for Fo, is M -" 4rd 2. (28)

M E, ' g(R) I R. - R, I (25) The reciprocity theorem, proved here for the case

I-- l ,lt of a rigidly vibrating diaphragm, can be shown to

hold for any general mode of diaphragm vibration
where v.(r) is a function of position on the dia-

s.5 PROOF OF RECIPROCITY THEOREM phragink

The reciprocity theorem will now be proved. This si EFFICIENCIES
theorem applies to all transducers which obey the Having discussed the sensitivities of a transducer
ondition t)and their relationship through the reciprocity theor-

1k= I k', 4 26) em, a treatment of efficiencies follows, beginning
with the efficiency of the transducer on transmission.

that is, equality of the absolute values of the electro- the projector efficiency. This is defined as the ratio
acoustic and acoustoelectric coupling constants. It is of the total acoustic power output of the transducer
simple to show that this condition is satisfied for the to the electric power input. Several expressions for
various idealized transducers' considered in Chapter the projector efficiency E. will be derived which will
2. The statement of the theorem is as follows: The ab- be useful for different purposes.
solute value of the ratio of the receiving sensitivity M The acoustic power output may be shown to be4, 75

IThus, for the case of the electrodynamic moving ribbon [rf (R) v.f(R) 01 +f p(Rt* v'R d%]
presste-gradient transducer (see Chapter 2) k = -A t, k' = BI, pR Rd - R) R
where B is the magnetic flux density in the region where the rib.
bon moves, and I is the effective length of the ribbon. Values (29)
of k and k' for other types of transducers are given in the
literature.0, 81 k Another extension of the theorem is to the case of a series of

J This restriction is not necessary. It may be shown that the transducers individually obeying reciprocity and coupled by
reciprocity theorem is valid for any source distribution for the electric and mechanical transformers. Then the condition IkMI =
incident waves just so long as the distance between sources and Jkj will hold for the coupling between the input E, I and output
transducer is large compared to the dimensions of either of F, v, if it holds for the individual transducers, and the reci-
them. procity theorem will be valid for the series consideied as a unit.
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the asterisk denoting the complex conjugate and I effective electric impedance, Z4. It may be shownu

being any closed surface containing the transducer. that a sufficient condition for E. to be 100 per cent
The electric power input is given by 111 RA where IlI is R, - r* - 0, that is, the blocked electric and open.
is the absolute value of the (complex) current and R,, circuit mechanical impedances have no real pars.
is the real part of the effective electric impedance of It is worth pointing out in connection with equa.
the transducer Z,. tion (33) that the projector efficiency (at resonance)

If I is chosen as a large sphere of radius d centered of a resonant transducer may be determined by
at the transducer, we have v, - p/pc on ST4.75 Then purely electrical methods. (See reference 39.) In a
the expression for the acoustic power output be- resonant transducer, the response as a function of
comes: frequency has a sharp maximum when the impressed

1frequency coincides with a natural frequency of the
PC X X ,transducer itself. If one measures the electric im-

pedance of the transducer at a frequency well above
d being now an element of area on the sphere and I and below its resonant frequency, the result will be
the sound intensity. Introducing the direcivity fac- essentially Z,, the blocked impedance." Suppose now
tor 8, defined ast  one measures the electric impedance of the trans-

J(IP) d . ducer at resonance in air. Then z. is approximately

a a 11255C (30) zero and the motional impedance (the difference be-
P e) 4Vd2 - ' axletween the measured electric impedance and Z&) will

be -kk/z. Next one measures the impedance at re-

with p,,. the pressure at distance d on the axis of sonance in water. Then the motional impedance in
symmetry of the transducer, or, generally, on any water -kk/(zo + z,) is known. These three measure-

fixed axis, one obtains for the projector efficiency ments suffice for the determination of E,, if the trans-
ducer obeys the reciprocity condition Iki - Ik'I, so

4#d SIPIlaxs that IkI' - Ikk'I.

E- 4rd281S[l . 4,SM2 Pc , (31) This may be seen as follows: At resonance the
111 R., pC R 1 _T 1 4R imaginary part of Xe + zr vanishes,& and Izo + Zrn -

where S and M are the transmitting and receiving (r0 + rr)2. Then equation (33) may be written as

sensitivities; see equations (16), (25), and (28).
Another possible choice for I is the surface S of _ __ . ____r_ +kk'I "l

the transducer. Then, v. is the normal velocity of the E , r0 + r 1 - r. + r,
transducer surface, assumed constant over the dia- L. .j

phragm. Thus from equations (6) and (29) we have

the projector efficiency expressed as (34)

-1vs1 2 r. -_ where the second form uses the reciprocity condition:Ep 11 R.t / ) IkI . Ikk'I.a1112 R., It is now seen that R, ,kk'[ , and 1kk1 are the
where rr is the real part of the radiation irpipedance zr. r0 + r, ro

Finally, using equations (7) and (8) to find v./1 and only quantities needed for a knowledge of E. at re-
fe sonance. All of these can be found by the methodequation (9) from Rel and substituti th to described, assuming that r0 is a slowly varying func-

equation (32), we obtain tion of frequency so that r0, at the resonance fre-
E= rr kIkI12 (33) quency in air, is close in value to ro at the resonance

Re(Zz, - ___z) Izo +i frequency in water.

Z/ -' 1m Z6 is ingeneral a function of frequency but does not show
where R_.k.) is the rel part f the resonance properties. Hence its value at the resonant frequencywZ o-zr of the transducer may be found by joining the portions of the

7 curve found above and below resonance by a smooth curve.
I For further discussion of the directivity factor 6nand of the a When the imaginary part of: 0 + zr vanishes, the responses

directivity index =- 10 log a, see Chapter 4. S and M have their maximum values; see equations (16) and (25).
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3.7 MAXIMUM ELECTRIC POWER 3 GENERALIZATION OF THEORY TO
OUTPUT ON RECEPTION AND ANY TYPE OF DIAPHRAGM

THRESHOLD PRESSURE MOTION

Maximum electric power P.., is I, ansferred to a The treatment of the theory of electroacoustic
receiver when the electric load impedance of the transducers given above for transducers in which the
receiver is the complex conjugate of the effective diaphragm velocity is the same at all points can
electric impelance of the transducer. Under this con- readily be generalized to the case where there is no
dition, by Thdvenin's theorct such restriction on the velocity distribution. The

form that the generalization takes follows in outline.
P. = E.2 E.2., (35) The fundamental equations for the transducer can

R,1 4R,1  be written as

=pi.e12 i'" . k E, " p(r) -) z.(rr) v5(e) dr' + k(r) 1 (37)

where E, is the signal voltage across the load in the and
matched circuit, E,(.C, is the signal voltage that would
be developed by the transducer on open circuit, M E j k'(e) v5 (') dr + Z, 1. (38)
is the receiving sensitivity, and E, is the projector

efficiency. The last form of equation (35) follows Here r and e" are points on the transducer surface S;
from the last form of equation (31). Equation (35) and v(r) are the pressure and normal velocity at

suggests that the quantity - which has the dimen- the point r, respectively. The functions zo(r,r'), k(r),
sions of an area and is usually called the effective and k'(r) are functions characteristic of the trans-
area, has the significance of being the maximum ducer which are the generalizations of zo, k, and k' in
cross section for energy absorption by the transducer the simpler treatment given earlier. For coupling to
from the sound field. This follows from the fact that an electric source of generated voltage Eo and inter-

IPAt. lis the incident intensity of sound, E. never ex- nal impedance Zi.,, the equation
PC

ceeds unity, and maximum power is absorbed in a E - E0 - Zi.t 1 (4)
matched circuit.

An important parameter of the transducer is its again holds. However, for coupling on the acoustic
threshold pressure P1. This is defined as the pressure side we now have
in a uniform, plane-wave, free sound field propagated
parallel to the acoustic axis of the transducer, which PR) - po(R) -f z,.(R, r) v.(r) dr' (39)
produces a signal power output in the load equal to is
the inherent thermal noise power in the load. (See where
Chapter 4 for a full discussion.) The noise power is
taken in a 1-cycle band and the transducer is sup- f(R) pi(R) - 1a (r) e
posed to be in a matched circuit. The noise power in pR -p R - G(R, r') dr'
the load in a matched circuit is one-half of the open- (40)
circuit noise power in the transducer (since noise
pressures add in random phase). This open-circuit and

noise, power in a 1-cycle band is given by 4KT where zr(r,r) = G(r,r')41)
K is Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute tem- 4w
perature of the device.7 0 Consequently, the threshold
pressure is given by the relation and R is any point in the medium. (R may be taken

pJ 2  1equal to r.) Here G(rr') is the same Green's function
k2 = (4KT). (36) introduced earlier. The quantity zr(r,r') is an acoustic

radiation impedance continuous matrix which is the
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generalization of the previously used radiation im- be found in a manner analogous to that used above.
pcdance z, When no sources other than the trans- These calculations involve, in general, the solution
ducer are present in the medium, the pressure at any of linear integral equations which can be solved in
point R in the medium is, by equations (39) ant (40), principle, though practical solutions may be difficult
given as to obtain except in simple cases. The reciprocity

theorem, equation (28), can be proved in this general
p(R) i-- G(R, r) v.(r) dr'. (42) case provided that

Ik(r)l - k'(r)j (43)
The above equations allow the behavior of the trans-
ducer to be calculated under any conditions. The and
various impedances, sensitivities, and efficiencies can z:(r,r') - z,,(r',r). (44)

Q,,



Chapter 4

TYPES OF ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS
By Eginhard Dietze

T HE CHOICE of what should be measured is prob- The most important one, although very simple, is fre-
ably as important a part of a testing program as quently violated, often with disastrous results. This

any and requires a clear understanding of the nature rule is as follows: In a test, as in any experiment, only
and purposes of the tests and of the character and ap- one factor may be varied at a time. All other factors
plications of the device under test. Furthermore, the must be held constant throughout the tests. Usually
conditions under which the tests are made must be more than one characteristic is to be measured, so
carefully controlled. The existence of controlled con- that more than one test must be made. The above
ditions is one of the principal reasons for substituting rule, that all factors except the one under test must be
laboratory tests for field tests, kept constant, applies to the entire testing program.

The tester, furthermore, in order to carry out his A few illustrations which apply to underwater sound
task intelligently, must possess a broad knowledge of testing follow.
the applications of the device as well as of measure- It is essential that all characteristics of the medium
ment technique. Assume, for instance, that an echo- remain constant throughout the tests. For example,
ranging projector is to be tested. To set up a program temperature: unless it is a variable of the test, the
for such tests, it is necessary to know what factors are temperature must be uniform throughout the pro-
important in echo ranging and how these factors de- gram. In addition, the device itself must be in tern-
pend on the physical characteristics of the device. perature equilibrium with the medium. Depending
Only then can tests be made that will throw light on on its size and type of construction, this may require
how the device will perform in service and how its waiting several hours or even a full day, while the
performance could be improved, unit is immersed, before tests can be started. It has

A great deal of thought has been given by the also been found that results obtained at one tempera-
Underwater Sound Reference Laboratories [USRL] ture do not necessarily apply at other temperatures.
to these questions. Based on these studies, the perti- Thus the temperature of the water during the tests,
nent physical characteristics that should be measured the temperature dependence of the device, and the
in a calibration test on an echo-ranging projector are speed with which it reaches temperature equilibrium
(1) directivity (directivity index, horizontal and verti- are important factors.
cal beam widths, magnitude of largest side lobes), (2) In any extended testing program, special care must
frequency-response characteristic, (3) power output be taken that the signal levels, the transmission prop-
(cfficiency), (4) selectivity, (5) threshold pressure, (6) erties of the medium, and the noise background do
receiving response, and (7) impedance. not change. Drifts in the amplifier or in the oscillator

It is necessary to devise proper tests for the precise characteristics affect the acoustic conditions by chang-
measurement of these characteristics. In acoustic tests, ing the level or the frequency of the sound in the
this is not always simple, and even with the greatest water. To avoid such drifts, it is necessary to check the
care it is usually not possible to equal the precision of electric system frequently during the tests. Similar
electric circuit tests. All factors should be of the opti- precautions must be observed in using acoustic de-
mum design in order to achieve even a reasonable de- vices. For instance, x-cut Rochelle salt crystals are
gree of precision. A first requirement in this connec- variable under some conditions and for this reason
tion is one of testing equipment. Any effort expended are undesirable as standards. In many devices one side
in obtaining the best possible laboratory equipment is grounded, increasing the chance for noise pickup
will be well repaid. It is almost axiomatic that with- and necessitating proper shielding of the leads.
out such equipment the situation is hopeless. Assum- Another factor to be considered is that all measure-
ing that such equipment is available, there are certain ments must be made at the same point in the circuit,
fundamental rules of testing which must be observed, that is, the leads should be the same for all tests. The

18
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same auxiliary equipment, such as tuning.coil or con- acoustic power is supplied to them, they generate an
denser and polarizer, should also be used throughout electric voltage. A device which has these properties
the testing program. For example, in the measure- in the underwater sound field is called a transducer.
ment of electric power, the current and impedance, or The first action is called transmitting and the second
current, voltage, and phase angle must be measured receiving. Certain conventionsa have been set up by
from the same set of terminals. In more complicated agreement among the different groups interested in
tests the matter of measuring from a single pair of the underwater sound field for the measurement of
terminals, however, is sometimes overlooked. For in- transmitting and receiving performance. These con-
stance, in order to determine the efficiency of a pro- ventions are of value in making the meaning of meas-
jector, the transmitting response must be obtained, urement results precise to all people in the group.
the directivity measured, and the impedance of the Also, by expressing all results on the same basis, dif-
projector and of the source determinedt. To obtain ferent measurements can be more easily compared.
the correct answer, all electric measurements that The most important use of test data is usually to
enter into these tests must be made from the same ter- determine which instrument is best from among a
minals. Frequently this is inconvenient. The driving number that are available for a particular application.
amplifie,, for instance, is at one place in the labora-
tory, while the impedance bridge is at another. If an 4.1 TRANSMITTING
extra lead is added in either connection, an error
results. Transmitting measurements usually involve three

It may be noted in passing that the efficiency thus factors: (1) the acoustic pressure delivered by the de-
determined includes any losses in the system beyond vice in the desired direction for a known electric in-
the point where the measurements are made. If the put, (2) the distribution of the acoustic pressure in
efficiency of the projector exclusive of these losses is other directions, and (3) the variation of the pressure
desired, the measurements must be made directly at with frequency.
its terminals or the losses must be eliminated from the It is noted that these items correspond respectively
data by computation. The latter method is usually to (3), (1), and (2) at the beginning of this chapter.
more time-consuming and less accurate. These quantities must be expressed in such a way

A general principle of testing is that it is easier to that their meaning is unambiguous and that they af-
make relative measurements than absolute measure- ford a ready means of comparing different designs.
ments, and that the precision of relative tests, for the For example, a statement of the pressure delivered
same amount of effort, is much greater. The easiest does not of itself tell much about the performance of
tests to make are the so-called A-B comparisons which a device, since it is possible to change the pressure by
involve immediate switching between two conditions. incieasing or decreasing the electric input. Conse-
Usually one of the conditions, say A, which is well- quently, the electric supply conditions must be speci-
known, serves as the reference condition, and the fled as well.
other, B, which includes the unknown, is the test con- In most practical cases the projector is fed from an
dition. Many a testing difficulty can be avoided by re- amplifier. The most definite way to tie down the elec-
ducing the program to a number of such comparison trical system in a practical way, therefore, is to specify
tests, and, if at all possible, tests should always be set the amplifier. For calibration purposes it is desirable
up on that basis. that a class A amplifier be used, because the perform-

With these principles in mind, many specific prac- ance of such an amplifier can be accurately specified
tices have been established by USRL. Some of these and controlled. From the standpoint of circuit analy-
are described in Section 6.1.4. The rest of this section sis, a class A amplifier can be replaced by a generated
is concerned with the physical characteristics to be voltage e, and an internal resistance r,. The same
measured in calibration tests on underwater sound analysis also applies to class B and C amplifiers, but
equipment. the values then are a function of the power delivered,

Most acoustic devices are reversible, that is, they whereas in the case of the class A amplifier these
can do two things depending on how they are used:)eat their ter- Conference on underwater sound projectors in the Office() When an electric voltage is applied tf the Coordinator of Research and Development of the Navy,
minals, they generate acoustic power, and (2) when July 19, 1944.
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curves of this transition loss are plotted against the
ratio of the impedance magnitudes r,/z for different

' .6 g phase angles 0.
If a projector is tuned, so that at resonance its im-

pedance is a pure resistance, the maximum power
will then be delivered by the driver to the projector
if this resistance matches the internal resistance of
the driver, that is, when rL - ri. It is seen that under

Faouu: !. Circuit rererred to by eqtLion (!). these conditions, the actual power P, equals the avail-
able power PA. In all other cases the actual power is

values are independent of this factor up to the point less than the available power. The efficiency of the
where overloading sets in. electric system under these conditions, however, is

It is seen from the above that the power delivered only 50 per cent, since the amount of power dissipated
by an amplifier is a function of the load impedance. in the output tubes equals that supplied to the load.
For this reason, the use of a fixed input power, a fixed In practical designs using class B or C amplifiers, it
applied voltage or a fixed applied current in deter- is an advantage to use a lower source impedance,
mining the variation with frequency of the pressure about V4 rL. This improves the electric circuit effi-
delivered by a projector (the impedance of which ciency and reduces the power dissipation in the out-
changes with frequency) in general does not provide a put tubes, thus permitting smaller tubes to be
response characteristic that is representative of actual employed. In testing, the source impedance of the
service conditions. This consideration has led to the actual system should be simulated.
use of available power as a basis.

4.1.2 Transmitting Response
The transmitting response of a projector of given

Available power47 is defined as the power which a impedance is expressed in terms of the pressure at 1
driver having a fixed generated voltage e, and a fixed meter distance on the acoustic axis in decibels versus
internal resistance r, delivers into a matched load re- reference pressure (1 dyne per sq cm) per watt avail-
sistance rL. Figure 1 illustrates the circuit, able power from a given generator impedance (as-

From this circuit it can be seen that the power de- sumed to be purely resistive).
livered into the load resistance rl, = r, is In connection with this definition of transmittfng

response, it should be noted that the pressure de-
( ep '2 r e'. ()livered increases as the square root of the available

\+ 4r

The actual input power delivered into a projector [II --
of impedance z=r+jx=lzlcosO+1lzlsinO has the li..fl I

following value:
,= i e, 12 4rr2 1 -

re + Z r (rA + r)2 + x2  00 ,

Hence,

4rr, . '2)P = r101og + r)2 + x2 (2)

Th e10 log ]A iswl-nw irnms IMPEDANqE RATIO M~ 10 010

The term 10 log P1PA is well-known in transmis- FIGURE 2. rransition loss between a generator having an
sion circuit theory69 and is the transition loss between internal resistance of r, ohms and a load impedance of

the resistance r. and the impedance z. On Figure 2 magnitude z and phase angle 0.
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power. Thus, formulating the mathematical expres-
sion for the response,

RT=20log P = =20logp-10logPA. (3)
VPA

In equation (3), 20 log p gives the pressure in deci-

bels versus I dyne per sq cm (1 dyne per sq cm is called
reference pressure) and 10 log P.A is the power level

referred to 1 watt. For actual testing, the practice of

expressing power levels in decibels versus 10- 16 watt
has developed.

It will be noted that I meter is chosen for the refer-

ence distance. This, of course, does not mean that all
calibrations are to be made at that distance. The ac-
tual testing distance will depend on considerations of

obtaining waves which are sufficiently plane so that
spherical wave corrections will not be required either
for the projector under test or for the receiving hydro-
phone, that is, the testing distance will depend on
the size of the instruments and the frequency. Other-
wise, the testing distance will be made as short as pos- FIGuRF. 3. Three.dimensional directivity pattern for a

sible to minimize interference from reflections, etc. circular plate. Frequency = 25 kc, diameter of plate = 15

The testing distance d will be stated in connection in. Decibel values shown give response relative to that on

with all tests and the correction C in decibels to do = normal axis.

1 meter will be made on the basis of spherical waves;
thus decibels versus the pressure Po on the acoustic axis of

the device. For the acoustic axis an axis of symmetry
C = 20 log!d. (4) of the device is usually chosen, which frequently is

also the direction of maximum response. A plot of
these values is called a directivity pattern. A view of

A similar consideration applies with respect to the a three-dimensional directivity pattern for a circular
power to be used in the tests. While the response is plate is'shown in Figure 3. For devices which are sym-

referredto 1 watt, it would obviously be incorrect to metrical, such as a circular plate, the directivity is the
make all tests at that power level. If the device is same in all planes containing the major axis normal
linear, the testing power used is of no consequence, to the surface. Thus the pressure distribution need be

but if the response varies with power level, then the measured only in one plane, resulting in a great re-
tests should be made at the actual working levels used duction of work. A planar directivity pattern is

in service and the testing power should be stated. A shown in Figure 4. This is the usual way of plotting
load characteristic should be furnished showing the these patterns. Devices which are not circular usually

relation between acoustic power output (or pressure have several major axes. Patterns should then be

on the axis) and available power. taken in all planes containing one of these axes.
The directivity index is defined as the ratio in deci-

4.1.3 Directivity bels of the intensity I (I = E far away from the source)
PC

The next item to be measured concerns the distri- averaged over all directions to the intensity I 0 on the

bution of the acoustic pressure with direction. This acoustic axis of the device:

is measured by determining the pressure over a spher-
ical surface having the projector as the center, the A = 10 log-= 20log (5)
pressure p in any one direction being expressed in I Po
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is 24 db below the peak. Therefore 10 log 1./o -
-24 or I./10 - 0.004. The sine of 25 degrees is 0.26.
Consequently I./lo sin a - 0.0010. The values of
.I.lo sin a are computed for all angles and plotted on
rectilinear graph paper against the angle a expressed
in radians ( radian - 57.3 degrees). This is illus-
trated in Figure 5. The area under the curve is meas-
ured with a planimeter and is found to be 5 square
inches. In this particular case the scales were chosen
so that 1 inch on the abscissa represents 0.1 radians
and 1 inch on the ordinate represents an intensity
ratio 1./I - 0.01. Thus, I square inch represents a

FIGuaE 4. Planar directivity pattern for a circular plate. contribution to the integral of 0.001. Hence, the total
Frequency = 25 kc, diameter of plate = 15 in. area gives

There are several cases for which a directivity in- lsin ada - 0.001 x5.00-0.005.

dex can be obtained in a relatively simple manner.14  Jo 0

If the directivity pattern of the transducer has rota-
tional symmetry about the acoustic axis, one may Equation (6) includes a factor of V2 in front of the
make use of the following formula: 88  integral. Thus the directivity factor is 0.0025 and the

corresponding directivity index A is

A = 101ogio[] 0sina, (6) A = 10log0.002 5 - -26db.

In this formula, a represents the angle from the The procedure in the case of a line is analogous to
acoustic axis, 4. the intensity at this angle, and I0 the the one described above, except that cos a is used in
intensity on the axis. The above formula is valid, for all cases in place of sin a, as indicated by comparison
example, in the case of a circular diaphragm vibrat- of equations (7) and (6).
ing symmetrically about this normal axis. In the case Sometimes the pattern as obtained experimentally
of a line source, the acoustic axis is usually taken is not exactly symmetrical. In that case, it is usually
perpendicular to the line. If the directional pattern sufficiently accurate to use the average values of the
of the line is symmetrical about the line itself, the two halves of the pattern obtained experimentally.
directivity index is given by the formula:38  This computation is quite straightforward but

somewhat tedious. Figure 6 shows a chart which has
A 1 g cs abeen prepared to reduce the amount of algebraic

ff o0 computation involved. This chart shows a family
l 2- of curves, each curve corresponding to a particular

value of 1.11 o sin a. The chart is used in conjunction

where a' is now the angle measured from the acoustic with the directivity pattern, plotted on polar coordi-
axis (normal to the line) in a plane including the nate paper, of the instrument whose directivity index
acoustic axis and the line itself, is to be obtained. The use of the chart is as follows:

To indicate the use of these formulas, consider the The transparent chart is laid over the directivity pat-
pattern shown in Figure 4, representing a measured tern of the instrument so that the coordinate systems
pattern for a circular piston in a plane including the on the two charts coincide. Then, to find the value
acoustic axis. To find the directivity index for the of l./I sin a for any angle a, one proceeds along the
pattern, equation (6) above is applied. The integral radial line corresponding to the angle a until one
is evaluated graphically by means of a planimeter. reaches the intersection of that line with the direc-
This requires obtaining for different angles the tivity pattern of the instrument. The point of inter-
ratio I./o. For instance, at 25 degrees the response sction of the pattern and the line will then fall on
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one, or between two, of the curves of the family of - -]

curves drawn on the chart. Suppose, for example, - I I T I -

that this point falls about 7/10 of the way between - -

the curves corresponding to 0.003 and 0.004. Then 30 - - -- l-

for the angle a i -S

sin a = 0.0037. Xe25

The values of Ial sin a may be quickly obtained for .- z-
each desired value of the angle a. These are then- - -- " ... - - .

plotted as described above. The procedure beyond
this point is identical with that described earlier. - l -1 3- -

The use of this chart at USRL has indicated that it KAM WIDTH IN DEGREES (ODE DOWN)

is as accurate in general as a direct computation and Ficuit. 7. l)iiectivit index as a functio of the heam

the work proceeds much more quickly, particularly w WVidth for a circular plate.

since most field data for instruments give directly
10 log I.11t rather than 1,/Io. an approximate value for the directivity index may

In the above, it is assumed that the pattern has be obtained by a simple procedure which requires
been drawn with the maximum on the outer circle on taking directivity patterns only in these two planes.
the coordinate paper. If the maximum is drawn on It is further required that the beam widths in these
the circle which is 10 db down, the chart may still two planes be less than 120 degrees. To illustrate this
be used in the same way, but the values obtained for method, let us consider a rectangular piston which
.1./o sin a from the chart should be multiplied by 10 is the most commonly occurring nonsymmetrical type

to obtain the correct values; if the maximum is on in practice. For such a piston, the directivity index
the circle 20 db down, the chart values must be Inul- given is directly determined only by the beam width
tiplied by 100, etc. in the two planes and can be represented as a function

The chart can also be applied to a line. In this case of this beam width. For this case, a chart is given in
it is turned so that 90 degrees on the chart coincides Figure 8, from which the directivity index can be
with 0 degrees on the directivity pattern. Since the found from the measured bean width, 10 db down,
chart in that direction is narrower, it will be neces- in the two planes. The two planes in this case are the
sary to plot the pattern on a smaller scale in order the planes passing through the acoustic axis and pa-
that the chart may accommodate it. rallel respectively to the two pairs of sides of the rec-

If the beam width is not too broad (total beam tangle. A similar calculation can be made for an
width 10 db below peak does not exceed 120 degrees), elliptical piston when the two planes are taken
and the side lobes and rear response are at least 15 db through the acoustic axis and parallel respectively
below the peak, the directivity index is practically to the major and minor axes of the ellipse. A chart
determined by the beam width alone. Thus, in Figure for this case also is given in Figure 8. These charts

7 the directivity index is plotted for a circular plate may be used in conjunction with measured patterns
as a function of the beam width. By referring to this for rectangular or elliptical transducers.
chart, one may read directly the directivity index for Consideration has been given to reduction of side
the measured beam width, lobes by means of tapering. (See reference 14.) By

Many devices do not have directivity patterns sym- tapering is meant the variation of the velocity distri-
metrical about a single axis. In general, then, direc- bution over the diaphragm of the transducer so that
tivity patterns would have to be measured in a great the velocity decreases from the center to the peri-
many planes passing through the acoustic axis, and phery. This method is quite effective for reducing
a laborious double numerical integration performed side lobes, but it has the undesirable effect of increas-
to obtain the directivity index. In some cases where ing the beam width. The methods described above
the pattern is symmetrical with respect to two per- for calculating the directivity index can in general be
pendicular planes passing through the acoustic axis, applied directly to tapered transducers. The effect of
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FIGURE 8. Directivity index as function of beam widths for rectangular and elliptical pistons. Maximum beam widths
are measured in the plane through the acoustic axis parallel to the short side of the rectangle or including the minor
axis of the ellipse. Minimum beam widths are measured in the plane through the acoustic axis parallel to the long
side of the rectangle or including the major axis of the ellipse.

tapering on the directivity index, however, except in receiving are identical at each frequency. This foi-
extreme cases, is relatively smallb lows from the reciprocity principle.

The following additional information can be ob-
taied from the directivity pattern: 4.1.4 Projector Efficiency

1. The angle of maximum response is the angle be-
tween the direction of maximum response and the Another criterion which can be derived from the
acoustic axis. response and directivity measurements is of special

2. Beam width may be defined as the angular sepa- interest to the designer because in the most funda-
ration between the two points on either. side of the mental way it rates his design as an electric motor de-
main beam which are 10 db below maximum. livering acoustic power for the electric power sup-

5. Height of side lobes may be expressed in terms plied. This criterion is the projector efficiency, de-
of the maximum pressure in any direction within the fined as follows:
side lobe in decibels versus the pressure on the axis. The projector efficiency is the ratio in decibels of

4. Rear response is defined as the maximum pres- the total acoustic power delivered by the projector to
sure within --60 degrees from the rear in decibels the electric power input into the projector.
versus the pressure on the axis. To compute the efficiency E, of the projector it is

It should be noted in this connection that, pro- necessary to know the transmitting response Rr, the
vided the device is linear, the directivity patterns directivity index A, and the projector impedance z.
and the directivity indices for transmitting and for The projector efficiency 6' then is given by

b It has been shown by E. Gerjuoy that the directivity index
of a circular plate has its optimum value when no tapering is E- RT + A - 10 log p - 70.9. (8)

used.no
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In connection with these measurements, reference For constant applied voltage e, the currents then are
should be made to the discussion at the beginning
of this chapter where are stated certain precautions i - - _e and ia - 1.
that must be observed in taking the data in order tor2 r

obtain a precise determination of the efficiency. Hence
It is shown later in this chapter that, when the

device is linear, the projector efficiency is the same 20 log . 20 log - - 20 log - -3 db.
on transmitting and on receiving. This further illus- 80 10
trates the fundamental nature of this quantity.

The symbol Q has been used for the ratio LA/r.
CIS Selectivity Usually in a resonant circuit the resistance is asso.

ciated with the coil. The Q of the coil then is its qual-
The above quantities relate to the transmitting ity or figure of merit.82 To obtain the Q of a response

performance of the device at any one frequency. In curve, first the frequencies fI and f2, at which the re-
general, however, the performance over a range of sponse is 3 db below the peak, and the resonant
frequencies is of interest. In that case, the response frequency fo are found; then Q is found from these
and efficiency are determined over the frequency three frequencies by means of the above relation:
range and plotted versus frequency to provide re-
sponse or efficiency characteristics. Directivity pat- Q. fo 2 (9)
terns may also have to be taken at several frequencies.

The response characteristic in particular is used to
study the selectivity of the device. For this purpose 4. RECEIVING
use is frequently made of the equivalent series reso- An underwater acoustic device which is used only
nant circuit. This circuit is one in which the current for receiving is called a hydrophone. The measure.
varies with frequency in the same way that the re- ments on receiving usually involve determination of
sponse does. Assume this circuit to have resistance r the following factors:

adreactances Lw andL(hrw- f.Itimea(where - 2w)). Its impe- 1. The voltage delivered by the device. This is re-
dance then is ferred to the condition in which the unit is in a

uniform, plane sound field of reference pressure
z=r+(L --.. (1 dyne per sq cm).

2. The variation of this voltage with direction of
sound incidence.

Since at resonance W0
2 

. I /LC, 3. The variation of the voltage with frequency.

z - W0
2  These factors are analogous to those tested on trans-z-r+, 0w

Te rmitting. There is another quantity of interest on re-
The ratio of the resistance r to the reactance x in ceiving, the threshold pressure. This denotesthe pres-

sure on the face of the hydrophone that generates a
r L0 2  voltage equal to its inherent noise voltage. This is re-

txt Lw 0 W 0r' - r (w o2)" lated to the minimum signal that can be measured
.--2 ) with the particular instrument. Of these quantities

only the receiving response and the threshold are con-

There are two values, o,1 and w2, one on each side of sidered in detail, since the other items have been
resonance wo, where x = r. Then Izjji = I = rN/2. covered on transmitting.
At resonance, that is, at w0, we have x = 0, so that
Zo = r. In addition because of symmetry w0 = N 4.2.1 Receiving Response
so that

L-0 = W- M0  o The receiving response of a hydrophone or a pro-
r W1 - 0)2 ff2 Jector is expressed in terms of the open-circuit voltage
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in decibels versus I volt, generated by the unit in a crystal, with the voltage Vc across the amplifier input
uniform plane-wave, free sound field of reference (or output) due to a calibrating voltage V, applied
pressure (I dyne persq cn) propagated parallel to the across the amplifier input in series with a known cali-
acoustic axis of the hydrophone. brating condenser Cs. The charge on the crystal due

The selection of the open-circuit voltage has the ad- to the applied pressure can then be computed from
vantage that, with a few exceptions noted below, it is the above mentioned voltages and the calibrating ca.
possible to compute the signal voltage across any load pacity. If the calibrating condenser Cs is in parallel
imlpedance when the open-circuit voltage e, and the with the crystal when the voltage Vp is measured,
impedance z of a projector or a hydrophone are
known. For instance, if the load impedance is zL, the Q - V11 ca.
voltage across it is ve

V e, From this charge Q and the capacity of the crystal Co,
z + z . the open-circuit voltage e can then be found.

For certain types of hydrophones, designed for spe- Q - e,C.
cial purposes or including a preamplifier of the cath-
ode-follower type, it is desirable to state the closed- The determination of the charge instead of the gen-
circuit voltage instead of the open-circuit voltage, erated voltage is convenient at times because it re-
The load impedance across which the voltage is meas- quires only measurements at the input or output of
tired must be stated in all such cases. the amplifier, and the results are independent of the

In order to measure the open-circuit voltage, a very length of the intervening cable.
high impedance circuit is required, especially when
dealing with crystal hydrophones, which have high 4. Threshold Pressure
impedances themselves. Frequently the measure-

ments are made in a closed circuit and then the cir- The threshold of a hydrophone or a projector will
cuit loss is allowed for. In hydrophones which have a be expressed in terms of the pressure in a uniform,
preamplifier associated with them. a small resistance plane-wave, free sound field propagated parallel to
is frequently included in the so-called calibration cir- the acoustic axis of the device, in decibels versus refer-
cuit to permit computing the open-circuit voltage ence pressure (I dyne per sq cm), which produces a
generated by the crystal. Care must be taken in con- signal voltage equal to the inherent noise voltage.
nection with the measurement of the response of such This noise voltage is taken in a band width of I cycle
hydrophones that the output of the preamplifier is and the device is supposed to be in a matched, tunid
properly terminated. This applies especially to the so- circuit.
called cathode-follower circuit which is commonly In the following, the significance of the term thresh-
used. old is discussed and the measurements and computa-

Formulating a mathematical expression for the re- tions necessary to obtain the threshold pressure are
ceiving response, we have outlined.

, = 20 logef The signal pressure which can be measured with
po (10) any given device is limited in two directions: over-

loading limits it on the upper side, and the noise level

where e, = the generated voltage of the hydrophone limits it on the lower side. The noise may be due to a
in volts, and p = the pressure in the free field sound number of factors, such as the associated preamplifier,
field in dynes per sq cm. pickup in the leads, improper grounding, and con-

Instead of obtaining the open-circuit voltage, the tacts. When these sources are eliminated there re-
group at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution mains thermal noise,70 which is fundamental and
prefer to calibrate their tourmaline gauges in terms of depends only upon the temperature and the fre-
the electric charge on the crystal. This calibration is quency range covered. The mean square value of this
made by comparing the voltage Vp across the ampli- random noise voltage has been determined experi-
fier input (or output) due to a known pressure on the mentally and theoretically. When reduced to a fre-
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'the rms noise voltage V. appl ied to the grid due to
both e3 t and e.2 is obtained by adding the two fluc-

F .d ,I FT tuating noises at random phase, thus

. 0 V., r,\
+ 

e.:2

z

! J minals, rr - r. Then by equation (!1I) above, e.,
-e.2 - ezso that

FIct vlt 9. Circuit etltd ale t to a long lille. |/IM2 ( )A2 +[ je.2,e- =

quency band of I cycle antd a temperature of 20 C it
has the value V. -. (13)

e,2 - 1.61 x 10-"r,,

The signal voltage V, applied at the grid is then one-

where r, is the equivalent series resistance of the hall the voltage generated by the hydrophone,

device. 
eIn the practical case there are two distinct condi- .

tions to be considered: calculated threshold and meas-ured threshold. From the above relation V , the signal voltage gen-

CALCULATED THRFSHOLD erated by the hydrophone, equals V, the noise volt-

In the case of low-impedance hydrophiones, usually age in the matched circuit, when

of the electrodynamic or magnetostrictive type, the e .1e.(4active unit usually is directly connected to a line. -.+
ha this line has appreciable length, its impedance

must be matched at both terminals, since otherwise The other possibility, instead of matching the circuit,
irregularities in response are introduced due to reflec- is to connect the hydrophone to a very high impe-
tions in the line itself. Neglecting attenuation, the dance.In that case rris verylarge relative to r(rr.+a).
circuit may then be represented as in Figure 9. Hence from equation (12)

Here e is the generated open-circuit signal voltage,
e., is the generated noise voltage in the resistance ofV

the hydrophone r, and e r.s is the generated noise volt-
age in the terminating resistancre r e and the signal voltage , applied to the grid becomes
circuit are omitted for the sake of simplicity. V is the
noise voltage and V, is the signal voltage applied to Vv t e,
the input of the measuring circuit, assumed to be the so that

grid of the amplifier. e. -e.. (16)The noise voltage applied to the grid due to e,. is

fIt is seen by comparing equations (14) and (16) that
Vn b nc a t r)rT. there is a therei in migthe iratio

of 3 db in terminating the hydrophone in a high im-
The noise voltage applied to the grid due to ecs2 is pedance as compared to matching it. Where the leads

are sufficiently short it is therefore advantageous to
ae. use a high-impedance termination. This appli espe-

V2 = ir. cially to the internal connection between the active
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unit and its preamplifier, a case which is discupsed Since the preamplifier is so intimately asociated
below, with the active element, it is best to treat the two as

The threshold pressure for low-impedance hydiro- one unit and to determine the threshold for the ain-
phones may be computed from the receiving response bination. As a rule, the noise of the preamplifier ex-
R& and the resistance of the hydrophone r. This rela- ceeds the thermal noise to such an extent that the
tion is as follows: latter has little practical importance. The computa-

Substituting in the above equation (14) for e., the tion outlined above then becomes useless and the
value give,, 1y equation (11) leads to the results only practical way to proceed is actually to measure

the inherent noise level of the instrument. This re-
e, - 1.79 x 10-100r. (17) quires an extremely quiet body of water and a very

quiet measuring system in order that extraneous

The signal voltage is related to the signal pressure P noise does not enter into the tests. When quiet water
(igyns voper s m)r ea o the glressugre- p is not available, a possible alternative is to substitute(in dynes per sq cm) by means of the receiving re-anewr otecytl.Teatrmutethel-

spone Rr, n acorancewit eqatin (0),a network for the crystal. The latter must be the elec-sponse R1,, in accordance with equation (10), trical equivalent of the crystal in waterover the entire

frequency range included in the measurement. The
R- 20 log measuring system, in addition, should have uniform

response and a definitely defined band width, narrow
enough so that variations in the hydrophone response

which may be written in the form within the band may be neglected. Usually the pre-
l, -amplifier output is matched. If the measuring band

20 log p w 20 log e - Ri. includes the frequencies from f, to fs, then the value
10 log (f2 - fl) must be subtracted from the measured

Introducing in this equation the signal voltage de- noise voltage (assuming it to be in decibels), in order
fined by equation (17), we obtain the threshold pres- to obtain the threshold.
sure in decibels

T - 20 logp -20 log (1.79 x 10- / R)- R 43 RELATIONS BETWEEN

MEASUREMENTS
- 10 log r - 194.9 - R. (18) In the following, certain relations that exist be-

tween the measured quantities are pointed out.'
The test procedure in accordance with the above is These relations frequently are useful in cross-check.

to measure the resistance and response of the hydro- ing measurements. They also reveal additioal in-

phone. From these values the threshold pressure then formation as to the nature of the definitions.

is computed by means of equation (18).

1. The relation between the projector efficiency

E. and the transmitting response Rr was given
For a high-impedance hydrophone of the crystal in equation (8):

type, the active element is usually directly associated
with a preamplifier. This is necessary in order to E - +0 Pcl0 T

avoid excessive losses in the leads and also to pre- , R. + A - 10 log- - 1 og
vent noise pickup, to which a high-impedance circuit
is apt to be subject. Frequently the preamplifier is - R2 + A - 10 log P - 70.9.
given an extremely high input impedance. This is PA

done in order to obtain the maximum signal-to-noise
ratio at the first grid (as discussed) and also in order 2. There was also given the relation between the
to stabilize the hydrophone. For instance, in the case calculated threshold and the receiving response
of x-cut Rochelle salt crystals, which are inherently RR in equation (18)
variable with temperature, the variability is reduced
when no current is drawn from them. T = 10 log r - 194.9 - RB.
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3. There exists, in addition, a reciprocal relatione the study of measured data. For the sakeof sinplcity
between the transmitting response and the re- the discussion is confined to circular pistons.
ceiving response of a projector. This relation In the case of a circular piston moving rigidly in an
has the following form: infinite baffle, there exists a simple relation between

its radius a and the directivity index a.
Rr-Ra + 2016g + 10010 Mloge k(2)

- 10logr+ 2 log- -_ )

-R+20logf+ 10logp 1- 10logr+94.2. where k - 2w/A. being the wave length- c/[,and
PA( 19 ]- first order Bessel function.
(19) The directivity of a physical projector usually is

4. From these three equations, it is possible to de- less than that of a theoretical circular piston of the
rive a relation between the projector efficiency same geometrical size. It is, however, possible to de-
E. and the threshold T: fine the effective or acoustic radius of the physical

projector to be the radius of the theoretical piston

E, + T - A + 2o log + 10 log-! - 194.9 having the same directivity index as the projector. On
C Figure 10 the directivity index and beam width are

plotted against effective radius in wave lengths (a/.)
- A + 20 log + 1 71.6. (2) for a theoretical piston.

A number of interesting relations are obtained by
5. Furthermore, by combining equations (18) and introducing this expression in the above equations in

(19) or (8) and (20), a relation can be obtained which the directivity index occurs. These are the
between the threshold T and the transmitting equations which include the projector efficiency. For
response of the unit Rr. This relation is as fol- instance, substituting the above expression for the
lows: directivity index in the relation between projector

efficiency and transmitting response, equation (8)
Rr + " - 10log-PA + 20log gives:

+ ^ 20 log OT -149 E r ll= a

l~~+2 ogf- 2d 94.9 E2 - ogjl2L(2ka)- Plog10 i-

- 10 log PA+ 20 log f- 100.7. (21) +20logA- 10logfEJI-

6. Finally, by combining equations (8) and (19) a
relation can be found between the projector -Rr - 10 log was 10 log,
efficiency and the receiving response of the de- 1 - 2J, (2ka) PA
vice: 2ka

Ep - Rj + A + 20 logf-- 10 logr + 10log Tril + 20 log.% - 81.9. (24)
c

was

- Ri + A +20logf- 10logr+ 23.3. (22) In the term in this equation, wasis

The following discussion has for its purpose the ex- the area of the theoretical piston of radius a. In the
ploration of the meaning of the above relations and case of an actual projector, in accordance with the
the indication of their usefulness in connection with above discussion, a is the effective radius and can be

found by means of the chart on Figure 10. The ex-
e The reciprocity theorem and the conditions under which it pression in the bracket is a pure numeric, so that the

applies are stated in Chapter 3. whole term has the dimensions of an area. Let it be
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-,I and write

40i4 4 Ep -I, -Rr-10logA+20logA+Ki. (27)

* _9 - - -- -- - -- -- - This expression shows that for constant projector
efficiency, the transmitting response varies directly
as the effective area, and for any given device (A -

30_- - -. constant) increases 6 db per octave. The latter rela-I - 1 II I tion is shown by equation (21) to exist also for fixed
Su"IIIthreshold and transition loss.

Introducing the expression for the directivity in-
i ' ---= I= -I i--] - [_[ F 1 - 7, dex in equation (20) gives

. O i Z 3 4 5 6 ? 6I 9 pCi0T
E zt'T'K'lM~MMVWEL07(.-b E,, + T- -10log A + 10 log - - 194.9

4
FIGVRK 10. Relation between effective radius and dirtc-
tivity index (or beam width) for sonar projector with - -10 logA - 79. (28)
circular diaphragmn.

This equation shows that for any given device
called the eflective area of the projectotr A, which is (A - constant) the threshold pressure is independent
thus defined of frequency and also indicates that the higher the

Aa2 efficiency of the projector the lower the threshold
A - 2, (2ka)]  (25) pressure. For devices of the same type, that is, having

1 k - the same efficiency, the threshld varies inversely as
the size of the unit.

Defining the directivity factor 8 by Substituting the above expression for the directiv-
ity index in equation (22) we obtain

A- .l loga,
E0,- RR- 10logA - 10logr+ 10log T

it is evident from equation (23) that 4

2J, (2ka) - RR- 10logA - 10logr+ 115.9. (29)
-2ka 18 f k2a2  From this equation it may be seen that for a given

device having fixed size and efficiency, the receiving

and from equation (25) that response i, independent of frequency but increases
directly with the resistance. Advantage is often taken

-' (26) of this latter fact by using a step-up transformer to
A increase the receiving response of a low-impedance

hydrophone. These relations between receiving re-
In case a exceeds one-half wave length, the term sponse and impedance are shown by equation (18) to
1 - [2J1 (2ka)/2ka] is nearly unity, so that A then apply also for a fixed threshold. It is also interesting
equals ira2. to note that for a given receiving response and effi-

Assuming, furthermore, the transition loss to re- ciency the resistance among different projectors varies
main unchanged, we can simplify equation (24) by inversely as their area.
introducing a constant K1, It is, of course, possible to set up a definition for

the receiving efficiency of a hydrophone or a projec-
K - (10 log-L + 81.9), tor. In terms analogous to those used for the projector

_A efficiency given above, this efficiency could be stated
d The effective area was first defined in these terms by . E. eR

Teal of the Columbia University Underwater Sound Laboratory ER = 10 log.
at New London in a letter dated February 23, 1943. P1
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In this equation, the electric signal power delivered the medium and is sufficiently large so that diffrac-
by the hydrophone in a matched circuit is tion cin be neglected.

Introducing these values in the above equation for
e.2 E, we obtain
4rE- RR- 10iogi - 101ogr+ 10iog-T.

For the acoustic input power it is possible to take the

product of the free field intensity, p2/pc, and A, the (30)
effective diaphragm area, and obtain, Comparing this expression with equation (29),

Pi - P2A X 10T watts, E - Rq -- 10 logA - 10logr + 10 log !!,
Pc 4

where p is the free field pressure. P, is actually the the important result is obtained, that Et - E.. Thus,
available acoustic power in the water, which equals a projector has the same efficiency on transmitting
the actual acoustic input power if the device matches and on receiving.



Chapter 5

TESTING TECHNIQUE

By Leslie L. Foldy

$. THE TESTING PROBLEM IN measurements on domes, baffles, and similar auxiliary

GENERAL equipment. An important consideration in the cali-
bration of a transducer is the information which is

s.,.1 Calibration and Operational Testing required to characterize the device. A linear, passive,

T HE TESTING of underwater sound devices assumes electroacoustic transducera is completely character-

two forms, depending upon the type of informa- ized when certain parameters and parametric func-

tion desired. In one type of test, it is desired to obtain tions are known as functions of frequency, as is shown
information which characterizes the device independ- in Chapter 3. When these relations are known, one

ent of its environment to such an extent that its be- can in principle compute the behavior of the device
havior in any particular environment can be pre- in any well-defined environment. However, neither

dicted. Such a test is known as a calibration test. On the determination of the characteristic quantities

the other hand, when a device is to be used in a par- nor the determination from these of the behavior of
ticular application, it is often desirable to obtain the instrument in even relatively simple environ-
directly information bearing on its efficacy in carry- ments can actually be carried through because of the
ing out an assigned task under the conditions which complexities of the measurements and computations
prevail in the particular application. Such a test is re- necessary. Fortunately, however, such a complete
ferred to as an operational test. chalacterization is neither necessary nor desirable

The difference in philosophy of the two types of under most circumstances. In the majority of cases,
tests is essentially the following: A calibration test is most of the useful information about a transducer
made under carefully controlled conditions, with the can be obtained by relatively simple procedures, and
object of eliminating all extraneous factors entering operational characteristics can be derived from these
into the measurement which represent characteristics data in a relatively direct and simple manner.
of the environment rather than those of the device it- The characterization of a transducer, as dictated by
self. In an operational test, on the other hand, en- practical considerations, is summarized in Chapter 4.
vironmental factors are of prime importance, since Therein are indicated the principal functional rela-
information is desired not on the intrinsic character- tionships whose measurement gives information
istics of the device but on its behavior in an environ- which, if not complete, is at least sufficient to charac-
ment closely approximating actual operating condi- terize a transducer and to allow its operational be-
tions. There is, of course, a relationship between the havior to be evaluated for most cases of interest.
operational performance of a device and its inherent The intent of the present chapter is to indicate the

characteristics as determined by calibration measure- means by which one may determine the true values of
ments. Operational tests in general are beyond the the quantities measured; in other words, it is to find
scope of the activities of the Underwater Sound Ref- the means by which the measured values may be cor-

erence Laboratories and the present discussion is rected to make the results independent of the charac-
largely limited, therefore, to testing technique in teristics of the equipment, the location of the tests,

calibration measurements. etc. This problem presents two aspects: (1) to deter-
mine the conditions of the test so that local extra-

The Cacrzi oneous factors do not enter significantly into the
measurements and, (2) where the above is not pos-

Most calibration measurements on underwater sible under the conditions present, to correct for-the
sound equipment consist of measurements on trans- effects of local extraneous factors.
ducers, so that principal interest is attached to these,
although much of the discussion is applicable to a The definitions of these terms are found in Chapter 3.

34
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The characterization of a transducer for practical for points in the inverse-square-law region, where p is

purposes is usually effected by evaluating the follow- the pressure at a distance d from the transmitter on

ing quantities: (1) receiving response as a hydro- any axis through the transducer, and Co is a constant

phone, (2) transmitting response as a transducer, (3) which may have different values for different axes.

directivity pattern, and (4) impedance. rhe transmitting response of a transducer is de-

fined as the pressure measured at a distance d in the

RECEIVING RESPONSE AS A HYDROPHONE inverse-square-law region on the acoustic axis of the

The receiving response as a hydrophone is defined transducer for 1 watt available power from a given

as the open-circuit voltage (in db vs I volt) generated generator impedance (assumed to be l irely resistive),
by the hydrophone when placed in a uniform plane- reduced to a distance of 1 meter by riultiplication by
wave sound field of reference pressure (I dyne per sq d i. meters, and expressed in db, s I dyne per sq cm.
cm) propagating parallel to the acoustic axis of the (See Chapter 4.) The available Pwer of a generator is

hydrophone. (See Chapter 4.) The acoustic axis of the defined as the power delivered by the generator to an

hydrophone is an arbitrarily selected axis through the impedance which is the complex conjugate of its own
hydrophone, which is, however, usually chosen to be impedance. Thus, if the generator has a purely resis-
either some axis of symmetry for the instrument, the tive impedance r, and a generator voltage e,, the
axis of maximum response, or some other readily available power from the generator Pa is given by
identified axis. The plane-wave sound field of 1 dyne

per sq cm should be, of course, the sound field when PA e,2  r 2 (2)
the hydrophone is not present, since the latter will in

general distort the field by diffraction. If the hydro-
phone is linear, the voltage generated is proportional (See Figure 1 in Chapter 4.) For a linear transducer

to the magnitude of the sound field, and the measure- the generated pressure is proportional to the current
ment may be made in a sound field of any magnitude into the transducer (independent of its impedance).
and then reduced to its value for a reference field. In Therefore, to characterize a transmitter on the basis
some cases, where it is not possible to measure the of available power, it is necessary to know not only
open-circuit voltage of a hydrophone, the voltage the impedance of the source but the impedance of the
across some given impedance is measured. This volt- transmitter as well.
age may or may not be reduced to an open-circuit DIRECTIVITY PATERN
voltage, depending on the drcumstances.

The transmitting and receiving responses charac-
TRANSMITTING RESPONSE OF A TRANSDUCER terize the acoustic behavior of a transducer at long

A tran'mitter of finite size can be shown theoreti- distances on its acoustic axis; however, information is
cally to produce a sound field such that the pressure also desired on the sound field produced in other
along any axis of the transmitter, at sufficiently great directions. This information is provided by directiv-
distances from the transmitter, falls off directly as the ity patterns, which give the ratio in db of the response

distance from the transmitter. This region at suffi- in any direction to the response on the axis. To char-
ciently great distances is known as the inverse-square- acterize directions, it is necessary to set up a spherical
law region, since the sound intensity falls off as the coordinate system for the transducer. Referring to
square of the distance. Close to the transmitter the Figure 1, we take the Z axis along the acoustic axis of
sound field does not follow this law. Here a more the transducer and choose the XZ plane in an arbi-

complicated sound field distribution obtains, which trary orientation which is usually selected to be the
depends upon the particular characteristics of the horizontal plane through the transducer in its normal
transducer. For most applications only the pressure operating position. The direction of any line can
produced in the inverse-square-law region is of im- then be specified by the angle 0 between the line and

portance. the Z axis, and the angle 0 between the XZ plane
The relationship between pressure and distance is and the plane through the Z axis and the line, as

given by shown. To specify completely the directional pattern,

p = SO-the ratio of the response on every axis to that on the
P acoustic axis should be given. If the sound field is
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rotationally symmetrical about the Z axis, however,
only the pattern for lines in one plane (the XZ plane,
for example) need be given. When this symmetry does
not exist, measurements of tile patterns in a few
planes are usually sufficient for practical applications.--

It may be noted from the definition that the direc- /" /
tivity pattern may be obtained for both hydrophones t
and transmitters. For linear passive transducers which / .0
obey the reciprocity principle, the directivity pat-
terns for the transducer in receiving and in transmit- ACotsrI AXIS z
ting are identical (see No. 4 in Section 5.5.7).

IMPEDANCE

The impedance of a transducer is defined as the FuRn. 1. Cooidinatc sstent for ti-lisducer.

complex (vector) ratio of the voltage across the ter-
minals to the current into the transducer. (See Chap- signal magnitude may be greater or less than the
ter 4.) The impedance depends upon the acoustic acoustic signal which one desires to measure.
termination of the transducer, and in princil)le the The obvious method of eliminating these effects
impedance should be measured when the transducer would be to choose a site in which bounding surfaces
is in an infinite medium-water, in particular. are so distant from the testing locale that reflected

signals would be negligible compared to the desired
5.1.3 Ideal Testing Conditions signal. Although this is a feasible compromise, there

are limits dictated by other circumstances as to how
An examination of the preceding definitions indi- far one can go in this direction. One of these, repre-

cates that, in order to measure properly the quantities senting the second departure from ideal conditions in
discussed in strict accordance with their definitions, actual media, is the lack of acoustical homogeneity of
one must have (1) an infinite homogeneous medium available bodies of water over large distances. These
in which to perform the tests, (2) a source of plane inhomogeneities are most often due to temperature
waves, and (3) no extraneous acoustic signals (am- gradients in the medium, although other effects, such
bient noise). While these ideal testing conditions are as variations of salinity and increase of hydrostatic
impossible to meet in actual practice, they provide, pressure with depth, are sometimes significant. The
nevertheless, a useful standard with which to gauge effect of these is to cause refraction of the acoustic
and appraise actual testing conditions. signal, thus disturbing the desired acoustic geometry

of the test and in general introducing unknown fac-
5.1.4 Compromises in Actual Testing tors which influence the measurements.

Conditions PLANE WAVES
TESTING MEDIA The only means by which one can generate truly

It is evident that no infinite homogeneous testing plane waves in an infinite medium is by means of an
medium actually exists. If available bodies of water infinite plane radiator. However, at sufficiently large
are considered, two departures from ideal conditions distances in a homogeneous medium, all sound gen-
occur. Actual bodies of water are bounded by an air- erators of finite size produce waves for which the sur-
water interface at the surface and by bottoms ranging faces of constant phase are concentric spheres. If the
in character from soft mud to rock. The influence of amplitude of the waves does not change appreciably
these boundaries on a calibration test lies in the fact over the volume occupied by the device being tested,
that they reflect sound from the source so that the and if the radius of the spheres of constant phase at
acoustic signal reaching a measuring instrument con- the test position is sufficiently large compared to the
sists of the vector sum of the desired acoustic signal dimensions of the device, then for all practical pur-
and these reflections. Depending on the relative phase poses the wave field in the region may be considered
and magnitude of these reflections, the measured as plane. The greater the testing distance, the more
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nearly is this the case. The testing distance is limited, waves of more than 1 foot in height are usually pres-
however, by the interfering reflections which arise at ent. To reach great depths one must usually go at
the bounding surfaces of medium. A compromise be- least several thousand feet out front shore.
tween these two factors must be effected, and much of 2. Small lakes. Inland bodies of water ranging
the later discussion centers around this point, front 200 yards to several miles across may be classi-

fied as small lakes. Their depths may vary greatly but
AMBIENT NOiSE rarely exceed 100 feet. Surface waves are relatively

To insure that only the desired signal is being small and, in many cases, considerable depth may be
measured, it is necessary that the ambient noise, reached within 50 to 100 feet from shore.
which is invariably present in any body of water, be 3. Natural or artificial ponds. Bodies of water up
of sufficiently low level compared to the level of the to about 200 yards across, with various depths usually
desired signal. In this matter, the best that may less than 50 feet and with relatively small surface
usually be achieved is the selection of a site where waves, are classified as natural or artificial ponds.
ambient noise is naturally low. When calibrating re- 4. Rivers. Although rivers vary greatly in char-
ceivers, a further gain may be realized by using trans- acter, they have more or less steady water currents.
mitters which canl deliver an acoustic signal of They have depths rarely exceeding 50 feet and, if
sufficiently high level to make the effect of ambient navigable, usually carry considerable water traffic.
noise of negligible importance. 5. Tanks. Tanks are usually internally housed

structures of relatively small dimensions. For pur-

5.1.5 Necessity for Testing Technique poses of further discussion, swimming pools may be
considered as tanks.

The preceding discussion indicates that the specific
manner in which a test is conducted is usually a com- 5.2.2 Factors Entering Into Choice of Site
promise among several competing extraneous effects
which tend to prevent a measurement under ideal Certain factors entering into a choice of testing site
testing conditions. The purpose of a doctrine of test- in relation to compromises in actual testing have
ing technique is to provide a body of rules to aid in been previously discussed, and are now considered in
determining the most advantageous compromise in detail along with other factors.
the choice of such factors as testing site, depth, and
distance, and thus t6 permit the most accurate meas- Sr
urement possible of the quantities desired. These The factor of size enters into the choice of site in
rules are based partly on theoretical considerations two ways: in its direct effect on measurements caused
and partly on general experience in such measure- by reflections from the surface, shore, bottom, etc.,
ments. They may play as important a part in deter- and indirectly in its determination of other factors
mining the accuracy of the results as the quality of such as homogeneity of the medium, ambient noise
the testing equipment available. In fact, a lack of ap- level, accessibility, and rigging considerations. If
preciation for these rules often introduces far greater these latter considerations were not important, the
errors in a measurement than any other factor, largest and deepest body of water available would be

the most preferred, for it would then approach most

5.2 SELECTION OF TESTING SITE closely to an infinite medium, and the effect of in-
terfering reflections could be essentially eliminated.

5.2.1 Available Sites Actually, however, a compromise must be effected

The first question which arises in a program of among these various factors.
calibration testing is the choice of a site for the meas-
urements. Available sites usually fall into the follow- TYPE oF BOTTOM

ing five groups: The surface of a body of water being in almost all
1. Oceans and large lakes. These may be character- cases an air-water interface which reflects sound al-

ized as bodies of water many miles in extent and most completely, there is not much choice in this con-
more than 100 feet in depth. They are of sufficient sideration. However, the type of bottom which is
size so that, except in relatively calm weather, surface present may often be of importance. Types of bottom
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available may be classified as mud, sand, and rock. weather so that the time available during the year
The last is the least desirable, since it is usually a good for testing may be relatively short. In small lakes,
reflector. A soft mud bottom which does not contain ponds, or tanks, this is much less of a problem, and it
gas bubbles is probably the most desirable of the has been found that on small lakes testing may pro-
three. However, most soft mud bottoms contain or- ceed satisfactorily except during heavy storms. A
ganic material whose decay produces bubbles of gas. homely but significant factor, if testing is done from
Part of this gas remains entrapped in the mud and ships or barges in large bodies of water, is the possi-
makes it a relatively good reflector. bility of seasickness among the testing crew in any

A fine sand or silt may be fairly absorbing. It has sort of weather where pitching or rolling of the vessel
been found, for example, that the fine sand bottom occurs.
at Lake Gem Mary in Orlando is a better absorber
for sound than the soft mud bottom at Crystal Lake TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS
in Mountain Lakes. The inferiority of the latter has Temperature gradients in water are usually of the
been traced to the presence of gas bubbles in the same order of magnitude, regardless of the size of the
bottom. No satisfactory method has been found to body of water. The general effect of temperature
inhibit permanently the decay which produces the gradients is the refraction of the sound beam. The
bubbles, but repeated dredgings can keep the bottom most effective remedy is to work at testing distances
in a satisfactory state. as short as possible. Consequently a location where

Transmission and bottom reverberation measure- other factors allow a short testing distance is in gen-
ments at sea also have indicated that rock, sand, and eral more satisfactory from the point of view of tem-
mud are successively better absorbers, in the order of perature gradients. Climatic conditions conducive
listing, to minimizing temperature gradients in water are to

be preferred. These include loudy days, rough water,
AMBIENT NOISE or ice on the surface. The last two interfere, of course,

The ambient noise present in the water at a testing with other aspects of calibration.
site determines the minimum signal pressure which
can be measured at the locations. Ambient noise RIGGING CONSIDERATIONS

is usually not a significant factor in measurements By rigging is meant the general mechanics of hold-
except when the transmitters used have a sound out- ing transducers and auxiliary equipment in a particu-
put limited to low values. Ambient noise also deter- lar location and with particurar orientation. The
mines the lower limit at which inherent self-noise testing site has some influence on the problem-. of
measurements on transducers may be made. rigging. For many tests, it is necessary to maintain

The ambient noise at a testing site may be due to instruments at a constant distance apart and to main-
many factors. It may be produced by waves on the tain constant their relative orientation. This problem
surface or lapping against the shore (particularly in is simplified if the rigging is done from a rigid struc-
rough weather), underwater life, water traffic, air- ture. Therefore, piers are more satisfactory testing
borne sound, rain, or various other sources. Hence, locations than ships or barges, so far as ease of rigging
to keep the ambient noise as low as possible, one is concerned. When rigging is done from a ship or
should choose a location where waves are relatively 1-arge, the supporting structures require additional
small, no water traffic is present, and noise-producing rigidity because of pitching and rolling of the vessel.
underwater life is absent. Small lakes, ponds, or tanks In addition, a pier allows vertical hanging of an in-
meet these conditions best. strument with comparative ease. The greater the
ACCESSIBILITY AND WEATHER testing depth, the more difficult it is to provide a

rigid structure to maintain instruments at their loca-
An obvious but important consideration in choos- tions. Thus, the advantages of working at great depth

ing a testing site is the accessibility of the site itself. to avoid surface reflections are partly vitiated by the
If one goes to a large lake or ocean and testing is done additional difficulties in rigging.
far from shore, the matter of transportation to the
testing site becomes important. Furthermore, testing LOCATION OF TEST EQUIPMENT
may be made impossible at such a site in any but fair In the performance of calibration tests, there is
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required, in addition to the transducers used in the tage of all outdoor testing sites is the fact that the
tests, a considerable amount of auxiliary electrical temperature of the water cannot be controlled, as it is
equipment such as amplifiers, modulators, imped- determined by climatic and weather conditions.
ance bridges, and recorders. This equipment should In general, the same considerations apply to ponds
all be located in relative proximity to the transducers as to small lakes, but the relatively smaller size in-
which are used, so that transmission losses occurring troduces the difficulty that reflections from the shore
in the propagation of electrical signals from trans- may be quite serious, especially in such tests as the
ducers to measuring instruments are as small as pos- rear response of highly directional projectors. On the
sible. If possible, it is most satisfactory to have the whole, however, small lakes probably provide the
electrical measuring equipment directly over the most generally satisfactory outdoor testing sites for
testing location, although signals may be transmitted calibration testing.c
from the end of a short pier without serious loss.
Transmission of signals front a barge to shore, how-.
ever, may not be as satisfactory as is to be desired. .4 Large Bodies of Water and Rivers
Thus, the location of the test equipment should be as Testing Sites
taken into account in selecting a test site. The principal advantage of a large body of water,

such as the ocean or a large lake, is the great depth
5.2.3 Small Lakes as Testing Sites which usually can be attained. This reduces interfer-

In Sections 5.2.3, 5.2.4, and 5.2.5, the relative ad- ing reflections and permits the use of greater testing

vantages and disadvantages of the various available distances, thereby eliminating proximity effects in

testing sites are discussed. USRL has largely con- calibration.

fined its testing to small lakes and indoor tanks. The The number of disadvantages is quite large, how-
former have been found to be a relatively satisfactory ever. The ambient noise level is generally high be-
type of site for calibration testing. While they have cause of large waves and water traffic. Accessibility

certain disadvantages, the methods developed to becomes a serious problem and is usually severely

compensate for these have proved quite successful, limited by weather conditions. The rigging of test

The principal disadvantage of a small lake is its devices at sufficient depths to realize the advantage
relatively shallow depth and, in some cases, its small of deep water is a major problem. Long rigid suspen-
size. This usually limits the testing distance that can sions must be employed and these must be of suffi-

cient strength to withstand the bending moments
be used, principally because of reflections from the ce d stre ng and the e m om
surface and bottom. However, methods described induced by rolling and pitching of the vessel from
later in this chapter have made it possible to elimi- which the instruments are suspended. Large vessels
iiate, to a considerable extent, the effect of these re- must be employed if the greater testing distances are

flections on tests, except at relatively low frequencies to be attained, while if two separate vessels are used
(principally below 10 kc). On the other hand, a small to support the receiver and transmitter, the problem

lake has the advantages of low ambient noise level of maintaining relative orientations becomes exceed-
and the possibility of working in all but very bad ingly serious. The effect of thermal gradients also
weather. becomes important. On the whole, it may be said that

If testing is done from a pier, as is usually the case such difficulties make it inadvisable to employ large

at Mountain Lakes and Orlando, the problem of bodies of water as test sites for calibration work,
rigging for tests is fairly easily solved, and equipment although they are essential to operational testing.
may be located on shore without introducing serious Rivers suffer many of the disadvantages of oceans

or larglaeshasahgaminnosleedu
transmission line problems. Small lakes are also usu- ge lakes, such as a high ambient noise level due
ally free from rapid currents and tides, thus simplify- largely to water traffic, frequent periods of inacces-
ing the problem of rigging even more. While b Other laboratories have sometimes indicated considerable
temperature gradients of sizable magnitude occur in trouble caused by temperature gradients, but this has not been

small lakes, the small testing distances which are the experience at the USRL test stations.e Experience has indicated that there is no appreciable dif.
used (rarely over 50 feet) reduce the effect of this ference in the behavior of underwatersound equipment in fresh
factor to relative insignificance.b A general disadvan- water as compared to sea (salt) water.
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sibility, and difficulties in satisfactory rigging, which gradieit. The superposition of the direct wave and
are increased by water currents. In general, the ad- reflected waves produces in the medium a compli-
vantages of a river, without the disadvantages, may cated standing wave pattern, whose configuration
be realized just as satisfactorily in a lake of proper changes as the frequency is varied Thus, if a nondi-
size. rectional (pressure-sensitive) receiver is used to meas-

ure the pressure at a point in the resultant field, the
5.2. The Use of Acoustic Tanks measured pressure oscillbttes about the pressure in

for Testing the direct wave as the frequency is varied. Assuming
the surface to be perfectly reflecting, which is very

A disadvantage presented by all natural testing closely true in many tests, the expression for the pres-
sites is that the temperature of the water cannot be sure at a horizontal distance d from a point source
controlled. The hydrostatic pressure can be con- at a depth h and with an operating frequencyf is
trolled somewhat by the choice of testing depth but
is limited by the depth of water at the location and by p. IN02 + P d o

other factors, such as rigging problems. In the cali- d2 + 4h2

bration of many devices, the determination of the 2p0
2d 2COS (/2 )] (

temperature and pressure dependance of certain of (d2 + 42)% c°S--, /  + 4h2 - d (3)
their characteristics is both desirable and necessary,
since many of these devices must be operated in water where p0 is the pressure which would exist at the
temperatures ranging from near-freezing to tropical point in question if the water surface were not pres-
and at hydrostatic pressures corresponding to depths ent, and c is the velocity of sound. Thus, as f varies, p
of several hundred feet of water. The only satisfactory oscillates between the values
method of making such measurements seems to be
by the use of an acoustic tank. The principal dis- I + d 1 dr[ - d 1
advantage of tanks is their small size, which causes +(d2 +hh2 anp 1 (d" h2) (
interfering reflections and limited testing distances.
However, if the inner surfaces of the tank can be because of the cosine term. It will be noted that the
coated with some sound-absorbing material, dr if a oscillation of p with f becomes more violent as d be-
pulsing technique in measurement can be employed, comes greater compared to h. These phenomena are
a tank may form a satisfactory testing site. It has the well illustrated in Figure 2, where the voltage devel-
advantage of having low ambient noise, accessibility oped by an essentially nondirectional hydrophone
independent of weather, and simplified rigging, in in the field produced by an essentially nondirectional
addition to temperature and pressure control. The source is shown for several testing distances. For any
characteristics of particular tanks that have been con- fixed depth the interference minima are increasingly
structed are treated elsewhere in this volume, prominent as the testing distance is increased. The

characteristic appearance of these interference maxi-
ma and minima is quite helpful in indicating when

.s ELIMINATION OF REFLECTIONS reflections are interfering in a test.

5.3.1 General Considerations If the reflecting surface, which may be the bottom
.r any other surface, has a pressure reflection coeffi-

It was pointed out previously that acoustic reflec- cient R, then equation (3) is modified to
tions from the surface, bottom, or shores of a body
of water, or from other reflecting objects such as pil- p = p02 + R 2p0

2 d

ings used to support a pier or dock from which tests d2 + 4h2

are made, interfere with the calibration of instru- 2R 2p02 127_.f._/,. - %

ments since they make it difficult to establish a plane (d2 + 4h 2)% cos + 4h2 - d)
progressive sound wave. Receivers in such cases meas-
ure not only the pressure or pressure gradient due to (5)
the desired wave from the source, but also the contri- where a is the phase shift on reflection. Hence, by re-
butions of reflected waves to the pressure or pressure ducing the reflection coefficient of the surface, one
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may reduce the magnitude of the response variation. - - I I
An air-water interface has a reflection coefficient close a F.

to unity, but a muddy or sandy bottom may have a A .._ L JV

considerably smaller one. It is evident that R may V I
also include any other factor which makes the re- . A k
flected wave have a smaller amplitude, such as direc- I 3V1
tionality of the source or of the receiver. V - - -

It may also be noted that the frequency spacing V I
Af between successive maxinia or inininia is given by \

A (6)

where AL is the difference in path length of the
direct and reflected waves, its value in the above case 0 a A .5 . . . .a 4 3

being (V'd2 + 41(" - d)' ,RUWNCY IN KILOCTYWS M mUo

The partial elimination of reflection interference FiGuRy 2. Effect of testing distance on rcsponse of 3A-32
pressure hydrophone measured with IJ-4 projector. Test.

in test restts can be accomplished by (I) reducing ing depth = 9 ft. Water depth = 14 ft. Testing distance
the effective value of R by the use of directional as shown on curves.
sources, screens, etc., (2) averaging out the interfer-
ence effects through the use of warbled frequency or l(9 r)/lo where 8r is the angle indicated in Figure 3.
other multi-frequency signals, (3) making use of Now 0r is given by
pulses which are measured before reflected pulses
reach the point of observation, and (4) mathemat- r = tan-a-, (7)
ically eliminating the effects of reflection from the

results. Each of these methods has some advantages so that
and some disadvantages which are discussed in de-
tail in the sections following. R2  1 (tan - , 2h)to. (8)

5.3.2 Directional Sources For a dipole source with axis along the line joining
source and receiver

The simplest and one of the most effective methods
of eliminating any significant reflections in calibra- 1(0) = COS2
tion tests is by the use of directional sources. These 1 c (9)
must be s'o designed and oriented that very little
acoustic energy reaches the surface or bottom in the so that (using subscripts to indicate the type of
direction in which direct specular reflection from source),
the surface or bottom to the position of the receiver
occurs. Sources with various types of directivity pat- Rd2 = cos2(tan-' 2h)
terns may be employed, but, for practical considera- d

ions, only three require attention: the dipole source, d2 4h2-(10)
the circular piston source, and the line source. d2 + 4h2 d2 + 4h2

If the reflecting surface is assumed to be a perfect
reflector, and if the directivity pattern of the source For a circular piston with axis along the line joining
is given by 1(0)/lo where 1(0) is the intensity pro- source and receiver,
duced at a given distance in a direction making an
angle 0 with the axis of the source (assumed to be r2 (- sin )
along the line joining the source and receiver) and Io I1() = X
is the intensity produced at the same distance on the "0 L D 1sin 0
axis, then R 2 in equation (5) may be put equal to
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su~WA.X so that

[sin 24 .. ) ' (4

L A Vd2 +4hJ

SOuMEd Since the side lobes for a circular piston and for aT IL line are of minor importance in the consideration of
reflections, Rd, R,. and R, may be given approxi-

BOTTM -mately (provided h/d is not too large) by the expres-
sions

FiGt, II 3. Geometry of reflection interference in calibra-
tion tests. R d2 - ( 4h2 ( 0

R, d= L+¥4h2)/' (10)

with the result that

~ R 2 -l (37411 Yand (5
2j sin \da'- +h 47h20RV=' 2 4h I.-'\

sinl tan-' 2h~jR21.(A d+h) (16)

[2J(rD. 2h )\-12 The reflected intensity reaching the receiver versus[ T _ _ 21 (12) the intensity of the direct wave is then given in db by
7 * Vd2+ h2l d2 4h2 '

A llog k Id a1 4F2)]' (17)

The term D is the diameter of the piston, x the wave
length, and jI(x) the Bessel function of unit order. where a - 1 for a pressure-gradient receiver, a -
For a line source of length L suspended vertically, 4(wD/A) 2 for a circular piston, and a - %(wL/A,)2

for a line. This equation is plotted in Figure 4. It is

Fsin( !sin 2 seen that, for reducing the effect of reflections, aI(0 L -'---7 (13) piston is more satisfactory than a line whose length is
fi rL sin equal to the diameter of the piston. At low fre-

quencies, however, where A becomes large, both a line

UINS
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z
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z

I'-
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FIGURE 4. Surface reflected intensity versus direct intensity for directional sources. h = depth, d = testing distance.
For dipole source a = 1; for circular piston source a = (rD/X)1, D = diameter of piston, x = wavelength; forline
source suspended vertically, a .- / s (irL/x)*, L = length of line.
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discussion was essentially a pressure-sensitive device.
Some receivers are essentially velocity or pressure-
gradient actuated. I he problem is somewhat simpli.
fied here, since the velocity compoaents of the re-

wATLM Mum flected wave are not parallel to the axis of the receiver
when it is oriented toward the source. Such receivers
thus discriminate against surface reflections. How-
ever, most receivers have more complex behavior and
their discrimination against surface reflections can be
judged by their directional patterns. Proximity ef-
fects in the receiver are also a consideration limiting
the shortness of testing distances. Thus the effective-

SURFAE ness of directional sources in discriminating against
surface reflections can be properly judged only when

,WA lI0UWIM considered with other limitations on testingdistances
At this point one can only point out the potential
value of directional sources in testing.

B s The Choice of Instrument

FicuE 5. Elect of orientation of iine source on magni- Orientation
rude of surface reflections. The preceding discussion regarding the use of di-

rectional sources to reduce reflections suggests that

and a piston become ineffective, but a dipole, whose the choice of orientation of the instruments being
pattern is independent of the frequency, retains its tested may make ;, difference in the prominence of
effectiveness. However, the dipole is inferior to a reflection interference. When the instruments have
piston or a line at highlfrequencies. their own directional characteristics, these often can

At high frequencies, a piston is the most effective be used to advantage. One prominent example is
source for eliminating interfering reflections. How- shown in measuring the frequency response of a line.
ever, before final conclusions as to its usefulness can The directionality of a line hydrophone is such that
be drawn, account must be taken of the fact that at most of the acoustic energy is contained in the region
relatively close distances the sound field of a piston, between two cones having a common vertex and axis,
even in the absence of reflecting surfaces, is not a free the latter coincident with the line itself. The pattern
progressive plane wave. This limits the minimum is roughly like a pancake. If thc. line is suspended
value of the testing distance that may be used. Simi- horizontally, the acoustic power incident on the
lar considerations apply to other sources. A discus- hydrophone from the point on the surface from
sion of the choice of both testing distance and source which reflections are received generates nearly as
will be taken up in Section 5.4 when reflections and much voltage vs the acoustic energy coming directly
so-called proximity effects will be considered. from the source (if the latter is nondirectional), as is

Another fact should be pointed out. It is difficult shown in Figure 5A. However, if the line is suspended
to construct a dipole source which develops an ap- vertically, this is no longer the case, for the hydro-
preciable radiation field. This is a result of the fact phone is then relatively insensitive to signals coming
that the radiation impedance of a dipole source is from the surface. (See Figure 5B.) Thus considerable
largely reactive, so that the pressure and particle reduction in reflection interference can be effected
velocity in the field are almost in quadrature at short by choosing the vertical orientation for the line
distances from the source, and therefore little energy rather than the horizontal one. Unfortunately, it is
is radiated. not usually possible to use the same scheme when

Finally, the characteristics of the receiver must be directivity patterns for the line are being measured.
weighed in considering the elimination of reflections. A second important case occurs in connection with
It has been assumed that the receiver in the preceding the measurement of the rear response of a projector
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or hydrophone, when the receiving directivity pat-
tern is being obtained. If the transmitter is a direc- .- .

tional one, it should be so oriented that the principal
part of its acoustic energy is directed away from
shore. If the projector is oriented in the opposite
direction, a large part of the energy is reflected from
shore and reaches the receiver coming front that
direction. When the receiver is oriented to measure
rear response, it is most sensitive to sound arriving
from shore. In such a case, the reflected signal voltage
may greatly exceed the direct signal voltage. With_ _________

the other orientation this difficulty is avoided. This
is shown quite clearly in Figure 6. a

Another scheme which often may be of value in SOURCE
calibrating a source is to use a velocity or pressure-
gradient sensitive receiver. Such a receiver is theoret-
ically insensitive to signals coming in front a direction
at right angles to its axis. By orienting the source and
receiver as shown in Figure 7, the receiver may be
made almost entirely insensitive to reflected signals MUM

from the surface. The difficulties of rigging the in-
struments in the proper orientations as shown have Ficumto 6. Dependtnce of interference from shore rellec-
essentially prevented this method from being used by response.
USRL.

the screen so that the waves reaching the orifice are

5-34 Use of Screens, Lenses, and Orifices essentially plane, it is found by a calculation using
the wave equation that the resultant sound field on

Another method of eliminating reflections which the receiver side of the screen is the same as though
readily suggests itself is the use of screens or baffles the orifice were considered a piston source of the
to shield- the receiver from any but the direct waves same diameter. The same considerations apply to
from the source, much as is done in optics for similar such orifices as to directional sources of the piston
reasons. This method is not as effective as first type which have been discussed in the previous sec-
thought might indicate because the acoustic wave tion. One is again limited by proximity effects if the
lengths in which one is interested are generally of receiver is put too close to the orifice. On the other
the same order of magnitude as the dimensions of hand, the beam through the orifice has a finite angu-
suitable baffles, unlike the corresponding situation lar divergence and strikes the water surface and is
in optics. Therefore, in the range of frequencies of
usual interest, geometrical acoustics is a far from 11"K OF 3OUICK

valid representation of acoustic phenomena. How-
ever, in spite of the importance of diffraction in such /
cases, some useful results are obtainable by the proper
use of screens or baffles. \

The collimation of light by lenses or pinholes is a surim

well-known optical method for preventing stray re- /WATER
flected light from interfering with a measurement.
Would it then be possible to use the same methods in a V I

acoustics? Consider first the analogue of a pinhole, DIRETIVITYATrTM

that is, a large screen in which an orifice is cut, and SOURCE

the source and receiver placed on opposite sides. (See FiouRy 7. Orientation of pressure-gradierat receiver to
Figure 8.) If the source is placed far enough behind eliminate interference from surface reflections.
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__ having dimensions roughly 2xi feet. The layer of
enclosed air acts as an effective reflector, and the felt
is intended to damp out resonant frequencies."

Two arrangements of screens have been employed.
One consists of hanging the screen vertically with the

W5 top edge just breaking the surface midway between
saw= ORWIGIthe source and receiver, with the plane of the screen

perpendicular to the line joining the two instru-
ments. (See Figure 9A.) A more effective arrange.

earou ment has been found to be a pair of screens in the
form of a "V" suspended at the surface in the position
shown in Figure 9B. In this arrangement, sound re-
flected front the screen is thrown off more or less side-
wise along the surface. A series of such screens placed

FIcvae 8. t'us of screen with orifice to reduce surface and end to end along the entire distance between source
botom reflections in calibration. and receiver (Figure 9C) is still more effective. While

reflected to the receiver again, if the latter is placed
too far away. Finally, one cannot place the source too
close to the orifice or else the transmitted beant will
have too great an angular divergence and thus strike
the surface near enough to give a reflected wave to the
receiver. Therefore, an orifice in a screen .an be con-
sidered only as a method of producing an effective
piston source of larger area than would be practical A
for the diaphragm of a projector.

A similar analysis of the feasibility of using acous-
tic lenses leads to the same conclusions: a lens also
acts in principle like a piston source of the same
diameter. The construction of suitable acoustic lenses
involves various technical difficulties in addition to
the theoretical ones outlined above.

A helpful yet considerably simpler method for
reducing reflections ;- by using, at the surface or
bottom, baffles or F.teens so oriented as to cause re-
flections to be directed away from the receiver. Such
screens may be considered to reduce the effective
value of the reflection coefficient R. While they may
be placed so that, according to geometrical acoustics, S
no reflected sound should reach the receiver, diffrac- .SACE $10MIN [
tion about the screen and waves on the water surface
usually allow still a considerable part of the reflected
sound to reach the receiver. For a given size reflector, , ,a" BrU SEEN

the diffraction is greater at lower frequencies. This is
unfortunate since the low-frequency region is just
the region in which directional projectors also be- ,, TO
come difficult to construct.

The type of screen used by USRL is essentially a C
watertight sandwich of /4-inch hard green felt en- FIuUE 9. Use of screens to reduce surface and bottom
closed between %2-inch galvanized iron sheets, and reflections.
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the effectiveness varies with frequency, at high fre- where AL is the shortest difference in path between
quencies, where diffraction is less important, such an the direct signal and any of the reflected signals72

arrangement of screens may reduce the effective re- The extent to which one is interested in resolving
flection coefficient R by a factor of from V,0 to V2. the frequency variations in response of an instrument
The case of construction and handling makes it prof- depends to a large extent on the type of instrument
itable to have such screens available for use. They being tested. The resolution attained in a method of
may also be used in an inverted "V" arrangement on measurement of the response is defined in the follow-
the bottom to reduce bottom reflections. ing manner: Consider an instrument which has two

It would probably increase the effectiveness of a very sharp response peaks at frequencies f - Af/2
screen to make it absorbing rather than perfectly and f + Af/2. A method of measurement which is
reflecting. However, until recently no suitable sound- just able to resolve the response into two maxima is
absorbing materials for underwater use have been said to have a resolving power at the frequency f
available, and it is not yet known how effective these equal to
may be.

RP (19)
At

3.3.5 Electric Signal Methods:
Thermal Noise, Warble Therefore, the higher th,' resolving power, the greater

the definition with which the method can measure a
There are several methods of reducing the effect frequency response. For the average testing program,

of reflection interference which have been used with it is usually satisfactory if the resolving power is equal
considerable success in air acoustics. These are based to 100 or 200 at all frequencies. For the use of warble
on the fact that the cosine term in equation (3) is a or noise, the resolving power is
function of frequency, so that, if the response is
averaged over a band of frequencies, the oscillatory RP - f fAL (20)
effect of this term on the response, as the frequency is A c C
varied, can be largely averaged out. Two methods of AE
doing this are by using a frequency which is warbled
about the frequency at which the response is desired, Hence, for any fixed frequency, the resolving power
and by using a band of thermal noise centered at the is determined by AL. This limits seriously the use of
frequency at which the response is desired. The re- the method at low frequencies, since, with AL fixed
sponse as measured by each of these methods is an as it is by the geometry of the test, the resolving power
average over a band of frequencies of the response of decreases as the frequency is lowered. Thus for
the instrument. The fact that a band of frequencies AL - 5 feet, the maximum resolving power becomes
rather than a single frequency is used limits the reso- 100 at 100 kc, 10 at 10 kc, 1 at I kc. For rough meas-
lution in response of the instrument. Rapid changes urements 10 might be admissible, but any lower
in response become more gradual as measured by values for the resolving power would give very little
this method. information of importance. Thus, it is only at high

It may be shown that a signal which is warbled be- frequencies that the method is of much value.
tween frequencies to - Af/2 and to + Af/2, with a These methods have another serious disadvantage.
warbling rate very much less than to, has frequencies After the oscillatory interference terms are elimi-
in its harmonic (Fourier) analysis covering essentially nated in the expression for the pressure, the pressure
the same frequency range as does the warbling. Simi- that is measured is approximately the square root of
larly, a band of noise of frequency breadth At cen- the sum of the squares of the pressures in the direct
tered at to also contains, by definition, frequencies in wave and in all of the reflected waves reaching the re-
this same band. It can be shown mathematically that, ceiver. Thus, the measured pressure is always greater
to eliminate the effect of interference oscillations in than the pressure in the direct wave alone. In some
response by either of these methods, At must be deter- cases, such as the measurement of directivity patterns,
mined by the inequality the reflected waves are often higher in level than the

f >direct wave, so that in this case the direct wave is ac-
A > (18) tually discriminated against by these methods. There-
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fore they can be considered useful only in establish- power would be that corresponding to a pulse dura-
ing the general shape of the frequency-response curve tion of v. or
but not in establishing its absolute level. Even the
shape may be in considerable error. The greatest care RP - f N 4z. (23)

is therefore required in using these methods to be
sure that one is actually measuring the quantity That this is actually the case will be shown now from
desired. other considerations.

When a sinusoidal signal is applied to any electri-
5.3.6 Electric Signal Methods: Pulses cal circuit containing inductances or capacitances or

both, steady values of the currents and voltages are
A more satisfactory method of eliminating the ef- not immediately attained. At first there are present,

fects of reflected waves in measurements is by the use in addition to the ste.dy-state voltages and currents,
of pulses. Instead of a steady signal, a pulse corre- transient voltages and currents which gradually die
sponding to a sinusoidal signal of finite duration is out with time. The time required for the transient
emitted. This pulse reaches the receiver by the direct essentially to disappear is known as the time constant
path before the reflected pulses arrive. If the response of the circuit. For simple circuits this time constant 7
of the receiver can be measured in the interval before is independent of frequency, but for more compli-
their arrival, their effect is entirely eliminated. Since cated ones this may not be the case. For example, for
the front of the earliest reflected pulse arrives at a a capacity C and a resistance R in series or parallel
time AL/c after the beginning of the direct pulse,
the response measurement must be completed in a T - RC.
time T < AL/c after the arrival of the beginning of
the direct pulse, where AL is the smallest difference For an inductance L and a resistance R in series or
in path between a direct and reflected signal. It is parallel
noted immediately that the pulse method has an im- L
portant advantage over the warbled-signal and noise- T =
band methods in that the reflected waves play no part
in the measurement of response, whereas in the latter For a resonant circuit containing an inductance L, a
methods a composite sum of the direct and reflected capacitance C, and a resistance R
signals is measured.

The limitations of the pulse method are indicated 2L
by the resolving power of the method. The Fourier T R
spectrum of a pulse of finite length At can be shown
to contain, essentially, frequencies covering a band of
width 1> R2

Af 1(21) LC 4L2'
At and

1
centered at the signal frequency of the pulse. The re-
solving power thus becomes R R__2  1

2L 'YL LC

RP 'fAt (22) when
Af

1 <R
2

which, it would appear, could be indefinitely in- LC 4L2
creased by extending the duration of the pulse. This
is illusory, however, since what is measured at a time For simple resonant circuits it is convenient to in-
T m < AL/c must be independent of how long the troduce a quantity Q = 21rfoL/R, where f0 is the reso-
pulse continues after the period AL/c has elapsed. nant frequency. Q essentially measures the number of
One would perhaps guess that the actual resolving cycles at resonance required- for the transient to die
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out effectively. It is also equal to fo/Afo, where Af0 is or
tile difference between the two frequencies, one on
each side of resonance, where tile current falls to AL > C Q (28)
1/\/2 times its value at resonance. Thus, one may Af0
consider it a measure of how peaked the response
curse is and, inerefore, a measure of how rapidly the The problem of determining the time constant of
current response varies with trequency. For more a transducer is not an elementary one in itself. In

complicated circuits one cannot define an unambigu- many cases one can determine it a posteriori for a
ous Q, but may often speak of an effective Q, valid for resonant device, using the resultant Q obtained from
some frequency range, such that Q measures the the response curve by a pulse method. If this Q is not
number of cycles required for the transient to die out. less than 7rf~o,,, there will be considerable doubt
Associated with it is an effective time constant for the that the resolving power is greater than the Q. By
circuit 7 which is approximately related to Q by the viewing the received pulses of the transducer on a
relation Q = 7rfoT. cathode-ray oscilloscope, one can usually obtain a fair

A transducer has many similarities to an electric estimate of the time constant. It should be pointed
circuit, and its response to a suddenly impressed out that a transducer, in contrast to all electric cir-
signal can be judged by an effective time constant, or cuit, has its time constant determined not only by its
Q, for the transducer. In order to measure the steady- electrical and mechanical elements but also by its
state response of a transducer, one must therefore acoustic geometry. In order for the local sound field
wait a time considerably greater than r after the surrounding the transducer to build up to its steady-
initiation of the signal, say T,,,. Its value must be at state value, one must allow sufficient time for the
least that expressed by sound waves to pass fron one part of the transducer

to another and build up the characteristic diffraction
T,,, > 7rT. (24) pattern about the transducer. The time required for

the sound field to reach its local steady-state value is
To delineate carefully the response peak of a reso- of the order of the linear dimensions of the trans-
nant transducer, one must have a resolving power ducer divided by the velocity of sound. For a long-line
greater than the ratio of resonant frequency to the hydrophone and even for smaller instruments, the
breadth of the resonance peak, that is acoustic time constant may be longer than that due to

the electrical and mechanical elements. In any case,
RP > A= Q -7rot. (25) no response measurement should be made before the

.. ioacoustic pulse has enveloped the transducer.

Thus, we see that if we set the resolving power equal The pulsing technique is particularly %aluable in
Thfu,,as, we ecturwed eaer soldg ber eqca measuring directivity patterns, where the reflected
towe A,,, as we conjectured earlier should be the case, signals may be higher in level than the direct signal.
we again get the condition r, > 77, which is in "This is a case where other available methods often
agreement with the result obtained from the con- fail (see conclusion of Section 5.3.5).
sideration of time constants. Methods for producing and measuring pulses are

discussed in detail in Chapter 6 along with practical
considerations in employing the pulsing technique.

RP (26) The results of pulse measurements on transducersC
may be found in several reports. 5

that the resolving power is limited in the same way as The procedures and problems involved in using
for warbled frequency or noise band signals, thus the pulsing technique vary with different types of
showing that pulses are likewise ineffective at low transducers. Careful thought is required before the
frequencies. A general criterion for the usefulness of method is used in any particular case, and prelimi-
pulses in obtaining the response of a resonant trans- nary measurements are often helpftl in determining
ducer is its applicability. The preceding discussion should

L Q o (27) serve as a guide rather than as a rule in making pulse
C A "-- measurements.
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5.3.7 Corrections for Reflections tudes or positions in the two frequency-response
curves. This fact is often an aid in deciding whether

In many tests it is found that the methods of elimi- variations in response are due to reflections or are in-
nating reflections so far described either are ineffec- herent in the instrument.
tive or, because of the particular nature of the test, Once the reflection maxima and minima have been
cannot be used. In such cases, one must correct the identificd in a response curve, it is necessary to decide
results for the reflections which may have been pres- how to eliminate them and obtain the inherent re-
ent during the test. The principal difficulty in mathe- sponse characteristic of the device under test. The
matically eliminating the effects of reflection inter- most useful method at higher frequencies makes use
ference is the decision as to whether variations in re- of the fact that, if the reflection maxima and minima
sponse are a consequence of reflections or are inher- are prominent and the direct and reflected signals do
ent characteristics of the instrument under test. Some not vary too rapidly with frequency, the maxima ap-
useful aids in identifying reflection interferences are pear at frequencies where the direct and reflected
the following: signals are in phase, and the minima where they are

1. If response measurements are made at different out of phase. Hence, at a maximum, one measures the
testing distances, the difference in path length be- sum of the signals in the direct and reflected waves,
tween the direct and reflected waves is not the same. and at a minimum, their difference. If one takes the
As a result, the interference maxima and minima in signal voltages at a maximum and at an adjacent
the different response curves appear in different posi. minimum, the arithmetic mean of these two values
tions. Since variations in the inherent response char- gives approximately the correct value.
acteristic of the instrument under test are not shifted Probably the best way to make use of this principle
by changing the testing distance, this forms a valuable is the following: Find the difference in level in db
criterion for identifying reflection interferences, between each maximum and its two adjacent minima.

2. It was pointed out in Section 5.3.1 that reflec- Plot each difference against a function 0(f) of the
tion maxima or minima are spaced regularly with mean frequency between that at the maximum and
frequency. This spacing between successive maxima that at the minimum. The points may be connected
or minima is in a smooth curve. Let DO.) be the voltage generated

C by the hydrophone due to the direct acoustic signal at
A L= - (6) sound frequency f and R(), the voltage from the re-

flected signal. The measured value at a maximum is
where c is the velocity of sound and A L is the differ- expressed by D(f + R(f) and at a minimum by D(f) -

ence in path between direct and reflected waves. R(f). If these are expressed in db from the usual basic
Thus, a periodicity of response maxima or minima level, the equation for the curve becomes
with frequency is often indicative of reflection inter-
ference and, with the geometry of the test known, one ¢(f = 20 log [D(f) + ROf)] - 20 log [D(f - R(D 1
can calculate the frequency spacing by equation (6) to
determine whether or not it coincides with the ob- = 20 log FD(f) - R()1
served values. If there is more than one prominent log LD() + R()/
reflection entering into the test, however, this criter- 1 R() ]

ion becomes difficult to apply, since there are maxima I +_
and minima introduced by interference between the = 20 log l D(f) . (29)L ROf)/
direct waves and each reflected wave and between the I - D- I
various reflected waves themselves. The resultant ef-
fect on the response is quite confusing and makes it From this equation, R(f)/D() can be determined.
difficult to determine anambiguously whether varia- To evaluate D(), which is the quantity desired,
tions are due to reflection interference or are charac- make use of the identity
teristic of the instrument.

3. In calibrating sound sources, two receivers with 20 log DO") = 20 log [D(f) + R()]
different directivity patterns may be used. In such - 20lg) 0
cases, reflection interferences have different magni- - 20 logL + ) (0)
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-/ by following the instructions given with the nomo-
- M graphical chart, Figure 11. This method is useful for

S -D TOIA - - calibrating very low frequency projectors.

In the calibration of receivers by the comparison
- - - method, the problem is somewhat simplified if the rt.-

I / ceiver under test and the one serving as a reference
a - standird are either both nondirectional (pressure-

activated) or both pressure gradient, since in this case
the reference field, even though it contains reflec-

4 - -. tions, is the same for both instruments, and their rela-

~tive calibration is correct in spite of the presence of
reflections.31

to• t z l 14 Is is to

0(f) 401CISILSI 5.4 CHOICE OF TESTING GEOMETRY
FI;URF 10. Chart for obtaining correct level front differ- 3.4.1 Depth
ence in level between interference maxima and minima.

The testing geometry for a calibration test refers to
The first term is measured directly and the second the testing depth and distance used. The optimum

calculated from the ratio determined above. The true depth is usually determined by the testing site so that
level for the frequency at any maximum is then the in general it remains the same during most tests. This
measured value minus a determinable correction. By depth is limited by the available water depth and, as
a similar procedure, the correction to be added to the a rule, its optimum value is that for which the magni-
measurement at a minimum is tude of reflections from the surface is equal to that of

I those from the bottom. If R, and Rb are the effective
+ 20 log~ [ R (fl (31) pressure reflection coefficients for the surface and the

L'-D(j)J bottom respectively, h,, the depth of the water, h the
testing depth, and d the testing distance, then the in-

These corrections are most readily made from the tensity of the reflected wave from the surface to the
curves of Figure 10 where the subtractive term from receiver is
(30) and the additive (31) are plotted against 0(f). R,21,d2

Thus, after constructing the maxima-minima differ- I. = d2 + 4h2' (32)
ence plot, one need only take the value of 0(f) corre-
sponding to the frequency of each maximum and, on where 1 is the intensity of the direct wave. The in-
going to Figure 10, read the number of decibels to be tensity of the reflected wave from the bottom is
subtracted from the maximum to give the correct
level. A similar process gives the number of decibels Rb2 d2
which should be added to a minimum to find the cor- d2 + 4 (h,-h)(3
rect level.

While the above method is very useful in many Placing these equal to express the desired'condition
cases, it is not too satisfactory at low frequencies, since and solving, gives
it is difficult then to locate unambiguously the maxi-
ma and minima. There is no reasonably good method I R 2

for correcting for reflections at low frequencies. One h I 4 tR- 2 4d' (34)
method may be of some aid, if only surface reflections 1 , -F - 2)-- h

are prominent and both the source and receiver are
nondirectional. It is based on the fact that under For d small, this reduces to
these conditions one can actually calculate the ob-
served pressure at the receiver in terms of the pressure h 1
which would be present if the reflecting surface were K. = + " (35)
not present. This procedure can be carried through R,
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FIGUR, 11. Cotrection chaits for surface reflections at low frequencies for nondirectional instruments.

Instructions:
Let h = depth of hydrophone and projector.

r = testing distance.
= wave length.

p = RMS pressure :tt hydrophone with surface present.
P, = RMS pressure at hydrophone if surface were not present.

Calculate hir and r/,. Proceed to the alignment chart on right and place a straight edge so that it crosses the scale
mai Led h/i at the calculated value and the scale marked r/\ also at the calculated value. Read the angle a at the
intersection of the straight edge and the scale marked a. Proceed to the diagram on left. Find the circle with center
at A whose indicated value corresponds to the calculated value of h/r. Find the point of intersection of this circle
with the radial line coriesponding to the value of a previously obtained. Then the value indicated on the circle, with
center at B, on which this point lies will be the value of

20 log t

Interpolate if necessary.

Example. Let h = 5 ft, r= 10 ft, frequency equals 150 c.

Then - = 0.5,
r

v 4800
X ="7 -- = 32 ft in water,

r

-= 0.13.

From the alignment chart: a = 470 .

From the diagram: 20 log - = 2.6 dh.
PO
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-....-- Illp.ndence of surface reflections on testing distance
and depth has been discussed in considerable detail

- -I - - - iin preceding sections of this chapter. Now it is neces-
- sary to discuss the proximity effects in-detail before a

criterion for the selection of testing distance can be
- - i iii determined. Because of the reciptocity principle (see

04 - : Chapter 3 and Section 5.5.6), proximity effects for a
1 : transducer are the same whether it is acting as a trans-

, -mitter or as a receiver.

0.4 [ 5.4l \g.3 Proximity Effect for

Pressure-Gradient Receivers

- -- A pressure-gradient or velocity-type hydrophone
is one whose response is (at least over a certain fre-
llquency range) proportional either to the component

0 0. 0. 1 5 10 of the pressure gradient or to the particle velocity
It/it of the sound field parallel to the axis of the hydro-

Fw,uR 12. Dctemiination of testinig depth. phone, rather than to the pressure in the sound field.
In a plane sound wave, the pressure gradient is pro-
portional to the pressure in the sound field, the

Equation (34) is plotted in Figure 12 for convenient proportionality constant being independent of fre-
reference. In the above derivation it is assumed that quency. For spherical waves this is not the case
Rb and R, are independent of the angle of incidence except for sufficiently great distances from the center,
and thus of d and h. However, since these reflection where the wave front is essentially plane over the
coefficients do depend upon the angle of incidence, hydrophone. Since the calibration of pressure-gra-
and since their effective values depend also on the dient hydrophones usually is desired in terms of the
directivity of the device being tested, equation (35) equivalent plane wave pressure, it is then necessary
should serve as a guide rather than as a rule in choos- to employ a spherical wave correction.
ing the testing depth. Usually a testing depth lying To obtain this correction, one uses the equation
between V and V4 of the water depth is satisfactory. for the pressure in a spherical wave at a distance r
The more absorptive the bottom, the greater is the from the center
relative testing depth which may be used.

-poe-Jk, (36)

5.4.2 Distance

Choosing the optimum testing distance is even where P0 is a constant, and k = 27r/, X being the wave
more difficult than choosing the optimum depth, length. The radial component of the pressure gradi-
since more considerations must enter into the deter- ent is then given by
mination of the former. If the testing distance is too
great, reflection interference becomes very promi- dp- (+ j+kr)e-kr (37)
nent, and when a low intensity source is used, diffi- T - -p(1+r2(,7

culties with ambient noise may arise. On the other
hand, if the distance is too short, proximity effects The ratio of pressure gradient to pressure is therefore
due to the spherical wave front incident on the re- given by
ceiver introduce errors into the calibration, or a
standing wave diffraction pattern may be set up be- d) - p(l + kr)e-
tween transmitter and receiver. Thus, the selection e r2 J'&) (1  + jkr) (38)
of the optimum distance must be made as a com- p ( r)j - ( r
promise between these competing effects. The de- (
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or its absolute value is I..

Whered + i+k 21s}2 %~.-- 2 T 9) ..

Where r is large and the wave front is essentially 10- -_

plane, this ratio becomes simply k. Therefore, if a . l... ..

pressure-gradient hydrophone, calibrated in terms 5--- 11 1 1
of the equivalent plane-wave pressure, is placed in 177- 11 1 N

a spherical sound field at a distance d from its center 0.1 KC 1.0 o
and with its axis radial, it then indicates a pressure FiGuRx 13. Increase in sensitivity of pressure.gradient
which is greater by the ratio of equation (39) to k, or hydrophont in a spherical sound field.

F + kd 21 l r1+ X2 "]i 40' however, the sound field is very complex and cannot
k2d2 i] (40) be considered spherical. Only the case of a piston

situated in an infinite rigid baffle is amenable to

times the actual pressure present at its location. Note simple theoretical analysis because then there are
that d now replaces r in equation (39). Thus, the no edges to cause diffraction. The present discussion
hydrophone indications should be corrected by this is limited to this case. The results may be applied
factor to obtain the true pressure. This correction satisfactorily to any piston whose dimensions are not
factor in db is plotted in Figure 13 for four values of small compared to a wave length.
d. It is to be noted that it is most prominent at low Consider first the case of a circular piston. The
frequencies. The correction factor is to be subtracted pressure along a line normal to the plane of the circle
from the observed pressure in db to obtain the cor- at its center is, at a distance r from the piston,
rect value.

One might conclude from the above that one may p = 2pcvolsink4(.v'dww+2 - r)j, (41)
work at any testing distance with a pressure-gradient
instrument and simply apply the above correction.
However, it must be remembered that most trans- where p is the density of the medium, c is the sound

ducers do not have a spherical wave field in their velocity in the medium, v0 is the normal velocity of

immediate neighborhood. This is true in particular the piston, k - 27r/X, and a is the radius of the pis-

for piston-like transducers, where the sound field in ton.7a This obviously does not vary inversely with r

the immediate neighborhood of the face of the trans- for small values of r. However, as r becomes large

ducer is very complicated and does iiot become compared to a, the radical may be expanded to obtain

spherical for what is often a considerable distance
from the diaphragm. Consequently, great caution p = 2pcv0 sin- - (42)
must be used in applying this correction. I 4r I

I ika  ra2

4"-f4 = 2-- < < 1, the sine function may be expanded
3.4.4 Proximity Effect for Pistons: to obtain

Axial Response = 7ra2pCV0  (43)

Most acoustic transmitters and receivers are cou- Ar
pled to the acoustic medium by a diaphragm which
oscillates in a direction normal to its plane under where P0 is used to indicate the pressure at distances

the influence of the pressure in the sound field when where
receiving, or under the electromechanical forces of a a2  r2

transducer when transmitting. The sound field of r -and > 1. (44)

such a piston source of finite area falls off according
to the inverse-square law at large distances, where In this region, the inverse-square law does hold, and
the wave fronts are spherical. Close to the transducer, the pressure does vary inversely with r.
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FIGURE 14. Spherical wave correction for citcular piston. Correction to be added to measured response.

The deviation from the inverse-square law may be and
treated as a correction. What one would like to meas- d > 2L (48)
tire is P, as given by equation (43). Thus, the ratio
of the measured pressure to the desired result is where L is the longest dimension of the piston.

P 2 iL Isin (V  +f-. -- r)" (45) .4.5 Proximity Effect for Pistons:
po ra2 9 2Directivity

Substituting for r the usual symbol for testing dis- The effect of proximity on the directivity pattern
tance d, and for a, 12 the diameter of the piston D/2, of a transducer is not as amenable to calculation as
this equation becomes the effect on the axial response. To avoid appreciable1effect due to proximity in directivity measurements,

= in + d- d (46) the following criteria should essentially be met:

po iD2  A 4

A chart is given in Figure 14 showing the corrections d >

in db to be added to the measured values. A similar a
analysis may be made for a line transducer. The cor- and
rections for this instrument are shown in Figure 15 d > 10L. (49)

where L, the length of the line, replaces D.
While the preceding derivation is for a circular Qualitatively, the effects on directivity patterns of

piston, essentially the same limit holds for a piston measuring at a closer distance than prescribed by the
of any shape if the diameter of the piston is replaced above criteria are known. Measurements show that
by a characteristic linear dimension for the shape the measured beam width is broader than that found
under consideration. A general criterion for the at distances in the inverse-square-law region. The
domain where the inverse-square law is valid for a side lobes of the pattern appear higher than those for
piston is given by long distances, and the minima separating the vari-

L2 ous lobes begin to fill in. These effects are shown for
d > ' (47) an extreme case in Figure 16, where testing distances
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of 1.5 feet and 9 feet are compared. The critical dis- ing transducer should certainly be less than 1 db if
tance for the projector tested in this example is the proper response is to be obtained.
about 5 feet. When two transducers face each other during a

When measuring axial response, the first criterion, test, the sound field at the receiver includes the
d > LV/A, is the more important practical one, but doubly diffracted (or reflected) field produced by the
for directivity patterns the second criterion, d > l0L, original wave from the source being diffracted by
is about equally impoxrtant. This results from the the receiver and then rediffracted by the source back
fact that the directivity pattern of a device is due to the receiver. This effect is usually negligible, ex-
largely to cancellation at certain angles of in-phase cept when two transducers of large area oppose each
and out-of-phase pressures on the active surface. Close other at a short distance, in which case a severe stand-
in, the inverse-square-law effect makes the amplitude ing wave pattern may be set up between them. The
smaller on the more distant parts of the transducer, standing waves may even be of sufficient magnitude
so that cancellation is not so cffcctive. This cffect is to change thc apparent acoustic impedance of the
particularly troublesome for a long-line hydrophone, medium as viewed by the source. While this factor
since the testing distance must be very great to keep is rarely a cause of trouble, it should be kept in mind
the amplitude at the two ends of the line approxi- when working with transducers of large area.

Whately equal when the line has a radial orientation Finally, it should be remembered that in a test the
with respect to the source or receiver, proximity effects for both instruments must be con-

sidered and allowance made for the nature of each
s.4.b Other Proximity Effects in selecting the testing distance.

Another proximity effect which occurs with direc- t Correction for Proximity Effects
tional transducers is connected with their beam pat-
terns. If the beam pattern of one is quite sharp, it The fact that the error due to a spherical wave
may allow an appreciable variation of amplitude front can be calculated for many commonly occurring
over the face of the other, independent of the inverse- cases, such as the pressure-gradient transducer, the
square-law effect. When a directional source is used, circular piston, and the line, suggests that correc-
the variatio n apressure over the area of the oppos- tions can be made for this effect. Such is indeed the
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FIGURE 16. Effect of testing distance on directivity pattern. (A) testing distance - 9 ft, (B) testing distance 1 1.5 ft.
For this transducer Ls/?, = 5 ft.

case but, as in all other cases where corrections are When corrections must be made, the charts in Fig-
applied, caution is necessary. The calculations are ures 13, 14, and 15 giving the corrections for a pres-
carried out on the basis of the transducer's behaving sure-gradient device, a circular piston, and a line will
in a certain well-defined manner. For example, it is be found useful.
assumed that all parts of a piston move with the same
velocity and in the same phase. Actual instruments
only approximate this behavior and in many cases 5.4.8 Summary of Testing Geometry
depart significantly from it. The amplitude of a
piston is often smaller at the edge than at the center, The important factors which determine the testing
or the piston may actually break up into areas which geometry to be used in calibration measurements
oscillate out of phase. Instead of having uniform have now been discussed. It remains to summarize a
sensitivity, lines are often made up of an array of procedure for selecting the optimum testing distance
discrete elements and are often shaded or tapered, and testing depth. An outline is given in the follow-
that is, have intentionally reduced sensitivity at the ing.
ends in order to suppress side lobes. The validity of 1. Select the testing depth. If the reflection coeffi-
the theoretical formulas is then questionable. cient of the bottom is known, Figure 12 may be used.

One must conclude, as a general rule, that a theo- If the coefficient is not known, a testing depth of from
retical correction of more than 5 db is open to con- V to 4 the water depth is usually satisfactory. If the
siderable question, even if all other criteria as to water is very deep, the greatest depth consistent with
applicability of the theoretical correction are favor- satisfactory rigging of the instruments is desirable.
able. If possible, test conditions should be selected so 2. If both instruments are nondirectional, as small
that corrections for spherical wave effects are avoided, a testing distance as possible is desirable. It should
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not, however, be smaller than veveral times the larg- low the direct intensity in decibels by the sum of the
est dimension of either instrument. Surface screens values obtained for each instrument from Figure 4.
and bottom screens may be helpful in reducing re- 7. When two piston-type transducers face each
flections. If the instruments have a relatively flat other, reflection interference is not usually a source
response, that is, low Q or time constant, pulses may of trouble because of the directivity of the trans.
be used to advantage with a possible increase of test- ducers, except at very great separations. On the other
ing distance. hand, proximity effects become of greater signifi.

3. If one of the instruments is a pressure-gradient cance, and the separation should be great enough so
device and the other nondirectional, and if no spher- that:
ical wave correction is to be applied, the testing dis-.
tance should be greater than half a wave length. If Spherical wave effects are small. This requires
a spherical wave correction is to be applied to the that any testing distance d satisfy the conditions
results, it should not be greater than 5 db if it is pos- Dr" D,2 6D, D,
sible to avoid it. This means the testing distance d > -- A+--+ A ,
should exceed %o of a wave length. As a rule reflec-
tions are not severe until the testing distance is
greater than the depth, and surface screens may in- d > 2D,

crease this distance. This means that reasonably good d > 2D2 , (50)
calibrations can be obtained down to frequencies
where the wave length is about ten times the depth. where D, and D., are the diameters of the two

4. If two pressure-gradient instruments are used, pistons. This also keeps the pressure due to one
the testing distance should not be less than a wave transducer uniform over the face of the other in
length, since closer to a transmitter of this type the spite of the directivity of the instruments.
pressure gradient is no longer radial. If it is necessary b. No standing wave pattern is formed between
to work closer, a correction can be computed and ap- the faces of the two instruments. This generally
plied to the results. is taken care of if the criteria in the preceding

5. When a directional transducer of the piston paragraph are met.
type and a nondirectional instrument are used, the
testing distance selected should be such that errors When measuring directivity patterns, the last two
due to proximity effects are about equal to errors due conditions of equation (50) should be changed to
to reflection interference. The possible variations in d > 10DI and d > 10D 2 to avoid the effect of vary-
this case are many and depend on the size of the ing pressure due to the inverse-square law.
transducer and the frequency, but by an examina- 8. Essentially the same considerations apply to line
tion of Figures 4 and 14 one usually can reach a instruments as apply to piston-type transducers pro-
reasonable compromise. If possible, the reflected in- vidcd one substitutes the length of the line for the
tensity given in Figure 4 should be 10 db or more diameter of the piston. If the line is suspended ver-
down. To avoid spherical wave corrections, the test- tically, there are ordinarily no great difficulties in
ing distance should be larger than D2/A. If it is nec- obtaining a calibration except possibly at low fre-
essary to use shorter distances, a spherical wave cor- quencies. Spherical wave corrections are useful when
rection from Figure 14, may be applied, but any a testing distance sufficiently great to eliminate prox-
correction greater than 5 db must be considered un- imity effects cannot be used. If a line is suspended
reliable. The pulse technique may be of value in such horizontally, surface reflection usually causes great
tests. difficulty and makes it almost impossible to obtain

6. The same considerations given in the preceding good directivity patterns except with great testing
paragraph apply to a pressure-gradient instrument depths. The inverse-square-law effect also makes it
facing a directional transducer of the piston type, ex- difficult to obtain good directivity patterns except at
cept that a different spherical wave correction must great distances, which are consequent on great depth.
be applied. The fact that the pressure-gradient in- The pulsing technique may be of aid, but it must be
strument has directionality itself reduces reflection remembered that, with the line mounted end-on with
interference difficulties. The reflected intensity is be- respect to the source or receiver, the acoustic time
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constant is at least the length of the line divided I)y lute calibration of standards. lit the following sec.
the velocity of sound. Unless deep water is available, tions the various methods of obtaining absolute
this time may be greater than the time required for calibrations are discussed.
all interfering reflected pulse to appear.

While the outline given above should be of aid in 5.5.2 Absolute Calibration from
fixing the geometry for a test, it must be reneinbered Design of Standard
that each test has its own particular factors involved
and thus no general rule can be made. Experience in principle, if the design of a transducer is corn.
and ju(lgment are of primary value in making a pletely specified, one can theoretically calibrate the
proper choice. It is nearly always helpful to repeat device over its entire frequency range by solving the
tests with a changed geometry, particularly when it equations of acoustics, mechanics, and clectromag.
is suspected that reflections or proximity effects are netisn involved in its operation. Actually, the equa-
causing trouble. One then has an internal check on tions are too complicated to allow a practical solution
tile validity of the corrections that may have been unless some assumptions are made. In spite of these
applied, as well as a means of recognizing the pres- approximations, it may often be possible to obtain a
ence of interfering reflections or other extraneous reasonably valid theoretical response characteristic
effects, for the device over a considerable range of frequen-

cies. This method has been applied with consider.

5.5 THE ESTABLISHMENT OF able success to certain standards in use at USRL, in
particular to the 3A Rochelle salt crystal hydrophone

SOUND FIELDS • and to the IA pressure-gradient type hydrophone
5.5.1 Absolute and Relative Calibrations designed by the Bell Telephone Laboratories."'" The

principal difficulties in the method are the following:

The calibration of underwater sound devices re- 1. It is not feasible to take into account all pos.
quires reliable knowledge of the magnitude of sound sible modes of vibration of the device and its housing,
fields in water. Two techniques for establishing these but only the desired mode and perhaps a few closely.
magnitudes may be distinguished. One involves a coupled ones. However, some of the neglected modes
direct absolute measurement of the field intensity; are excited in operation, particularly near their
the other uses previously calibrated instruments cith- resonant frequencies, and may introduce "break-ups"
er to establish a known sound field or to measure one in the response which will not be included in the
which is present. Among the available methods of computed calibration.
the first type are the Rayleigh disk method, the radia- 2. At all frequencies, but particularly at those hay-
tion pressure method, the reciprocity method, and ing wave lengths of the order of magnitude of the
various motional impedance methods. The second dimensions of the device and higher, diffraction
technique requires calibrated instruments, whose around the instrument plays an important role. This
calibrations have been obtained either by some of diffraction effect is very difficult to compute, and
the absolute methods mentioned above, or by such computations have been carried out only in some
methods as computation from their design or cali- highly idealized cases. Thus, it is difficult to include
bration in air. In the routine calibration and testing in the theoretical calibration precisely the effect of
of underwater sound devices, the method of relative diffraction.
calibration with a known standard is far more con- 3. Some of the constants of the mechanical ele-
venient than a direct absolute calibration, which re- ments involved in the construction of an instrument
quires considerable care and is more time-consuming. are not easily measurable. In particular, mechanical
It has the disadvantage that it is based on the stability resistance as a function of frequency as well as of the
of the reference standard, but numbers of these effective mass and stiffness of various elements may
standards have been constructed whose calibration be difficult to obtain over the desired frequency
remains sufficiently constant for the accuracy usually range.
desired in relative calibrations. The most satisfactory 4. The method can be applied only to the rela-
absolute method in water is the reciprocity method, tively few instruments designed with this method of
and it is now exclusively used by USRL for the abso- calibration in view, and then only by skilled person-
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nel intimately familiar with every phase of the de- a judicious frequency translation of diffraction effect,
sign. the calibration may often be extended higher.

5. The reliability of calibration obtained in this For a pressure-gradient operated instrument, the
way is always opei to question, unless a check can response is essentially proportional to the pressure
be obtained by other methods. gradient in thc sound field. Now, for the same fre-

6. The frequency range which may be covered is quency and pressure in a plane wave in air and in
limited, water, the ratio of the pressure gradient in air to that

One must conclude, consequently, that this is not in water is equal to the ratio of the sound velocity
a very satisfactory method of absolute calibration, in water to that in air. If this were the only effect, a
although its principles are essential to the design of pressure-gradient transducer would be 20 log 4800/
satisfactory reference standards. 1100 - 12.7 db more sensitive in air than in water at

the same frequency. However, in such devices the
change in radiation impedance with change of me-

s.3.3 Absolute Calibration from dium is often not negligible. The radiation reactance
Calibration in Air of the transducer is a function of the density of the

medium, and the functional dependence is different
Initially, the technique of calibration of acoustic for different instruments. This effect must also be

devices in air was developed considerably beyond taken into account. For the IA hydrophone, the addi-
that in water. If one could obtain the calibration of tional correction amounts to 3.3 db, making the
a device in water from its calibration in air, one hydrophone 16 db less sensitive in water than in air
would have a useful method of calibration for under- at the same frequency. In addition, diffraction effects
water sound devices. The mechanical and electrical become a factor in the response at different fre-
elements of a transducer are not functions of the quencies for the two media, as pointed out above for
medium in which it is intmersed. Therefore, it is pressure-type instruments.
necessary to consider only the effect of a change of Thus, a calibration in airO.2 4 can be used to give a
medium on the acoustic elements. The important calibration in water only over a limited frequency
parameters are the density andi the sound velocity. If range. The original calibrations of USRL standards
a device is essentially pressure-actuated, the voltage before the reciprocity method was adopted were ob-
which it develops in a sound field is proportional to tained in this fashion.
the pressure properly integrated over its surface, in- While, with judicious treatment of the data, these
cluding the pressure due to diffraction. At wave methods can give reasonably good calibrations over
lengths where diffraction is negligible for a still de- the most important part of the frequency spectrum
vice, the pressure acting is simply the pressure in the for underwater sound work, they have distinct dis-
field, so that the acoustic pressure is the same regard- advantages:
less of the medium. Thus, at low frequencies a stiff 1. They are relatively laborious and require for
pressure-actuated transducer has the same receiving their proper execution intimate knowledge of the
response in air anti in water. The upper frequency instrument, as well as personnel highly skilled in the
limit for this equality is determined by the frequency technique of air calibration and in the p inciples of
at which diffraction becomes important. This fre- acoustic design.
quency is 4 to % as high in air as in water because 2. They can be applied only to relatively few in-
of the 4.3 to I ratio of the velocities of sound in the struments which are designed with this method of
two media. For a device of the order of 1 inch in size, calibration in view.
the frequency at which diffraction becomes important 3. There is no check on their reliability and no
is about 12 kc in air and about 60 kc in water. Thus, positive assurance that the various modes of vibra-
for a pressure-operated device of this type, such as the tion of the device may not be excited to different de-
3A hydrophone, a water calibration up to about 10 grees in air and in water.
kc can be obtained from an air calibration, and, by 4. Theoretical corrections, whose validity may bequestionable, must be applied to the results.

d By "stiff" is meant that, at the frequencies of interest, the 5. The freque which be covered is
radiation impedance is small compared to the mechanical im- ncy range may
pedance of the transducer. limited.
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5.4 Quasi-Static Calibration at the first resonance. Also, at this point, pressure
can no longer be considered uniform throughout the

For an acoustically still pressure-operated instru- tank, and consequently one cannot calculate in any
inent at frequencies low enough so that the wave simple manner the pressure at any desired point from
length is long compared to the dimensions of the the force exerted by the piston. If the walls of the
instrument, the response depends only on the pres- chamber have resonances below the cavity resonance
sure in the neighborhood of the instrument. It is of the chamber, these resonant frequencies reduce
independent of the type of wave giving rise to the even further the upper limit of the useful frequency
pressure, of its direction of propagation, and even range. This method has been used with considerable
of whether there is a wave present at all, so long as a success by USRL with a tank of the type described,
hydrostatic pressure variation of corresponding am- built by the Bell Telephone Laboratories.49 The low-
plitude and frequency is present. To calibrate such est resonance frequency for this system is about 300
an instrument in this low-frequency register, it is c, so that the system is useful up to about 100 c. In
necessary only to lroduce a known pressure variation using such a system, one must remember to avoid
in the portion of the medium adjoining the instru- any condition which lowers the stiffness of the
ment. Several possible methods of calibration are chamber, such as the presence of air bubbles or an
based on this principle, acoustically "soft" transducer. Over a limited range,

For frequencies below a few cycles per second, one corrections may be made for decreased stiffness due
can bring about this pressure variation in water to any effect, provided this stiffness can be measured.
simply by raising and lowering the device sinusoid- Other quasi-static absolute calibration methods
ally through a known distance at the desired fre- have been employed. One makes use of a condenser-
quency. If the depth in centimeters is h, then the rmis type hydrophone36 in which the capacitance of the
pressure in dynes per sq cm acting on the transducer condenser is in one arm of an impedance bridge em-
is ploying a carrier frequency of 5 kc. Changes in pres-

sure on the diaphragm cause a variation in capaci-
p = gh (51) tance which unbalances the bridge. The amount of

2\/2 unbalance becomes a measure of the pressure. This
particular system is flat from 0 to 75 c, above which

where p is the density of water (1 gram per cu cm) and the effect of the first resonance of the hydrophone
g is the acceleration of gravity (980 cm per sec per becomes prominent. Hydrostatic pressure equaliza-
sec). If the test is carefully made, accurate calibra- tion is provided to eliminate the variation of calibra-
tions in this low-frequency range can be made. tion with hydrostatic pressure. If, however, the

At higher frequencies, it is possible to use a tank equalization cannot be carried out, then, by lowering
in which the pressure is varied sinusoidally through the hydrophone a known distance in water, the abso-
known values. This can be effected by building what lute calibration can be obtained from the bridge
is essentially a low-trequency transmitter into the unbalance thus produced. Since the hydrophone is
wall of a closed stiff tank. If the transmitter is of the known to have a flat response up to 75 c, this direct
electromagnetic type, whose stiffness is low compared hydrostatic pressure calibration is applicable over
to the stiffness of the tank in the frequency range of this range.
interest, then the force exerted by the piston can be
calculated from the current into the projector, either 5.5.5 Absolute Methods Not Involving
by measuring or by calculating the force per unit Transducers
current developed by the piston when it is blocked.
When this force is known, the pressure which it pro- There are several methods of establishing abso-
duces in an acoustically stiff chamber can be calcu- lutely the magnitude of a sound field without the use
lated. of an electroacoustic transducer. Among these may

This method is applicable only for frequencies be listed the Rayleigh disk method, the radiation
far below those for the first chamber resonance of the pressure method, and optical methods. These all re-
tank, since, as the tank approaches its lowest reson- quire relatively delicate measurements which, while
ance, its stiffness drops in value, becoming quite low difficult to perform in air, are even more difficult in
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water. They are, therefore, of negligible practical dyne per sq cm. Obviously, for such low-pressure
significance in underwater sound calibrations, measurements, very delicate apparatus is required,

As evidence of this, consider the use of a Rayleigh so that the method is usually of little practical value
disk, This is a thin circular disk suspended from a although it can be used in the laboratory with high

fine torsion filament so that the plane of the disk sound pressures such as may be developed by quartz

makes a definite angle e withi the direction of propa- crystals at high frequencies.
gation of the sound wave. If the wave length is much There are various other methods of calibration
greater than the diameter of the disk, there is a torque characterized by the fact that an electroacoustic trans-
exerted on the disk of magnitude ducer is not used, but all are more or less subject to

the objectioa that the measurements are exceedingly
M = pa .1sin 2 0 (52) delicate. Some are based on the variation of the index

of refraction of a fluid with pressure or similar ef-
fects. They usually have a limited frequency range

where p is the density of the medium, a the radius of over which they can be employed. In comparison
the disk, and v the rms particle velocity. Expressed with the methods of calibration which can be per-
in terms of the pressure, this becomes formed with relative ease, none of them has much

2a- practical importance at the present time. Further in-
M 37C.p2 sin 2 0, (53) formation regarding them may be obtained by con-

suiting various reference works on acoustics and the

c being the velocity of sound. Thus, for the same pres- general acoustical literature.

surte in air and water, the ratio of the torque in water
to that in air will be 5.5.s The Reciprocity Method of

Calibration
M. . p.c. 2 = 6.7 x 10-5. (54)

6.7- p X
C  O ( By far the most accurate, simple, and generally

useful method of absolute calibration is the so-called

Since torques obtained with the Rayleigh disk are reciprocity method, based on the reciprocity princi-
very difficult to measure in air for any reasonable pie as applied to electroacoustic transducers. Once
sound pressures, one sees that it would be almost im- its advantages are enumerated, the reasons for its
possible to measure them in water, even if the experi- adoption as a standard method of obtaining absolute
mental difficulties in setting up the apparatus could calibrations by USRL are clear. These advantages
be overcome. The Rayleigh disk and similar methods are:
must be discarded, therefore, as impractical for abso- 1. The method is apparently applicable over the
lute calibration in water. entire practical range of frequencies.

Radiation pressure is essentially the steady pres- 2. The actual measurements are easily made and
sure exerted on a surface when sound is reflected are essentially similar to those employed in relative
from the surface and is, like the torque in the Ray- calibrations (comparison method).
leigh disk, a second order effect. If a plane sound 3. The method can be used by relatively unskilled
wave strikes normally a completely reflecting surface, personnel.
the area of which is numerically much greater than 4. The measurements may be carried out in the
the wave length, the radiation pressure on the surface field rapidly and easily.
is given by 5. Though the accuracy of the method is at present

(k limited by reflection-interference difficulties, these
2 - 2 + (55) also limit the accurac t4 comparison methods.

6. If certain easily attainable conditions are main-

where k is the ratio of specific heats for the medium tained, there are no theoretical corrections to be ap-
(practically unity for liquids), p is the rms sound plied to the results.
pressure, p the density of the medium, and c the veloc- 7. Several independent calibrations can be per-
ity of sound. For a sound pressure of I dyne per sq cm formed at the same time, giving an immediate check
in water, the radiation pressure would be about 10-10 on the accuracy of the results.
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The reciprocity method is based on the fact that for If Mk denotes the sensitivity of the receiver and Mr
a passive linear clectroacoustic transducer which the open-circuit receiving sensitivity of the trans-
obeys the reciprocity principle (this includes'most ducer, then, since the pressure developed by the pro.
transducers now in use), a definite and simple rela- jector is the same in the first two trials,
tionship holds between its response as a transmitter
and as a receiver. Consider an electroacoustic trans- Mft .ERrp
ducer with its acoustic center (which may be arbitrar- m Er (57)
ily selected) located at a point P,). The transducer is
being operated as a transmitter with a current I flow- If Sr is the transmitting sensitivity of the trans-
ing into it. At some other arbitrary point P the trans- ducer, that is, the ratio of the pressure produced at
ducer produces a pressure p. Let S be the transmitting the receiver to the current IT in the transducer, then
sensitivity expressed as the ratio of the pressure at P
to the current I (that is, S - p/I). Suppose that there Enr = MRSrlr (58)
is placed at the point P the center of a source of spheri-
cal waves, and let p, be the pressure produced at the since SIrT is the pressure at the receiver. From the
point PO when the transducer is not present. If the reciprocity principle
transducer is present, it develops in this sound field
an open-circuit voltage E across its terminals. Let M 2dX (59)
the ratio of E to p, be the receiving sensitivity M ST PC
(A -- E/pc). The reciprocity prin~ciple then states that where d is the distance from P to P. Substituting the

Al 24x (56)value of ST from equation (59) in (58),Lt = d_ a(56)
S pc ERr = MRMTI (pc) (60)

where d is the distance from P to P0, X is the wave 2dk

length, and p and c are respectively the density and Eliminating MT between equations (60) and (57),
sound velocity of the medium in which the trans-
ducer is present.

To make use of the reciprocity principle for the ab- E-r = M (MRE 'T I (pc)(6
solute calibration of a transduter, three transducers
are employed. One is used only as a transmitter or or

projector, a second only as a receiver, while the third _ rER,. fN. 2dX(
must be a reversible transducer obeying the reciproc- ML E 'r -2 (62)
ity principle. The projector is placed at a point P
with a definite orientation. The receiver is placed at In this way, the calibration of the hydrophone H is
a point P' sufficiently distant from P so that the waves expressed in terms of measured quantities. The pre-
reaching it from the projector are essentially plane. ceding discussion assumes cgs units for all quantities
Then for a given current 1p in the projector, the volt- thus including absolute electrical units. If volts and
age developed by the receiver is measured, either on amperes are used in equation (62), Ear must be mul.
open-circuit or across an impedance kept constant tiplied by 107. Thus, the absolute calibration may
during the measurements. This voltage is denoted by be obtained by a process which involves only elec-
EaR. The receiver is now replaced by the transducer trical measurements on the transducers.
and the open-circuit volt-ge developed by it, E~p, is
measured for the same current I, in the projector. 5.5.7 Notes on the Reciprocity Method
Next, the projector is replaced by the receiver, whose
orientation with respect to the transducer must be the To obviate any misunderstanding concerning the
same as it was previously with respect to the projector. use of the reciprocity method of calibration, the fol-
The transducer is then operated as a transmitter with lowing notes are added:
a current IT, and the voltage developed by the re- 1. The open-circuit voltage developed by the trans.
ceiver Ejer is obtained. ducer T operating as a receiver should be measured
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at the same terminals at which the current into the gion between the center and the transducer. Thus,
transducer is measured when operating as a trans- there is an advantage, insofar as choice of testing dis-
mitter. The choice of the terminals can be arbitrary tance is concerned, in selecting the center within, or
to a considerable extent. They may be directly at the in the immediate neighborhood of, the transducer.
electric output of the transducer element itself (for 4. It should be clear that the reciprocity calibra-
example, the crystal, in a transducer of that type) or tion of a transducer can be carried through for any
at the end of a considerable length of cable. In fact, orientation (direction of sound incidence) of the
two terminals of a four-terminal passive electric net- transducers involved, but the same relative orienta-
work may be connected to the transducer, and the tions must be maintained during the series of tests.
terminals used in the calibration selected as the re- One also sees immediately that the directivity pattern
maining pair of terminals of the network. Any of of a transducer obeying reciprocity is the same on
these conditions is satisfactory, provided the same transmitting and on receiving at the same frequency.
pair of terminals is used for both current and open- 5. One should note that the responses given by the
circuit voltage measurement. formula represent ratios of magnitudes of quantities

2. It is specified above that the distance d should without coaisideration ot phase. To obtain the phase
be large enough so that waves from either the pro- of the response, one must include a phase factor,
jector P or transducer T (when transmitting) are which is not ordinarily known but can be deter-
effectively plane at this distance. This is necessary mined in the reciprocity relation shown in equation
if the plane wave calibration of the hydrophone H (56) for the particular reversible transducer. The
is desired. The distance may be shortened if one phase of the response is not usually of interest, but in
wishes to obtain a calibration for 1I in terms of some cases it may be important.
spherical waves of a given radius, or if one can apply 6. In making a reciprocity calibration one must
a spherical wave correction to reduce a spherical wave have a transducer obeying the reciprocity principle,
calibration to a plane wave calibration. The latter and therefore should have a means of establishing
procedure may be necessary if reflection interference this property. While it is known that it is possible to
is present to a degree which seriously interferes with have a linear passive reversible transducer which does
the accuracy of the measurements. The presence of not obey reciprocity, almost all transducers of interest
reflections introduces the same inaccuracies in a re- do have this property. No generally applicable condi-
ciprocity calibration as in comparison tests, and the tions have been established to guarantee reciprocity
methods described in Section 5.3 for eliminating re- in a transducer, but there are some general principles
flection interference may often be profitably applied which serve as useful guides. Theory seems to indi-
in reciprocity calibration tests. cate that if the electromechanical coupling is of the

3. We have indicated that the choice of the acous- electromagnetic or magnetostrictive type, or a com-
tic center of the transducers was arbitrary in the pre- bination of these, reciprocity is obeyed. Similarly,
ceding discussion, yet the distance d between centers there are indications that electrostatic or piezoelectric
enters explicitly into the formula for the calibration, coupling or a combination of these also insures reci-
This can be understood if one remembers that the procity. A parallel combination of one of the first
receiving response also depends upon the choice of group (electromagnetic or magnetostrictive) with one
the center, and this latter dependence on d cancels of the second (electrostatic of piezoelectric) in general
the explicit dependence on d in the formula. See leads to a transducer which does not obey reciprocity.
Chapter 4, equation (10). Usually the acoustic center Since such combinations are rare, most actual trans.
is chosen close to the geometric center of the instru- ducers will apparently obey reciprocity. The condi-
ment, but in principle one may take it to be any- tion for reciprocity is sufficiently established if the
where. If it should be chosen far from the actual efficiency of the transducer is 100 per cent. Since no
instrument, the center must be considered as part of actual transducers attain this efficiency, this criterion
the instrument in requiring that the wave be essenti- is of questionable value for practical application.
ally plane; that is, the plane wave response with such One must therefore resort to the criterion of in-
a choice for the acoustic center can be obtained only ternal consistency between the calibrations obtained
if the wave from the transmitters is essentially plane, with several reversible transducers as a check that
not only over the transducer but over the entire re- they obey the reciprocity principle. It is very unlikely
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that, if these reversible transducers did not obey the The directivity pattern and thus the directivity in-
reciprocity principle, one would obtain the same cali- dex of the transducer can be measured with an un-
bration by the use of each. calibrated transducer. From equation (8), Chapter 4,

7. If a calibrated resistor is available so that cur- one can see that, if the efficiency and directivity index
rent can be measured by measuring the voltage drop of a transducer are known, its response can be deter-
across the resistor in series with the transducer, one mined. In this way, the device can be absolutely cali-
need not have an absolutely calibrated voltmeter to brated at its resonant frequency from the motional
perform a reciprocity calibration. For, if one sub- impedance circle (which gives the efficiency) and a
stitutes E,/R for IT in equation (62), it can be seen directivity pattern (which gives the directivity index).
that only the ratio of voltages, and not their absolute Since this method furnishes an absolute calibration
magnitudes, enters into the formula, at only one frequency, it is not of great value as a

general calibration method, but it is useful for ob-

5.. Motional Impedance Methods taining the efficiency of a device at resonance by
purely electrical impedance methods. Some of the

There have been proposed and applied several other methods of motional impedance analysis are
methods of absolute calibration, based on the meas- more refined and allow calibration over an extended
urenient of the impedance of the transducer, which frequency range, but in general they are not so con-
can be applied to transducers obeying the reciprocity venient to use as the reciprocity method.
principle. It is sufficient here to indicate how one of
these methods leads to an absolute calibration. If s-5.9 Relative Calibration of Transducer
one considers a transducer which has a sharp me-
chanical resonance at some frequency, the impedance Even the reciprocity method entails more effort
shows a rapid variation with frequency in the neigh- than is desirable for the calibration of most devices.
borhood of the resonant value. If one plots the re- The comparison method, involving the calibration
sistance and icactance as a function of frequency, of one transducer against another which has already
smooth curves can be drawn connecting the portions been calibrated, provides a practical means for the
of the resistance curve and the reactance curve far rapid calibration of most devices. In the comparison
above and far below resonance. These curves are re- methd the magnitude of the sound field is first estab-
ferred to as the blocked resistance and reactance, lished by means of a previously calibrated standard.
since they correspond to the impedance which would This is then followed by the calibration of the device
be measured if the diaphragm of the transducer were to be tested in this known sound field.
prevented from moving. It is presumed in a calibration by comparison that

The difference between the actual impedance and the reference standard is sufficiently stable in con-
the blocked impedance is referred to as the motional struction and operation so that its calibration is re-
impedance. If the motional resistance is plotted tained in the interim between its own calibration and
against the motional reactance in rectangular co- its application in a relative calibration. Either a
ordinates, with frequency as parameter, a figure is transmitter or a receiver can be used as a reference
obtained known as the motional impedance circle, standard, the former to establish a known sound
If one measures the diameter of the motional im- field, the latter to measure the magnitude of the
pedance circle in ohms for the instrument immersed sound field produced by an uncalibrated transmitter.
in water and then in air, calling the quantities Dw, It has been found by USRL that properly constructed
and DA respectively, one can show that the efficiency receivers are somewhat more reliable than transmit-
E of the transducer in water, that is, the ratio of ters as reference standards, but the difference is not
acoustic power output to electric power input, at great. In fact, by using both a calibrated receiver and
resonance, is given by a calibrated transmitter in a comparison test, a cross

check on the stability of the standards may be ob-
E Div 1  2- ] (63) tained in conjunction with the test.

R . DA] The procedure in the relative calibration of a re-
ceiver is the following: A transmitter is placed at one

where R is the actual resistance of the device in water. point in the water and driven by a constant voltage
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(or current) at some frequency. A standard receiver sary. A running check on all tests may be made by
is then placed at an appropriate position in the sound using several standards and checking the calibrations
field, and from its generated voltage the magnitude thus obtained against each other. A calibrated trans-
of the sound field can be obtained. The reference mitter may serve as one of the standards.
standard is then replaced by the receiver under test
and its generated voltage obtained, giving its re- 5.5.10 The Choice of Standards
sponse at that frequency. The frequency inay be
swept during each test, and then, by comparing neas- For maximum accuracy, reliability, and general
ured valnes of the generated voltage of the standard versatility, a standard should possess certain char-
and the transducer under test at equal frequencies, acteristics which are outlined below.
the frequency response characteristic of the trans-
ducer may be obtained. STABILr WITH TIME

It should be noted that, if a plane wave calibration Stability is essential, since the accuracy of a relative
of the instrument is desired, then, at the position se- calibration is limited by any change in the response
lected for the receivers, the waves from the transnit- of the standard from the time that it was calibrated
ter must be essentially plane with respect to the to the time of its use. For this reason, it should be suf-
instruments. Whether or not this is the case depends, ficiently rugged so that slight jars do not change its
among other things, on the nature of the instruments calibration, and it should be constructed of materials
themselves, particularly on their size. Because of these whose properties do not change with time. If it con-
conditions, the waves at one point may be essentially tains permanent magnets, their flux density should
plane for one receiver but not for the other. In this be permanent. The stiffness of springs should not
case, it may be more convenient to test the two instru- vary as a result of aging, or of cold working resulting
ments at different distances from the source. This from their extension and retraction. The instrument
may be done, provided both distances lie in the in- should be constructed so that dampness or moderate
verse-square-law region for thc source, so that only an heat or cold do not change its calibration, and all ex-
inverse-square-law correction need be applied. In posed parts should be resistant to corrosion.
some cases one may find it desirable or expedient, TEMPERATURE INDEPENDENCE
because of the presence of reflection interference, to
operate the instruments at closer distances and to It is desirable that the response of a standard be
apply a spherical wave correction to the result, as has independent of temperature over the useful fre-
been described previously. quency range of the instrument, since the tempera-

In calibrating a transmitter, one uses a calibrated ture rarely can be controlled in calibration tests.
standard receiver which is located in the inverse- Otherwise, it is necessary to know how the calibration
square-law region of the field of the transmitter. The varies with temperature, which would require con-
pressure produced at this point can then be deter- siderahle additional labor. Temperature dependence
mined from the voltage generated by the receiver, of response is an important factor in working with
Again, it may be desirable or expedient to locate the Rochelle salt crystal devices because of the rapid
receiver closer to the transnitter and apply a spheri- variation of the dielectric constant of x-cut crystals
cal wave correction. and consequent change of impedance in the neigh-

Since a relative calibration is based on the stability borhood of the upper Curie point (24 C or 75 F). This
of calibration of the standard, frequent checks on the temperature variation does not have a serious effect
calibration of the standards must form a regular part upon the response of a Rochelle salt crystal receiver
of any testing program extending over a long period if the impedance into which the crystal operates is
of time. These checks are most conveniently made at high compared to its own impedance. For a Rochelle
regular intervals by means of the reciprocity method, salt crystal transmitter, the response expressed in
The reciprocity method is particularly valuable for terms of pressure per unit current input does not vary
this purpose at a test station since the procedures used appreciably with temperature, although the response
are the same as for relative calibrations. Thus the expressed on a per volt or per available watt basis
equipment necessary for a reciprocity calibration is may vary greatly. It is therefore desirable to operate
available at all times and no extra equipment is neces- Rochelle salt crystal projectors on a constant current
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basis, which may be accomplished by making the equal to the noise voltage, in a 1-c band centered at
source of electrical power have a high output ini- the frequency, is known as the threshold of the trans-
pedance compared to the impedance of the crystal. ducer. It is desirable to have the threshold of a stand-

ard as low as possible in order to extend the dynamic
range as far as possible in the direction of low pres-

It is desirable that a standard have a smooth fre- sure.
quency response over a wide frequency band. Rapid
variations in response with frequency make it diffi- REASONABLY HIGH RESPONSE

cult to compare the responses of two instruments in The magnitude of the response of a standard can
such a range because of the difficulty of reading ac- be of considerable importance independent of its
curately a steel) curve on a recorder chart. A wide inherent noise characteristic. For example, if the re-
frequency band is desirable so that the number of sponse is low, the electric crosstalk between a receiver
standards required to cover the entire frequency and a transmitter may exceed the level of the elec-
range of interest be as small as possible to reduce trical signal to be measured. A similar situation ap-
rigging time. For high-frequency transmitters it is plies with respect to the use of a transmitter as a
difficult to obtain a flat frequency response. However, sound source. Because of the presence of ambient
a smoothly varying response is in general satisfactory noise in the water, it is necessary that the response of
and can be obtained readily with crystal projectors. a transmitter standard be sufficiently great so that its

sound field exceeds the ambient noise sound field.
LINEARITY, LARGE DYNAMIC RANGE A variety of standard transducers have been devel-

Over the range of pressures which a standard is re- oped which satisfy the conditions outlined above.
quired to measure or to produce, the device should Their characteristics are given in another part of
be linear; that is, the voltage produced by a receiver this volume.
at each frequency should be proportional to the pres-
sure of the sound field in which it is-contained, and 5.6 CALIBRATION OF DEVICES
the pressure produced by a transmitter at some point COVERING WIDE FREQUENCY RANGES
in the field at each frequency should be proportional
to the input current or voltage applied to it. When When a transducer is being used for wide-band
nonlinearity occurs, a sinusoidal input signal (elec- reception, a single frequency calibration is still sig-
tric or acoustic) no longer, in general, produces a nificant, because, if the device is linear, its wide-band
sinusoidal output of the same frequency. Most instru- response can be determined from the single fre-
ments, however, are linear over a limited range of quency response by superposition in accordance with
input signal amplitudes. For the greatest usefulness Fourier's theory. The calibration then consists in de-
of a standard, this dynamic range should be as great termining over what range the hydrophone is linear
as possible, as this allows a large range of sound field and in taking a single frequency characteristic within
pressnles to be produced or measured by a single in- that range. The procedure for taking a single fre-
strument. Since a transmitter may have variations in quency characteristic has been described. The linear-
response with frequency of 50 db or more, in order ity at any given frequency is best observed by varying
to make a comparison calibration with a single stand- the input level at that frequency and seeing whether
ard receiver, the standard mnust have a corresponding or not the output level follows proportionately. In-
dynamic range as limited by nonlinearity on the high stead of taking a single frequency characteristic, it
end and inherent noise on the low end. is, of course, also possible to measure the response for

a signal with any type of frequency spectrum.

In particular, the response may be measured for a
The lowest pressure that can be measured by a re- signal consisting of very complex aperiodic wave

ceiver is determined by its inherent noise voltage, forms. Such signals usually are referred to as noises.
This may be due to thermal noise, vacuum-tube The sound created by thermal agitation, the so-called
noise (of an associated preamplifier), contact noise, thermal noise, is an illustration in point.
or other similar factors. At each frequency, the pres- The measurement of such signals places quite
sure at which the signal voltage of the instrument is severe requirements on the measuring system. It is
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usual to measure the overall signal level and to ob- tion then arises as to whether or not the noise can be
tain a frequency analysis of the noise. Often tile time satisfactorily measured with the particular rectifier
variation of the noise is of interest. This can be ob- available. One method that has been used to answer
tained in the form of a time-level distribution or as this question consists of measuring the crest factor
the crest factor of the noise. This latter is defined as and determining whether or not the rectifier is still
a ratio of the crest value to the effective value of the square law for the highest peaks in the noise. While
quantity. this method is helpful, there is theoretically some

The overall signal level is determined with a wide- question as to whether it is a sufficient criterion. It is
band measuring circuit. This circuit must carry the therefore desirable to consider the problem from
highest noise peak without overloading and include other angles as well. Sometimes previous measure-
a square-law measuring device, which is the only type ments on similar noises which have been satisfactory
that adds up the contributions of the various fre- are available. At other times an assurance can be de-
quencies in the signal in such a way as to give the rms veloped from a study of the data itself.
signal level. The above requirements on the measuring system,

A frequency analysis can be obtained by sweeping namely, that it (1) shall not overload on the highest
over the frequency range of the noise with a narrow noise peaks, (2) shall adequately cover the frequency
heterodyne band-pass filter. The design of this filter range of the noise, and (3) shall have a square-law
must be carefully considered from the standpoint of rectifier, are sufficient to obtain a level measurement
transient response. The requirements for the rest of and a frequency analysis of the noise. In some cases
the system are the same as those discussed above for it is desirable also to obtain a graph of the noise or to
measuring the overall signal. view it on the oscilloscope. In such cases, it is neces-

The crest factor call be measured by obtaining a sary that the phase relations between different fre-
wide-band response with a square-law rectifier (ther- quencies be maintained as well as the magnitudes.
niocouple) and by obtaining the peak response on an This adds another requirement, namely, that the sys-
oscilloscope. ten have its phase shift linear with frequency.

One of the difficulties in all of these measurements The requirements of the pick-up device used in
is the requirement of using a square-law measuring the tests are similar to those on the circuits of the
device. The only true square-law device is the ther- system. If the hydrophone has a uniform response
mocouple, but this is so slow-acting that it can furnish over the frequency range of interest, which usually
only a long time average and has a limited dynamic implies a phase shift linear with frequency, it will be
range. Therefore, vacuum-tube detectors are usually satisfactory for use in these tests both for obtaining a
used. These are fast, but they follow the square law level measurement and also from the standpoint of
only over a limited range of input levels. The ques- maintaining phase relations.



Chapter 6

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

OF THE USRL TEST STATIONS

By Erhard Hartmann and Earle C. Gregg, Jr.

6.1 DESCRIPTION OF MOUNTAIN LAKES which has good sound-absorbing properties, espe-
TEST STATION cially at supersonic frequencies. The mud, however,

contains some decomposing organic material which
SSite of Station produces gas bubbles. Since these are good reflectors

TfHE MOUNTAIN LAKES test station is located on Crys- of sound, the top layer of the mud which contains the
tal Lake in the township of Mountain Lakes, New decomposing material has been removed from the

Jersey. This lake is about 650 yards long and 230 bottom of the test areas by dredging. The depth of the
yards wide, and has a small island approximately at water in these areas has been accordingly increased
the center. to about 18 feet. In addition, the lake has been

The depth of the lake is fairly uniform, averaging treated frequently with copper sulphate to retard
about 15 feet. The bottom is a thick stratum of mnud, decomposition and the growth of algae.
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FIGURE 1. Plan view of Mountain Lakes laboratory and grounds.
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system covers the frequency range from 2 c to about
100 c. Associated with this system are facilities for
varying the temperature and hydrostatic pressure.

Two intermediate-freqt:,ncy units, designated sys-
tern 1 andl system 2, are used with outdoor piers for
free field calibration in the lake. Both systems will
operate from 15 c to 150 kc and can be arranged to
test apl)aratus with power inputs ul) to 1,500 watts.
The apparatus has been assembled in bays and ar-
ranged to provide maxinun separation between
high- and low-level signal paths to minimize cross
talk. This practice of separation has been maintained
throughout both systems, including the transmission

F1(;tit 2. View o(Mountin Lakes Iabotatory frot Pier 2. lines and transducer cou)ling booths on the piers.
Finally, a high-frequency unit which includes an

elliptically shaped tank covers the range from 100 kc
6.1.2 Facilities to 2.2 mc. This unit may also be used in conjunction

with one of the piers.
The Mountain Lakes test station provides facilities Other acoustic testing facilities include an open

for the calibration of underwater acoustic devices tank with sound-absorbing walls (a type used for pro-
from a frequency of 2 cycles per second to 3.5 inega- duction testing by the Western Electric Company)
cycles per second.n This range is covered by means of and a closed cylindrical tank about 15 feet long and
four separate testing systems. A low-frequency tank 8 feet in diameter. The latter can be used at hydro-

static pressures up to 300 lb per sq in. and at fre-
a l'tansducers available at l)iesent will operate up to 2.2 mc. quencies up to about 150 kc. Tests at high pressures

FiGuRE 3. Testing piers at the Mountain Lakes station. The booths housing terminal equipment and the overhead
monorail systems are visible.
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Committee [NDRC]. The Underwater Sound Refer-
ence Laboratories have designed and constructed
most of the mechanical equipment and have devel-
oped the high.power equipment, the pulsing system,
the polar recording system, and certain additional
features needed for special testing.

6,* CALIBRATION AND TESTING
EQUIPMENT AT MOUNTAIN LAKES

The calibration and testing systems of USRL are
described on the basis of their present status. It should
be emphasized, however, that developments in sonar
gear and the constantly improving techniques in test-
ing are making new demands, in many cases beyond
the capacities of existing equipment. It must there- FicuRE 5. View of raft.
fore be constantly changed and improved to maintain
the standards required of a reference laboratory. sponse traces are taken, although the dial may be

For example, system 1, installed in June 1942, in- operated manually.
corporated a narrow band-pass filter which discrimin- The heterodyne oscillator assembly contains three
ated against noise and other interference. This was at separate circuits. Two of them operate as a beat-fre-
the time a distinct improvement but after the devel- quency oscillator, one fixed at 650 kc and the other
opment of the pulse method, which requires a wider variable from 500 to 650 kc. The difference frequency
transmission band, system 1 was inadequate. For this of the heterodyned outputs furnishes the signal range
reason, and also because of the increasing importance 0 to 150 kc. This arrangement is identical in both sys-
of noise analysis, system I is now limited in its appli- tems, but the third circuit is fixed at 678 kc in system
cations, and a continuously increasing proportion of I and at 747 kc in system 2 for use in tuning the de-
the work is handled by system 2. tector circuit described later in this section.

Frequency stability has been obtained by design
6.2.1 Electrical Components of Systems features such as (1) mounting the three oscillator cir-

cuits in the same chassis to have the same ambient
The essential parts of systems I and 2 are described temperature, (2) separating the component parts with

in a sequence which traces a typical signal from the networks and buffer amplifiers, and (3) using suitable
generator to the projector and from the hydrophone shielding and filters. To correct for the slight drift in
to the recorder. frequency that still may occur. means for adjusting

the carrier frequencies are provided and the fre-
TEST SIGNAL GENERATORS quency scale can be checked by aligning with the 60-c

The primary signal generators are beat-frequency power supply and with a 100-kc crystal shunted across
oscillators covering the 15-c to 150-kc range with a re- the oscillator output. Since the adjustment is based
sponse uniform within 0.3 db. A visual indication of on the difference frequency, no attempt is made to ob-
the frequency setting is provided by a calibrated scale serve the actual frequencies of the carrier oscillators.
on a strip of 35-mm motion picture film 30 feet long, The oscillator furnishes a maximum output level
coupled through a sprocket chain to the air condenser of 150 db vs 10-1 6 watt adjustable over a 40-db range.
controlling the frequency. The length of this scale in- Harmonics in the output voltage are at least 40 db be-
dicates the degree of frequency resolution. The shape low the fundamental, and a minimum signal-to-noise
of the condenser plates is such that the scale gives ade- ratio of 50 db is realized.
quate frequency resolution throughout the entire In system 2 a thermal noise signal may be generated
range. by using the noise generator in conjunction with the

A synchronous motor drive provides the lock-in be- heterodyne oscillator. The noise generator includes a
tween oscillator and recorder when frequency-re- voltage regulator tube functioning as a wide-band
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FIGuI'6. BIok diagram of 15 c to 150 kc System I.

thermal noise source. Two band-pass filters limit the mum output at any convenient frequency setting.
frequency spectrum to 650 ± 0.15 kc or 650 ± 3 kc, as With the frequency of the fixed oscillator thus estab-
desired. These signals are used to replace the fixed lished at 650 kc, the frequency scale is aligned at 60 c
650-kc signal in the heterodyne oscillator. The final and 100 kc by adjustments on the variable oscillator.
signal output is then a band of thermal noise 300 c or
6,000 c wide, centered at the frequency given by the PowER AMPLIFIERS

oscillator setting. Power amplifiers with a maximum gain of 40 db
The noise output should be at least 10 db below the are associated with each system. The maximum undis-

single frequency output to prevent peak clipping in torted power level of system I is 177 db and that of
the modulator circuit. This adjustment is made by system 2, 173 db, but an auxiliary amplifier, described
controlling the output of the noise generator circuit, later, may be used with either system to reach an un-

The midpoint of the noise band in this generator distorted level of 192 db vs 10-16 watt, or about 1,500
is 650 kc for correct frequency alignment of the out- watts.
put band. The frequency range of the variable oscil. System 1, covering the range from 15 c to 150 kc, re-
lator must be exactly 650 kc to 500 kc. To obtain this quires two output transformers for its power ampli-
condition, adjustments are made on the generators as fier. Automatic transfer between them is effected near
follows: The noise generator circuit, functioning 2 kc by a switching circuit operated by a cam on the
only as an amplifier, is sharply tuned by a filter 20 c oscillator frequency dial. System 2 employs two power
wide centered at 650 kc. This is connected between amplifiers, covering ranges from 15 c to 30 kc and
the fixed-frequency oscillator and the following mod- from 300 c to 150 kc. The amplifiers of both systems
ulator. The fixed oscillator is then tuned for maxi- have been designed to operate into a load impedance

AJ
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thermal noise source. Two band-pass filters limit the mum output at any convenient frequency setting.
frequency spectrum to 650 p 0.15 kc or 650 lp i kc, as With the frequency of the fixed oscillator thus estab-
desired. These signals are used to replac ime fixed lished at 650 kc, the frequency scale is aligned at 60 c
650-kc signal in the heterodyne oscillator. The final and 100 kc by adjustments on the variable oscillator.
signal output is then a band of thermal noise 00 c or dOR les
6,000 c wide, centered at the frequency given by the t WAtts.
oscillator setting. Power amplifiers with a maximum gain of 40 db

The noise output should be at least 10 db below the are associated with each system. The maximum undis-

single frequency output to prevent peak clipping in tortem 1, coveing te is 177 db and that of
the modulator circuit. This adjustment is made by system 2,17s db, but an auxiliary amplifier, described
controlling the output of the noise generator circuit. later, may be used with either system to reach an un-
The midpoint of the noise band in this generator distorted level of 192 db vs 10-sc watt, or about 1,5

is 650 ke for correct frequency alignment of the out- watts.
put band. The frequency range of the variable oscil- System 1, covering the range from 15 c to 150 kc, re-
lator must be exactly 650 kc to 500 kc. To obtain this quires two output transformers for its ower ampli-
condition, adjustments are made on the generators as fier. Automatic transfer between them is effected near
follows: The noise generator circuit, functioning 2 kc by a switching circuit operated by a cam on the

only as an amplifier, is sharply tuned by a filter 20 c oscillator frequency dial. System 2 employs two power
wide centered at 650 kc. This is connected between amplifiers, covering ranges from 15 c to 30 kc and
the fixed-frequency oscillator and the following mod- from 300 c to 150 kc. The amplifiers of both systems
ulator. The fixed oscillator is then tuned for maxi- have been designed to operate into a load impedance
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of 135 ohms, which corresponds to the impedance of the piers, return signals from pier receiving booths,
the coaxial transmission lines to the piers. Adjustable for linking transmitting and receiving booths, and for
185-ohm attenuators, designed to carry the full power interconnecting the various systems. The four-wire
to the ampliliers, are connected in the outpuit circuits groups marked "quads" are used for controls such as
to supplement the amplifier gain controls, to stabilize relay operation, intercommunication, and indexing.
the output impedance, and to improve the amplifier The requirements to prevent cross talk are severe,
signal-to-noise ratios. The amplifier design and the as is indicated by the difference in outgoing and in-
use of output attenuator pads permit a 55-db margin coming levels that may exist. For instance, the hydro-
between signal and amplifier noise. A bridging net- phone level in the receiving line may be as low as
work of 30-db loss at the amplifier output terminals 10-16 watt, while the power supplied to a projector
allows a SOA transmission measuring set, described over the transmitting line may be 150 db above this
later in this section, to be used for monitoring level. In order not to affect the measurements, the
purposes, cross talk must be lower than the received level by at

TgANMISSON LNESleast 15 or 20 db, which requires a margin between
TRANMISSON LNESthe transmitting and receiving apparatus of nearly

The 135-ohm insertion loss of the combined trans- 170 db. In addition to the use of coaxial cable, other
mitting, receiving, and pier booth cross-connecting precautions tending to minimize cross talk have been
lines does not exceed 0.25 db at 150 kc, which is too observed, such as a minimum spacing of 6 feet be-
small to require any correction for line attenuation. tween all transmitting and receiving lines, and care-

Balanced coaxial lines (Figure 1 IA) are used for ful attention to the laboratory grounding system as
signals from power amplifiers to coupling booths on described later in this section.
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While the lead-covered coaxial lines provide excel-
lent transmission, equally good performance for com-
paratively short runs can be obtained from a twisted
pair of flexible, single coaxial cables (Figures liB
and 1 IC). The rubber-covered cable is used for lines
that are exlosed to the weather; the cotton-braid
covered one for inside connections.

PRJTroR COUINhGO EQUIPMENT

The projector coupling apparatus is housed near
the test area in the transmitting booth. The primary
function of this equipment is to provide suitable iim-
pedances for matching the various test projectors as
they are connected to the 135-olini transmitting line.
Repeating coils provide various sending impedances.
H-type resistance pads, designed to be used between
each sending impedance and 135 ohms, permit the
measurement of available power at any sending im-
pedance. Two repeating coils are available for han-
dling power outputs tip to 100 watts. One of these has
seven secondary windings terminating in a multi-
contact receptacle. The sending impedance is varied
by inserting in this receptacle one of seven plugs,
with contacts strapped together in various patterns
so that impedances of 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, or 64 ohm;s
may be provided. The second coil provides imped-
ances of 135, 600, or 2,400 ohms. A third coil handles
power outputs up to 1,000 watts at 50, 100, or 500
ohms, and resistance pads are available for measuring
the available power at these high outputs. A watt-
meter circuit for measuring actual power delivered
to the projector is also available.

HYDROPHONE COUPLING EQUIPMENT

The hydrophone coupling apparatus is housed on
the piers in the receiving booths. Its primary function
is to provide suitable coupling between hydrophones
and the 135-ohm receiving lines to the laboratory.

A battery-operated preamiplifier of novel design
provides for either balanced or unbalanced opera-
tion. A switch in one position sets the input circuit
for balanced operation. In this case impedance may
be represented by a shunt resistance of 100 megohms
and a shunt capacitance of about 5/A/f, with a ground
at the electric center. In the other position the input
impedance is set for unbalanced operation and may
be represented as a shunt resistance of 50 megohms

FiURlt 8. 15 c to 150 kc recoiding system. Bay on left and a shunt capacitance of about 10,upf, with one
shows receiving amplifier and detector. To the right, terminal at ground. The amplifier output has been
shown in order, are sigaI and noise generatois, recorder designed to feed into the 135-ohlm receiving line. The
and thyratron control panel, anl power amplifiers. I
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I.(Rt 9. 1Int ior, of tia lsilnt i ig booth). Fic.Lim 10. In idiot' of iix log I1bt.

IreqIltteN characteristic is essentially flat through tery-Operate(I preamlplifier that may he placed at the
the iange froin 15 c to 150 kc and tile voltage gains edgc of the testing area inl order to redIuce thc length
t(A' the unbalancedl andl balancedl ilpltt conditions of the hydlrophione cable. Another is anl underwater
are approximtely +0.5 (I1) and -6.0 d11, respectively. preamplifier, operated fri thlatryfrue ih

A battery sttpplN and~ 'ouing Circuit is providled liigh-inipedance i nstru ments, suich as tourmaline
for me f requtent ly usedI standlard l vdr-op)hones stu i gauiges (tourmaline crystal hydrophones). This aml-
as the 3A, 5C, andl 5)D types. A metering p~anel per. jplifier, mounted inl a watertight housing, is equippc1
mits mtonlitoring of all A anil B voltages andl cturrents. with cable glands for hydrophonle leadls, battery sup-.
Switches anid jac'.-terninials p~rov'ide for mieasure. ply connections, and lines for calibration andl output
ments of' variouis quti ities, sluch as response, cotup. signals. Several special battery sup~ply, coupling, and
I ing, and available powver. lo cal iblrate a hyd rolphone metering circuits for nuisrel litnotis standlard1 lydro-
onl open circuit reqtuires a knowledge of thle loss inl)l pones are available. Portable 1,nvpower d-c stupply
the cotlplinlg Cir-cit. The lrceui for (determtining cir-cuits, suitab~le for variotus preamplifiers, have beeni
this is to lace ill series with tile hvyhrophioile a re- designed and are discussed later.
sistance which is very siltall inl wmlparison withl the R-.j:vGA PIIR
resistance of thle instrument. A variab~le oscillator of cmtIoAPiIs
low voltatge is applied to tllis resistor aid( tile signal Inl both system I and system 2, high-gain, wide-
is carried throtigh to tile recordlera it iotigh fronm tile b~and, low-noise-level amuplifiers are uised to increase
hlydrophione itself. After the range of frequencies has thle incolminig signal to levels suitable for recordhing.
been coveredh, thue samle voltage is connmectedl directly Tile frequency characteristics of these ampllifiers are
to the recordler and thle range swept over ag~ain. Tile flat withlin 0.2 dlb fromi 15 c to 150 kc.
differenc(e between thle recordhs inl (11 is the loss inl tile The coaxial Jities are coupjled to the~se amlhifiers
coupling circtuit. by magnetically amld electrically shielded input trans-

Various types of sup~plem~eintary apparattis are fre. fornmers, with thle iptit wind~ing balanlcedl to grotitnd.
(Ilititly reqluiredl. One Stich deviec is a lportable bat- These receiving amplifiers tise fotur low-noise-level
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FIcURE 11. Types of coaxial cable used by USRL.

tubes, heated by regulated direct current, which have signal f is impressed on tne grid of a balanced carrier

a maximum gain of approximately +60 db (variable supprcssion-type modulator through an attenuator

in 10-db steps) between the 135-ohm transformer and a 150-kc low-pass filter circuit. The carrier fre-

input and a 600-ohm cathode-follower output cir- quency, 650 kc -- f kc, is brought to this modulator

cuit. The gain is controllable from -20 db to +60 from the signal generator through a tuned buffer

db by a split attenuator, comprising two 40-db sec- amplifier, controlled by an automatic volume control

tions, connec.ed at the grids of the first and third circuit. The buffer amplifier is used primarily to ob-

stages. The attenuation preceding the first stage is tain an adequate margin between the carrier level

completely inserted before attenuation of the second and the maximum signal level in order to minimize

section is introduced, though both are operated from the unwanted modulation products other than the

a single shaft. Improved signal-to-amplifier noise sum frequency. The output of the first modulator is

margin and higher undistorted output levels are ob- then passed through a luffer stage incorporating

tained by this method of gain control. tuned circuits. The tuned circuits pass only the'sum

In the receiving amplifier of system 2 is a second frequency, (650 - f) + f = 650 kc, which is impressed

attenuator covering 10 db in 1-db steps. There i5 also on the grid of the second modulator. The second

included a supplementary amplifier, continuously carrier frequency, from the detector tuning oscillator

adjustable from approximately +20 db to +25 db, circuit of the signal generator, is brought to this

that is used with the primary receiving amplifier modulator through a tuned buffer amplifier, --which

when additional gain is required. has primarily the function of providing an adequate
carrier-to-sital level margin. In system 1 the detector

tuning frequency is 678 kc. The 28-kc difference fre-

Detector circuits arm tsed with each system for quency from the second modulator is then impressed

obtaining frequency discrimination against back- on a crystal filter having an essentially square-top

ground and inherent noise, harmonics, and water- pass band of about 12 c centered at 28 kc. The filter

borne interference, particularly that from the other is followed by one stage of tuned amplification termi-

system. nating in 135 ohms.
The general principle of operation is shown in the The detector circuit of system 2 has three accept-

system block diagrams (Figures 6 and 7). The input ance band widths provided by three crystal filters.
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FIGURF 12. Circuit schematic of coupling amplifier. This amplifier proviles extiemely high input impedances for
operation in balanced or unbalanced circuits.

Design considerations in the construction of these of the second modulator precisely on the mid-fre-
required the selection of a mid-frequency of 97 kc. quency. The adjustment of the detector-tuning oscil-
The detector tuning oscillator of the signal generator lator to accomplish this is referred to as "tuning the
of system 2, therefore, supplies a frequency of 747 kc. detector" and it is correct when maximum detector
A rotary switch permits the rapid selection of any output is obtained. It has been found expedient to
of the three band-pass filters, which have widths of provide for a continuous visual indication of this
10, 300, and 6,000 c, centered at 97 kc. Following the adjustment.
filter circuits are three stages of amplification termi- This indication is produced by taking a portion
nating in a 135-ohm output circuit, of the detector output signal from a constant voltage

source in the recorder circuit and modulating it with
MONITOR CONVERTrER a signal from a crystal-controlled oscillator tuned to

System 2 is provided with a converter circuit com- the mid-frequency of the crystal filter in the detector
prising a modulator and a local oscillator which may circuit. The resultant difference signal is rectified and
be varied continuously from 94 to 100 kc. The prim- impressed on an electron-ray tube. The shadow angle
ary function of this circuit is to permit aural monitor- of 'this tube opens and closes at the difference fre-
ing of supersonic frequencies by converting the quency. This is a direct indication of the deviation
normal 97-kc signal output of the detector circuit, in cycles per second from the center frequency of the
to an audio frequency range of 0 to 3,000 c. crystal filter. The tuning adjustment may thus be

maintained within a fraction of a cycle at all times.
INDICATOR Frequency drifts of the oscillator with respect to the

The use of narrow-band crystal filters in the de- filters are minimized by the use of oscillator-stabiliz-
tector circuit makes it necessary to center the output ing crystals having the same temperature characteris-
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tics as those in the detector circuit, and parallel to it. On guides, also parallel, is mounted
The continuous indication of tuning is essential, a carriage with an arm, making contact on the strip.

particularly for frequency response measurements at This carriage is clamped to the cord so the contact
distances greater than about 3 meters. For such a may be moved to any point on the attenuator by the
length of path through water there is a significant rotation of the motor.
delay in transmission. In order that the detector be The recorder seeks at all times to maintain the
tuned correctly for the incoming signal, it must lag equilibrium d-c voltage at which the thyratrons are
behind the oscillator by an amount which is a func- extinguished, by changing the setting of the contact
tion of the frequency sweep rate and the travel time on the input attenuator strip. The maximum rate
of the sound through the water. The tuning indi- at which the recorder can respond to changes in im-
cator, which gives a continuous reading, permits coin- pressed level is approximately 100 db per second.
pensating adjustments to be made during the test The resolution of this system is determined by the
period, marginal d.c bias on the thyratrons and may be ad-

justed to within less than 0.1 db. The effective over-
LINEAR LEVEL RECORDER all stiffness of the electronic and mechanical system

Electromechanical recorders are used with each of in the region of balance is determined largely by an
the systems to provide continuous and permanent injected a-c bias, used primarily to control overshoot-
records of the response of the devices under examina- ing.
tion. Each recorder consists of an amplifier which The strip attenuators are wound for a total at-
maintains an arbitrary equilibrium voltage at its out- tenuation of 50 db at 5 db per inch. They are
put terminals by controlling, through a motor drive, mounted horizontally, directly over the recording
the position of a sliding contactor on a strip attenua- paper which is a continuous strip with perforations
tor at the input. A pen attached to this contactor re- along each edge. The paper moves over a roller with
cords its position on a strip of moving paper. The matching sprocket teeth that is driven by a small
speed of the paper drive is synchronized with the synchronous motor through an adjustable gear train
frequency sweep of the oscillator, so that the paper allowing rates of 2, 6, or 18 inches per minute or per
may have a fixed frequency scale. hour. A friction clutch with a double ratchet attach-

The electronic circuit of the level recorder used ment permits the paper to be advanced or rewound
with system 1 includes a special strip attenuator, a on the supply spool by means of a hand crank. The
second attenuator for presetting the gain, and an paper drive motor is tied in to the oscillator drive
amplifier tuned to 28 kc, followed by a half-wave rec- motor so that both may be operated by a single
tifler circuit. The normal d-c output of this circuit is switch.
about 100 volts at equilibrium and is impressed on The frequency resolution of the recorder is a func-
the grids of a pair of d-c amplifiers. These isolate the tion of the frequency sweep rate of the oscillator and
a-c thyratrons which follow. The anode current of the speed at which the recording paper travels. Nor-
eaih thyratron is passed though one of the windings rnally, the oscillator and recorder are driven at the
of a small dual armature motor, the field of which is a same relative speed (usually the intermediate one)
permanent magnet. The thyratron and the d-c am- to maintain the proper relationship between oscilla-
plifier circuits are so arranged that an increase in the tor frequency and the frequency calibration of the
d-c voltage decreases the normally negative grid paper. Under these conditions the individual charts
voltage of one thyratron with respect to its cathode, for 0 to 150 kc are approximately 32 inches long.
causing it to fire (allow the passage of current) and However, the frequency resolution may be improved
thereby drive the motor in one direction. Conversely, ninefold by setting the oscillator sweep rate at mini-
a decrease in the d-c voltage produces the same effect mum and the paper drive at maximum. The system
on the second thyratron, causing it to drive the motor is operated most frequently in this manner from 0
in the opposite direction. to 460 c with special recording paper. To cover this

A continuous silk cord, after a few turns around frequency range requires a chart 32.5 inches long.
the motor shaft, runs over three pulleys and back to The level recorder of system 2 differs from that of
the shaft. The pulleys are so placed that a section of system I chiefly in that its amplifier is designed for a
the cord extends the length of the attenuator strip flat frequency response from 100 c to 150 kc, and in
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the use of a full-wave rectifier, operating on a square
law characteristic over a level range of some 9 db.
These points of difference permit the recorder to be
used for energy measurements of wide-band complex
wave signals such as noise.

POLAR LEVEL RECORDER

It is often desirable to know the response of an
instrument for various directions of projection or re-
ception, and auxiliary apparatus for this purpose is
prIovidedl for both systems. It involves a rotator on
which the instrument is mounted and a recorder in
polar coordinates. It is evident that these must rotate
in exact synchronism for the record to be correctly
interpreted. Figures 13 and 14 show the turntable as-

nscmbl) of tile polar recorder for s)stem 2, and Figure
15, the dri ing mechanism and motor. The turntable
has suitable positioning and holding devices for
8I xl-inch sheets of polar coordinate paper. The
gear train and several electromagnetic clutches allow

Srotation of tile turntable in either direction at an
angular rate of 1, %, or % rpm, both direction and
rate being selected by switches. A 5F synchro is
mounted on the end of the drive shaft, which thus
couples it to the turntable through a 60:1 worm gear.

FIGURE 1H. Polar iccoider tuiuabl assdnibly with This synchro is the director of a 5CT synchro at-

corder arm raised. tacied to the rotator carrying the acoustic unit being
tested. Whenever the angular position of this synchro
does not correspond with that of the director, it gen-
erates error signals which are impressed on a thyra-
tron servo amplifier. The altered output of the ampqli-
fier at once modifies the speed of the 4 lip d-c motor
driving the rotator and thus keeps the turntable and
rotator .n nearly the same angular position. Tile er-
ror signal is about I volt for eacil degree of angular
difference and is tlus a mcasurc of thc lack of s~n-
chronization which, with proper adjustment, should
be less than 0.1 of a degree. A iand crank permits
angular positioning of the turntable independent of

Stile motor drive. As shown in Figure 15, the turntable
A may be set readily with the hand wheel, if it is dis-

connected from the driving motor by the release of
the clutches. This allows it to be set to any desired
relation to tile rotator, if tile circuit between tile syn-
chros is open. The strip attenuator, the sliding con-
tactor, penholder assembly, and a dual armature
motor are mounted on a tilt arm pivoted in such a
manner that it may be lowered into position over the

FICRL 15. Magneti clutch and drive asscnIbly of poln turntable (see Figure 14). The strip attenuator has
recorder turnutable. been wound at 10 db per inch to a total of 50 db, the
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FnGURtE 16. Schematic or polar recorder servo system. The 51F s~nchro coupled to the turntahle is the director. TIhe
th~rto servo apiironrlebyte51 s~nchro furnishes the power ror the -hp rotator drive motor.

usual range plotted. Plug-terminated l)atcll cords erator. They may be observed and checked on a
are used in establishing connections to the electronic cathode-ray oscilloscope connected across the output
circuit and the required power sup~plies, of the modulator. After checking, they are amplified

and applied through the appropriate connection to
OPERATION OF PULSE SYSTEM the underwater transducer that is serving as a sound

The pulse system is made up of a pulse generator, source or projector. The nature of the resulting
transmitter modulator, and a receiver modulator and acoustic signal depends, of course, on the electro-
pulse rectifier which were designed and built by acoustic properties of the transducer.
USRL. When used with the 15-c to 150.kc system, The acoustic signal generates in the hydrophone
acoustic pulses 0.J to 30 milliseconds in duration may an electric signal that is amplified and applied to the
be produced and recorded. The use of the units is linear or polar recorder attenuator as desired. After
illustrated in Figure 17. A continuous single-fre- further amplification, the signal is passed through
quency signal is applied to the input of the trans- the receiver modulator, which is another gating cir-
mitter modulator, which acts as a "gating circuit." cuit similar to the transmitter modulator. The receiv-
Trhe output of the transmitter modulator is a pulse, ing time can be controlled by the pulse generator in
that is, a limited train of constant amplitude waves such a manner that any portion of the received signal
of the signal frequency. The length and recurrence may be accepted for measurement and the rest re-
rate of these pulses are controlled by the pulse gen- jected. To aid in this adjustment, a cathode-ray oscil-

loscope is used to observe the incoming signal after it
has passed through the receiver modulator. A switch

permits the direct comparison of the total signal with
E,,, . __. _.i_ K' Lva the ortion accepted for measurement. This plan

LATON IEC@~tftallows the elimination of reflections which would be
PUS AE present in continuous-wave measurements and would

[- , ,NEON. result in an erroneous signal level.
ml. ren-a If the pulses occur at the rate of 15 per second or

,-o ~i J" rct more, the pulse rectifier produces a d-c voltage that
aNONTSITEst M *-,-- uoso, is suitable for controlling the recorder circuit.

a " TRUNITS OF THE PULSING SY0EM

PUodEvoT HYDRWHONE pulses governing the action of the transmitter and
FIURE 17. Block diagram of System 2 arranged for pulse receiver modulators. It consists of three unbal-
measurements. anced multivibrators, A, B, and C, that will produce
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negative rectangular pulses when triggered. In addi- The transmitter modulator has input and output
tion, there is a relaxation oscillator capable of being impedances of 135 ohms. It operates from a d-c B sup-
synchronized with various subharmonics of the 60-c ply of 275 volts and an a-c filament supply of 6.3 volts
filament supply. Short, sharp, positive impulses from The gain of the unit is 10 db and the maximum un-
this oscillator are used to trigger stages A and B distorted power output is 145 db vs 10-16 watt. The
simultaneously. The rectangular pulse front A con- power output between pulses is more than 70 db
trols the transmitter modulator, and its length de- below the maximum undistorted pulse output. The
termines the length of the modulator signal. transients due to imperfect d-c balance are 50 db be-

The negative rectangular pulse from B is differen- low the same maximum.
tiated, yielding a sharp negative impulse at the begin- Receiver Modulator and Pulse Rectifier. The op-
ning and a sharp positive imlulse at the end. Multi- eration of the modulator section of the receiver
vibrator C is triggered by the latter (C responds modulator and pulse rectifier unit is very similar to
only to positive impulses) after A and B are triggered that of the transmitter modulator but the operational
and at a time determined by the length of the rec- characteristics are different. It has a high input im-
tangular pulse from stage B. The rectangular pulse pedance designed to work with the amplifier of the
now generated in stage C is used to control the active recorder circuit. It is capable of discriminating
receiving time of the receiver modulator. against the highest signal output of the cathode-fol-

The recurrence rate of this sequence can be set at lower stage in the preceding amplifier. Hence, any
60, 30, 15, or 3 times per second by means of a selec- portion of the incoming signal may be selected with-
tor switch. The pulse length of the multivibrators is out interference from the rest of the signal. This se-
controlled by the time constants of the associated lection is controlled by adjustments on the pulse
resistance-capacitance [RC] circuits. Each stage has generator.
two such controls. A calibrated smooth change of The conversion of the recurrent pulses from the
resistance covers a time ratio of 20, and three fixed modulator into a d-c voltage suitable for operating
condensers give three decades of pulse length. With the power level recorder is not simple. This voltage
this arrangement it is possible to cover pulse dura- produced must satisfy two requirements:
tions from 0.1 to 30 milliseconds with overlapping 1. Its a-c component must be smaller than the
scales for the whole range. change in the d-c voltage inherent in the resolution

Transmitter Modulator. The transmitter modula- of the recorder. In other words, its magnitude will
tor is essentially a stage of push-pull amplification determine the resolution obtainable without appre-
with a cathode resistor which serves also as the cath- ciable instability, though the final linit is set by the
ode resistor of a 6L6 tube. The voltage drop across nature of the recorder circuit.
this resistor, due to the current drain of the 6L6, is 2. It must be capable of changing about its equilib-
made sufficient to bias the amplifying tubes of the rium value at least as fast as the pen-drive motor can
push-pull stage beyond cutoff and thus keep them change the level of the signal into the pulse rectifier.
from passing any signal. The surge from the genera- If this condition is not met the recorder system will
tor is amplified, and the resulting large negative pulse hunt, though this may always be avoided by decreas-
is applied to the grid of the 6L6, which stops con- ing the motor speed.
ducting and allows the push-pull amplification to act The circuit producing the voltage which meets
normally for the pulse period. An output transformer these requirements is sh-wrt schematically in Figure
is used with this push-pull stage in order to eliminate 18. The operation is as foilows: The receiver modu-
the d-c components owing to the amplifying tubes lator is adjusted to pass a ,nort pulse (0.3 to 0.6 milli-
passing from a nonconducting to a conducting state second) of the acoustic signal to be measured. This
and back again during the pulsing sequence. These input to the pulse rectifier at point a and the re-
components may be observed on a cathode-ray oscillo- sultant rectified voltage at point b are indicated on
scope when there is no signal frequency being ampli- the drawing. The condenser C is made small (0.005
fled. They are balanced by adjusting the screen-grid pf) in order that it may be charged to full value with-
potentials of the amplifying tubes. An output trans- in the duration of the pulse. The resistor R is chosen
former is used that has an essentially flat frequency so that 1/RC is approximately equal to the pulse
characteristic from I to 150 kc. repetition frequency. This allows the condenser to
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,M low" A gain control at the input of the receiver modula-
tor allows the sensitivity of the pulse recording sys-

+ tern to be made equal to that of the usual continuous-
I m ,  T wave system. However, the sensitivity of the pule

system is somewhat dependent on the length of the
Ip ,received pulse and the repetition rate. In nearly all

tests, however, the values of these variables will he
chosen and held constant throughout.

The frequency response of the receiver modulator
S-and pulse rectifier is flat within :t0.5 db from I to 120

N. kc. The response at the low-frequency end is con-

FIGURE 18. Circuit schematic of the pulse rectifier. The trolled largely by the number of cycles of the signal
voltage wave form of the pulse is indicated at various within the pulse being measured.
points in the circuit.

MISCELLANEOUS FEATURES. AUXILIARY APPARATUS

become almost wholly discharged between pulses. Methods of Connecting. Great flexibility of inter-
Hence, the grid signal is a saw-tooth wave, the am- connection is obtained by the use of jack fields as
plitude of which can change rapidly with change in terminals for the individual pieces of electric ap-
the incoming pulse. paratus mounted in the bays. The arrangement of

The first section of the 6SN7 acts as an impedance the jacks within the field is based on factors such as
changer and phase inverter, the voltage at point c accessibility, convenience in wiring, and the consid-
still containing the d-c and a-c components of the eration of cross talk. Many jacks are interconnected
rectified signal at b. The a-c component of this volt- so thit commonly used combinations of apparatus
age is applied to the grid of the second section of the are established without the use of external connec-
6SN7 through the RC network. The time constant of tors. The jack fields also provide terminals for inter-
this RC combination should be approximately equal bay, inter-system, and system-to-pier lines, and for
to that of the filter section. By proper adjustment, frequently used coils, attenuator pads, and load re-
the signal at d can be made equal to the a-c compon- sistors.
ent of the signal at c, but inverted in phase so that Connections between jacks are made with plug-
the mixed voltage at e will be approximately equal terminated, flexible, shielded cords referred to as
to one-half the d-c component of the voltage at c patch cords. Where the jack grouping permits, con-
with the a-c components balanced out. To facilitate nection between adjacent jacks is made with short-
this adjustment, a terminal is supplied for observa- circuited cordless plugs. The types of patch cords
tion with a cathode-ray oscilloscope, and plugs may be seen in Figures 9 and 10.

An increase in the intensity of the received acoustic Grounding. Each system is provided with a funda-
signal causes the d-c voltage at e to rise. The thyra- mental circuit ground comprising a copper pipe
tron control circuit used with the pulse system re- driven into the lake bottom adjacent to the pier test-
quires, however, a decrease in the d-c voltage with in- ing area. Four No. 0000 stranded copper cables con-
crease in signal intensity and, for this reason, the nect each fundamental ground to heavy copper bus
final tube shown is used. bars in the pier booths and apparatus bays, and to

In order to be used with the pulse system, one of copper strips mounted along the test areas which
the thyratron control circuits is modified and a single are used for grounding test apparatus. Individual
coaxial jack installed to take the d-c output of the circuit ground connections are made directly from
pulse rectifier. A switch on the front of the panel the bus bars to all panel-mounted equipment. The
allows the operator to choose the output of either lead sheath and outer conductors of the coaxial trans-
the recorder circuit or the pulse rectifier. When the mission lines between the pier booths and the labora-
latter is chosen, 50-ohm resistors are automatically tory are grounded at the jacks in the pier booths. The
inserted to slow the pen-drive so that the recorder types of ground are indicated on the jack fields by
will not hunt. This reduces the speed of the recorder means of colored celluloid windows placed over the
from 100 to some 30 db per second. designation strips.
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Monitor Amplifiers and Speakers. Each system is
provided with means for listening to the received
signal. System I has an audio.atnplifier with a maxi-
mum gain of about 60 db and an output power of

some 12 watts. This amplifier is used in conjunction
with a dynamic speaker. System 2 is equipped with
a monitor converter circuit that allows the use of
earphones at the output of the detector circuit. The
monitor output signal may also be sent through per-
manently installed lines to the power amplifier and
loud-speaker of the reproducer set.

Reproducer Set. A transcriber is provided for re-
pro(ducing, electrically and acoustically, for calibra-
tion purposes, various types of water noises includ-
ing a number of ship noises. The transcriber has two
separate turntables, each with a reproducer for verti-
cal or lateral cut records at 331/ or 78 rpm. A pream.
plifier associated with each head permits individual
control of level and of frequency weighting charac-
teristics. A 50-watt power amplifier is used for the
operation of a high.quality speaker. The frequency
response of the amplifier without equalization is sub-
stantially flat from 30 to 10,000 c.

FicUKtl: 19. 30A Irnisnission nieasuring set connected in High-Pass and Low-Pass Filters. A number of high-
)StICvl jack ficl. and low-pass 600-ohmni filters have been assembled

and connected through suitable switches so that
Transmission Measuring Set. The standard instru- single units or combinations may be used. The high.

ment adopted for power level measurements is a pass filters have cutoff frequencies of 0.2, 0.7, 2, 15,
Western Electric 30A transmission measuring set. 33, and 60 kc; the low-pass filters, 0.7, 2, 5, 15, 35, 70,
The essential elements are a thermocouple, indicat- and 150 kc. All filters have attenuation beyond the
ing meter, attenuators, and switching circuits. The cutoff frequencies of more than 50 db.
input impedance is 135 ohms and the set operates at Laboratory Intercommunication Systems. Each test
frequencies up to 150 kc. The readings may be varied system has microphone-speaker communication be-
in increments of 1 db through a range of 90 db by tween the laboratory and the piers. It has been ar-
means of attenuator sections connected by dials and ranged so that it is possible to contact each pier from
switches. A high degree of convenience has been ob- any one of the systems and vice versa. This intercom-
tained by the use of jack terminations for the individ- nmnication is required to permit proper coordina-
ual circuit elements. The circuit of the instrument tion between the operators at separate locations
provides for both gain and loss comparison paths, while making calibration measurements.
selected by a switching key.

The meter scale covers a range from -10 to +3 db MEIJANCAL FEATURES OF OTDOOR FACILIE
on either side of a center zero. The design is such that Handling Facilities. Overhead monorails are pro-
the zero reading means a power level of 130 db vs vided for trolleys to which chain hoists are attached.
10- 16 watt (1 milliwatt). An internal d-c circuit pro- Rail switches permit the placing of hoists carrying
vides for the maintenance of the thermocouple and rigged apparatus on storage spurs or in any arrange-
metering circuit calibration. Recalibration of the menit desired for testing. The hoists have capacities
metering circuit may be necessitated by thermocou up to I ton, and the rail height permits a lift above
ple aging, temperature changes, and thermocouple the piers of 16 feet.
replacements. The overall accuracy of the transmis- Suspension Members. Standard laboratory hydro-
sion measuring set is -0.1 db. phones and small test devices are usually rigged on
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FIGURE 23. Rotator and suspension framework. FIGURE 24. Placing iotator in position in carriage.

engage the driving motor, and a control for each Carriages. The carriages that are used to support
projects through the housing. Each shaft has a 5CT the suspension meml)ers roll across the test areas on
s) nchro coupled to it through a 60:1 gear train. The flanged wheels fitted with brakes and matched to the
synchros are mounted in an a hxiliary housing on the side rails. An H-type carriage, shown in the fore-
side opposite the clutch controls. The driving motor ground of Figure 25, is used for supporting trans-
rests on top of the gcar box and is coulpled to the ducers that do not reqlire rotation. A turret type is
internal gear train through an assembly that 1)1o- shown in Figures 22 and 26. The upper assembly may
vides for manual operation by a crank, be rotated at % rpm by a small synchronous motor

The concentric shafts are approximately 3 feet acting through reducing gears and a rubber friction
long. Ilhe outer one, a 3-inch tube, terminates .n a wheel. Studs attached to the underside at 30-degree
metal framework, adjustable in length. The inner intervals operate a microswitch to indicate at a re-
one is extended b) a 1-inch pipe of adjustable length, mote point the angular position of the turret. How-
which is terminated in a 4-inch flange, and is centered ever, because of the superior facilities provided by the
with the bottom plate of the outer shaft assembly. rotator, the turret type is now used only for medium
The approximate load capacity of the rotator is 1,000 and heavyweight instruments not requiring steady
pounds per shaft. rotation.

Mounting Fixtures. Universal mounting fixtures A special carriage is used for the rotator assembly
and others of special application are used for attach- with the housing resting on a flat bedplate. A split
ing test transducers to the various suspension mem- radial thrust bearing on the underside engages the
bers. Examples of these fixtures are shown in Figures 3-inch outer shaft and adds to the rigidity of the sys-
20A and 20B, which illustrate the deN ices for IA and tem. Two lever-operated brakes secure the carriage
3A hydroplhones. Figure 20C shows a fixture used for at any position.
rigging a variety of small and medium size trans- Screens. Screens are used frequently to minimize
ducers. standing waves resulting from surface and bottom

4
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II(.Utr 25. IDcleriliiiiiig tile tLtIgdisine betwcn FmcitrI 26. TIyp~icalto t artingcmemit using ttinct lt pc
tunhi(tIci,. Rot~ator s11(111 at far eli (of test :11C.1 is cal in-e. Ploit .l~calil 0111)ig IH)Iifier ill foi cgloind.
mte olC( t "ItI" qpc PC 1 rige.

reflecctionis.11" I'he most conumon screens are thin- A p)ortablle b~ox of wvrenchies, screwdlrivers, p~liers.
walled watertight tlletdll eii'%Cl(pIcs about 2 b) I feet anld Other tools usedI for rigging is maintained at eaich
by. I inch Containing a1 sheet of hard felt. Flanges pier. A comp~lete suipply of rules, gradulated steel
along the 2-foot edlges permlit tile jissenIb)N of se'. ral tapes, Iecels, andl general marine htardware is avail-
SCreenS ill ImtlltiplC-lunit Configtiiations. Figuire 27 able for measurements andl rigging.
shlows a1 \ asseIl)ly beCinlliljcC(I inl positionl to funlc- AANTNNLO lRO,.A-C
tion as a stirfacc SCr'en, that, is, to reCduce su~rface C 'I~N~c 1 ~FRAC
r-eflectionIs front1 thle r-egionl betweenI it I)rOjeCtor and Safely Precazulions. Units limt' ing dlangerously high
a1 hl\drlophlone. Sinuilan assemblies are- sometimes voltages are equippedi with safety switches which
p~lacedl below thle acouistic aXis Of transmiission with must b~e op~enedl bef1 gre access to the unit, is made.

the V in'.erted to minimize bottom reflectionis. This is accomplished b~y anl interlocking mechanism,
.Spemil lauliics. Compressed air is generall) which must, le checked frequently for' COrIct op~era-

available fromn an ouitlet andI special filter inl the tion.
transmission booth of pier 1. This installation is

pr1imnarily for charging the reservoirs of -IA- and 4lB.
type low-frequency priojectors. Other general uses
incluide Cleaning and drying thle less accessil Ie pais

of miscellaneous gear with air blasts.
A p)ortable geai ptip delix.et ing about 10 gallons

per minuite and (driven by) a reversible motor is pro-
videci for use onl the piers. A long connecting shaft
allows the lpunill to b~e immersed inl the lake, thus
pr'%i(in a ter supply free from air. The pumpll is
uised for washing and debubbling test transducers
and for filling and emptying domnes not provided
with drain pluigs.

Ani underwater lamp and a viewving device are
available for examining transducers and their rig.
ging inl test positions.

b A gencral dliscussion of scocens, fromt a ti eticad stand- FIGURE 27. Lowcring thle "N"' screen into p)osition for ie-
point, is given inl Chaipter 4. (Icitlg surface 1 cflections.
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No one is allowed1 to work on a pier alone when * *-__

weather conditions are hazardous.
Electrical. The power is turned on about 3 hours ,,,,, , ,AT, a

before any measurements are made so that thermal
equilibrium is rcached to minimize any drift in fre- L,,,
quency or level. Check observations are always made
at the beginning of each day and, if necessary, re- *W ,. ,,O,

peated at intervals. The performance of each regu-N -

lated rectifier is checked by means of a built-in \ O

metering circuit, which permits the observation of MOD"S Cft

output volage and load current distribution among FiGuRE 28. Arrangemeit for overall system check. Signaloutlut 'olage(litriutin aong levels are giveti in decibels versus I0Ot watt.
various tubes. This is required frequently as faulty

tubes result in a nonuniform load distribution, the recorder curve is satisfactory in magnitude and
The calibration of the 30A transmission measuring flatness.

set is described earlier in this section. The test systems are completely overhauled after
The signal generator is adjusted for continuous- a year's use. All tubes are tested; patch cords are

wave, noise, pulse, or other types of tests. checked for continuity and leakage; coil and attenua-
The wide-band receiving amplifier, detector, antd tor characteristics are measured. Transmission and

recorder are checked as a unit. Individual circuits are leakage characteristics of all lines are checked. Poor
tested only when the unit fails. To observe the over- leakage-to.ground in coaxial lines may result from
all performance and adjust the sensitivity, the oscil- foreign particles, and, if so, is usually corrected by
lator is set at 10 kc and adjusted to 130 db vs 10-16 discharging a 500-tf condenser at 200 volts over the
watt with the 30A set. The signal is fed through the path. After reassembly, individual circuits are
wide-band amplifier and the detector with zero gain, checked and adjusted, if necessary.
and the recorder is adjusted to the same level entering Mechanical. It has been found advisable to estab-
the amplifier. . lish certain routines in the maintenance of the me-

The resolution, stiffness, and over-shoot of the re- chanical equipment. Importart groups of these are
corder are adjusted and the rate of response to chang- the following:
ing levels observed. Any substance that increases the I. All electric contacts including plugs and jacks
friction between the sliding surfaces reduces the re- are cleaned at regular intervals to forestall troubles
sponse rate and may soon cause serious wear. arising from dirt and corrosion. Rough or damaged

The carrier frequency can be balanced out at the surfaces are refinished or replaced.
first modulator of the detector circuit with the signal 2. The piers are examined periodically f6r settling
generator set at 0 c. The controls for balancing the by placing levels both on and across the rails, which
rejection circuit are adjusted until the recorder sig- were designed with bolts for adjustment.
nal- is at a minimum. 3. The test equipment, especially that used out-

In addition to these individual adjustments, it is doors, is protected from the weather as much as pos-
desirable to determine the overall gain of the test sible. This includes coveringwhen not in use, keeping
system. The circuit and the levels used are shown in pier booths and windows closed, and draining or
Figure 28. A level of 160 db vs 10-16 watt is estab- providing underwater storage for free-flooding de-
lished at the projector side of the impedance match- vices.
ing coil with the 30A set connected to this coil 4. All mechanical equipment, such as chain hoists,
through a 20.db matching pad. The oscillator and rigging fixtures, etc., is regularly inspected, lubri-
power amplifier gain controls are adjusted until the cated, and stored under shelter during the winter.
correct power level is indicated on the set. Then the
oscillator frequency dial and recorder paper scale are 6.2.2 Practical Calibration Procedure
synchronized at 0 c and a response is taken up to 150
kc. Since irregularities in the performance of any of COMPARISON TESTS
the component parts will show up in the record, the A large part of the calibration work done by
system is considered to be in operating condition if USRL, particularly in the range from 15 c to 150 kc,
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was comparison of instruments in a free field. Refer- sistance in tile testing program, and one should be
ence has been made in Chapter 5 to the advantages of present if possible.
this method, and it seems probable that it will con- Rigging. Throughout the rigging, every precau-

tinue to be an important one. The following discus- tion is taken to protect the instrument from mechani-

sion of testing procedures pertains to transducers in cal shock or other injury, and crystal devices that are

general, the distinction between hydrophones and injured by high temperatures should be shielded
projectors being made only when the nature of the from the sun as much as possible. In many cases a
device affects the techniques. large portion of the time is devoted to rigging the

Required Background Information. In planning test devices and associated gear. Each device presents
an efficient program, it has been found expedient to different rigging problems arising from disparities in
know in advance the size, shape, and other character- weight, size, frequency range, and the type of tests
istics of each device. The most essential information planned. There are, however, many rigging consid-

is its actual performance. However, knowledge of the erations common to most testing programs, and these

end application and of the operating principle per- will be considered in the order in which they arise.
imits emphasis to be placed on the characteristics of The types of suspension for positioning transducers
primary importance. The following illustrates the are described in Section 6.2.1. The selection of a par-
type of information to be included: ticular one is dependent on the physical character-

istics of the instrument as well as on the nature of the
1. Physical Characteristics observations to be made. In rigging for tests in which

Size of diaphragm the response is wanted only at a few angular positions,
Location of diaphragm center a heavy instrument is mounted on 1-inch pipe, while
Location of center of rotation a light one usually is mounted on a hydrophone rod.
Configuration and type of active elements Since the rod is supported by gimbals and an anti-
Position in use with and without auxiliary shock mounting, it requires symmetrical loading. In

gear cases where the instrument construction does not
Drawings showing dimensions and mount- allow this loading, the 1-inch pipe may be used or
ing details the device may be mounted on the rotator. When the

Temperature and pressure limitations pipe is used, it is clamped in position by blocks on
2. Electrical Characteristics rubber mountings. This protects against shock but

Terminal impedances does not provide a completely free suspension. In any
Direct-current power requirements case, care must be taken to have the whole assembly

Working and naxinnu power input for con- hang in a truly vertical line, particularly if the dis-
tinuous-wave and for pulse operation tance between instruments is measured after they are

Tiuning and associated network requirements submerged. The test distance is taken to be that be-
Circuit schematics tween the upper parts of the suspension rods, with
Frequency range corrections for the position of the transducers rela-

tive to these rods. Where the testing distance is short,

Ordinarily there are points of particular interest small deviations front the vertical may result in ap-
in each program. For example, it may be desired that preciable errors. Such irregularities in hanging may
special attention be given to a restricted portion of also displace the instrument with respect to the acous-
the frequency range, directivity patterns be taken tic axis of the standard instrument, introducing seri-
about certain axes or at specific frequencies, a de- ous errors at frequencies where sharp beam patterns
tailed investigation be made of the secondary or ter- occur.
tiary resonances of a sharply resonant device, or the In rigging a test device to a pipe suspension, an at-
performance of a projector be studied at specific tempt is made to have the center of gravity of the
power inputs, instrument lie on the major axis of the support and

Preparation for the tests may be expedited if all the plane of its active face parallel to the axis. Adjust-
this information is furnished well in advance of the ment screws and small levels in the mounting blocks
testing date. A person thoroughly familiar with the facilitate the process, and counterweights may also be
instrument under observation can be of material as- employed. If the required adjustment is not too large,
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the assembly may be leveled after immersion. The cordance with the recommended operating con-
mounting of even the heaviest instruments on the ditions.
rotator does not require leveling because of its ri- Final Preparation for Testing. All too often the
gidity. leads furnished are too short to permit testing at the

Determination of Test Conditions. Before an in- proper depth. A number of single coaxial cables are
strument is finally positioned, the depth, testing dis- available for extending such leads. Splices are made
tance, and electric coupling are determined in as watertight by several layers of rubber tape or by the
close accord as possible with the principles set forth use of underwater junction boxes. The cable is then
in Chapter 5. It is evident that the final setup will taped to the supporting rod and, in the case of heavy
often be a compromise with ideal conditions. cable, wound about the rod to prevent asymmetrical

The depth of the testing areas is about 6 meters, loading.
though most instruments are tested at 2 to 3 meters. Before any instrument is tested, it is thoroughly
The exact depth may be selected with the hydro- washed and debubbled, since significant errors may
phone rod and the pipe suspensions. The length of be introduced by air bubbles or films. The active sur-
the hydrophone rod may be set approximately before faces are washed with a soft cloth soaked in a strong
immersion, and adjusted afterward by the lead screw. soap solution to which a generous supply of wetting
With the rotator, the adjustment of depth can only agent has been added. This procedure removes oil,
be made in rather large steps and with no change pos- grease, or dirt particles which occlude air. The man-
sible after immersion. This requires that the associ- ner in which the water meniscus traverses the instru
ated testing instruments be adjusted to operate with ment face when it is lowered and raised in the water
it, whatever its position. is a good criterion of cleanliness. The meniscus pro-

Estimates of testing distance based on instrument gresses smoothly and without breaks if the face is
size and frequency range are usually made before the thoroughly wetted. A device having structural irregu-
tests, so that the pier location of the instruments may larities which may trap air on, or near, the face is care.
be tentatively determined. Several testing distances fully debubbled after it is submerged by an air-free
are commonly used to observe the effects of the bot- stream of water from an underwater pump or hand
tom and surface reflections and of standing waves be- syringe.
tween the instruments. Projectors are usually faced After an instrument has been rigged and thor-
away from the shore, to avoid first-order shore reflec- oughly cleaned, it may still require soaking. This is
tions. necessary to reach thermal equilibrium for x-cut Ro-

When several projectors are mounted to calibrate chelle salt crystals or others of high thermal inertia.
a sound field over a wide frequency range, the higher Such instruments are suspended in the water for sev-
frequency ones are mounted near the shore ard d;- eral hours before tests or even overnight, depending
rected toward open water, while the lower frequency on the size of the device and the difference between
devices are suspended at the far end of the pier and air and water temperatures.
directed toward shore. The test hydrophone is The resistance of the device and the insulation
mounted on the turret between the two projector resistance between terminals and case are checked
assemblies. This arrangement permits the hydro- before submersion and during tests if leakage is
phone to be positioned with respect to either pro- suspected.
jector. An alternative method involves mounting the After the instruments are positioned and electric
two projectors back to back in the turret so that connections made, preliminary trials are made to de-
either may be quickly set into proper relation to the tect extraneous noise, cross talk, or signs of overload-
fixed hydrophone. Such an arrangement may be seen ing the hydrophone or receiving equipment. Exces-
in Figure 22. sive noise is easilyheard. Many test devices used in salt

Usually the recommended electrical conditions are water are not provided with electric shielding, and
approximated as closely as possible. If the device is a so pick up power-line frequency from ground cur-
projector, the recommended source impedance can rents. When grounding adjustments do not improve
usually be matched with an available coil. If it is a the signal-to-noise ratio sufficiently, it may be neces-
hydrophone, it may be connected directly to a high- sary to insert suitable rejection filters ahead of the
impede'nce coupling amplifier or terminated in ac- wide-band receiving amplifier to prevent overload-
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FIGUR£ 29. Sample log sheet.

ing by the noise. Overloading of the preamiplifier as- Test Observations. The recorder charts of runs for
sociated with the test hydrophone should be investi- acoustical and electrical data are supplemented by de-
gated, particularly in the case of devices having a high tailed log and circuit sheets giving an index to the
sensitivity. Overloading may bc detcctcd with a series of tests, identifying the various runs, and noting
cathode-ray oscilloscope which shows a nonlinear re- the instruments used and the circuit arrangements.
lation between the input pressure and the output To facilitate the recording and analysis of the data,
signal. The sound pressure on the hydrophone may each run is numbered according to the test sequence,
be reduced by decreasing the driving power of the and each chart is given an identifying letter. Other
projector or by increasing the test distance. entries on the log sheets include the water tempera-

Cross-talk levels may be investigated by spacing-the ture, testing depth, pier positions of the instruments,
projector and hydrophone about 3 meters and by ad- and the time at which each run is taken. Sample log
justing the system gain controls to a high recorder and circuit sheets are shown in Figures 29, 30, and 31.
level at some convenient frequency. A rapid change In addition to the data, descriptions of the test de-
in frequency, effected by manual operation of the vices are included in the form of blueprints and
dial, should show an abrupt drop in the output signal schematics furnished by the maker of the apparatus,
because of the effective detuning action of the detec- rough sketches made at the laboratory, or photo-
tor. The magnitude of this change, is a direct measure graphs.
of the margin between the acoustic signal and the Test observations are usually made to calibrate a
electric interference. sound field with a standard hydrophonte, to calibrate
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transducers functioning prilarily as hydrophones, cedure described above. The instrument is oriented
and to calibrate transducers designed to function pri- acoustically before any test data are recorded, but the
marily as projectors. Reversible transducers are cali- device may or may not he tuned according to the
brated functioning in each capacity. specifications of the program.

Reference data from the first procedure are re- On the basis of an exploratory observation, the
quired only when the test transducer is to be cali- gain of the receiving amplifier is adjusted so that the
brated as a hydrophone. These runs generally pre- curve will remain on the chart as the frequency range
cede observations on the test instruments and are re- is covered. If the level range of the instrument ex-
peated, in part at least, once each day during the test ceeds that of the recorder, it may be necessary to
period, change the gain (luring the course of the run or to

Reference Data. When a d!vice is to be calibrated repeat a portion of the curve at a different gain set-
as a hydrophone, one or more standard projectors are ting. Runs at several test distances usually are re-
selected to cover the frequency range of the test in- corded on the same chart and, if possible, with the
strument and the sound field established by each of same gain.
them is calibrated by at least two standard hydro- In the case of sharply resonant devices, supplemen-
phones. One of the hydrophones should have direc- tary records are made of the level at peak frequency
tional characteristics which will discriminate against by slow manual variation of the oscillator. Measure-
surface and bottom reflections, though reflective ef- ments at frequencies on each side are made until the
fects may be decreased by operating at short distances levels are 3 and 10 db below the peak response. These
within the limits discussed in Chapter 5. Whenever observations permit determining the Q of the in-
certain frequencies are of particular interest, as in the strument.
case of sharply resonant devices, it is advisable to In general, the response of essentially nondirec-
choose standard hydroplones having minimum ir- tional apparatus is taken at several angular positions
regularities of response at these frequencies. such as 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees. Comparison of

Before reference runs are made, the angular posi- these runs may show inaccuracies in rigging, particu-
tion of each projector is set where the maximum larly at low frequencies where diffraction effects are
acoustic output appears on the recorder. This train- not likely to occur.
ing is done at a frequency where the beam pattern of Hydrophone Coupling Measurements. The re-
the projector is sharp, and at a distance sufficient to corded data are a measure of the signal level at the
minimize the effect of standing wave patterns be- 185-ohm input to the receiving system in db vs 10-1 6

tween transducers. Xith low-frequency projectors, watt. Since the instrument calibration is usually
the beams are usually broad enough so that careful wanted in terms of open-circuit voltage, or voltage
mechanical alignment in rigging is adequate. Once across a specified impedance, it is necessary to deter-
adjusted, each projector remains undisturbed mine the relationship between these quantities and
throughout the tests. the recorder level. This is obtained by injecting a

Runs are taken at several distances and agreement signal from a low impedance in series with the hydro-
between the computed and observed distance losses phone circuit, thus simulating the voltage generated
indicates the absence of significant standing waves or under acoustic excitation. The difference in level be-
reflections. The sound field of each projector is then tween the injected signal and the input to the receiv-
computed at several frequencies, from the data ob- ilg amplifier determines the hydrophone coupling.
tained with each standard hydrophone. With random Typical circuit arrangements for observation of coup-
deviation from the mean, agreement within 1 db is ling characteristics are shown in circuits A and B on
reasonable assurance of projector and hydrophone Figure 32.
stability. When the differences between the computed The hydrophone calibration may be required in
sound pressures exceed 1 db, it is advisable to include terms of the voltage delivered to a specific load re-
the data from a third standard in order to identify the sistor. In this case, the hydroplhone, bridged by the
cause of the discrepancy. required resistance, is connected to the coupling am-

Receiving Response Measurements. Instruments plifier. The conversion of the recorded level to the
which have been designed for hydrophone operation voltage at the input of the coupling amplifier re-
are calibrated in a sound field established by the pro- quires a knowledge of the relation of gain to fre-
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13e.4034 Iare not sufficiently quiet, a bucket with suitable anti-
FRM -TOC shock mounting or an acoustically treated tank is

D-,-31- - used. A highly efficient unit, the noise level of which
T CH SLnt0D is greatly affected by changes in the radiation impe-
CALINATIN TEST IAOUCEt S PREMPIFIERRaISTO . dance, should not be tested in the bucket because of

probable standing waves. In fact, even an acoustically
treated tank may allow the formation of standing

S mwaves sufficient to prevent exact noise level measure-

A C*IRATWIN 1 ments. Standing waves cause variations in the im-
pedance which the medium offers to the diaphragm.

I In well-designed radiators, the mechanical impedance
11-13s "am TO__ of the diaphragm more or less matches the impe-

E MAURING dance of the medium to which the energy is trans-
COPIFIE *,,ATUS ferred. The more efficient the device, the less will be

. ,S LOW the loss between the electric power supplied and the
a acoustic power radiated and, therefore, the closer will

FIGURE 32. Typical circuit arrangements for hydrophone be the coupling between the impedance of the device
coupling characteristic measurements: (A) observation of and the impedance of radiation. Since thermal noise
input signal, (B) observation of output signal. generally is proportional to the resistance, small con-

fined areas which produce standing waves are not
quency for this amplifier. This relation may be ob- conducive to accurate measurements on the more
tained by using the circuit arrangements shown in efficient devices.
Figure 33. In order to minimize mechanical vibration, the test

Low-sensitivity, high-impedance hydrophones are units are suspended in low-period antishock mounts
usually tested in conjunction with the underwater and every effort is made to reduce the background
preamplifier described in Section 6.2.1. This arrange- noise to a minimum during the observations.
ment permits the hydrophone calibration to be re- Measurements of the hydrophone noise level and
ferred to the ends of extremely short leads and results its distribution through the operating frequency
in an essentially open-circuit calibration, range are made on system 2 with each of the accept-

An alternative method 6f calibration, particularly ance band widths, 10, 300, and 6,000 c, in such a
adapted to high-inpedance tourmaline gauges, ex- manner that adequate overlap is obtained. To deter-
presses the hydrophone output in terms of the charge mine whether the noise level of the system is suffi-
generated rather than the open-circuit voltage. This ciently high to affect the measurement of the hydro-
method, described in Chapter 4, requires minor modi- phone noise level, observations are made with a re-
fications in the underwater preamplifier. sistor connected in place of the test instrument. The

Measurements of Inherent Noise. The inherent resistance is selected by trial to be small enough so
noise level of a hydrophone is measured with the in- that the thermal noise generated in it is negligible.
strument in quiet water. When open water conditions Progressively smaller values are tried until there is

no observable change in the output noise level.
Receiving Directivity Patterns. Directivity patterns

,rol l7iio,- I DMUG of transducers may be obtained rapidly and with good
9"" ".1 angular accuracy by means of the rotator and record-

A ing turntable assemblies described in Section 6.2.1.
Exploratory observations are first made to check the

PIER I OPO To w ,mw angular orientation and to adjust the system gaino~t ~l.] " ICotu OUl T A-n APPAATU

9."3 AWPLF ER SALWED so that the pattern traced will lie within the bound-
aries of the recorder paper. Whenever possible, the

FIGURE 33. Circuit arrangements for determination of signal level at zero angle is adjusted to the upper
gain frequency characteristic of coupling amplifier: (A) limit of the chart in order to utilize its fill 50-db
observation of input signal, (B) observation of output
signal. range and to facilitate subsequent chart comparisons
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FIGURE 54. Typical circuit arrangement for observations of projector acoustic output versus electric power input.

by superposition. The rate of rotation is selected on vestigated for pattern characteristics at the frequency
the basis of instrument size, driving torque required, of resonance, at frequencies slightly above and below
and pattern complexity. For example, small devices this point, and occasionally at the frequencies of sec-
may be rotated at the maximum rate, provided the ondary and tertiary resonance.
rate of signal variations does not exceed the response Design symmetries or asymmetries which control
rate of the recorder. the beam pattern are investigated by making records

After the preliminary observations and adjust- about several axes of rotation. The positioning of a
ments, the pattern is recorded with the turntable transducer for an investigation of design symmetry is
moving through a complete revolution. Overall sys- illustrated in the sample circuit sheet shown in Fig-
ten and transducer stability may be checked by not- ure 31.
ing the recorded trace at the point of overlap. Split transducers, designed for bearing deviation

For all critical test conditions, the pattern should indicator [BDI] operation, may be studied for phase
be repeated at a second distance. If the pattern shift and symmetry by means of a special circuit de-
changes radically with distance, this usually indicates signed by the Harvard Underwater Sound Labora-
too small a test distance (see Chapter 5) or the pres- tory.51 This circuit provides for the halves of the
ence of reflections. In the former, the distance should transducer to be in parallel but the connections to
be increased, while in the latter it should be de- one may be reversed so that its output may be in the
creased, the frequency slightly displaced, or other same phase or opposite to the other. Lag lines giving
means employed to reduce reflections. various phase shifts are readily available and when

In general, sharply resonant transducers are in- plugged into the circuit are connected to a three-
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position switch which determines that the outputs ---- ___T

shall match, or chooses tile one that shall be made ,,oj N-P- .1LrA,,TO TAM oUAND_.. __

to lag. N01 ES

The patterns usually taken for the BI characteri- , 74...
zation of a transducer are for halves in )hase with no ,.% __,__.___

shift, halves in opposite phase with no shift, halves in
phase with one shifted to lag, and halves in phase - -- q 1& "A Air ' r -

with the other shifted to lag. The gain chosen for tile _d Jik- A- _

first condition should be maintained for the others. A i J . A.o- 
'L.. ,ftj .OL . At

The first two patterns are usually recorded on one .Zd t - _ ' - -

chart and the second two on another. I ALI t or,* ,, 1 1"

Pattern investigations of hydrophones usually are 2- 2 'L -14 *,0 YW. za, 1 1Z ,,,.
made with a continuous sinusoidal frequency, but !. 6&U z _ . , ,,.£'e1 /

J -fz 10 LIY Wet1 rc. lo L
nmay be made by pulsing within the limits discussed in A - J fJ L& 71 ,

Chapter 5. It is of interest occasionally to take pat- "l- A' K ol"t tL .de &AtI' ',
/f s k J21 _ A. #", 09L /4terns representing listening conditions with a broad 12 / .Y * 1 A . Ajr_.
' .5 3 iAy 4 tr±)' / 7yL t PAnoise band covering approximately the audio range. -. l,,$, -s , . see, /-_1

6-kc band centered at 4 kc is most satisfactory. - . 7 _ f LS_ ' 4
4 9L 42J0e1.7 !/Is tv5rTransmitting Response Measurements. In obtain. -1. -f' 1A. 9 ,,,' , ', , .

ing data on transmitters it is not necessary to establish " Q 1,7Z 11 t. i kfot 0_ A& '

a definite sound field. The calibration is made with A L L 7, 1.24 L.
2 

LU J11)*s_-t ~. -I-1. , 11 -fl -9.1 .
standard hydrophones, selected on the basis of fre- '," -PV4 7 ;9. ), 7. .x R 1 E

quency coverage and uniformity of response at speci- - - - - - -

fled frequencies. Most of the measurements are made
with only one standard, but this is checked by at least - -- f
one other. This is not only to check the standard hy- FiGugr 35. Typical data sheet, showing projector output
drophone but also to test the projector stability. Most versus electric polwer input.
of the preliminary observations are made at low
power levels and then extended to maximum values. Transmitting Directivily Patterns. Directivity pat-
Projectors are usually calibrated with continuous terns about one or more axes of rotation are required
sinusoidal signals, but tests may be made with pulsed in a projector calibration to determine the radiation
ones, as described above. The impedance from which field. The procedure for taking these with the polar
the projector is driven is selected to agree with the recorder has already been given under Receiving
recommended value. A convenient available power Directivity Patterns.
level is 160 db vs 10-16 watt, but it must never exceed Load Characteristics. Load-run observations to de-
the recommended maximum. (See Figure 29.) ternine the relationships between the various projec.

Projectors that require an external tuning circuit tor characteristics and the impressed power may be
for power factor improvement are calibrated both made by means of the circuit arrangement shown in
with and without this circuit. Some projectors re- Figure 34. These data should include observations of
quire a polarizing current, usually supplied through linearity, frequency shift, distortion, and inpedance.
a universal-type junction box. This box provides for Additional patterns may be taken to observe the
the adjustment and metering of the current, and also variation of any quantity as a function of power.
incorporates adjustable capacitance networks made Figure 35 is a copy of an original data sheet show-
flexible by a plug-in design. ing typical load-run observations. The time entries

Preliminary observations include checks on leak- are indicative of the soaking periods allowed for ade-
age, cross talk, noise, overloading, angular orienta- quate thermal stability to be reached following each
tion, and required circuit gain. Following these, re- change in impressed power. A description of the watt-
sponse data are taken, usually at two distances, and meters with their circuits and theory is given later in
coupling measurements are made for the standard this chapter in Section 6.2.8.
hydrophone used. Impedance Data. Impedance data are taken on all
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transducers notdirectly associated with preamplifiers. impedance as a function of power may be observed.
The devices are usually suspended from the pier, well
below the lake surface, while the measurements are RECIPROCITY TEST PROCEDUR E

made. Occasionally impedance measurements are Several times during the year a series of free field
made with the transducer suspended in the acousti- reciprocity calibrations are made on all of the labora-
cally treated tank. Such data are checked for standing tory standard hydrophones. Comprehensive periodic
wave effects by repeating a few observations from a checks are essential, since most of the calibration
different position. The temperature of the water ad- work is based on an accurate knowledge of the per-
jacent to the transducers is always recorded and an formance of these instruments. A large part of the
adequate soaking period is provided to permit com- preparation procedure is identical with that in com-
plete thermal equilibrium. parison testing. The instruments are rigged, washed,

Observations on wide-band transducers that have and oriented in the same manner. The required
no sharp resonances are taken to cover the frequency measurements include response, hydrophone coup-
range in increments which will permit the construc- ling, and projector current, but the number and
tion of accurate resistance and reactance curves, sequence differ materially. A discussion of the the-
Additional observations are taken on resonant trans- oretical considerations involved in reciprocity cali-
ducers in the resonance regions, so that motional brations and of the general procedure used is
impedance computations may be made. These ob- presented in Chapters 5 and 7. Actual procedures are
servations include not only measurements at the discussed herewith.
frequency of maximum response but also at frequen- Requisites. A reciprocity calibration requires the
cies above and below this value until rh- response use of a rcversible transducer which obeys reciprocity.
is less by 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, and 10 db. Since two semi-independent calibrations can be ob-

After considering the bridges available for direct tained with little extra effort by using a pair of such
impedance measurements, the usual procedure is to transducers, this procedure is considered. It may be
take the series impedance, if its value is not over necessary to use several pairs of transducers to cover
10,000 olns and one terminal can be grounded, and the frequency range from 15 c to 150 kc. In each test
the shunt admittance for larger values and devices run, one of the given pair operates as a hydrophone,
that cannot be grounded. Some attention must be while the other furnishes the sound field. In a re-
given to the choice of the frequency that should be ciprocity calibration it is necessary to know the open-
used. A description of the bridges is given in Section circuit voltage of the instrument, although it may be
6.2.8. more convenient to measure the voltage across a

Whenever possible, measurements are made at the known impedance and calculate the open-circuit
apparatus terminals but when additional cable must value. The driving and receiving impedances are
be used, measurements are made of the device with selected to provide the most uniform frequency re-
cable, and of the cable alone, so that a correction for sponse. The equations given in Chapter 5 require a
the latter may be applied. To facilitate making these knowledge of the distances between the acoustical
corrections, all bridge readings are expressed in the centers. The selection of a center is arbitrary but,
same unit, that is, impedance or admittance. When once selected, must remain the same throughout the
auxiliary apparatus is used, impedance measure- test. It is usually chosen to approximate the center
ments are also made on it to allow the computation of the spherical waves which the transducer produces
of the values for the instrument itself regardless of at large distances and for this reason, runs are taken
the circuit used. at several hydrophone-projector separations. From

The impedance of a transducer may also be cb- the distance-loss relationships, the effective acoustic
tained from the readings of the wattmeter and though center of the transducer can be determined. The runs
tne accuracy is not as good as with the bridge, it af- also assist in evaluating the effect of reflections and
fords a continuous indication and permits the detec- standing waves.
tion of all resonances. It has the further advantage Testing Procedure. It is indicated in Chapter 5 that
that impedance data is obtained at all power levels, there is no simple a priori test that determines wheth.
instead of at the low levels bridges require, and er or not a part'cular transducer obeys the reciprocity
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principle. The most satisfactory substitute is a cross as a hydrophone or as a projector and directivity
check between two reversible instruments separated patterns as a hydrophone. The character of the trans-
by a fixed distance. With one functioning as a hy- ducer will largely determine the frequencies at which
drophone and the other as a projector, the ratio is the dome is tested. If the transducer is sharply rcso-
obtained of the open-circuit voltage developed by nant, patterns may be taken only at the resonant fre-
the one to the current supplied the ot er. The elec- quencies.
tric connections are then interchanged and the runs Following these tests the dome is thoroughly
repeated, giving the same ratio with the function of cleaned and rigged to the outer shaft of the rotator
each reversed. If the two transducers obey reciprocity, with care being taken to insure correct positioning of
these ratios will be equal at each frequency. It is pos- dome to transducer. The assembly is then debubblcd
sible that these ratios may be equal, even though the and allowed to reach temperature equilibrium.
transducers do not obey reciprocity, but there is little The type and character of the test data required
chance of this unless the transducers are identical, in for a comprehensive investigation are illustrated in
which case they may violate the reciprocity principle Table 1. Figure 36 shows the various configurations
to the same degree. of the acoustic gear. Because of reciprocity, as shown

When reciprocity has been established, the trans- in Chapter 5, the effect of the dome, the baffle, and
ducers are placed ;t opposite ends of the testing area their surroundings on the response and directivity
with no change in their orientation or depth. The of the transducer is the same on sending and receiv-
hydrophone to be calibrated is then mounted on a ing. For practical reasons, receiving is preferred.
movable carriage between the two and tested against There are considerations in making dome directiv-
each in turn. The procedure outlined in Chapter 5 ity tests which require somewhat different arrange-
is then carried through, using each transducer as a ments. To investigate the effects of either a given
projector and as a reversible transducer as described, target or a noise source located at a definite bearing,
This procedure yields two seni-independent recip- the nose of the dome is set at the bearing and the
rocity calibrations of the hydrophone. It is usual to transducer alone is rotated as indicated in Figure
test successively all hydrophones of the same type, 361). The same procedure with the dome reversed, as
since this procedure entails a minimum number of shown in C, is used to simulate the propeller noise
changes in rigging and electric connections. from one's own ship. The effect of the dome on the

pickup of water noise and reverberation for any par-
OTHER FREE FIELD AcousTICAL OBSERVATIONS ticularly trained position , of the transducer can

In addition to the usual calibrations, acoustic stud- best be shown by rotating the dome and projector
ies are made which involve somewhat different test- together with the angle 4, between them fixed during
ing techniques, such as observations on domes, baffles, each trial (Figure 36E). This plan calibrates the re-
generators of complex acoustic waves, and complete sponse of this combination of dome and transducer
echo-ranging systems. to noise from any direction.

Dome Studies. When a dome is submitted for in- Accurate positioning of the dome and hydrophone
vestigation, the projector to be used with it may not is easily accomplished by means of the rotator and
be included and a suitable one must be selected. It turntable. Either rotator shaft may be locked in posi-
may be a wide-band device or a sharply resonant tion while the other is rotated. It is thus possible to
one, but it must have low side lobes at the frequencies secure the required angular separation between the
of interest and have as nearly as possible the same hydrophone face and the dome nose. By engaging
size and directivity as the projector for which the both shafts, the whole assembly may be rotated while
dome was designed. This is very important, since a the relative angular position of dome and hydro-
projector with unsuitable directional characteristics phone remains fixed.
can completely obscure important dome charac- Baffle Studies. The reflective and absorptive prop-
teristics. erties of baffles may be studied independent of domes.

The transducer is usually tested first without the While no direct measure of absorption is made, this
dome by rigging to the inner shaft of the rotator. The characteristic may be estimated from reflection and
measurements ordinarily include frequency response transmission measurements. The testing arrange-
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ments are shown in the sketches of Figure 37. Cont. baffle is a perfect reflector. The amount by which the
parison of the reference pressure obtained between two differ is a measure of the sound transmitted, ab-
the hydrophone and projector with and without the sorbed, andi diffracted by the baffle.
baffle gives the insertion loss characteristic of this Siuidies of Acomstic Properties of Various Materials.
baffle. A sound pressure is present on the far side of Occasionally the acoustic properties of a particular
the baffle because of transmission through the baffle material are investigated to deteimine it' suitability
and diffraction around it. This is more fully discussed for a proposed application. Reflection and transmis-
in Chapter 9. sion tests, similar to those made on baffles, are made

The reflecting and absorbing properties of the on samples of the material. These should be large
baffle may be further studied by modifying the testing enough to avoid diffraction in the frequency range
setup as shown in Figure 37D. The baffle and trans- under consideration. Before testing, the samples are
ducers are positioned so that the over-all path length thoroughly washed, debubbled, and submerged until
of the reflected sound is equal to d. With the baffle they are in temperature equilibrium with the water.
removed, a screen is placed between the projector and Often additional tests are made to discover the criti-
hydrophone as in Figure 37C to minimize the direct cal angles at which incident sound will be completely
transmission. The magnitude of the sound received reflected by the material. The sample is rotated in the
determines the threshold in the reflection measure- setup of Figure 37B and the angles observed at which
inents. If the sound pressure measured by the hydro- minimum transmission occurs. This information is

phone, with baffle in place as in Figure 37D, is equal particularly valuable in the design of dome windows
to that measured in the reference run of 37A, the and in the selection of materials for them.
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"IARL, I. Test data requited for dorne investigation. PROJECTOR NYORMIMOP E

'urpose of Angular position* Arrange.
- - ment in 4obsersation a 9 *=0-a Fig. 36

Tranulucer response 00 ... ... (A) A
without domne

Transducer patit1 t 3600  
. . (A)

without dome
Transiniision response 0o 00 ... (B) PROJECTOR BAFFLE HYOROPI4ONE
through nose of doie

Trasnission response 00 1800 ... (C)
through rear of dome

"T'randucer ptattern 360- 1800 ... (C)
with baffle and rear
of dome interposedt

Transmnission p:,.tern 0 360 ... (0) d
through done vs I I
angular position B

Trans(ducer patterns t3600 t360- 00 (E)
through done 150 PROJECTOR

300
450 .

etc., mci.
known critical SCREEN

angler YOROPHOgNE
• Transducer used as a receiver only.
t If the dome is equipped with a ienovable baffle, tests '-,," 2 '

should be nlade with (a) done and baffle, (b) (Ione alone, and
(c) )affle alone, to see how baffle and done alfect noise pickup C
oser a range of angles about the rear of the transducer.

PROJECTOR

Studies of Acoustic Wave Signal Generators of
Complex Waves. Devices designed to generate acous-
tic signals of complex wave forms are divided into N
two major categories, each requiring a special testing HYDROP

technique. In general, the choice of technique is
based on such factors as a continuous signal, recur-
rent signal and its rate, and the crest factor (ratio of Fi.URE 37. Plan view of typical test set.ups for studying
peak to rms values). baffle characteristics: (A) reference runs, (B) soulnd trans-

Obviously, the use of electromechanical equip, Mission through baffle, (C) threshold signal without

ment for the recording of random events is limited by baffles, (D) sound reflection by baffle.

such factors as the speed and dynamic range of re-
corder response. Signals that are intermittent, that made for the observation and control of the driving
have low recurrence rates, and those with crest factors power. A standard hydrophone having a substantially
greater than 2.5, are usually studied by means of a uniform frequency response is selected for the acous-
cathode-ray oscilloscope and high-speed oscillograms. tic pressure measurement. In the selection, the maxi-
Signals that are continuous or of high recurrence rate, mum instantaneous pressure must be considered in
with crest factors not exceeding 2.5, may be studied order to avoid overloading of the preamplifier.
with the apparatus of system 2. The procedure for in- Observation of the crest factor should be made first
vestigating such signals with system 2 is stated here- with the arrangement shown in Figure 38, where the
with and may be used for th se of periodic or aperi- rms of the signal is obtained on the 30A set and the
odic nature. peak amplitude on the cathode-ray oscilloscope. The

The devices are rigged and positioned with the complex wave signal is then replaced by a sinusoidal
usual procedure for testing projectors. Provision is one from an oscillator set at a level which gives the
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wthe frequency as it increases, the 10-cycle band usually
M Uis carried only to 20 c and the 6-kc band is not used

AVE ROwMt MUMR Sr below 4 kc. When the recurrence rate of the signal is

CWWAsTJW too low, the recorder will follow the individual cycleswhich involve the difficulty of evaluating wide and
irregular traces. Suitable resistors are inserted in the

pen-drive motor circuit to reduce the response rate
and thereby minimize the recorder excursions.

FIGuRE 38. Simplified circuit arrangement fo- determina. The energy in band widths other than those pro-
tion of peak factors. vided by the detector circuit may be obtained by the

use of the circuit arrangement shown in Figure 39.

same deflection on the oscilloscope as the test signal. The plan of this circuit is to transpose the signal fre-
The difference between the 30A set readings on the quencies by heterodyning them so that the desired
test and oscillator signals gives the difference in db signal band may be obtained with available filters.
between the crest factor of the complex wave and that The method is illustrated in Table 2, which gives the
of the sine wave. Since values are being determined in value of the signal frequency at various stages, with
volts and a sine wave has a crest factor of 1.41 (= 3 db), the circuit adjusted to pass only a band of frequencies
this amount has to be added to the observed differ- I kc wide centered at 10 kc.
ence in db before reverting to the ratio that expresses Band widths commonly used in such investigations
the crest factor of the complex wave. include 5 - 0.25 kc, 10 ± 0.5 kc, 20 t I kc, 30 ± 1.5 kc,

The investigation includes observations of the total and 40 :t 2 kc. It is obvious, however, that the system
(broad-band) energy and of the energy distribution may be adjusted for any band width and mid-band
with respect to frequency from 100 c to 150 kc with frequency requirement within the limits indicated on
the receiving amplifier output connected directly to Figure 39.
the broad-band recorder. The examination of energy A determination of the rate of signal recurrence is
distribution with respect to frequency over the test usually made by inspection of the broad-band re-
signal spectrum can be made with the normal facili- corder traces. For high values, the speed of paper
ties of system 2, which has three acceptance bands in drive on the recorder should be at a maximum.
the detector circuit, 10, 300, and 6,000 c. As these The investigation of the operational stability or
bands become a continuously smaller percentage of life characteristics of expendable devices is made by

TARL. 2. Value of signal fiequency in kilocycles per second at various stages
when cilcuit is adjusted to pasi all frequencies in the band 10 ± 0.5 kc.

The dial setting of the heterodyne oscillator is 12.5 kc to obtain 637.5 kc. This is the sun of the lowest signal frequency to be
,passed aid the half-band width of lte filtei in the detectol cicuit added to a fixed frequency.

Frequency of oscillator No. 3 is set at the sutm of upper cutoff frequency of the detector filter and the cutoff frequency of
the low-pass filter minus the desired band width.

xxx indicates the filter that cuts off the frequencies outside the desired band.

Detector cilcuit
91-100 kc

15 kc
Freq. of Var. freq. Mod. No. 1 Mod. No. 2 B.P. filter Mod. No. 3 L.P. filter
signal osc. No. 2 output output output Osc. No. 3 output output

A + B 747-C F-E

9.0 637.5 646.5 100.5 xxx
9.5 647.0 100.0 100.0 114.0 14.0 14.0

10.0 647.5 99.5 99.5 14.5 15.5
10.5 648.0 99.0 99.0 15.0 15.0
11.0 6,18.5 98.5 98.5 15.5 xxx
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SYSTEM aV

WID

(3) (C),(O),(E) (F) (0) IN)

09 0A IUSED TO SIMULATE NT-LETTERS SIt ) REFER TO COARESPO#N COLtN4SIN Th8C I
IIJ1 TEST INIIAL FOR Nr

AL1311011V TMS ADIWMENT PURPOE

FIcuitE 39. Simplified circuit arrangemnt tsing S)stet 2 with auxiliary apparatus for obtaining a bIand-pass filter

adjustable in width tip to 6 kc and with a tPlo-l.)aitd fle(uitlcy varial)le )etween 3 and 150 kc.

permitting the recorder to run for an adequate pe- made to locate the target and maintain contact with

riod with the circuit arranged for broad-band ob- it. Common targets are 2- and 3-foot hollow spheres

servations. The synchronous motor of the paper drive and a 4-foot length of 7-inch heavy walled pipe. One

measures the time of these observations and the paper of these is suspended from the stern of the boat at the

speed should be at a minimum. same depth as that of the transducer. Directions for

The circuit arrangement in Figure 40 permits oh- the course of the boat and other communications be-

servations on the effectiveness of complex acoustic tween operators are carried on by radio telephone.

signals in aural masking. A variety of characteristic The raft has a working space running its full

sounds on phonograph records is available with length through the center. The apparatus rests on

which to study masking effects at sonic or supersonic carriages moving on steel rails the same as on the

frequencies. piers while an overhead rail and hoist facilitates posi-

Operational Studies of Complete Echo-Ranging tioning on the carriages. The monorail on pier I

Systems. With the apparatus connected into a com- offers the easiest transfer of equipment to the raft,

plete system for echo ranging, actual trials are made which must be kept level by proper weight distribu-

to test the ability for locating small objects in shallow tion. With the gear in place, the raft is located at one

water at distances under 350 meters. A common meth- end of the range and secured to the shore by 1-inch

od is to suspend a small target from a rowboat which cables with wide angular spacing. Connections are

travels slowly over the range while the attempt is made to the power and signal lines, which include a

SYSTEM 2

PHONOGRtAWr--i SYSTEM[ kDM
BANDNO ----__--_

IAMt.FIERI FO SUPER- G FILTERSPA RMUR
SONIC LISTENING I

, Irl

IDETECTOR 6I C BAND CI IIH I 'N /I E

LOUDSPEAK~ER
I OR

HEAD PHONES

FIGuRE 40. Simplified circuit arrangelnent [or acoustic ntasking observations.
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telephone to the laboratory. The raft carries perman- from 11.5 to 15 mc. Each feeds through its own buffer
ently a 6.kva, 60-cycle regulator that will maintain to the same modulator, which is followed by a filter
any voltage from 105 to 125. Canvas drops are sup- designed to pass only the difference frequencics of the
plied to protect the operators in bad weather. oscillators. An amplifier stage follow! the filter and

Temperature gradients in the lake are checked terminates in a transformer designed to supply a
by bathytherinograph records taken several times 72-ohm impedance. A standard attenuator of this
throughout the test period. Since factors such as gas- value is inserted between the transformer and the
bubble accumulations on the bottom may affect the output jack of the oscillator.
acoustic conditions, it is advisable to make simultane- As the block diagram indicates, a small portion of
ous observations on a reference system maintained the output is rectified, converted, amplified, and fed
at the laboratory for this purpose. into the buffer stage for the fixed oscillator. This

constitutes an automatic volume control [AVC]
6.2 High-Frequency System which will hold the output within 0.15 db over the

entire frequency range, while without it, the varia-
GENERAL 1)ESCRIPTION tions may be 1.5 db. The maximum output of the

The high-frequency system at the Mountain Lakes oscillator is 222 milliwatts corresponding to 4 volts
laboratory covers the range from 100 kc to 2.2 mc. across 72 ohms and the harmonic level is 45 (lb below
While the electronic system is capable of calibrating that of the fundamental frequency.
up to S 5 mc, no standard transducers are available The mechanical construction is very similar to that
for those frequencies. of the other systems. The variable-frequency oscil-

Th. system comprises the following items: lator can be driven either by hand or by a synchron-
1. An elef tric system capable of producing, meas- ous motor which allows the entire range to be cov-

tiring, detecting, ani recording signals in the fre- ered in 1.5,.4.5, or 13.5 minutes. The calibrated scale
quency range 50 to 3,500 kc. is a 30-foot strip of 35-millimeter film. Values may

2. An indoor calibratiot tank with the necessary be determined between the lines of this scale by in-
mechanical equipment for positioning and aligning terpolation with a vernier dial.
the units under test. Included here also are the vari- The oscillator frequency is adjusted to the scale
ous acoustical devices for the reduction of reverbera- calibration at 76 kc by means of a high.Q tuned cir-
tion. cuit and at 2 mc by means of a quartz crystal. These

3. Two sets of mechanically interchangeable trans- adjustments are made by a trimmer condenser and
ducers having overlapping frequency responses, with a small adjustable inductance in the circuit of the
one set covering the range 100 to 800 kc and the other variable oscillator. A frequency check is made several
300 to 2,200 kc. times each day to correct for any drift. This effect,

4. Mechanical and electrical components for meas- however, becomes negligible after 72 hours of con-
urements in the outdoor test areas. These subjects tinuous operation and accordingly, the power is not
will be treated in detail in the following paragraphs. turned off, unless it is to be for a period of several

days.
ELECTRIC SYSTEM Power Amplifier and Power Level Measurements.

The electric system consists of a heterodyne oscil. The power amplifier is the wide-band type, covering
lator, power amplifier, and coupling network for 50 to 3,500 kc with a gain of 35 (lb flat to 0.5 db. The
driving a projector, and of a detector and recording input and output impedances are both 72 ohms and
circuit coupled through a preamplifier for measuring the maximum power available is 25 watts (174 db vs
the output of a hydrophone. This system will make 10-16 watt). It should be noted that the output of this
continuous ink recordings of the combined response amplifier can be either balanced or unbalanced with
of a pair of instruments throughout the frequency respect to ground.
range 50 to 3,500 kc. A block diagram of this system As indicated on the block diagram, a power level
is shown in Figure 41. The frequencies and signal measuring set is used to measure the available power
transmission direction are also shown on the diagram. at the output of the oscillator or power' amplifier.

Oscillator. The heterodyne oscillator consists of This instrument is a high-frequency equivalent of
one oscillator fixed at 15 tnc and the other variable the Western Electric 30A transmission measuring set.
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FIW.URE- 41. Iiko~k diagiam o( high-~freqnency system.

It consists essentially of a high-frequency thermocou. Hydroplon e Coupling Circuit. For high-imped-
pie calibrated on (irect current andl matched to 72 ance hydrophones the usual coupling circuit is a
ohms. When properly used, this instrument will meas. high-imp~edance input amplifier. Since it is necessary
ure the power dlissipatedl in a 72ohm load, to match the coupling circuit to a low (72ohni) im-

Projector Coupling Network. The purpose of the pedance transmission line, it is convnient to look
projector coupling network is to match the impedl- up)on these coupling circuits as impedance trans-
ance of a projector to that of the driver and the formers. One of the best electronic circuits for this
assoiated tiaauisioui line. Airanigeineitlst are also pupose (anl electon tube is necessary because of the
provided for measuring the current to the projector. high input imedance requirements) is a cathode-

The most common network is a transformer that is follower type circuit. These circuits usedl in connec-
dlesignedl for standard instruments over this range of tion with underwater acoustic devices are known as
frequencies. The majority of the projectors encount- l~reanilliflers. The single-stage preaimplifiers used in
eredl have the same general characteristics as the the high-frequency system have an input impedance
standlards and so operate satisfactorily with this trans- of about 25i megohms in parallel with about 5 1.~f.
former. If a closer match is required, various resist- The output impedance is 72 ohms balanced or tn-
ances may be added to bring the impedance to the balanced and the gain is -20 db flat to within 0.'25
desired value. (lb over the entire range. One preamplifier is (d-

The transformer for high-frequency standards has signed particularly for the high-frequency standards,
a nominal impedance ratio of 72.1,000 ohms and is while the others are portable for use in curient ineas-
designed especially for a capacitive (crystal) load. urcments and with other hydrophones.
Other ratios used are 72:20, 72:72, 72:250, and It should be noted that the abnormally high values
72:2,000. of grid resistors are not necessary as at the lower fre-
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quencies because the input capacity is the controlling useful when aligning and positioning the instru-

impedance. ments in the tank.
A calibrating resistor has been included in these The purpose of the buffer stages is to isolate vari-

preamplifiers to obtain the coupling loss of the cir- ous circuits from each other. One buffer output goes
cuit, which is required in order to evaluate the open- directly to the rmis detector and recorder. The others

circuit voltage of the hydrophone. are used for monitoring and for making frequency
Wide-Band Amplifier. The wide-band amplifier adjustments.

shown on the diagram has a gain of 40 db and is flat To correct for drift in the !5.097-mc oscillator, pro.

withir 0.25 db front 50 kc to 3.2 tic. At 3.5 mc the vision has been made for checking and maintaining
response is down 3 db. Both the input and output im- the 97-kc carrier in the center of the 6-kc pass band.
pedances are 72 ohms. A visual indicator of frequency drift such as that

The purpose of this amplifier is to increase the used in the other systems is not practical because of
signals that are too small to record, even with the the relatively larger drifts in this system and because
full gain of the detector. the eye is unable to perceive flickers above 30 per sec-

Since the amplifier is unbalanced, it is associated ond. As mechanical shock alone may change the
with a combination of 72:72-ohm coils which allows frequency as much as 100 c, tone discrimination by
changing the condition to ground from unbalanced the ear is the method used. The 97-kc signal is led to a
to balanced and vice versa. By means of terminations heterodyne listener consisting of a 94- to 100-kc oscil-
on the coaxial jack-strips, the coils and the amplifier lator, a modulator stage, and a loudspeaker. If the
may be connected to any portion of the circuit, listener is set at 97 kc, no tone will be heard from the
though they are normally used as shown n the dia- speaker when the carrier is 97 kc, but any drift from
gram. this will be observed as a beat.frequency tone. A

Detector. The action of the detector i best ex- separate quartz-crystal oscillator of 100 kc is avail-
plained by tracing through a signal front the input. able for calibration of the heterodyne listener.
The signal frequency is first amplified and then im- As is the case with all balanced modulator circuits,
pressed upon a modulator which receives another spurious signals will arise if there is lack of proper
signal from the variable-frequency oscillator, the balance. As the first modulator stage in the detector
value of which is 15 inc-f. is of this design, some provision must be made for

One of the modulation products (15 mc-f + f = 15 indicating the point of balance. In this particular cir-
me) is selected, filtered, amplified, and led to a second cuit, the modulator unbalance results in an ampli-
modulator. The second signal to this modulator is tude modulation of the 97-kc carrier, which is
from a local oscillator with a frequency of 15.097 mc, greatest when the signal in the detector input is 97
which gives 97 kc as one of the modulation products kc. Using a cathode-ray oscilloscope to observe the
of this stage. This signal is carried through a band- 97-kc carrier envelope, the balance controls are ad-
pass filter centered at 97 kc and 6 kc wide to succeed- justed for minimum amplitude modulation of the
ing stages of amplification, carrier. Audible monitoring of the carrier can be used

The reason for bringing the 15 mc-f signal to the in conjunction with the oscilloscope and provides an
detector is that it ties the detector so completely to the extremely sensitive indication of the balance point.
oscillator that it will detect no signal more than 3 kc The tone at this point will be noticed to lose its
on either side of the one to which the oscillator is "nmushiness."
set. The principal advantage of this plan is that since The external meter circuit shown in the block
mot. of the amplification takes place in a channel 6 diagram is somewhat similar to the meter circuit in
k. wide, a much better signal-to-noise ratio is ob- the detector but has the advantage of being portable,
tained. One other advantage is relative ease of record- which allows its use for aligning the acoustic instru-
ing at a single frequency (97 kc) as compared with ments in the pier test areas away from the electric
wide-band recording. The final stages consist of am. system.
plifiers and buffers for the 97-kc signal. A meter with The detector input is 72 ohms unbalanced and the
a logarithmic scale may be connected beyond these gain of the detector plus recorder is such that 75 db
stages to indicate the signal level. This is particularly vs 10-10 watt into 72 ohns is required to produce a
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full-scale deflection on the recorder. The noise level
under these conditions is off the lower end of the
recorder scale, which means that it is below 30 db vs
10- 11 watt into 72 ohms.

Recorder. The recorder circuit used in this system
is practically identical with those of the lower fre-
quency systems and operates only at 97 kc.

Frequency-calibrated paper is available but only
for one relative speed of oscillator to recorder. How-
ever, if it is necessary to make records at other speeds,
calibrated transparent scales may be used.

Indexing circuits for marking uncalibrated paper
at predetermined points on the oscillator scale are
available. Indexing, however, is done only when a
special paper is being used, or when directivity pat-
terns are being taken.

Noise Generator. As shown in the block diagram,
the noise generator may be substituted for the fixed
oscillator at the entrance to the first buffer stage in
the high-frequency system. The noise signal is a
6.6-kc band centered at 15 mc and, as this is hetero-
dyned with the variable-frequency oscillator, the re-
sulting output is the same width centered at the
frequency f. FwuR 12. Electrical equipment of high-frequency system.

The random noise signal is first generated by a gas
discharge tube (RCA 150-30), amplified and fed
through a l.l-kc band-pass filter centered at 455 kc. former may be used, since the harmonics arising from
It is then used to modulate a 2.095-inc signal from a this regulation do not interfere with the measure-
crystal oscillator, and the products in the band cen- ments. This becomes obvious from the fact that the
tered at 2.5 mc are selected, doubled, and then tripled lowest frequency detectable with this system is 50 kc;
in frequency. This gives as an output a band of noise this simplifies considerably the various power and
6.6 kc wide, centered at 15 mc. The maximum signal distribution requirements.
level is approximately 0.5 rms volts across 72 ohms. The plate supplies are three units of regulated d-c

The addition of a narrow band-pass filter and a power which can supply up to 450 milliamperes at
local 455-kc oscillator in the noise generator makes 300 volts and are identical with the units used on the
it a very useful tool for accurately aligning tie fixed- intermediate-frequency systems.
frequency oscillator at 15 mc. This is (lone by first For the low-level signal circuits (hydrophone pre-
adjusting the variable oscillator to one of the film amplifiers and wide-band amplifier) a special supply
scale calibration points with the noise generator and was constructed with higher regulation than the
filter circuit substituted for the fixed oscillator. The above. This unit furnishes 150 milliamperes at 140
fixed oscillator is then replaced in the circuit and its volts with a stabilization ratio of approximately
trimmer capacitors adjusted until the same calibra- 1:10,000 and an internal resistance of about I ohm.
tion point is attained. A similar power supply is available for use with the

Power Requirements and Power Supplies. The en- outdoor test equipment and is built into the same
tire electric system is powered from the regulated portable case with the external meter circuit.
115-volt, 60-cycle source available in the laboratory. Transmission Line and Jack Fields. The photo-
The filament supplies to all the tubes are constant graph of the electric system (Figure 42) shows the
voltage transformers which give additional regula- transmitting jack field below the oscillator and the
tion to the electronic circuits. This type of trans- receiving jack field below the detector. Transmission
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lines connect each of these fields with the correspond- essary to use copper shield cans around the metal
ing junction box at each end of the tank. There are tubes in order to decrease radiation.
also crossties between the boxes as well as between The same precautions have to be used on all ex-
the jack fields. ternal wiring. In most cases, the coaxial cable used

With the exception of the control lines for index- for transmission lines has two shields, one wound on
ing, reporting, and directing, all lines and crossties top of the other, for more adequate results and all
are standard rubber-covered coaxial cable and termi- connections are made by coaxial jacks and plugs. It
nations are all coaxial jacks (Western Electric Type is important to remember that it is just as necessary
464A). This type of line and terminal is also used on to shield the high-level lines as the low-level ones. It is
the d-c power leads to the hydrophone preamplifiers, even necessary to shield the power leads, particularly
since in sonic instances pickup in the power leads will those to the low-level circuits.
be impressed on the signal leads by stray coupling Adequate filtering (decoupling) must be used in
capacities in the preamplifiers. Connections to the each individual stage for all electronic equipment
jack fields and to the instruments are made with and extended, in most cases, even to filtering the fila-
patch cords terminating in standard coaxial plugs inent supplies. The latter is particularly true in the
(Western Electric Types 337A and D122403). The case of cathode-follower circuits. In addition, ex-
control lines are all standard twinex cable terminat- treme care must be exercised in the choice of ground
ing in standard telephone jacks (Western Electric conditions in each individual stage. All of these pre-
Type 218A). The use of such standard jack fields and cautions are necessary because of lead inductance and
patch cords greatly enhances the flexibility of the stray capacities. In fact, at these frequencies some
system. commercial capacitors will appear inductive and

Lines from other systems also terminate in the jack some commercial inductances, capacitative. Resis-
fields. This allows interchange of equipment between tors must be especially designed to operate at these
systems for special testing. Another feature of the frequencies.
arrangement is that the lines to other systems can be Even with all the above precautions, trouble due
extended to the pier installations by means of their to ground loops may still arise. This problem is over-
jack fields, thus making measurements in the out- come by a variety of precautions. The first and most
door test convenient. important is to determine a good ground and connect

The characteristic impedance of the lines is about all other grounds to it. In this case, the tank is se-
72 ohms and the line loss is negligible in most cases. lected and the heavy copper straps in the bays of
For example, the loss on a complete loop from the electronic equipment are connected to it by No. 2
high-frequency room out to the end of the pier and copper wire. The tank is connected to the fundamen-
back again (about 425 feet) was about I db at 2.2 mc tal ground at Pier 2 by No. 0 copper wire. Once the
and only 2 db at 3.5 mc. However, it must be grounds are established, it is necessary to connect all
emphasized that, unless the lines are properly ter- shielding to them in such a manner as to minimiie
minated, standing waves will occur and lead to er- ground loops.
roneous results. Since the ground loop conditions change as the

Ground Loop and Cross Talk Problems. Since experimental setups change, it is necessary to con-
ground loop effects and cross talk depend on the struct the system with the greatest flexibility in
components of particular apparatus and their ar- grounding. This is done by isolating from ground
rangement in the circuit, it is almost impossible to the shields of transmission lines and similar equip-
specify conditions which will apply to all circuits. ment and carrying the connections from the shields
This is particularly true at the high frequencies and through the patch cords to the particular piece of
the low signal levels encountered in this system. How- equipment terminating the line. The shields could
ever, some initial precautions are mentioned here. be connected to ground at this point or isolated by

The first is the use of good shielding which must means of a doubly shielded transformer. In general,
be extensively employed to obtain satisfactory re- it was found best to ground the line at one end only,
sults. In all the electronic circuits heavy copper shield and leave the other end floating. However, all these
cans must be used to isolate individual stages in each matters are subject to experimental conditions.
amplifier, oscillator, etc. It has even been found nec- The subject of ground loops and cross talk would
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FmtuRJ-I 43. View of high.fre(ltiency aflili ation tank, showing mechanical equiplment for holding and lo-itioniog the
inst ullel ts.

not be complete without emphasis on internally beration, while the upper limit is imposed by the
doubly shielded transformers. These make it possible response of the standard transducers.
to transmit or to receive, at will, on balanced or on Calibration Tank of Positioning Equipment. The
unbalanced lines. Under most circumstances, bal- calibration tank is made of %-inch steel and has an
anced lines are much more effective in reducing cross elliptical cross section with approximate dimensions
talk and the use of the internal shields on the trans- of 7 feet for the major axis and 4 feet for the minor.
formers results in the lumping of all stray capacities The depth of the tank is 4 feet.
between the shields, reducing cross talk still further. The tank has a capacity of 650 gallons and is
These transformers also allow a better treatment of equipped with a drain and a water inlet at the bot-
the ground loop problem and are used for coupling tom anti an overflow pipe at the top. Water is l)ulped
between all circuits and lines, directly front the lake, and as a result the )roblem of
AcoUSTICAL SYSTEMI fungus and slime assumes major l)rol)ortions. Water

from a community system, as a rule, will contain the
The acoustical system, in general, consists of an same organisms, but in much smaller numbers. So

indoor calibration sank. mechanical equipment for many different materials are used i41 the tank that
holding and positioning the instruments, absorbers care must be exercised in the choice of a fungicide.
for reverberation control, transducers, and outdoor It must be noncorrosive, nonl)oisonous, odorless, and
test equipment. only slightly electrolytic. Furthermore, it must have

Calibrations may be made in the tank from 80 to no effect on rubber. Experience showed that a 2 to 5
2,200 kc. The lower limit is determined by the rever- per cent solution of sodium dichromate was excellent
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except.for its staining and slightly poisonous nature. -4W 41

However, a conmercial product,"Nalco 211M,"manu"
factured by The National Alu inate Corporation,
was finally obtained and used quite successfully. This
substance comes in small briquettes which are placed
in a holder in the inlet water line and requires no at- oXT01t
tention except replenishing. Its only disadvantage is
that it makes the water slightly milky, as do most
products of this nature. Its poisonous qualities are
negligible as long as the concentration is kept at 3 T

to 5 parts per million.
The positioning equipment of the transducer (Fig-

tire 43) consists of two heavy carriages which can be \yOROat]
moved the length of the tank on two steel rails,
mounted lengthwise on top. Each carriage provides
for positioning the transducer by one screw parallel
to "the long dimension of the tank and a second at #
right angles. The vertical adjustment is made by four
screws driven at the sane rate by a sprocket chain. FIGUr i44. Schetatc arrangenet of absorbers and trais-
Rotation may be made about a vertical axis for a
full circle.

In addition to these degrees of freedom, one car- is available for special tests. The cylinders fit the
riage is provided with two more adjustments of the standard transducers and the plate is of a size to fit
transducer suspension. One permits the vertical angle across the guides in the test ariea.
of the transducer to be changed and the other allows Reverberation Control. There are a number of fac-
it to be displaced with respect to the axis of rotation. tors which influence the reverberation in a tank.
These arrangements are necessary to permit adjust. Among these are the size and nature of the walls and
nient of the direction of the acoustic axis of the trans. the directivity pattern (or beam width) of the projec-
ducer in the vertical plane lengthwise of the tank and tor. It is fairly obvious that a narrow beam is much
to permit rotation of the transducer about an axi; easier to control than is a broad beam that spreads
through its acoustic center. This same carriage has out and strikes the walls of the tank close to the pro-
motor-driven rotation about the vertical axis to fa- jector.
cilitate the taking of directivity patterns. Since at these high frequencies the beam widths are

The transducer holders are designed to include relatively narrow, it was decided to place absorbing
the cylindrical case of the preamplifier. Adapters are units around and behind the hydrophone only, in
provided for suspending the nonstandard transduc- such a manner that the portion of the sound beam
ers. The positioning equipment is very rugged in con- that passes the instrument will strike the absorbers
struction in order to reduce vibration and other and be reduced to a negligible intensity. The particu-
extraneous motion to a minimum. This is necessary lar arrangement used is a cluster of 21 cylindrical
because ot the small wave lengths and extremely absorbers grouped as shown in Figure 44. The pro-
sharp directivity patterns involved. In addition to jector is beamed at the hydrophone from the opposite
the two carriages on the guide rails, platforms are end of the tank. The tank was made elliptical with
available for suspending other equipment for more the thought that with the projector at one focal point,
complex measurements. any stray radiation would strike the walls and pass

For tests in the outdoor areas, two extra Trails are through the other focal point. If the hydrophone
available that can be suspended from the guide rails, were then placed about 4 inches its front of the focus,
When these rails are fastened in position, the instru- the stray radiation would have to pass through the
ment platforms can be mounted on them in the same absorbers before striking it. However, it was found
manner as on the top of the tank. Simpler rigging, in practice that this action contributed little to the
consisting of a plate with several cylinders attached, reduction of reverberation and that the projector
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could be placed anywhere in the tank as long as it
was beamed at the hydrophone and absorbers.

Each absorber unit. t is a hollow cylinder of acous-
tic rubber 4 inches in diameter and 46.4 incites long, so-
packed with 29 ounces of No. 00 mesh steel wool and
filled with deaerated castor oil.

The absorber units are sufficiently rigid to stand
unsupported in water. With the particular stacking 40

arrangements used, the sound must travel through
the equivalent of four such units before reradiating a
into the tank. The characteristics of one absorber are £
shown in Figure 45. The insertion loss for frequencies /
above I mc was beyond the sensitivity of the measur-
ing system and transducers.

Two types of standard transducers are used with ito -

this system. One set, with the active face 3 cm in
diameter, has an exceptionally narrow beam, and as
a result will go down to 80 kc before reverberation -

affects the results. This type of unit is used up to 800
kc. The diameter of the second type is I cm and it is
satisfactorily used as far as 2,200 kc. Its directivity is
such that reverberation interferes below 300 kc. - -

0 to0 40 00 00 000One method of minimizing the effects of reverbera- pWau.GcY I
tion is pulsing, which is used with success on the in-
termediate-frequency systems but has not been tried
with this system. Tile only reason was lack of time.
The required modification is not difficult and the mentioned that lenses can be used in making reci-
benefits to be derived should be as great as in the procity calibrations, if a properly modified parameter
other systems. Another method that was tried utilizes is used.
acoustic lenses. (See reference 57.) The idea behind One objection to the use of lenses is that the sound
the use of such lenses was that, if the beam from a velocity in them changes considerably with frequen-
small projector could be focused by the lens on the cy. This is to be expected from the analogous optical
hydrophone, the ratio of signal-to-reverberation in- dispersion, but it adds to testing the difficulty that
tensity should be raised considerably-high enough the instruments which are in focus at one frequency
in most cases to give all accurate evalation of the are not at another. To eliminate dispersion, various
sound field. shapes of reflectors may be used. These behave as

A lens 10 centimeters in diameter was constructed expected, but the problem of preparing and main-
of polystyrene for operation at 150 kc. A projector taining surfaces sufficiently smooth for the high fre-
was set at 25 cm from the lens center and a hydro- quencies is too difficult. Another objection to lenses
phone at the conjugate focus 125 cm on the opposite is that the reflections are excessive in some cases. In
side. Corrections were applied for spherical aberra- addition, the lenses are inconvenient to mount and
tion and thick-lens effects, and the coincidence of modified parameters must be used in the calculations.
center of curvature and focus was avoided to prevent All in all, the use of more directive beams and sound
standing waves. The theory of geometrical optics can absorbers is found to be the most effective.
be used in designing sonic lenses and if due care is Standing Waves. Another problem in all acoustical
taken the actual lenses will perform according to the measurements is the presence of standing waves. Even
theory. For the lens described the increase in signal with no reflections from the boundaries of the me-
strength at the focus was calculated to be 11 db for the dium, standing waves may still occur between projec-
I-cm projector and 8 db for the 3-cm projector. These tor and hydrophone, or simultaneously between each
values were obtained experimentally. It should be instrument and a third object in the sound field. In
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Fo(;: m .16. High.frqeIticy tmsducer.

one measurement on lenses, standing waves were Standard Transducers. While the transducers have
generated between the projector and the first face of been described in detail elsewlere, ..T it is best to IX)int
the lens and between the lens' faces. out some of their novel features which are definite

It can be shown that, if a condition for interfacial aids il making measurements at these frequencies.
standing waves exists and a frecquency sweet) is made The instrunents consist of three sections: (1)sound
with a sinusoidal source of sound, the respomse of the piston and coaxial leads, (2) network housing, and
hydrophone as a function of frequency will be com- (3) networks. Any one of the three parts is inter-
ipsed of a series of alternate maxima and minima, changeable with parts from other instruments. The
The frequency difference, Af, between maxima and onnections between parts are kept watertight by
minima may be shown to be Af = c/2d, where c is the rubber gaskets. The tops of the pipes containing the
velocity of sound and d is the distance between the coaxial leads have coaxial jacks into which fit coaxial
reflecting surfaces. It follows that, if the sound source plugs on the bottom of the network assemblies, and
is composed of a band of frequencies greater than Af, the assemblies have coaxial jack outputs for connec-
the standing waves will be broken up. This is the pur- tions to the junction boxes. These connections are
pose of the noise generator mentioned previously. made by means of coaxial patch cords.
On the basis of a 6-kc band for this noise generator, The networks serve the purpose of matching the
the minimum distance that can be tolerated is 12.5 transducers to the transmission lines. There are two
cm. Actually, this figure must be modified by the such networks available; one is a hydrophone pre-
fluctuation allowed in the recorded data. Another amplifier, and the other is a transformer for use with
method of eliminating standing waves is to separate the projector. The two coupling networks have been
the instruments until the nornial acoustical losses described.
reduce the reflections to a negligible intensity.

It is important to note that the above expression ELECTROACOUSTICAL MEASUREMENTS
for Lf provides an excellent analytical tool for cer- The technique of measurement with the high-fre-
tain observations and gives a basis for analyses of the quency system parallels to a great extent those used
geometry which is involvel, in a particular experi- in the lower frequency systems. However, the fre-
mental set-up. qtenlcies and wave lengths involved necessitate a
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more exact control of some of the electric and acous. Calibration of Standards. The principle of reci-
tic parameters. These are treated in (letail in the fol- procity (see Chapter 5) was used in calibrating the
lowing discussion. high-frequency standards. The actual testing pro.

Adjustment and Maintenance of Electric System. cedure has already been described, so that only the
After the electric system is in thermal equilibrium, precautions peculiar to this range will he treated
the frequency scale ol the oscillator must be set. As here.
mentioned previously, this is done at only two points, With the short waves and narrow beanls involved,
76 kc and 2 mc, and the scale is then assumed to be the hydrophone must be accurately oriented with
correct over the rest of the range. respect to the projector and hoth must be rigidly

The output level is determined by connecting the clamped, as a very small movement may introduce
oscillator (or power amplifier, if used) to the trans- serious errors. Care must also be taken to have the
mission measuring set and finding the Xwer dis- projector beam comipletely cover the active acoustic
sipated in 72 ohns. The set is calibrated to read a face of the hydrophone. It is unfortunate that, in
specific power level of 133 db vs 10-i watt, but the nlainy high-frequency units, the beam tends to
introduction of standardired attenuators between wander from the established acoustic axis as the fre-
the source and the set allows the measurement of quency is varied. This will introduce serious errors
higher powers. The lXwer level adjustment for the unless the hydrophone is located far enough from the
oscillator may be made at any frequency, since its projector to have only negligible variations in the
output is flat within 0.15 db over the entire range. li portion of the field being measured. This variation
the case of the power amplifier, which does not have in beam pattern may be detected by reorienting the
a flat response, the adjustment is usually made at 50 projector at various frequencies and noting the
kc. change in direction of the axis. Effects such as these

The carrier frequency and modulation balance of necessitate the complex positioning equipment.
the detector are then adjusted. The sensitivity of the The orientation of the projector and hydrophone
receiving system (detector plus recorder) is adjusted is made at the highest possible frequency because
at a specific frequency, usually 50 kc, since the detec- of the increased accuracy afforded by the sharper
tor does not have a flat response. This adjustment is beant pattern, However, the possibility of beam
made with the fine gain control so that, with the gain wandering must always be taken into consideration.
dials of the detector set at zero, the recorder reads The units should be far enough apart so that cor-
directly the input level to the detector. The adjust- rections for spherical waves are unnecessary. (See
nent results in a full-scale deflection of the recorder Chapter 5.) The method of testing for this effect, and
for an input level to the detector of 135 db vs 10-111 also for that of incomplete coverage of the hydro-
watt. The level of any recorded signal is, then, the phone face by the sound field, is to take response runs
recorded level minus the gain of the detector as in- at several distances. The shortest distance at which
dicated by the dial settings. the inverse distance law holds determines the mini-

With these adjustments, the equipment is ready mum testing distance that should be used.
for use but checks of this nature must be made several To (late, no instrument tested in the tank has
times each day to correct for minor changes which necessitated spherical wave corrections. Such an in-
may have occurred. strument could be calibrated in the pier test areas

The fact that the power amplifier and the detector which allow a much larger testing distance.
do not have flat frequency characteristics entails no If standing waves are present between transducer
serious difficulty as long as the variations are rec- faces, they can, in some instances, be eliminated by
ognized and corrections made. In most acoustical rotating the face of the hydrophone through a small
measurements, comparisons are made between an angle.
unknown and a standard. If the same equipment is In measuring the current to the projector at these
used with each instrument, the ratio between the two frequencies, special precautions have to be taken be-
response records is correct, although the actual read- cause of the stray capacities involved. The circuit is
ings are not. Only the measurement and interpreta- shown in Figure 47 and it is to be noted that both
tion of specific quantities, such as current to a leads are isolated from ground.
projector, require consideration of the frequency. Even though the ground between resistor and
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Firwitt: 47. Circuit Khetnatic for current incasuirements FiK;L'NE 18. Circuit scheritatic for currimlt measurclltents
in unbalanced circit, in balanced circuVit.

transformer is removed, the circuit cannot be used atice is not sufficiently highi, recourse must be had to
for a projector with onc side grounded because the measuring the impedance of the p~rojector, dlriv'ing
current flowing through the stray capacity of the coil it from a known voltage an(I calculating the current.
and leads will be includ~edI in the reading. For the 1f the impedance of the p~rojector is high enough, the
samI reason the circuit for the intermedatrcicait s re - transmission line can be terminated with a 72-ohm
cy system shown in Figure 48 cannot be used. resistor and the projector connected across it. The

Calibration of Unknown Instruments. When a set voltage across the projector can be calculated then
of calibrated standards is available, the calibration of fron the current through the resistor.
unknown units is fairly straightforward. A known Greater stress has been placed upon measuring cur-
sound field is established between a standard projec- rent than upon calibrating for a given available
tor and hydrophone. The latter is replaced by the power. There are several reasons for this. The main
unknown, the response of which is found in the same reason is that the transformers used in coupling pro-
field. It is assumed that the unknown will satisfy the jectors to the line do not act like ideal transformers
acoustic restrictions of proper beaming, absence of over this frequency range and hence cannot be repre-
standing waves and reverberation, and the use of a sented by a voltage source in series with a resistance.
testing distance that will not require correction for This immediately destroys the concept of available
spherical waves. The sensitivity of the unknown is power. Likewise, the power amplifier output does
determined by comparison with the response of the not conform to such a representation and so will not
standard, but all coupling losses are to be accounted satisfy the conditions involved in the definition of
for. If the unknown is a projector, a standard hydro- available power. The use of a resistance pad, which
phone is used to measure the sound field it generates would eliminate the impedance variatious, would
for a given current or for given power. increase tremendously the size of the power amplifier,

Occasionally a hydrophone is found with only one if the same power output were to be preserved. In
high lead and the case grounded. A coupling loss addition to this, the problem of providing pads for
measurement may be made on this instrument by im- various projector impedances for this frequency
mersing it in a glass container of water which insu- range is tremendous. As a result, all calibrations of
lates it from ground. However, care must be taken projectors are at the moment made on a current basis.
to avoid standing waves between the transducer head The actual recording of data for all such acoustic
and the walls of the container, tests follows quite exactly the procedure and printed

Another case requiring special treatment is the forms used on the lower frequency systems.
measurement of the current to a high-impedance
projector with unbalanced electrical connections. If FREQUENCY SCALING
the water resistance is high enough, the method out- The high-frequency system is admirably adapted
lined previously will give fairly accurate results if the to perform tests on scale models, with the wave length
case-to-system ground is removed. If the water resist- of the sound shortened on the same scale. Even meas-
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FIGURE 49. Application of high.frequency s)stem in testing scale model submarine in outdoor test area.

urenents of the reflection coefficient of such models of symmetry, measurements of the reflection coeffi.
will give a value for the reflection coefficient of the cient are obtained as functions of the range and the
actual target. As the dimensions of the target and aspect of the model relative to the projector.
the wave length of the sound in actual operations are
both reduced in the same ratio, all the reflection and 6.2.4 Low-Frequency Pressure System
diffraction of bound from the scale model and from
the actual craft will occur in exactly the same The low-frequency pressure system at the Moun-
manner. tain Lakes laboratory covers 2 to 100 c and was

Figure 49 shows a scale model of a submarine with evolved as a result of the increasing need for an ac-
all linear dimensions reduced 60 to 1. Measurements curate method of hydrophone calibration at these
of the reflection coefficient carried out at 1565 kc frequencies under controlled conditions of tempera-
give the results which would be obtained for similar ture and pressure. The system was designed and con-
measurements on the actual object at 26 kc and dis- structed by the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.,
tances 60 times those used f6r the model. Sound re- under NDRC contract.4 o

flected from the model is measured by an adjacent
hydrophone shielded from the direct radiation of the
projector. As the model is placed at several distances The testing technique with this apparatus is inde-
from the projector and rotated around various axes pendent of auxiliary hydrophone standards. The
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tank consists of a rigid closed cylinder, 10 inches in t
dianeter and 20 inches high, in which the test hydro-
l)hone is hung. A coil-driven diaphragm from an
NDRC 1K projector is noutcd in the chamber wall
and produces high sound pr'essures of known nagni-
tude in the water-filled chamber. The sound pressure
is dependent mainly on the force factor of the sound
source and on the nmass and stiffness reactances of the
diaphragn and the enclosed water. The chamber and
the circular sound source and mounting are shown
in Figure 51. The chanber and source together meet
the requirements of a stiffness-controlled system op-
crating over a fairly wide range of low frequency. The
limitations of the chamber and the associated elec-
trical circuit are such that the effective range over
which accurate calibrations of "hard" (essentially in-
compressible) hydrophones may be made, lies be-
tween 2 and 100 c. Calibrations can be made only on
hydroplhones which are sufficiently hard not to lower
the system stiffness appreciably. Reduction of the s)s-
teni stiffness lowers the resonant frequency and, con-
sequently, the upper limit of the frequency range
through which calibrations may be made.

Facilities are incorporated to obtain measurements
at temlperatures between 35 and 100 F and at pres-
sures up to 100 )oulnds per sq in. The use of a closed Fmukr 50. Electrical equipment of low-frequency system.
testing chamber permits measurements of the de-
pendence of a hydrophone upon temperature and
pressure to be made more conveniently than under
free field conditions. Approximately six hours are re- HOOK FOR SUPNDING VENTING COCK

quired to obtain a characteristic frequency response HYoDROPoNE

over a complete teml)erature cycle at each hydrostatic
p~ressuire. RBE A-

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
HMOPDNE ABLECIRCLATING LINE OUTLET

A schematic diagran of the hydraulic systein ap- ./TLO

pears in Figure 52. COMPRESION RING

Calibration Chamber. The chamber consists of two RIE VAL RUBBER SEAL

bronze castings 1 inch thick, together weighing about HY ,ONUDRTSTs

500 pounds. The dimensions and construction are C(APHR,

shown in Figure 53. The strength and size are such LIGFG

that no chamber or wall resonances occur below 200 MGT

c. The resonant frequency of the sound source is well BACK COVE

above 250 c. PRESSURE

Since even small quantities of air greatly reduce tile COPENSTING INE

chamber stiffness, provisions have been made for de-
aerating the water by reduced pressure and also for HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE IRCULATING UNEINLE

LINE SINCH PIPE

air venting of the chamber. The shape of the chamber W
was designed to facilitate the removal of air, and the Fm(;uRm 51. Calibration chamler section of low-fiequency
direction of the water flow is such that air is carried s)stent tank, showing sound souce and othei details.
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Equipment for Cooling, Heating, and Circulating
the Water. The water line from the test chamber
leads to a 13x25-inch pressure tank in which are
sealed the impeller of a circulating pump and the KEY

evaporating coils of a cooling system. A 2,000-watt, O
110-volt immersion heater is located in the line re-
turning from the tank to the test chamber. Control
facilities enable the system to be held within 1 degree
of any desired temperature.

Temperature reduction is accomplished by an air-
cooled Freon compressor with 1 -hp motor. A close
control of temperature in cooling is obtained by us-
ing the heater in conjunction with the refrigerating
unit. Safety controls are incorporated which prevent FI.uai: 51. Elcctltall measuring circuit used with low-

the system from either freezing or rising above 105 F. frcluenc) sste.

Circulation is maintained by a rotary pump of 1/

lip while the temperature is being changed, but when and indicator are the amplifier, a copper oxide recti-
the desired value is reached the circulation is stopped fier, and a meter reading from - 10 to + 10 db. Input
and the test chamber closed off by valves. impedances of 80,000 ohms unbalanced, and 600

The water is deaerated by a vacuum pump with a ohms balanced or unbalanced, are available. The
%-hp motor. gain is essentially flat over the range of 2 to 100 c.

The dial of the amplifier-gain control covers 50 db in
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 5-db steps so that its setting plus the meter reading

The apparatus consists of an oscillator, power am- gives the input signal level into the 600 ohms in db
plifier, variable attenuator, and receiving amplifier vs 10-10 watt. With a fixed 20-db gain which may be
and level indicator. Figure 54 shows the connections added, a range from 50 to 120 db can be read directly.
in a typical testing setup. The units which are per- Two combinations of capacitors and resistors are
manently installed are mounted in bays adjacent to available for insertion in the meter circuit. For fre-
the hydraulic system. For flexibility and ease of op- quencies up to 10 c, the one with the larger time con-
eration, the equipment is terminated in several jack stantis selected togiveafairlysteadymeterdeflection.
strips. At higher frequencies, the lower time constant is

The signal generator is a Hewlett Packard audio chosen to increase the rate of meter response.
oscillator, Model 202DR. It imposes the lower limit
of 2 c on the system. Sound pressures up to 105 dynes PROCEDURE

per sq cm may be used at any point in the frequency The stiffriess of the chamber must be measured
range. over the whole range of both pressure and tempera-

The power amplifier was designed especially for ture since it enters as a correction in all determina-
low frequency. It operates on alternating current and tions of hydrophone sensitivity. The procedure is to
has a maximum output of 6 watts. The gain may be close key I (Figure 54), thus putting a small direct
controlled over 45 db in 5-db steps with continuous current through the projector coil and producing a
adjustment through each step. The circuit has been pressure indicated on the manometer. From this
equalized to give a frequency response which is flat measurement and known diaphragm constants, the
to 0.1 db over the working range. The input and out- stiffness may be computed. Extensive computations
put impedances are 600 ohms and 50 ohms, respec- are obviated by the use of a chart relating these fac-
tively. tors.

The attenuator provides 45 db in l-db steps giving The system is thus calibrated so that the sound
a dial which reads hydrophone responses directly pressure in the chamber is known for any projector
from -80 to -125 db vs 1 volt per dyne per sq cm current at any point in the range of stiffness. Thus
when the chamber stiffness is 10s dynes per cm. the sound pressure which produces the measured out-

The component parts of the receiving amplifier put voltage of the hydrophone could be calculated
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from the projector current but the circuit is arranged necting the high-level side when in use. Large arcs
to save the calculation and calibrate tile hydrophone may result and the damage to the jacks and terminals
in absolute units. With key 2 in one position, the will be minor compared to that which may occur
meter is connected to the hydrophone and deflected from the overload voltage developed in the final stage
by its output voltage. With the key reversed, the me- of the amplifier. With this in mind, particular attel-
ter is across a resistor carrying the projector current tion is given to the location of the jacks, and special
which produces the sound field. The attenuator is lines are run whenever possible. Warning signs are
then ;adjusted until the meter reads the same as when kept at the critical junction points.
connected to the hydrophone. As the position of the The connections from the interinediate-frequency
attenuator is related to the sound field and its output systems to the low-level input of the l)wer amplifier
voltage matched to that of the hydrophone, it may be are made in a jack field associated with the amplifier.
calibrated to read tile sensitivity of tile hydrophone No caution is needed for these connections, as break-
directly in un its referred to 1 volt per dyne per sq cm ing them under load causes no danage.
for the normal tank stiffness of l0s dynes per cn. Cor- In using the amplifiers, power-level measurements
rections for other values of the stiffness are taken from are made in two ways. The first involves a1 30-db pad
a chart. and tile transmission measuring set to determine the

available power for the 100-ohn output. The second
6.2.5 High-Power System requires either a thermocouple wattmeter or a record-

ing wattmeter to measure the power delivered to the
The high-power amplifiers at the Orlando and load. Apart fron the precautions needed for the high

Mountain Lakes stations have approximately the powers involved, these amplifiers are treated merely
same electric characteristics. The overall gain of each as extensions to the existing equipment.
amplifier is about 24 db and the response is flat with- In their electrical details the amplifiers at Orlando
in 1.5 (lb from 1 to 100 kc. At the extreme ends tile and at Mountain Lakes differ considerably. While
response falls off, 4 db at 150 kc, 10 db at 200 c. The both are essentially two.stage, push-pull, transformer-
amplifiers should not be driven at high powers below coupled units, the power requirements are quite dif-
200 c because of increased coil losses. ferent.
The output impedance is 100 olhis; the input may The Orlando amplifier is a Navy echo.ranging type

be either 135 or 600 ohms. The power available with in which the input, output, and interstage transform-
a minimum of distortion is 1,200 watts but 1,500 may ers are replaced with special transformers designed
be obtained with a slight increase in harmonic for the particular frequency and power range. How-
content. ever, the power supply and control circuits are re-

Each system is provided with a repeating coil that tained and these require a 3-phase, 440-volt, 60-cycle
will match the line of impedance of 100 ohnis to a 50-, supply. Since this is not available from the power
100-, or 500-ohm load. In addition, there is a 30-db lines, a motor-generator set was used with 6-kva maxi-

pad capable of dissipating 1,500 watts and having a mum output.
100-ohm input and a 135-ohm output to match the To compensate for fluctuation of line voltage, in-
repeating coil to the transmission measuring set. At ternal impedance of the generator, and other sources
both stations the pads and repeating coils are of instability, an electronic regulator is used which
mounted in the transmitting booth and the connec- maintains the peak voltage within 1 per cent. Con-
tions appear on a coaxial jack strip in the booth. trol of the peak is chosen because the critical voltages

It is obvious that care has to be exercised in the in the amplifier are determined by the peak of the
choice of lines and switching elements for currents supply rather than by the rnus value. Because of the
that may reach 6 amperes and potentials as high as change in wave form, the rns value shows a variation
500 volts. It has been found that the lead-covered co- of 5 per cent from no load to full load for a peak varia-
axial pier lines and the coaxial jacks handle these tion of only I per cent. Another reason for controlling
powers satisfactorily but special patch cords had to the peak voltage is the speed of response which in this
be constructed to provide connections of adequate regulator will compensate for any changes in a few
capacity. The plan of using patch cords and jack cycles. Adjustments are also made to prevent hunt-
strips at these powers involves the danger of discon- ing. Such adjustments are very necessary with rotat-
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rate signal source (Vestern Electric Company 17B
oscillator). Plans are being considered to incorporate
in this bay a generator and transmitter modulator
with longer pulses than are now available. This
pulsing equipment would be used with the power
amplifier to simulate actual operating conditions in
echo-ranging systems. The arrangement would allow
projector characteristics to be measured under typi-
cal working conditions. This is of particular inipor-
tance in the study of cavitation and of heating due to
power losses on the transmitting efficiency.

6.2. High-Pressure System

Measurements on transducers operating in the in-
termediate-frequency range and tinder hydrostatic
pressure up to 300 lb per sq in. may be made in the
high-pressure tank. The pulse system is used to over-
come the difficulties of testing in a confined medium
but there are still limitations as to what can be tested
in the tank.

DESCRIPTION OF HIGII-PRESSUR. TANK

The tank, made of l% 2-inch firebox steel, is a
horizontal cylinder 8 feet in diameter and 14 feet
long. There are eight glass-covered viewing ports
along the sides of the tank. Two ports on top provide
access to the interior. One port is oval in shape, being
I foot wide and 3 feet long. It is provided with a 21/-
inch thick steel cover. The other port is circular and
has a diameter of 2 feet. Built as an integral part of
the cover of this port is a single shaft rotator, similar
to the rotator described in connection with the inter-
mediate system. This rotator can be used in conjunc-

Ficuit, 55. Electrical equipment of high-power s~stcm. tion with the polar recorder turntables of either
internediate-irequency system. 'he shaft of the
rotator passes through a pressure gland in the center

ing machinery of this size in order to realize the point of the cover. The circular port is located 41 feet
of greatest stability, fron one end of the tank and the oval part is located

The Motntain Lakes amplifier operates at 220 3/2 feet from the other end. Baffles of 1-inch steel
volts directly off the single-phase, 60-cycle supply. It plate have been placed at the center of the tank as
differs from the Orlando unit in that all grid-supply shown in Figure 61, leaving a square aperture 3 feet
voltages are regulated quite closely since the grid by 3 feet. An overhead monorail and hoist system is
currents may rise to 20 or 30 milliamperes in the final used to handle the heavy port covers and test instru-
power stage. ments.

The amplifier at Mountain Lakes is shown in Fig- Rails for a carriage from which to suspend trans-
tire 55. The bay appearing at the side is used for ter- ducers are mounted in the tank under the oval port.
minating crossties to the other systems and for con- The carriage is controlled by two threaded rods that
nections to the amplifier. In this bay are also a master pass through stuffing boxes in the end of the tank and
intercommunication station, attenuators, and a sepa- terminate in hand cranks. One rod moves the car-
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FIGUR. 59. View of high.pressure tank, showing top working area.

riage lengthwise of the tank and the other rotates it system for filling and applying pressure is shown in
about a vertical axis through a maxinum of 30 de- Figure 61. A pump with a capacity of 1,500 gallons
grees. The travel of the carriage allows the distance per hour is used for filling the tank and, when neces-
between two transducers to be varied fron 4 to 8 feet. sary, for circulating the water through a hcat ex-

Each port cover is held securely in place by four changer coupled to the heating system of the labora-
hydraulically operated wedges, constrained in the tory. With all valves closed, the pressure is applied by
vertical direction by bridges. Each wedge, cut at an a high-pressure pump governed byan adjustable pres-
angle of 10 degrees, exerts a downward force of sure switch. The control is automatic and will keep
60,000 pounds on the cover when actuated by a the pressure at any value up to 300 lb per sq in. within
hydraulic cylinder operated at a fluid pressure of t 5. Two safety valves protect the system front exces-
1,000 pounds per square inch. The hydraulic system sive hydrostatic pressures.
for o)erating the wedges is shown in Figure 60. The The interior of the tank has been coated with the
hydraulic system puip is equipped with a 1,000 bubble layer developed by the Massachusetts Insti-
pounds per square inch automatic by-pass and can tute of Technology in order to obtain some sound ab-
deliver 3 gallons per minute at this pressure. sorption at the walls.

The tank is filled directly from the lake and, since
it is drained frequently, no provision is made for in- Acous-ric MEASURMEITS uN HIGH-IRESSUR

hibiting the growth of organisms except that several TANK

chemical briquettes like those used in the high-fre- Acoustic measurements in the tank differ from
quency system are left in the tank to dissolve. The those in a free field because of the relatively small size
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of the tank and the absence of perfectly absorbing tance and pulse length being somewhat intcrdepend-
walls. The limitations inrnsed by the relatively short ent within certain linits, the distance may be in-
testing distances and the use of pulsing to make the creased by using shorter pulse lengths and vice versa.
measurements independent of rellection have been Larger test distances may be used with transducers of
discussed in Chapter 5. g(xx transient response than with sharply resonant

In actual testing, the optimunm values of testing dis- ones. A pulse of 1.8 milliseconds is permissible when

Two PMo 11 WAY VALVES the test distance is 5 feet because of the baffles which
M PRESSREIN E t yt SEE Nota prevent reflections front the sides of the tank. With-

SAM 3 ,1. Iout baffles the reflections would be delayed only some
- I ps (0.8 milliseconds. At the maximnun distance of 8 feet,

the permissible pulse length is 0A milliseconds. For
RETURN LINE many transducers these distances and ltise lengths

give results equivalent to those in a free field. Even
when the tank will not permit such equivalent cali-
brations, it should be possible to observe the relative
performance of transducers as functions of tempera-
ture and hydrostatic pressure. Observation of these
functions is obviously not possible with tests made in
the lake.

The cleaning, rigging, andl debubbling preparation
of the transducers is identical with that for the free

R Pfield testing, with the added precaution that the in-
struments must be capable of operating at the desired
test pressures. The available power is measured with
the 30A set, with the transmitter modulatpr of the

PORT LOCKS (4 pER PORT) ---" pulse system arranged for contitous-wave output.
LOE: By the nature of the modulator circuit, the same in-

POTLOKS CLOSE WSaDtS'" ARE CONECT0 TO THE miom stantaneous value of power is maintained when it is
PRESSURE LINE ANDS SIDESW'ANE CONNECTED TO T0E RETURN LINE sttaosvluofpwriminied hnits

PORT LOCKS OPEN WHEN SIDES'* ARE CONNECTED TO THE IO switched to the pulsing operation.PRESSURE LIN AND S*O'E'AOARE CONNECTED TO T149 RTURN
ULINE Observation on the cathode-ray oscilloscope [CRO]

FIGURE 60. H)draulic s)stem for holding port covers on allows rapid adjustment for the proper pulse length,
high-piessure tank. delay time, and received pulse. The recurrence rate is

set so the reverberation from one pulse does not inter-
COUPLED TO fere with the measurement of the succeeding pulse.
FUlt"I

6.2.7 Noise and Transient Measurements
ELEVATIO iOF TANK iAs pointed out in Chapter 5, acoustic noise may be

-a"u[ .A . . classified, for the pturpose of analysis, as continuous,
such as thermal or cavitation noise, or as intermittent,

125 PSIsuch as waves of explosive origin. The method used in
0 DRAIN measuring continuous noise has been treated under

FRo " the description of the intermediate-frequency system
CN O GAUGE (15 c - 150 kc) in Section 6.2. None of the methods

described previotsly is suitable for intermittent
PUMP* E AU~sound.

CONTROL

FIGURE 61. Hydraulicsystem of high-pressure tank. 1'tunp ANALYSIS AND MEASUREMENT OF TRANSIENTSI
No. 1 is used for filling tank and circulating water Transients may be considered as composed of sinu-
through heat exchanger. l'unip No. 2 applies pressure to
tank when all valves are closed. soidal signals having a continuous distribution in
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frequency and may be represented by the Fourier HO M M
integral: C m , .of CA

EQ) fA 11sin (2wrft - al)df, ( ZI: ..

%=1v.hSL c.tv~deq,,'.u 4

where 1/ and a/ are the amplitude and phase of each M CU S

component frequency and E (1) gives the time varia- FIGU.RE 62. Schematic of circuit ustd in nticasiiug

tion of the resultant pulse amplitude and phase. For
most practical work only the dependence A, on fre-
quency need be determined, cable capacity will further increase the voltage divi-

One method of obtaining this information about a sion. The voltage-dividing effect of the network
transient is to make a record of its wave form and ana- serves a second essential purpose in reducing the
lyze it. This technique may be used on high crest- peak voltages resulting front high peak pressures to
factor noises which cannot be analyzed with the usual the point where they are on the linear portion of the
electric and recording systems. preamplifier curve. The combination of crystal head,

A schematic of the electric circuits for detecting .voltage-dividing network, and cable is treated as a
and recording transient wave forms of high peak pres- unit and all acoustic calibrations are referred to the
sure is shown in Figure 62. A transducer is used to end of the cable.
convert the acoustic pressure to an equivalent voltage The preaniplifier serves also as an impedance trans-
which is amplified and impressed on a cathode-ray former to provide a 100-megohnm impedance to the
oscilloscope producing a beam deflection propor- hydrophone and 72 ohms to the transmission line.
tional at each instant to the acoustic pressure. By Two such preamplifiers are available, one with a gain
photographing the oscilloscope screen on a motion- of - l db for high sensitivity heads, such as the XMX
picture film travelling at constant velocity, a record of type, and one with a gain of 35 db for low sensitivity
the transient wave form in amplitude and duration is heads, such As tourmaline types. Both have a flat re-
obtained. For accurate reproduction of the acoustic sponse and a linear phase-frequency characteristic
transient, the phase distortion and frequency discrim- from 2 c to over 600 kc. For almost all measurements
ination must be kept to a minimum, of transient phenomena, as well as those with high

A transducer with the XMX crystal head is selected peak pressures, this laboratory has used the XMX
primarily because of its small size and uniform fre- head in conjunction with the first preamplifier.
quency response. However, since this head has an The oscilloscope used for these measurements is a
x-cut crystal of Rochelle salt, it is necessary that it be Dumont type 247 provided with an external supple-
terminated in an impedance much higher than its mentary intensifier voltage for more brilliant traces.
own to minimize the effect of temperature. Because of The records of the wave form were made on a mov-
microphonic effects, it is necessary to place all elec- ing film camera (Western Electric Fastax) with film
tronic equipment a considerable distance away, pref- speeds up to 100 feet per second. Theoretically, fre-
erably out of the water entirely. This involves long quencies as high as 600 kc may be resolved at this
leads to the preamplifier. To prevent the hydrophone speed. The camera was used without the shutter
from becoming temperature-dependent because of mechanism. With the moving film, no horizontal
the capacity of the connecting cable, a very small non- sweep signal or transient sweep circuits are used in
microphonic capacity (C in Figure 62) is connected the oscilloscope but the vertical amplifier which mul-
in series with the crystal head at the junction of the tiplies the voltage fron the transient is essential.
head and connecting cable. This is in effect a capaci. It is perhaps best to point out here that, while all
tative voltage divider with an input impedance high the electronic equipment was constructed with linear
compared with the XMX head. As a divider it has phase-frequency characteristics over the entire range
good phase and frequency characteristics as long as of 2 c to 700 kc, the phase characteristics of the hydro-
any resistive components involved are high compared phones are not entirely known. In general, if a hydro-
with the shunt capacitative reactance. It is also to be phone does not have any rising sensitivity with fre-
pointed out that any external capacity shunting the quency and if there are no "breakups" in the response
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0.5 tetm as well as in tie calibration of transducers. For
convenience in description the apparatus is divided
into six groups: resistance and impedance bridges,

TYPE OFPULSE TOC KNALYZED test meters, portable signal generators, cathode-ray
5 oscilloscopes, wattmeters, and miscellaneous equip-

nlent.

RESISTANCI. AND IMII-DANCE MEASUkING BRIDGES

0 IXI0o' I xi IO 4 0&1 5uIo" The laboratories are provided with a number of
Tm ISECONOS) adnittance and impedance bridges suitable for Incas-A

T- i urements over a wide range of values with the various
frequency ranges.2 :1 K - -The Wlestern Electric Comnpany 5A Impedance

s r - Bridget is used in the frequency range I to 150 kc. It
SECTht A l0FP i -- isan admittance bridge of the conparison type, Incas-

Stiring impeance in terms of the equivalent parallel
-0 resistance and capacitance components. It permits

measurements ol devices which are electrically bal-I I 1anced or unbalanced to ground. It measures parallel

I - 4 5 10 resistance components up to 1,100 ohms directly with
FRQUNC IN MtLOM~S PER SEOND supp~lementary computation to I inegohmn. Parallel

Scap~acitance (or inductance considered ais negative
FIGuR' 63. "rTansieot analhsis of explosihe wave fori. capacitance) may be measured directly up to 0.11 tuf,

and above this value by the addition of external ca-
curve, it may be assumed that the phase relation is pacitance. The bridge is designed for an overall ac-
fairly linear. This assumption should be further in- curacy in impedance determinations of -0.5 per
vestigated. However, the phase-frequency character- cent, but it has reduced accuracy for extremely high
istic does not affect the anplitude-frequency analysis parallel resistive components. It is ordinarily used
of the transient but only affects its wave form. with a 17B oscillator and a 31A transmission measur-

The frequency analysis of the transient is made ingset detector described later in this section. A typi-
fron the photographic record by the use of a liar- cal arrangement of these devices canl be seen in Figure
nionic analyzer. The USRL was fortunate in having 4.
the use of a Henrici Analyzer,58,7T through the coop- The Bell Telephone Laboratories W-10134 Imped-
eration of the Department of Physics, Case School of ance Bridge consists essentially of two units, a capac-
Applied Science. This analyzer gives the relative am- itance comparison bridge and a Maxwell inductance
plitudes of thirty harmonics. A complete frequency bridge, thereby obviating the computations necessary
analysis of a transient requires from sevcral hours to to convert parallel values to series values or vice versa.
several days, depending oil the complexity of the The use of the bridge is limited to electrically unbal-
transient. The resultant data are then only relative anced instruments and a frequency range of 200 c to
and require supl)lementary computations for conver- 150 kc. The comparison bridge measures capacitances
sion to actual units such as pressure and frequency. A from 0.1 jx/Af to 1.11 pf and conductances from 0.01
sample analysis of an explosive wave by this method Aniho to 111,100 hnilios. The Maxwell bridge ineas-
is shown in Figure 63. The analysis gives the rns pres- ures inductances from 0.1 jli to 1.1 ii and resistances
sure in (lb vs 1 dyne per sq cm in a 1-c band as a func- from 0.01 ohm to 111,100 ohms. The accuracy of
tion of frequency. direct bridge readings is approximately .4 1 per cent.

Complete operating instructions and descriptive ma-
6.2., Auxiliary Laboratory Equipment terial are available which give correction factors to

obtain a precision of -0.1 per cent.
Considerable auxiliary equipment is needed in the To facilitate impedance measurements at the test-

calibration and maintenanc( of the measuring sys- ing area, tils bridge, together with a 17B oscillator
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mal frequency range the accuracy is about 0.25 per
cent.
The General Radio Comimny Impedance Bridge

Model 650 is a direct-reading instrument with a self-
contained battery anld a 1,000-c oscillator. It gives
quick al)proximations of impedance at 1,000 c or
with direct current. It gives (I-c resistances frot I
olhti to I negohn, capacitances front i,O00 (t%4 to
100 itf, and inductances front I ill to I I It.

A Leeds and Northrup Company Wheatstone
Bridge is used for precise d-c resistance imeasurements.

I"'Sl'r NIETERS

The meters used at the laboratories are standard
ohnmeters and voltmeters with the exception of a
special negohmnneter and a 31A transmission ineas-
tiring set. Several portable Simpson and Weston volt-
ohm anmeters are used in the maintenance of the
electronic equipment and in making the customary
electrical checks on transducers. A number of elec-
tronic voltmeters are used for measurements where
the test meter must have a high impedance.

A Ballantine a-c Voltmeter measures rms voltages
front 0.001 to 100 volts over a frequency range of
about 10 to 150,000 cycles with a general accuracy of
2 per cent. When used in conjunction with a decade
aml)lifier, measurements may be mlade considerably
below a millivolt with frequencies from 10 to 100,000
c. The use of a special multiplier extends the upper

FIGURE 61. Makiig i1ilcdtInlcC 1lSInitt tsinig tie limit to I,000 volts.
W1o013 imtpedncr e ige. the 1A (Iciorad the 711 The Hewlett Packard lVacuum-Tube oltmeter,

oModel 400A, is used extensively for relative measure-
ments of rills voltages between 0.03 and 300 volts over

and a 31A transnissiol measuring set, is mounted ott the frequency range 10 c to 1 ic.
a rack equipped with casters. See Figure 6'4. The Measurements Corporation Electronic Volt.
The 1-100 3 Capacitanceand ConductanceBridge meter, Model 62, provides ranges of 1, 3, 10, 30, and

for measurencntts at high frequencies was constructed 100 volts with an accuracy of 2 per cent of the full-
by Leeds and Northrup Company, Inc. in accordance scale reading. When used with its associated probe, it
with a design by Bell Telephone Laboratories. The allows measurements from 30 c to 150 mc. It should
normal frequency range is 50 kc to 5 mc but it may be be noted that it reads peak voltages. A specially de.
used as low as 10 kc and as high as 10 mc without signed vacuum-tube thermocouple voltmeter was
serious loss of sensitivity or accuracy. The capacitance constructed by USRL for rmis voltages.
range is friom 0.01 to 1,100 pjejf either positive or nega- A special Rawson Electrical Instrument Company
tive and the range may be extended well beyond Megohmneter is used primarily for measuring in-
11,000 A/A[ by means of five plug.in standards. The sulation resistance at 2,500 volts and covers 0 to 100
conductance range is from 0.001 to 1,100 jtmhos and and 0 to 10,000 reading directly in megohms.
may be extended to 11,000 jmthos and further by A Western Electric Company 31A Transmission
p)htg-in standards. Both types of measurement may be Measuring Set is used extensively as a null indicator
extendcd even further by connecting a known admit- for the various imi)edance bridges. The high sensitiv-
tance in series with the one to be tested. For the nor- ity and frequency discrinination provide excellent
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The Mcasurements Corporation Square I I'Wave Gen.
erator, Model 71, permits rapid determination of the

* phase and frequnency characteristics of many typw.s of
amplifiers and networks when used in conjunction
with a caahode-ray oscilloscope. The time of rise on
the wave is about 0.2 microsecond with frequencies
front 5 to 100,(M)0 c. The Fourier analysis of these
wvaves shows coiponents that give a resultant range
of investigation front I c to several megacycles.

The Dumont Electronic Switch and Square Wave
Genc'ator, Type 13,A, pr(Xluces square wa%,.-; at 10

to 5() c with a form that reaches full ailplitude with-
in a few microseconds. In addition to its usefulness in
studying tile performance of aunplifiers and other net-
works, it may be used in conjunction with a cathode-
ray oscilloscope to inake conl)arison studies of amnpli-
tilde, wave form, phase, and frequency between two
electric signals.

FictUir 65. VW10093 capacitance and coiducance bridge

for use at high fmiticoicics. CATHODE-RAY OSCILLOSCOPES

resolution in balancing under severe conditions of Practically all neasuring circuits require cathode-
wave distortion. The set consists of all amplifier with ray oscilloscopes. Dumont Type 175A is used to pro-
calibrated gain controls, all oscillator and modulator vide visual monitoring in each of the 15-c to 150-kc
circuit operating in conjunction with a 20-c band-pass test systems. A Dumont Type 247 is used with an
crystal t?'er, an outl)ut meter, and a regulated d-C auxiliary circuit supplying higher accelerating poten-
supply circuit operated oil 115-volt, 60-c power. The tials for special studies of transients requiring high-
set has been designed to operate through the fre- speed oscillogramns.
quency range I to 150 kc with switches to permit its A Renier Model 556 operates at frequencies tip to
use as a wide-band or a sharply tuned instrument. .t nc and is useful for observing wave forms at the
Continuous tuning control front 10 to 150 kc is ef- higher frequencies and for observing carrier modu-
fected by tile frequency adjustment of tile local lator balance.
oscillator11

2

NVATirMETERS
PORTABLE SIGNAL GENERATORS A thermocouple wattneter and a recording-type

The Western Electric Company 17B Oscillator is a wattmeter have been developed by the laboratories
heterodyne type operating on 60-c power and deliver- for the neasurenent of power over the large fre-
ing levels l) to 160 (lb vs 10-1" watt into a 135- or quency range used in uniderwater acoustics. The two
600-ohlm load and over a frequency range of I to 150 operate oil different l)rinciples and the second was
kc. Below 1 kc the power output decreases and the particularly designed to be used in conjunction with
wave form becomes poor. It is used extensively in ima- the present electrical systems.

pedance measurements because of its highly stable Thermocouple Vattnreer., 4.ro As the circuit of the
and uniform output level, accurate frequency calibra- thermocouple wattnmeter shows in Figurc 66, the in-
tion, and low harmonic distortion. strunent can measure current and voltage as well as

The Hewlett Packard Oscillator, Model 200-Cr )ower. The measurement of these three quantities
covers a frequency range of 20 c to 200 kc. It is de- allows a calculation of the load impedance. Other
signed to deliver a signal level of 150 db vs 10-16 watt features of the design are that the power range switch
into a 1,000-ohm resistive load, although its output is tends to kee l ) the impedance range of the instrument
not critically affected by the loading. The total liar- constant and that the power measurement is inde-
monic distortion, under proper ol)eration, is less than pendent of wave form.
1 per cent. This meter is designed to operate for load inpe-
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changes in load impedauce and the limited impe-
(lance range for any one power scalc are distinct dis-
advantages. The recording wattmeter was designed

2 to overcome these difficulties.
_ ~ _'f . Recording Vattmeter." In measurements with the

recording wattmeter, two signals designated Y, and A
:-1 are obtained and recorded. The signal A is obtaineda" cu by adding a signal which is n times the current i to

COW one which is m times the voltage e. The signal A is the
I1 difference between i and me. It can be shown that

12 -A
4n =ei cos 0 - Power, (2)

$0111111 where 6 is the phase angle between the current and

voltage. The I and A signals are recorded on the in.
termediate-frequency systems in the usual manner.

TI The measurement of total power is correct only for
sinusoidal waves. For portable use, separate ampli-
tiers and meters may be used in place of the recorders.

C Figures 67 and 68 show the connections used in

FIGuRE 66. Circuit schematic of thermocouple watmeter; obtaining the Y and A terms for unbalanced and bal-
circuit arrangements are shown for: (A) power measure, anced circuits.
ment, (B) current measurement, (C) voltage measurement. In the actual circuit for an unbalanced load, a coil

and pad replace the R, resistors in turn to obtain the
dances from 10 to 300 ohmis and has power scales of Y or A signal. The voltage component is obtained b)
100, 500, and 1,000 watts. The indicated and ac ual short.circuiting R 2 and the current component, by
scale factors agree within 1.5 per cent from 0 to 100 disconnecting R1.
kc. Operation outside the impedance limits will not In the balanced condition, the only new factor to
only affect the accuracy and overload the thermo- be considered is the stray capacity between the two
couples but even may destroy them. high potential terminals of the driving coil. This may

While the thermocouple wattmeter is direct-read- be neglected for the usual load impedances. The im-
ing and fairly accurate, the time required to reach pedances of the secondary windings will not affect the
temperature equilibrium delays the reading so that measurements.
point by point measurements are required. The pos- It can also be shown that, if R., is center-tapped to
sible destruction of the thermocouples from sudden ground, the meter will measure the power delivered

i

INPUT 
LOAD.

R3 A I R3

FIGURF 67. Recording wattmeter circuit for unbalanced FitimR 68. Recording wattmeter circuit for balanced load.
load.
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to both the load impedance and the impedance to oped and the construction that is in progress. This

ground. However, if no ground connection is made, equipment includes decade condenser and resistance

the meter will read the load dissipation indcrendent boxes, attenuators, storage batteries, and moderate

of the degree of unbalance. stocks of fixed resistors, condensers, and inductors.

The I or the A signal, depending upon the posi- Various switches and vacuum tubes are available in

tion of the reversing switch, will appear across R3, addition to transformers for power, signal frequen-

which consists of a pad plus coil. Voltage and current cies, and variable voltage.

components are obtained in the same manner as in A modified Hallicrafters short-wave receiving set

the unbalanced case by short-circuiting R2 and dis- is used as a voltmeter and a harmonic analyzer for

connecting Rl, respectively. low-level signals at the higher frequencies (15 mc). It

In the latest model of this wattmeter, the system also provides all excellent means for detecting stray

can be changed from a balanced to an unbalanced radiatioi.

condition by a switch on the front panel. In actual

operations, four records are obtained on the chart 6.3 DESCRIPTION OF ORLANDO TEST
paper, :, A, e, and i. Since the levels are recorded in

db vs 10-16 watt, the subtraction of a proper constant STATION

front the recorded I level will give :42/4tni in db vs 6.3.1 Site of Station

I watt. The same procedure and the constant are used

to obtain A in the latter units. When these two read- The Orlando station of USRL is located on Lake

ings are so converted, the difference between them Gem Mary about 4 miles southeast from the center of

will be the power delivered to the load. Similar pro. Orlando, Florida. The lake is almost circular with a

cedures are used to convert the voltage signal to db diameter of some 300 yards, which is ample for cali-

vs 1 volt and the current signal to db vs 1 ampere. brations, yet it is not so large as to have high waves in

It can be shown that the errors in the readings of windy weather. Typical of the lakes in this region, it

the wattneter are functions of the ratio me/hi and is fed from subterranean sources and has no surface

three ranges of impedance have been incorporated to inlet or outlet streams. The depth of the lake varies

keep these errors at a minimum. If the records of cur- with the amount of rainfall. This variation in lake

rent and voltage differ by more than some 8 db in a level so seriously affects the calibration work that

particular region, their product will be in error as remedial measures are necessary. A pump is installed

the above ratio indicates. An impedance range should which draws water from an adjoining lake and auto-

be selected which brings the two signals closer to- matically maintains the water level within ±0.25

gether and thereby improves the accuracy of the inches. The depths range from 15 to 18 feet under the

power reading. These changes are readily made by test pier, which extends about 130 feet from shore, to

means of a switch on the instrument. 33 feet at the barge location in the center. These

The only element affecting the frequency charac- depths are satisfactory for testing purposes. The lake

teristic of the wattmeter is the loss on the insertion of bottom consists of sandy loam, except for the central

the coil replacing R3 . This will appear as a variation deep portion of soft mud. The acoustic absorption

with frequency of the conversion constants but this of the loam, as determined by tests, is high and in-

effect over the range of 50 c to 150 kc is less than 0.4 creases with frequency. The reflected sound is 10 db

db. below the incident at 20 kc, 15 db at 30 kc, and 20 db

This wattmeter is used over a power range of 0.001 at 60 kc.

to 1,500 watts and an impedance range of 15 to 800 6.3.2 Facilities
ohms. The accuracy is on the order of I to 4 per cent

for phase angles up to 85 degrees. The accuracy be- The Orlando station provides facilities for the free

yond this angle has not been completely investigated field calibration of underwater sound devices in the

experimentally, frequency range from about 1,i r to 150 !,c. One ob-
ject in setting up this station -tits to ha,.e a place

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT where tests could be made whei, ,.,t %tater at Moun.

General laboratory apparatus is available at all tain Lakes is frozen. For this reason, outdoor facilities

times for use with the circuits that are being devel- were of most importance, since the indoor facilities of
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FIGURF 69. The Orlando test station as seen from the pier. Heavy equipment is loaded onto a minc car by mcans of
the booin and chain hoist at the left. "he rails on which the minc car runs aic shown in the foieground.

Mountain Lakes are usable all year round. A fun- be lifted out of a truck and loaded directly onto the
damental requirement for the station was that the mine car, which runs on a small sptur track from the
outdoor facilities in every essential respect be the loading platform to the pier. At the point on the pier
cnuivalent of those at Mountain Lakes. This has been where the test pit starts, the equipment is transferred
attained. to a chain hoist running on an overhead rail to the

Orlando has two testing systems, one located on the outer end of the pier. Several chain hoists of different
pier, the other on a barge in the middle of the lake. capacities are available. The pier is similar to the one
The pie," system is very similar to that at Mountain at Mountain Lakes except for its length of 130 feet,
Lakes, but a nutber of modifications have been in- which was required by the more gradual slope in
corporated in the barge system to take full advantage order to reach a sufficient depth for testing. An awn-
of the deeper water available. ing that can be moved along the pier was installed

to protect personnel and eqtuipnent from the heavy
PIER SYSTEM tropical rains.

The test station proper is located on the eastern Transmitting and receiving booths are located on
shore of the lake. As shown in Figure 69, a boom the pier. The electrical equipment of each is equiva-
equipped with a chain hoist is provided at the load- lent to that in the corresponding booths at Mountain
ing platform. By these means, heavy equipment can Lakes.
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FioumI 70. Qcticral view of the Oiando testing pier.

FIGURE 71. View of the Orlando pie from laboratory. FIGURP 72. The icceiving booth1 and1 the test basini at
The transmitting boo0th can be seen at the right. The Orlando test station. A rotator designed for iotating a
receiving booth is at the far end. device arouind points other than the center of giavity can

he seen at thc far end of the basin.
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CCONTROL FOR
POSITIONINGODOME

TRRANSDUCER

FircuRIF 73. Sketch of offset i otator and s~richio 0con- FImuR 7.1. View of corrugated dome on special flggiug
trolled iotor wi it achmni for taking (thiect ivity for di, ecti vitv nicastu cmcts.
pattel s of a transducer iside a. dIome.

The tylpcs of carriages, susp~ension rods, and rotatt- housed insidle the main building with the p~anels ar-
ors with synchro control arc identical with those at ranged1 in an arc facing the lake, as shown in Figure
Mfountain Lakes. The carriage shown at the far en(1 75. The operator is stationed between these panels
of the test basin in Figure 72 is especially dlesigned and a desk for recordling test dlata, and a window
for use in the rotation of (devices around points othecr above gives a view of the pier. The electric apparatuis
than the center of gravity. This carriage andl an1 offset is similar to that at Mountain Lakes with the excep)-
rotator p~rov'ed so uiseful that a synchro control was tion of the recorder and the high-power amplifier
added. A further attachment was designed for taking shown in Figure 78. Operation and circuit of the
vertical directivity patterns, such as that of an echio- recordler have been dlescribed in Section 6.2.1. In
sounding projector inside a dIomec. In this case, the this case, the drive by a douible-armiature inoto- is
(Ionie is ttzrnel on its sideC, the projector nountecl in- rep~laced by a magnetic clutch which makes contact
side at any desired bearing relative to the nose, and bIveen thc rails of the pen carriage and either side
the two are theni rotated together. These features are of a continuously re oh% ing dlisk. Coordination of the
shown iti Figures 73 and 741. oscillator and the paper (drive is obtained by driving

The electric equipment for the icr station is both by one motor. The bay on the extreme left of
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FIGURE 75. Arongement of electtical equipimcnt in the FIGWUR 76. View of the Orlando haige. Tihe barge is
Orlando laboratory. eqUipped with hoist arms at cach end and a boom crane

for handling equi)incnt.

Figure 75 is part of the power amplifier system de- The test basin is about 45 feet long and is fitted

scribed above. It is capable of delivering 1,500 watts with steel rails which are spaced the same as at other

of electric power at frequencies from 2 to 100 kc. USRL basins, to make possible the interchange of

Facilities are available for the interconnection with carriages between them. An overhead rail is used only

other parts of the electric system and for measuring in the center while wooden hoist arms, visible in Fig-
and accurately controlling the power levels. A watt- ure 76, are provided at each end of the test area. The

meter of the type developed by USRL is used with hoists are lighter than a full length rail and are better
this pnit and a motor generator set furnishes the 440- adapted to handle the long rods that are used on the
volt 3-phase power required. barge to take full advantage of the greater water

depth. If the surface and bottom are total reflectors,
BARGE SYSTEM the optinium testing depth is one-half the total depth

A general view of the barge is shown in Figure 76. but, if the bottom is absorptive, deeper testing would
The floor and frame are supported by 88 barrels, be advantageous. Actually, the tests are made at
which are grouped uniformly under the floor and sec- about one-half the water depth of 33 feet. Figure 77
Ponalized so that individual units can be removed shows a line hydrophone being mounted on a rod for
for repair or replacement without seriously interfer- testing at this depth. Hydrophones can be suspended
ing with the buoyancy of the barge. A pontoon is in- either.horizontally or vertically and operated with
stalled on the side where the house containing the a synchro-controlled rotator similar to the one on the
electric equipment is located to provide the addi- pier.
tional buoyancy necessitated by the uneven weight The building on the barge contains a complete
distribution. The barge is positioned by means of electric testing system, including those facilities
cables at the four corners attached to mushroom which are usually installed in the transmitting and
anchors imbedded in the lake bottom. Additional receiving booths on the piers. The booths are not
anchors of a screw type are connected by cables to required here because of the short distance to the
winches which may be adjusted to level the barge basin. The sending system is essentially the same as
and lower it in the water for greater stability, the one on the piers, but the detector is omitted from

Equipment is transported from shore in a flat.bot- the receiving system so that the amplifier recorder is
ton boat of 1-ton capacity and raised onto the barge responsive to any signal within the frequency band
with a swivel crane. of the system 200 c to 150 kc. This makes the system
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mnore suscep~tib~le to noise and interference, ll SCV- 6.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
era! fixced filters arc availablc to restrict the receiv'ing IMPROVEMENTS OF THE USRL
band when it is necessary to reduce thc noise lcvcl.C TEST STATIONS

Thie linear recordler is of thc same design as the onc
onl the pier. The polar recordler is synchro-control ledl The recommnendations mlade in this section will
from the rotator. The barge is also equipped for pulse deal mainly with improvements and addlitionls that
testing with circuits which are identical with those may be muade to the existing electrical and miechiani-
at Mountain Lakes. The test-circuit cable from the cal components of the calibration systems. These
lpier is carriedI onl the surface by drums spaced at improvements andI additions are of an immnediate
various distances, while the power and coniiunica- p~ractical nature andl several are in the process of
tion cab~les rest oil the lake bottoni. development. The general putrpose5 is to increase the

W~hen tests are to be made over greater (listanices accuracy and ease with which the acoustic mecasure-
than the barge or pier areas permit, the (listanice is ments are mfadle and the resultant data convertedI
extendled by a small triangular float which canl be into response, impedance, and other forms which
anchored anywhere ini the lake and which is equipped characterize transducers. (See Chapter 4.)
with a simple hoist. GENERAL IMPIROVEMEIN'IS-ELFGcTRIcAl.

Th'lis Ividehamil Sstem wais used becaluse it wa-,s -majiaie at Under proper operating coniditionis the stability
ilhc time the baige wals I)Hilt. wlicicas iiC ColstI tictiol of al of the electric equipment niow installed at USRL test
hieteiodpiHeaH(I flte r systemI would have enta iled cotiside abie
dlelay. It may beC noted that all the carly testings stmso USRI. stations is app)roximately 0.1 db. Signal generators
weIC of the wide-band typeC. are designed with very little dIrift in frequency. The

gain of each individlual component is as uniformn as
possible over tlhe frequency range for which it is (Ie-

a signedl.This is (lone so that the relation of gain to

FiGuRE, 77. Attaching at linle hydiophione to special sus- FiGuRE. 78. Pat t of tlie electIictl s)Steiii On the Ollalud(o

pensionl 1(1 oH the Orlandto b~arge. bar-ge, inlutdin~g tile Ilinear~IC~ (tiel'.
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- . stant sound field over the whole frequency range, or

- hydroplhones which had a uniform response for a
constant field at all frequencies, or both. Either in-
strumcnt would make possible the direct calibration

of thc other. Though no such ideal instrumtents are
available, it is possible to approaclh the same result by
proper control of the amplifier gain, or, what is more
convenient, by control of the attenuation preceding
a constant ainllifier gain. The method is indicated
in Figure 80.

Hydrophones are available which have been cali-
brated by reciprocity or other neans. Using such an
instrulent with a fixed attentuation and amplifier
gain, a recording is made as tile projector sweeps over
the range of frequencies. From the calibration curve
of the hydrophone, a curve may be plotted which will
give the strength of the sound field produced by the

Ficutr. 79. Small triangular float which can be anchored projector at each frequency. If a straight line is drawn
anywhere in the lake. Note the diver's helet which is parallel to the recorder axis and at some desired
useful for inspecting undewater equiilmiCt. sound level, the difference between it and the projec-

tor curve will be the nniber of decibels by which
frequency for each component may be neglected in the actual field differs frot a constant one. If some
the calculations. Although the present corrections lie device connected to the attenuator can be made to
within ±0.1 db, further improvenlient along these follow the curve and thus vary the output level so that
lines is possible. it will be proportional to the deviation of the curve

from a straight line, the output of the amplifier will
GENERAL IMIROVEMENTs-MECHANICAL be at a constant level. In other words, the record

Since the purpose of the mechanical systems in any would be that of a flat hydroplone in a constant
acoustical calibration is to handle, hold, or orient sottnd field. If now the coupling loss of an unknown
tile devices, any im)rovemuent which will reduce the hydrophone is deternined and the corrections for
time involved in rigging and measurenent and still this loss added to the original curve, the resulting
provide a minintn of interference in thesound field, control curve will cause the attenuator to correct for
is recommeilnded. To minimize the number of systems both the variations in the projector output and the
required, each should be designed to handle as many coupling loss. If this hydrophone is placed in the
different devices as possible. field of the projector and its output is fed through

the attenuator with its gain controlled by the curve,
ELETROMECHANICAL EQUALIZE.R the hydrophone signal will have added, at every fre-

Transducer calibrations would be greatly facili- quency, the number of db necessary to make its out-
tated if only there were projectors which give a con- put what it would have been if the projector output

had been constant. In other words, the record is the

SIGNAL EULIZER response of the unknown hydroplone in a constant

INPUT ATTEN'UATOR APIFIER RECORDER sound field. The same technique will give a correc-
CRVE PEN-eC * N tion curve for a hydrophone and allow the direct

FOLOWING RECORDER / calibration of a projector. Calibration by this meth-
SY AND UNEQULIZED

I -- E(V G " RECORD od eliminates the time and errors involved in the
ZCHRRNZED R RO point by point computations required at present.

The data are in such a forn that the calibration can
EQUALIZING RECORDED

CHART CHART be reproduced directly by photographing the rec-

FIGURE 80. Schematic diagram of clectiomnechanical orded chart.
equalizer. Such a system is under consileration by USRL,
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and a tentative design is partially completed. The
curve tracer mechanism is based on a light-beam and
photoelectric cell null-balancing scheme.

TRANSIENT WAVE ANALYZER

In the study of wave forms, the use of the Henrici
analyzer for the measurement and analysis of tran-
sients has proved both time.consuming and expen-
sive. Therefore, USRL later developed an instrument
which not only may be constructed from inexpensive
and easily available parts but also speeds up the proc-
ess of analysis. (See Figure 81.) This transparent
cylinder is rotated by a motor at about 1,800 rpm
running between a light source on the inside and a
narrow slit outside. The light passing through the..
slit impinges ol a photoelectric cell of the vacuum FicGum' 81. Optical signal gencrator of apparatus for
photomniultiplier type. The associated tube circuit for iansient anal)sis.
amplification is shown at the right of the figure and
the power su)pl)y at the left. The usual recording sys- nient could be readily compared with the theoretical
ten for any steady-state signal such as system 2 is values. Good agreement was found to exist between
used beyond this point, the two.

In operation, an oscillogram of the transient is re- There are minor improvements which could be
produced as ;in opaque stencil and attached to the made, but the instrument as it stands is workable
surface of the cylinder. It is then rotated between the and has adequate precision. The speed and facility
light source and the photoelectric cell producing an in the analysis of pulse signals have been very much
electric signal corresponding to the transient which improved. Obviously, the method may be applied to
is repeated some thirty times each second. The en- electrical pulses from any source.
velope of the amplitudes of the Fourier components If no analyzer such as system 2 is available, the am-
of this signal is proportional to the spectral distribu- plitudes of the Fourier components may be deter-
tion of energy in the transient. This envelope may be mined with a commercial electric harmonic analyzer.
obtained directly as a function of the frequency by The phases of the components, however, cannot be
using system 2 with the 300-c band which will average determined by either method.
several adjacent harmonics. The record obtained will
be independent of the lowest Fourier frequency as ACOUSTIC PHASE MEASUREMENTS
long as it is small compared to 300 c, since changing For a more complete characteri~ation of transduc-
the frequency and amplitude of the linear sweep cor- ers, an instrument is desired which measures the
responds to changing the scale factor in a Henrici phase between the acoustic signal and the electric
analysis. (See references 58 and 79.) Calculations signal. This would be of advantage, particularly in
made from this record are identical with those from the analysis of transient wave forms.
the Henrici analyzer. Phase bridges are available 00.7 that measure the

After a careful adjustment to eliminate distortion, relative phase between two electric signals. This
several transient sounds from Navy devices were ana- limits measurements in acoustic tests to the difference
lyzed by this method. The results were carefully in phase between the current into a projector and the
checked to determine their validity. The accuracy of voltage generated by the hydrophone. However, the
the reproduction was tested by viewing it on the reciprocity relation of a transducer indicates that the
CRO, and the broad-band ris level of the original phase shift between the current and the generated
transient was compared with the one delivered by pressure when acting as a projector, minus the phase
this apparatus. As an additional check, a square wave shift between the applied pressure and the oplen-cir-
was analyzed. Since the Fourier analysis of this wave cuit voltage when acting as a hydrophone, is either
is mathematically known, the analysis of the instru- 180 or 0 degrees for a miagnetostrictive or a piezoelec-
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tric instrument. This assumption or preferably an wattmneter already described can be used for imped-
exact knowledge of the phase constant plus the phase ance measurements and with high accuracy if corn-
measurements oil the three possible combinations of billed with an insertion-type phase bridge mentioned
a projector, hydrophone, and reversible transducer, above. Both the ratio of voltage to current and the
would be sufficient to obtain the phase shift between phase could be determined by the amount of attenua-
tile incident pressure of the hydrophone and its gen- tion called for by the two null-balancing circuits.

crated voltage. The time delay in the acoustic medi- Recorders of the same general type as those used in
unm would have to be taken into account, but once the electric systems of USRL laboratories would pro-
such a standard had been calibrated, an unknown vide a continuous record of the attenuation inserted
could be determined by comparison. Measurements and hence a continuous record of the phase and inag-
of this nature have not been made to (late by the nitude of the impedance
Underwater Sound Reference Laboratories. ABSORBING MATrERIALS

IMPROVED VARIABLE BAND-PAss FILrER A perfect absorbing material would provide almost

An instrument which proves of value in both the ideal testing conditions when operating in small
analysis of noise and the characterization of transduc- space. It is felt that there is a possibility of producing
ers is a continuously variable width band-pass filter better absorbing materials or combinations of mate-
centered at any given frequency. The filter of this rials than have been developed up to the present
nature described previously requires too much auxil- time. Any iml)rovement along these lines would be
iary equipment and is awkward to use. A simpler and of aid not only in calibration techniques but also in
self-contained one is most desirable. For example, it the design and application of acoustic devices.
is often important to describe a hydrophone's per- DIECTIVITY INDEX MEASUREMENT
fornance in terms of the response to a given band
width of noise centered at a specific frequency. Such The directivity index of a projector is necessary
a filter could be readily used in conjunction with a for the computation of its efficiency. I general, this

noise source to provide the necessary signal. index can be obtained only by computation from the
directivity patterns and even then with limited ac-

IMPROVED PULSE RECORDER curacy. Because of the large anount of time required

One of the inconveniences of the present pulse for these computations, the University of California
recorder is the fact that its sensitivity and perform- Division of War Research has built a system for muak-
ance are not independent of the pulse length and ing direct measurements of the directivity index. It
rate of repetition. A recorder to overcome these diffi- consists in rigging the projector so that it can be
culties is very desirable. rotated and the acoustic output integrated over the

surface of a surrounding sphere by means of the watt-
RECORDING IMPEDANCE BRIDGE hour meter. Tile directivity index is the ratio in (b

A continuous-recording impedance bridge would of this integrated power to the area of the sphere
be of great value to any laboratory concerned with times the acoustic power per unit area on the acoustic
electric and acoustic measurements. The recording axis.



Chapter 7

COMPUTATION FROM TEST DATA
By Eginhard Dietze and L. Pauline Leighton

T HE NMET'HOD of computing the calibration of an the 3A standard, serial No. 89, used in this particular
instrument from the test data is described in this illustration is shown in Figure 1.

chapter. Reference should be made to Chapter 6, The data furnished by the test station are illus-
which outlines the procedure for thking test data, trated by the receiving response charts, Figures 2 andand to Chapter .1, which gives the theoretical back. 3, and by Figurc ', which shows a log sheet applicable

ground for these computations. to these tests. Figure 2 shows a receiving chart for the
For a numerical example, the calibration of a trans- 3A89 hydroplhone and Figure 3 a receiving chart for

ducer is given, since such a unit can be operated as the transducer under test. The conditions of the tests
both a receiving and a sending device, affording the applicable to these two receiving charts are stated on
opportunity of illustrating both types of computation. the log sheet, from which can be obtained:

I. The testing distance between the source and the
7. RECEIVING RESPONSE hydrophone.

2. The available power that was used for the pro-
To test the receiving response over a wide frequency jector.

range, several sets of tests with a number of projectors 3. The receiving amplifier gain that was used in
may have to be made. However, since the computa. the tests.
tion is the same at all frequencies, only one set of data 4. A reference to the circuit sketch for this test.
is discussed here, and the numerical computation is
limited to one frequency, 25 kc. XVith these data on hand, the calibration can pro-

It is assumed that calibrated standards are available ceed. The first item to be checked is whether or not
so that the comparison method may be used. This is the same testing distance was employed for the test
the usual test procedure as discussed in Chapter 6. unit as for the hydrophone standard. If not, the read-
The computation of the calibration of the standards ings must be corrected to the same testing distance by
themselves by reciprocity is discussed in Section 7.4. means of the formula given in Chapter 4,

Usually several standards are used in one test to d
provide a mutual check on their performance. In this C = 20 log 70, (1)
discussion, however, attention is confined to a single
standard, a type 3A hydrophone. The calibration of where d and do are the testing distaft-s for the test

unit and for the hydrophone standard respectively.
It will be recalled that the receiving response usu-

ally is expressed in terms of the generated voltage of a
SI hydrophone. One exception to this rule is in the cali-
I f bration of the 3A hydrophones, in which the response

_ is expressed in terms of the voltage across 135 ohms.
- -90 The receiving charts give the level (in db vs 10- 16

"10- watt) impressed on the recorder. A number of correc-
_1 _, tions have to be applied to obtain the generated volt-

---- age of the hydroplone from the chart readings. Cor-

-fil rections must be made for (1) the receiving amplifier
gain, and (2) the coupling loss. By the latter is meant

S"oo 'oo0 the loss (or gain) in the voltage applied to the input to
FREQUENCY KO the receiving amplifier as compared to the generated

Fic.uo: 1. Calibration of 3A89 ci)stal hydiophone. voltage of the hydrophone. Since the loss in the line

138
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FirIIm 2. Receiving i slpone clirt, 3A89 hydrophonc vs AX70 projector. Refeence run No. I on log shect (Figure ,).

from the pier to the receiving amplifier is included in ard and the transducer under test. These circuits are

the calibration of the system, the voltage at the line reproduced in Figures 5 and 6. It may be seen that the

terminals may be substituted for the voltage at the transducer was connected through a balanced coup-

input to the receiving amplifier. ling a. plifier to the 135-ohm receiving line. To eval-

Referring to the example, the log sheet in Figure 4 uate the coupling loss of this amplifier, two measure-

contains a reference to the circuits used for the stand- ments were made, as shown in Figure 7. First, a volt-
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Ficurn- 3. Receiving iesponse chi t, QB No. 11 vs AX70 projector. Refeemuce un No. 2 on log sheet (Figume ,).
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LOG
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FIGURE .1. Sample log sheet covering calibration of QB No. I I I transducer.

age was applied to the receiving line fron a very low amplifier through the coupling amplifier, as shown

impedance, 0.034, ohm, as shown in (a) of Figure 7; in (b) of Figure 7. The two recorder traces are shown
this same voltage was then applied to the receiving in Figure 8. The log sheet shows that both measure-

nients were made with the same receiving amplifier

gain. Thus, the difference between the two traces

TRANS 0..1--PL-'NEC LINE gives the coupling gain or loss. It will be seen that

, . , 601411101 this loss is 6.2 db at 25 kc.

'v T' The generated voltage of the test instrument rela-
tive to the voltage of the 3A hydrophone across 135
ohms can now be computed as follows:

PREo"tOr ---------- Difference in receiving chart rea(lings. ..... + 15.2 db
(From Figures 2 and 3)

Coupling loss for test hydroplhone ........ . .1-6.2 db
ELEVATION (From Figure 8)

FI.uRF 5. Circuit used in obtaining reference receiving Difference in receiving amplifier gain -......1.0 db
rcsponse chait, A89 hdiophone. (From Figure 4)

Difference in available power to projector . . . 0db
(From Figure 4)

LYS P; W VS 1"0 moT BN Difference in testing distance ....... . 0 db
TRANSC-- L, (From Figure 4)

CouftINlG "no"_

T= +17.4 db

With the calibration of the hydrophone standard
(Figure 1) known, the receiving response of the test

PoJCtOR @ * r mtnopmw, instrument may be obtained as follows:

The response of the standard, according to Figure
ELEVATION 1, is -98.2 db vs 1 volt for a sound field of 1 dyne per

FicrRI 6. Circuit used in obtaining 1eceiving tesponse sq cm at 25 kc. The response of the test instrument, in
chart, QB No. Ill transducer. accordance with the above computation, is 17.4 db
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tire 13 in Chapter 5 shows the magnitude of the spher-
ON o[ Lot ical wave correction for different testing distances,toIs plotted against frequency. The indicated response of

the test hydrophone, because of this gain in the hydro-
A phone standard (if the latter is of the pressure-gradient

type), is lower than it would be if the tests were made
,N O a'm.in a plane-wave sound field. To refer to plane-wave

conditions, therefore, the relative response must be
correspondingly increased.

Fic;uitu 7. Circuits ud in obwainlg coupling Itos for 7.2 THRESHOLD AND IMPEDANCE
3A89 hydrophone. (A) For measuring inlput ioltage (see
run No. "1, Figute "1). (B) For measuring output voltage
(see rnt No. 3, Figure -I). After the receiving response characteristic has been

determined, it is possible to compute the threshold
higher. Thus the result obtained is that the projector characteristic. Equation (18) in Chapter, gives an ex-
at 25 kc has a receiving response of -80.8 db vs I volt pression for the threshold pressure. It can be seen that
per dyne per sq cm. this pressure depends on the resistance of the hydro-

The preceding computation, which was carried phone as well as on its response. It is therefore neces-
through at one frequency only, is repeated at selected sary to compute this resistance. The chart in Figure
frequencies throughout the entire frequency range. 10 shows readings for the projector taken at the test
From these data, a response characteristic is plotted as station by means of the 5A impedance bridge. This
shown in Figure 9. bridge gives the admittance in terms of parallel resist-

In these particular tests a 3A hydrophone, which is ance and capacity values. Since the bridge can meas-
a pressure-actuated device, was employed as a stand- ure directly only impedances below 1,000 ohms, it is
ard. If the hydrophone standard is of the pressure- necessary to shunt the unknown impedance whenever
gradient type, such as the IA or 2A hydrophone, it it exceeds that value. The bridge shunt resistance used
generates a gain in the voltage, especially at low fre- is given in Figure 10 as R0 and the bridge resistance
quencies, due to the curvature of the wave front. Fig- reading as R1.

130,.
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FGUR; 8. Chart of cou)ling loss for 3A89 hydrophone.
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From the computed shunt resistance R and the
- ... .shunt capacity C (given in microfarads on the chart),

-_ the equivalent series resistance r and series reactance

-.- I x are then comluted by means of the formulas

_-90 R'* 0 . . .
+; (-W-l h t R G )

and

to R2C
-C -120! X I: + (W RC)' (4)

-... " 0 This process, carried through numericalhy at 25 kc,
FREQUENCY K¢

Fm t'RI: 9. Recivig rtespt)I ,e of QIS No. I I I transducer. gives

R = 1,007.7 x 781.5 . 3,450 ohms,
The first step in computing the impedance from 226.2

the value- on the chart is to compute the unknown r 3,450 8.7 olms,
parallel resistance, which is r 1 +3 9 - 8o

RW RRb () and
R - (2) x 68,200 173 ohms.

1+ 394

I,. ,,This computation is repeated at other frequencies,

pt N. /9 . and an impedance characteristic is plotted for the in-
IV-Ice: D.,*1/- '0115 . -t- "" strument, as shown in Figure 11. The threshold then
WoC"0"of d.. , ._E 6' . is computed by means of equation (18) in Chapter 4.

'tI.Si.. ',,',,. t.y ne.Pa.s., _ This computation at 25 kc is as follows:
X. ~ JIM lea to 111 tro I ' * o "

I,,d,.SA . A - _-l± . '1r = 10 log r - 194.9- R
A±. B... LLC~ R&.1

1M* ' .... o. f w0 Us t =.. 10 log (8.7) 194.9 + 80.8
a~~t.061 TM s R0 S tw s lr, t :01 Of .tt Wli*o
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FIGR 10. Sample data sheet giving 5A iml)edancc bridge FI.URE 11. Impedance characteristic of QB1 No. 11I
ieadings obtained in measuring the impedance of the QB1 transducer.
No. I11 transducer.
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FIGURE 12. Transmitting chart, QB No. 11 transducer vs 3A89 hydrophone (see run No. 5, Figure 4).

7.3 TRANSMITTING RESPONSE terms of db vs 1 volt. The computed level at the hydro-
phone must, therefore, be changed into these terms.

Transmitting tests are similar to the receiving tests This correction is as follows:
described above. Figure 12 shows the transmitting When the power dissipated in a 135-ohm resistance
chart of the projector, using for the sound receiver is 10-16 watt, the voltage e across that resistance is
the same 3A hydrophone standard as in the receiving given by the relation
tests. Reference should be made again to the log sheet
(Figure 4) for the details of this run. - = 10-1

This log sheet shows that the available power sup-

plied to the projector was 160 db vs 10- 16 watt (i.e., 1 so that
available watt) from 135 ohms. The log sheet also re- e2 = 135 X 10-16.
fers to the test circuit used in the transmitting tests.
This circuit is reproduced in Figure 13. The receiving On a decibel basis relative to I volt, this gives
amplifier gain given on the log sheet is 4 db, and the
testing distance is given as 250 cm. 20 loge = 10log(1 3 5) - 160

From this information it is possible to compute the = -138.7 db vs 1 volt.
transmitting response. This computation is carried
through numerically at 25 kc as follows: , A:,3e/ AlO C..-* VSI eo WTr T

TRANS LINSPLY EC LIEChart reading, vs10-16 wattin135-ohm circtit, +118dlb FoIotl IIe35
Correction for receiving amplifier gain . . . -4 db 3A MD-1 OPOW

Correction for testing distance: 20 log 2.5/1 . . + 8 dlh
Correction for available power ieferred to I available *. "V SCREEN

watt . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 (lb Q1 1l P ftxCT M5 = 3A 9 HY DOP WNE

Level at hydrophone terminals, vs 10-10 watt in 135-
oh1 circuit ................. +122(lb 122-(lb

, fi-.- d ...---i
In order to obtain the pressure in the sound field, it ELEVATION

is now necessary to refer to the calibration of the 3A Fi;URE 13. Circuit used in obtaining transmintting chart,
hydrophone shown in Figure 1. This calibration is in QB No. I l transducer.
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FIGURE 1H. Response characteristics of transmitting and receiving systems during calibrations.

The voltage delivered by the 3A hydrophone conse- The electrical system is usually adjusted at one fre-
quently is quency, and the sensitivity may vary somewhat with

frequency. When this is the case, a compensating cor-
122.0 - 138.7 -16.7 db vs 1 volt. rection must be made in the transmitting response.

Figure 14 shows response characteristics of the trans-
The calibration chart (Figure 1) shows that, if the mitting and receiving systems used in the present

sound pressure is 1 dyne per sq cm, the hydrophone tests. At 25 kc this correction amounts to about 0.5 db.
delivers -98.2 db vs I volt. For the voltage to be The transmitting response must therefore be in-
- 16.7 db, the sound pressure must have been 81.5 db creased by this amount, i.e., the transmitting response
above 1 dyne per sq cm. Thus, the transmitting re- is actually 82.0 db vs 1 dyne per sq cm.
sponse of the projector at 25 kc is found to be +81.b This computation when carried out over the fre-
db vs I dyne per sq cm. quency range gives the transmitting response charac-

teristic of the projector, shown in Figure 15.
O ..... After the transmitting response has been obtained,
_f i- - ..... - the projector efficiency is computed. This requires a
' 8c- - ' '' knowledge of the directivity at the frequency atwhich

7C. the computation is made. Figure 16 shows a directiv-
9 - - ity pattern of the projector taken at 25 kc. Chapter 4

60 contains descriptions of graphical charts which facili-
I I ,tate the computation of the directivity index from the

measured directivity pattern. Since the side lobes of
D-" - this particular pattern are low, it is possible to base
1-. the computation on the relation between the beam
I -_ . width and the directivity index for a circular piston

Q1 1 0 .... (see Figure 7 in Chapter 4). The beam width in this
FRECXXNCY KC case is 19.8 degrees, giving a directivity index of -24.2

FIGURE 15. Tiansinitting response or QB No. III (lb by the chart.
transducer. Equation (8) in Chapter 4 gives the expression for
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00 7.4 RECIPROCITY CALIBRATION

OF STANDARDS

The com)arison method of calibrating acoustic (le-
vices depends on the availability of standards whose
calibration is accurately known. The next problem,
then, is to calibrate these standards. As discussed in
Chapter 5, the best method for obtaining an absolutc
calibration is by means of the reciprocity principle,
which permits a determination of the response from

0 purely electrical measurenients. The reciprocity cali-
B bration requires considerably more work and is more

critical than a relative calibration. Therefore its use
should be confined to the fundamental calibration of
hydrophone standards, with which all other instru-

FIURE 16. Measuied diiectivity pattern of QB No. III ments can then be compared.
transducer at 25 kc. )irectivity index computed from this The relation by means of which the reciprocity cali-
paI crin = -2-1.1 (11).

bration of a hydrophone can be obtained is given in

the projector efficiency. The only factor still unknown Chapter 5. In decibel form this equation is

in this expression is 10 log P1/PA. This expression can R
be evaluated from the impedance of the projector and -r = / [J + 20 log e, + 20 log eh]
the source impedance (see equation (2) in Chapter 4): - 20 loge 1 - 20 log i] (5)

10log+10lg + ]where J = 20 log (2dX/pc x 10-7). The term J is the
10 log 10 log r2 reciprocity constant. This parameter for water for a

number of testing distances is shown in Figure 17.
', .x8.7 x 135" The term eh is the open-circuit voltage generated by

= 10 log l4 +-.72+ 15021 the device in a given sound field, et is the open.circuit

voltage generated by an auxiliary transducer in the
= -9.6 db. same sound field, and eh' is the open-circuit voltage of

the device in the sound field produced by the auxil-
The efficiency can now be stated iary transducer when a current i flows through it.

The data usually are furnished by the test station
Ep = +82.0 - 24.2 + 9.6 - 70.9 = -3.5 dl)vs ideal. in terms of level in db vs 10- 16 watt rather than volt-

age. The matter of translating levels into db vs I volt
-:-0 -140 is distussed in Settion 7.3. Sinte 1most of the circuits

-10 _i5- used at the test stations have an impedance of 135
ohms, it is sufficient here to consider that case, in

a -120 .1-,- - 60 which the correction is -138.7 db. The above equa-

-10 170 tion can now be written in terms of levels:

_ -
" -l8 R = ]+ L,r+ h Lt -- 20 logi - 138.7]. (6)

150 -- 9o
S ,- -, Usually the same transducer is used for the calibra.

-0- tion of a number of hydrophones. Then the following

- t [ I-20 70 00 quantities, which are independent of the particular
1000oo°10,000 100ooo °000 IoPCooo hydrophone being calibrated, can be computed, and

FIGURE 17. Recipiocity parameter for water, the result used as a constant k in the other reciprocity
computations:

J=2OPog x 10 . k =J - Lt - 20 log i - 138.7. (7)
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Fi.URE 18. Receiving chart. IKI3 projector acting as a Fic.uR. 19. Chart of current in the IK25 projector acting
hydiophone vs I K25 projector acting as a soutid souice. as a sound sonice.

In the following, the computation of the absolute db vs 10- 16 watt. Thus 112 db must be subtracted
reciprocity calibration of a 3A hydrophone is carried from the chart readings.
out at 1,000 c from test data which have been obtained In addition to the chart in Figure 17 giving the
at the station. In these tests, the IKI3 projector was value of the reciprocity constant J, the charts in Fig-
used as the auxiliary reversible transducer and the ures 18 and 19 are sufficient for the computation of
IK25 as the other sound source. the constant k.

Figure 18 shows a receiving chart for the IKI3 pro. It is desirable in this computation to reduce all
jector, taken with the I K25 projector acting as the values to a standard test ondition which will be used
sound source. in the subsequent tests on the hydrophones whose ab-

The pertinent test conditions are recorded as usual solute calibrations are to be obtained. This test condi-
on a log sheet. The following information at 1,000 c tion will be based on (1) an available power level for
is taken from that sheet: the projector of 160 db vs 10-10 watt, and (2) a testing

distance of 30.5 cm.Transmitting conditions for 1K25 projector
Source impcdance = 4 ohms The value for the reciprocity constantJ can be read
Available power = 150 db vs 10-16 watt from the chart in Figure 17. At 1,000 c for a testing

Testing distance = 45.7 cin distance of 30.5 cm this figure is - 164.3 db.
Receiving conditions for IKI projector The level received in the 135-ohm circuit is ob-

Coupling loss = 0.6 db (as shown by chart readings- tained as follows:
see Section 7.1)

Receiving circuit = 135 ohms
Receiving amplifier gain = 30 (lb Receiving chart realing (Figure 19) + 107.6 (lb vs 10-16 watt

Correction for receiving amplifier gain -30.0
Figure 19 shows a chart of the current in the 1 K25 Correction for coupling loss +0.6

projector when 150 db vs 10- 16 watt available power
is supplied to it from a 4-ohm source. In order to con- Level received in tle 135.ohin circuit 78.2 db vs 10-10 watt
vert the current chart reading into db vs 1 ampere, it
is necessary to use the current-measuring circuit cali- This level must be reduced to standard conditions by
bration. In this particular case, this calibration is as two corrections:
follows: The level indicated by the recorder when 1
ampere flows in the current-measuring circuit is 112 1. The testing distance was 45.7 cm. If the measure-
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Fimm 20. Receiving chart. 3A7. hidrophonc vs IK13 FicwKI 21. Receiving chart. 3A7.1 Iydiopionc vs IK25
piojector as the sound soicc. projector as thie sound source.

mnents had bectn made at.30.5 cm, the level would Thuts tie conistanit kis obtainied:
have been increased by

k = 164.3 -91.7 + 15 - 138.7 =-379.7 db.
20 log 45.7 = +L3.5 lb.

30.5
The reciprocity calibration of any desired hylro-

phone can now be obtained from two receiving level
2. The available ower into the projector was 150 charts, L s and LA', taken of that instrument with the

db vs 10-16 watt. With 160 11 available power, IK13 projector and with the IK25 projector. These
the level would be increased by +10.0 db. data must be for the test Condition for which k was

computedl, that is, a testing (distanice of 30.5 cmn, and

Making these two corrections gives an available power into the projector of 160 db vs
10- watt, or else corrections must le made to reduce
the data to these conbitions.91.7 (lb vs 10-1 watt. Figure 20 shows a receiving chart fo r tie 3A74 hy-

drophone taken with the 1IK13 projector as t e source.
The current chart reading in Figure 19 at 1,000 c is Figure 2 1 shows a receiving chart for the same instru-

127 db vs 10-16 watt. From this reading must be sub- ment taken with the IK25 projector as tie source.
tracted the receiving anlifiergain, il ttais case 40 db, Both charts were taken at a testing distance of 30.5
an tie correction factor which converts the reading civith an available p owert of 160 lbapplied to the
into A h vs 1 ampere, 112 ib, as stated above. In addi. projector. Consequently, no corrections for testing
tion, the reading must be increased by 10 db, on the distance or available power needt be made. A correc-
basis that the standard test condition uses an avail- tion, however, must be made for t e receiving ampli-
able power level of 160 (lb rather than 150 b. Thus, fier gain, which was 20 Ac in both cases. Since the

hydroplone in both tests was across a 600-o c line,
The currentl ag i n - 19 10 i no coupling correction is required if the receiving re-207d lg I- (1 27watt. 40 t 112dn + t 10 s ie tadesiret in terms of te output voltage from

the preamslifier across 600 ohnis.
i-15 (b vs I amperc. Reference to tle chart in Figure 20 siows te level
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reading at 1,000 c to be 114.8 db vs 10- 16 watt. Cor- Thus, the absolute calibration of the 3A hydrophone
recting this for the receiving gain (20 db) gives can be computed at 1,000 c:

Lh = 9.1.8 db vs 10- 1'1 watt. Rr = V (-379-7 + 94.8 + 95)

Similarly, from the chart in Figure 21, = -95.0 d vs I volt across 600 ohms

Lh' = 115 - 20 = 95 db vs 10- 16 watt. for a sound field of I dyne per sq cm.



Chapter 8

PRODUCTION TESTING OF SONAR TRANSDUCERS
By Erwin F. Shrader

8.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS while still meeting the requnirements of simplicity,
speed, and sufficient accuracy. It is true that, in a con-

RoDuc-rio, testing may be distinguished from type fined body of water, proximity effects and reflections
testing. Before a design is adopted, very careful are present and will affect the measurements. On the

calibrations must be made on a number of samples or other hand, there are various methods of eliminating
pre-production models. The models are then taken the effects of these reflections and of correcting for
out to sea for performance tests. Often several modi- proximity effects. (See Chapter 5 for complete discus-
fications are made in the original design before it is sion.) These methods will be considered here with
acceptable. When a satisfactory type is finally evolved, particular application to the problem of acoustic pro-
the manufacturer proceeds with the production of duction testing procedure.
the device. Specifications are set up to make the prod-
uct as much like the samples as possible. To insure 8.2 PRODUCTION TEST MEASUREMENTS
this, tests must be made on each unit; thus production
testing involves calibration, albeit in simplified form. The measurement of the acoustic properties of a

A production testing program serves two purposes: sonar transducer has been discussed in Chapters .4, 5,
(1) It insures that each product inects certain specifi- and 6. For a complete description of a sonar trans-
cations, and (2) it permits quality control, that is, a ducer, it is necessary to know the receiving or trans-
running check on the quality of the manufactured mitting response as a function of frequency, the im-
products which notes and corrects any deviations pedance as a function of the frequencyf and the direc-
from the accepted standard. Without regard to the tivity patterns at several frcquencies in one or more
detail of the nature of the test or of the device under planes, depending on the symmetry of the device.
consideration, certain basic requirements must be Since the tcst requirements for each of these measure-
met in order to have a successful production test. The ments are by no means identical, it is necessary to dis-
procedure must involve a relatively simple technique cuss the requirements for each measurement sepa-
not requiring highly trained personnel. The time re- rately and to evolve a test procedure which satisfies
quired for each test must be short. The test should the maximum demand of each test. It should be kept
tiot be affected by conditions beyond the operator's in mind, however, that each type of transducer will be
control, such as plienonie a of noise interference, a special problem and that, in many cases, certain
water temperature, etc. measurements may be considerably simplified and

Production testing of a sonar transducer falls into sometimes even eliminated.
two parts: (1) tests of physical strength, watertight-
ness, and polarity of electrical elements, and (2) acous- 8.2.1 Response Measurements
tic measurements of directivity, response, and impe-
dance. This chapter deals only with tests falling in For a production test of response, an absolute meas-
the second category. urement is not necessary. The response of the trans-

In connection with acoustic production tests, lakes ducer can be compared directly with that of a second-
and rivers are, in general, eliminated from considera- ary standard, which may be a transducer of the same
tion as testing sites on the following counts: (1) They type meeting manufacturing specifications. The cali-
are, as a rule, separated from the factory; (2) the con- bration of the secondary standard should be obtained
ditions there may not be sufficiently well controlled from a complete free-field calibration. A relative
for routine testing; (3) they may be subject to noise
from water traffic. An indoor tank in the factory offers since they depend on ( he acoustic te einating impedance of the

the best chance of circumventing these difficulties transducer.

149
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measurenent of response in a production test per- versus pulses, the latter may be considered superior,
formed in a comparatively small tank may involve a since with their use reflections can be eliminated
smaller testing distance than is required to render completely front the measurements, while with the
negligible the various proximity effects. Such a test former the reflections are averaged in and yield .
can nevertheless be satisfactory, provided there is a time-independent, but not always known, correction.
definite correlation between comparison measure-
ments on the standard and on the units under test att .2,2 Impedance Measurements
large and at small distances."

Unless proper precautions are taken, response The measured electrical impedance of a transducer
measurements made in a tank are not precise because depends on the terminating acoustic impedance. (See
of the interference between the direct and reflected Chapters 3, '4, and 5.) This fact deserves consideration
waves. If the testing distances required because of because the presence of reflected waves incident on
proximity effects are not too large, it may be prac- the face of the transducer constitutes a change in the
ticable to use a fairly small tank with walls having terminating acoustic impedance and so will affect any
from 15- to 20-db absorption., Such absorption will electrical impedance measurement. If the impedance
reduce the intensity of the reflected waves sufficiently measurements are made in a tank with absorbing
to reduce the error in the axis response to -1 db walls, the reflections may be sufficiently small to allow
(under steady-state conditions). If the units to be the measurements to be made in a conventional way
measured are directional, and if directional standards with an impedance bridge.
are used, the sources of the more bothersome rellec- On the other hand, when the reflections are appre-
tions may be treated with the recently developed ciable, their effect can be eliminated by pulsing. The
"bubble" layer, which provides 5- to 10-db absorption pulse length is presumably determined by the same
and probably renders negligible the overall remain- criterion as in the directivity pattern and response
ing reflection interference. (See Chapter 6.) measurements (see Section 8.2.3). For pulse measure-

In addition to, or in place of, the use of absorb- ments, a wattmeter with a time constant small com-
ing walls, electrical methods for eliminating the ef- pared to the length of the pulse may be used.-' In this
fects of reflections may be employed. These methods case the impedance is obtained from voltage, current,
involve the use of noise or frequency warble, or of and power.
pulses. The relative advantages of these methods are
discussed in Chapter 5. Their usefulness depends on .2.3 Directivity Pattern Measurement
the nature of the response of the transducer being
tested, since each method entails a loss of resolving The measurement of directivity patterns imposes
power in the curves of continuous-wave response ver- the most severe test requirements. This is chiefly due
sus frequency. For a unit with fairly uniform response to the fact that measurements of intensity 40 or 50 db
(Q small). all of these methods are quite satisfactory, below the response on the axis must be made in corn-
since little resolving power (RP) is required (RP-_ Q). petition with reflections of the main beam. Even with
For a highly resonant transducer, the use of all these the best of the available absorbing materials, it is im-
methods with a tank of given size is limited by re- possible to prevent some reflections from interfering
solving power consideration. The resolving power with the measurement of the directivity pattern of a
will have to exceed Q, and this implies a minimum moderately directional transducer. Noise and fre-
allowable path difference AL between direct and re- quency warble are not suitable for directivity meas-
flected waves, greater than cQ/fc for example, greater urements because they average in an interfering re-
than 3 meters for f = 25 kc and Q = 50. Regarding flection of unknown magnitude with the direct signal.
the relative merits of continuous-wave noise or warble The error introduced thereby may be considerable

for certain directions, as when a direct signal receivedb An absorbing tank approximately 8 ft long by 1 ft wide _______

by 2V2 ft deep has been built by the Bell Telephone Labora- ( The recording wattmeter described in Chapter 6 can be
tories. 35, used in conjunction with a pulse irecording s)stcn. Indeed, this

c Here c is the velocity of sound, f is the ftequency, Q is de- system has the additional advantage of being able to measure
fined precisely in Chapters , and 5. A derihation antd discussionI impedance at high power levels without unduly heating the
of this equation is given in Chapter 5. transducer.
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off the axis of maxiunim response is averaged with a questional)le whether patterns taken at a shorter test
reflection incident on the projector axis. distance can e compared with corresponding pat-

Pulse measurement, therefore, is the only feasible terns taken on a secondary standard. There is un-
method for obtaining directivity patterns, and even doubtedly some correlation between the directivity
this method has its limitations. As noted above in the patterns of the standard and of the test unit at large
discussion of response, and as described in detail in and at small distances, but the relation is in general
Chapter 5, the pulse method discriminates against re- a very complex one.
flections by measuring the direct signal before the
reflection arrives. The time elapsing between the ar- s TANK DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
rival of the direct and reflected signals is a function of
the size and shape of the testing tank. The practical Since the pulse method seems best for directivity
limits to the maximum allowable size of such a tank measurements, the specifications for a tank suitable
restrict, in turn, the maximum length of time during for that method will be discussed. Assume that the
which the pulse measurement may be made. The test distance and pulse length are chosen on the basis
maximum elapsed time needed for a significant ineas- of the foregoing discussion. The absorption of the
urement of the response depends on the transient re- tank walls is of little moment for pulsing. Frequently,
sponse of the transducer to a suddenly applied sinu- however, steady-state measurements of response and
soidal signal, that is, the pulse. For transducers whose impedance are to be made in the same tank. For these,
frequency response characteristic is fairly uniform, the absorption of the walls should be made as great as
the response reaches its steady-state value in a short practicable. Tank walls made of wood or concrete
time, i.e., a few cycles, and very short pulses and con- offer several db of absorption. If the concrete tank is
sequently small testing distances may be used. For set in the ground, the damp earth provides additional
resonant transducers, the time needed for the response acoustic loss on reflection. A steel tank is to be
to reach its steady-state value is long. In this case, the avoided, if at all possible, because of the high reflec-
directivity patterns can be measured only by using tion coefficient. A bubble layer may be applied to the
long pulses, and correspondingly long testing dis- walls to increase the absorption if it proves necessary.
tances are required. The maximum repetition rate of the pulses used

The quantitative criterion for the minimum allow- depends on the reverberation time of the tank. If a
able path difference AL between the direct and any high repetition rate is desired for ease of measure-
reflected wave, a quantity which must be just larger ment, some wall absorption should be supplied.t
than the pulse length, has been given above as While many tank shapes are possible, the simplest
AL > cQ/f. A theoretical analysis indicates that a to build is a rectangular one as deep as it is wile. It
much shorter pulse length, and so a much shorter can be shown that, for a given testing distance and re-
minimum path difference, may be used in taking the flection path length, the minimum size is obtained
directivity pattern at the resonance frequency of a when the line joining the projector and hydrophone
highly resonant transducer. The criterion for AL in is parallel to the long dimension of the tank. This as-
this case is AL - transducer diameter. However, this sumes that the reflection path lengths from the sides,
theoretical analysis assumes that the transducer dia- top, and bottom of the tank are equal to those from
phragm moves.rigidly, a condition not generally ob- the ends. For this arrangement (Figure 1) the length
tained in practice.c of the tank is given by 1 = d + AL, where I is the

The directivity pattern as measured should be a length of tank, d is the test distance, and AL is the

close approximation to the directivity pattern that path difference required.
would be obtained at large distances. In order to meet The width and depth necessary are equal and are
this requirement, the test distance should be such given by the relation w = \/2dAL +AL -.

that proximity effects are small, that is, the spherical It may be possible to reduce the width of the tank
wave correction should be less than a few db. It is somewhat by the use of completely reflecting baffles

e See reference 55 for report on investigation of the effect of t For example, in a tank with an avetage dimension of 15 ft
pulse length on pattern for a representative resonant transducer ad a wall absorption of 3 (lb per reflection, alout 23 milli-
(Q e 50) operating at the resonance frequency. seconds ;e needed for the intensity of a iellection to fall t5 (11).
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*\ 4,OPAQUE_T BAFFLE

PROJECTOR HYOROPHONE >PRO YROPHO4N

Ficuat: I. Optlinitin test gcometry in a simple rect:mgul:ar FiGuirl 2. Araingent ol baffles in a rectatngtular tattk
tnnk without |allies dCsigne l for a given test distatcI and for the intetCeI)tion of principal rcdlections.
reflection path length.

placed in such a way as to intercept, the reflection s.5 NATURE OF PRODUCTION TEST
from the side of the tank. One possible arratgement The degree of refinement of a production test de-
of baffles is shown in Figure 2. This procedure cannotbe used to eliminate reflections, bttt it will increase petids 'in the informnation desired. A calibration test

system such as that described in Chapter 6 is capable
the effective path length between them. of giving a permanent record of any and all charac-

teristics of a transducer. If the response of a trans-
S.4 CHOICE OF SECOND TRANSDUCER ducer at only a few discrete frequencies is needed, the

test system may be a tank, oscillator, standard trans-
The choice of the second transducer to be used in ducer, and a suitable a-c voltmeter. The response in

the acoustic production test measurement del)ends in this case is given simply as a meter reading recorded
general on the instrument under test. For receiving by the operator. Likewise, if only a few features of a
response measurements the second transducer must directivity pattern are required, no complicated polar
be a sound source, anid vice versa. Its response should pulse recording system is needed. A simple way of
be fairly uniform over the frequency range being in- measuring relative magnitudes of pulses is to use an
vestigated, so that it responds rapidly to acoustic and attenuator in the circuit to keep the magnitude of the
electric transients; that is, the time constant of the observed pulses constant on a cathode.ray ttbe screen.
second transducer should be small if it is to be used The settings of the attenuator give the relative magni-
in pulse testing. Also, if its response is uniform, tudes of the pulses. In this way, a directivity pattern
slight inaccuracies in frequency will not cause appre- may be constructed from point by l)oint observations.
ciable errors. The transducer should be fairly stable While this l)rocedure is laborious, the number of tests
and show only small changes in response with temn- to be made may notjustify a more complicated system.
perature. The l)ulse method is recommended for determin-

For continuous-wave noise or warble weasure- lg the dileu.ity patleIns of1,uge e~ho-IdngiIg pko-
ments, the transducer should be directional. This will jectors. The pulse length used de)ends on the re-
help to discriminate against reflections coming from sponse characteristic, in the manner described above.
directions other than that of maximum sensitivity. The tank must be large enough to satisfy proximity
However, since at a given frequency greater directiv- effect and reflection path length requirements.
ity can be obtained only by increasing the size of the For measuring the response of small transducers,
transducer, there will be a certain maximum direc- testing distances may be short, and some sort of tank
tivity beyond which it will be impossible to go. Fur- with absorbing walls may be practical. While the
thermore, the proximity effects increase with trans- pulse technique is still applicable, continuous-wave
ducer size. or noise and warble methods may be simpler and

The NDRC 6B standard projector will be a suit- yield results within the accuracy desired.
able transducer for most of the cases encountered. The absorbent tank described above will also be
Any other transducer with similar properties will also adequate for continuous-wave measurements of the
be suitable. electric impedance of most devices.



Chapter 9

ACOUSTIC EQUIPMENT ASSOCIATED WITH

UNDERWATER SOUND DEVICES:
DOMES AND BAFFLES

By Henry Primakof and Joseph 1R. Keller

ij : Underwater Sound Reference Laboratories .... /

has calibrated acoustic equipnent auxiliary toM K A OF ,ARET
electroacoustic transducers. Among the most impor- (7 .
tant auxiliary equipment tested have been stream- I ,'

linel do es and baffles. // /
/ 1. /

9.1 DIOMES4 S.' _ w ,ACTAL. RELAT E /

Ii general, a streuanlined dome is necessary for an ," _Aa FTA/
Ingneaa te SPECULARLY //

"-. REFLECTEO
echo-ranging or liste, ,ing device to minimize noise by KCAM / / /

reducing the turbulence and cavitation about its ac- " AM
tive face arising from its passage through the water. -. "/
The alternative possibility of streamlining the device -
itself has not been widely adopted.

The dome should be properly streamlined, that is, - -

it should be of such a si7e and shape that turbulence WRMAL TO PROJECTOR

and cavitation noises are eliminated, or at least do WAL

not set in until high speeds of the vessels are reached.
Further, the (Ionic structure should have sufficient DOME

mechanical strength to resist the hydrodynamic pres.
sure and drag forces on it and should be constructed
from a noncorrosive, sea-resistant material. Finally,
the dome should be acoustically transparent, causing Fic.utr- I. Specular reflection in domes.
as little disturbance as possible in the magnitude and
directivity of the response of the enclosed acoustic bearings to be taken in echo ranging or directional

device. listening. For example, if a listening or echo-ranging
To be acoustically transparent, the dome must fill- device on an antisubmarine vessel is trained in the

fill three requirements. direction of the transducer axis as indicated in Fig.
First, the dome must introduce only a small trans- ure 1, and an enemy submarine is present in the

mission loss. By such a loss is meant the reduction in direction of the internal specular reflection, a rela-
the magnitude of the response of the transducer tively strong signal will be received. The vessel may
caused by placing it in the (Ionic; usually this is meas- then assume that the signal is being received on the
ured along the transducer axis. Thus, for an echo- main lobe, and head into the indicated bearing. Ac-
ranging projector a 3-db one-way transmission loss tually, in this case, the vessel should head in the
means a 50 per cent decrease in the pressure ampli- direction of the specular reflection.
tude of any echo received by reflection from a target. In addition to introducing one relatively strong

Second, the (Ionic must introduce no large side internal specular reflection, domes also distort the
lobes in the directivity pattern of the enclosed trans- transducer directivity patterns by giving rise to vari-

ducer. Such lobes may arise as a result of internal ous second order effects such as multiple reflections.

specular reflections from the dome and cause false Multiple reflections introduce additional side lobes

153
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in the pattern, increasing such effects as the rear re- p-" - axis pressure output of dome-cncloed projec-
sponse. Hoiuever, if the domes are well designed tor at I meter,
acoustically, thesee additional side lobes are usually
over 20 tit) down with respect to the main lobe. For 8 - directivity factor of bare projector,

this reason it is generally desirable to distribute the 8° - directivity factor of dome-encloscd projector,
sonic energy contained in a single internal specular
reflection among unany directions unless the specu- Al - density of water, and
larly reflected beam can be intercepted and further
subdivided or ahsorled.4S.. -

2 Furthernore, the enclo- ci - velocity of sound in water.
sure of a transducer in a (Ionic should not appreciably
alter the width of the main lobe or increase tie 1ag- Therefore, the one-way transmission loss TL intro-
nitude of the side lobes already present in the trans duced by the done, defined by
ducer patterns. (These two effects are quite small in Tt t(2)
well-designed donies.)

Third, the enclosure of a transducer in a (Ione
should not appreciably alter the radiation impedance is, frout equations (I) pnd (2)
of the transducer. (Impedance change is usually very
small in well-designed dounes.) TL - 20 log (3)

Acoustical distutibances introduced by dones, such
as specular reflections and transmission losses, are in. Thus, the expression TL is a measure of the change
terrelated. In general, a dome which introdIuces small in the transducer directivity index introduced by the
transmission losses also causes small specular reflec- dome.
tions. (A quantitative relation between the two is Expressions may now be obtained theoretically for
given later.) Moreover, because the change in the the magnitudes of both the transmission loss and the
radiation impedance of the transducer is small, its specular reflection induced by a (Ione of given mate-
total power output is unaffected by enclosing it with- rial, wall thickness, and dimensions, on an enclosed
in a (Ionic; also, true absorption of sound within the transducer of given frequency, directivity, and posi-
(Ionie wall is negligible for metal domes. As a result, tion within the dlome. 48 These expressions are found
the energy which is removed by the (Ionic wall fron by determining the effect of dome enclosure on the
the impinging transducer beani and which consti- sound field of a transducer; they agree generally with
tutes the transmission loss is redistributed in direc- experimental tests ol domes performed by USRL.b
tions other than the original direction of incidence; The expression for the transmission loss (and so by
in particular, the major portion of this energy is con- equation (3) for the dome-induced change in direc-
centrated into the direction of sl)ecular reflection.a tivity index) is:
This redistribution has the effect of increasing the lo[ I d ,oN]
value of the directivity factor 8. (The directivity fac. TL -1log I + (4)
tor is related to the directivity index by the expression where
A 1 =0 logS. See Chapters 3 and 4.) Thus, for an
echo-ranging projector: 4  p, = density of (Iome wall material,

p = = 2 (1) po = density of water,

where d = thickness of dome wall,

P = acoustic power output of echo-ranging pro- k . 2,-f
jector, xo Co

P = axis pressure output of bar-e projector at I A0, co = wave length and sound velocity in water,

meter, and
a Thus, the niagnitnue of the :mlitionual side lobes jitioduced f = frequency.

by the done into the directivity pattern, for exaimple, the addi-
tional rear response , increases as the transmission loss increases. I, See STR Division 6, Volume 11.
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It is important to note that the transmission loss is where
determined solely by the thickness and density of the
dome wall and by the frequency of the transducer and ' Jk(a,- s c y- D
is independent of the transducer directivity, of its x' 'V 2RI - LN X--D;
position within the (lonie, and of the dimensions of
the latter, Thus in particular, with d, pl, and f fixed, Ik,,a- cos-' , f27r,
the (tone may be made of any size and shape, for ex- 2R DAi fo do mes,
ample, elongated for streamlining purposes, without
the transmission loss being affected. Regarding nu- .0 for straight-sided domes;
merical values, equation (4) predicts, for example,
that a 50-mul steel (Ionie at a frequency of 25 kc will F~) 1iiX dvJtLorx<<I
have a transmission loss 2 1 db.4S.-- e " " d I forX < < 1,

It will be recalled that the transmission loss is a
measure of tlhe total amount of energy removed by f
the dome from the main beam and diverted into N FV x r  >>I,
other directions. The fraction of this energy reap-
pearing in the direction of specular reflection de- < I for all x.
pends on the specular reflection coefficient R. This
coefficient gives the ratio of the dome.enclosed trans- Here a is the acoustic radius of the transducer; t R,
ducer response in tile direction of specular reflection and R. are the principal radii of curvature in the
from the (Iome surface to that in the direction of the horizontal and vertical planes of the domnic wall at the
transducer axis. R depends on the transducer fre- point of its intersection with the transducer axis; L
quency and on tihe thickness and density of tile (tone and D are the maximun linear and transverse dimeni.
wall. But R is also determined by the directivity of sions of an a)proximatelyellipsoidai, torpedo-shaped
the transducer, by its position in the dome, and by tile dome or of a straight-sided (tome with approximlately
dome limensions. Thus, elliptical cross section; A is the distance from the

transducer diaphragm to tile (tome wall for tile train-

when koa2/4 < A ing position under consideration; and y is the angle
of incidence of the enclosed transducer's beam on the

0 lddko ( ome wall.48 ,' -

It S-- 20 log -p Cos Y1 (5a) It is now seen from an examination of equation (4)
L-Po . that the transmission loss of the dIome is minimized

when the thickness of the dIome wall, tihe density of
when koa 2/4 > A tile dome material, and the frequency of the enclosed

projector are as small as possible. These quantities

520log FA Cos  + 20,og F" sho,,,1( therefore be chosen accordingly, consistent
R 2 0 2po ' . with the mechanical strength of the (Iome wall, the

L I I seaworthiness of the wall material, and the directiv-

+ 20 log FF x. 1; (5b) ity of the projector. In particular, the dome designer
Lx~ should use light metals such as aluminum and pos-

sibly organic materials like rubber; shapes of maxi-

cThe transmission loss is also roughly indetlendent of the eThus alu i inii num , vatious plastics, and stiff ubber stlength-
angle of itcidence of the enclosed projector beaun on tile dome ened mechanically by all expanded metal structure have all
wall for angles of incidence less than 500; for greater angles of been used becatuse of their relatively smtall density to niniini/e
incidence the transmission loss increases rapidly, becatse of pro. donic transmission losses and specular tellections. The seaworth-
pagation with appreciable amlplitude of transverse elastic waves iness of these inatet ials, especially the first two, is open to ques.
in the dome wall. lion. It is claimed that al nininum easily corrodes in) sea water;

dThe acoustic radius a is the radius of the rigid circular proper treatment of the metal may, however, render it salt
piston moving all infinite baffle having a bean width 2o and water resistant. 40 Also, plastics ate subject to aging and tetti-
a directivity index A equal to that of the actual piojector pelattne effects. A still rubber strticture may, however, tiltl Otit
[1.42 sin , = 0.61c/fa, A z- 20 log (c/2wa), see Chapter ,l]. to Ie (tluite satisfactoly.113
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mum strength for given thickness should also be cho- tions 25-20 db below the main mcain, overcomes this
.sell, that is, the (Ionic should be torpedo-shaped rather difficulty and in addition minimizes any mutual in-
than straight-sided. Added strength can be obtained, terference between beams from different craft.
if necessary, by expanded metal or possibly by corru-
gated sheet construction in preference to increased 9.2 BAFFLES 68
wall thickness.

It is seen from equations (5) that the specular re- The self noise picked up by a transducer on a mov-
Ilection is not only minimized by minimizing the ing vessel is due in part to turbulence and cavitation
transmission loss but also is least for a given transmis- at the propeller screws; therefore, it might be ex-
sion loss when the projector is as directive as possible, pected that this noise is directional and has a maxi-
the transverse dimensions of the (Iome are no larger nunn in the direction of the screws. For small vessels
than required to accommodate the projector, and the this is the case, necessitating additional acoustic
(Iome surface is as highly curved as possible, particu, shielding of the screws; on the other hand, on larger
larly in the vertical cross section. vessels the hull partially shields the transducer fron

In this last respect the doubly curved torpedo. the screws. The available information on the extent
shaped dones again have a decided advantage over of acoustic shielding by the hull of various types of
the singly curved straight.sided domes. For example, craft is meager; from the evidence at hand it seems de-
at 25 kc, for a 40.mil thick torpeldo-shaped dome of sirable to provide additional shielding both on small
intermediate dimensions, the specular reflection is and large vessels. On vessels where the self noise has a
about 20 di) below the main beam; for a straight.sided maximnum in the direction of the screws, arising pre-
(home of the same sound window thickness and the dominantly from propeller motion, such shielding
same dimensions the specular reflection is only 10 (lb will be advantageous. Even where noise is apparently
below the main bean. 48 In addition, the torpedo nondirectional, a shield may lower the average noise
shapes have a considerable advantage fron the stand- level.t
point of mechanical strength and streamlining.25 Ex- A common method of acoustic shielding is tc. place
cessive noises due to eddying turbulence and to cavi- a baffle inside the dome between the transducer and
tation set in at much higher speeds for doubly curved screws. There are two possible disadvantages in this
torpedo.shiapld domes than for singly curved straight- method: First, sound incident on the transducer side
sided domes. Also, niuci of the self or ship's noise of the baffle may be reflected to the transducer, in-
within al dome at supersonic frequencies, for a de- creasing the noise level or givingspurious indications.
stroyer moving at relatively high speeds, arises fron This difficulty is eliminated by covering the front of
streaming turbulent water, particularly in instances the baffle with an absorbing material. The second dis.
where bubbles detached from the prow strike the advantage is the prevention of echo ranging or listen.
dome and set the dome shell into vibration. This ing in tie sector subtended by tie baffle. Usually this
bubble noise is probably smaller for torpedo.shaped is not a serious objection, since the baffle is always to
than for straight-sided (Ionies because of the small the rear of tile transducer and screw noise plus wake
front area and greater streamlining of tie latter. make it useless, in general, to listen or range toward

In regard to the effect of modern thin.wall (20 to the rear. In some cases the noise or echo of the sub-
40 mil) stainless steel domes on echo ranging and lis- marine may be intense enough to be detectable in the
tening, it may be shown that the decrease in the rear sector; in this case the baffle actually prevents
signal and the increase in the noise due to tie (Ionic detection. This disadvantage may be great enough to
transmission loss and the associated change in the offset any of the possible advantages of a baffle; the
directivity index affect detection ranges for various difficulty can be overcome by the use of all additional
types of targets by relatively snall anounts. A side transducer without a baffle to sweep tie rear sector.
lobe introduced by specular reflection in the directiv-
ity pattern may not be troublesome at first contact f Nondiiectional or isotropic self noise has been obser ved on
(except for a 60-mil, straight-sided (ome), but it may large antisubmarine craft with dome-enclosed transduceis
give false bearings and thus make it difficult to regain shielded by lilles from the screws. Whether the noise still ap-

pears isotiopic in the absence of the baffle is not known; if it
contact at short range. The use of 20- to 40-mil stain- does, the supposition that the noise arises Igely front Ihbhles
less steel torpedo-shaped dolles, with spectular reflec- striking the dome obtains stipport. 40a
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The effectiveness of a baffle depends largely upon -

its inaterial, its size and thickness relative to the sound I IN IY II
wave length, and its location with respect to the trans- R I Ili I II
ducer. When tile problem of sound prop~agation past ;I II1

a baffle is considered, it is found that, for a plane wave I

incident on one side of the baffle, the pressure on the V - -1 1

other side is due to both a transmitted wave and a dif- w
fracted wave. A sound shadow is formed behind the |
baffle only if the transmitted wave is small. The deci- -

intensity (through an infinite plane baffle) is called t - f :L.!
the transmission loss TLg and is given by Rayleigh's I I I-I
formula. j ,* .44 t fti

[ l(°°c° °'c'----sin'-2"d (6)
TL = 10(log [1 + -6, p0C0 s i ) FIcuR 2. Transmission loss of baffles.

where sound intensity is zero is never formed behind the
TL = transmission loss, baffle. For incident plane waves of wave length X in

water, diffraction around the baffle edge limits the
P0 = (lenisity of water, shadow to a length of approximately f#A/(r), where

c, - sound velocity in water, A is the area of the baffle projected on the wave front

P1 = baffle density, and /3 is a numerical factor - 1. (For a circular baffle

Cl = sound velocity in baffle material, I I

d = baffle thickness (or average thickness), and STEEL BAFFLE

PLANE WAVE BAFFLE
= sound wave length in baffle material. INCIDENT SOUND .LE

This expression for TL versus d/]i is plotted in Fig-
ure 2 fo- a plarz2 parallel baffle of air (scale 1) and ___________

steel (scale 2) in water. It can be seen that a plate with - °ZON
a large loss at one frequency will also have a large loss .

over an extensive range of frequencies. The baffle L
thickness is not critical as long as it is not equal to a [ A

value appropriate to resonance transmission, that is, A A
when 2d/,X1 is not equal to an integer. It is, therefore, MR eAFLE
not difficult to obtain a baffle with a large transmis- PtAE WAVE BAFFLE

sion loss; for example, a steel plate about 1 inch thick INIDENT SOUND -
has a transmission loss of roughly 20 db at 24 kc. ,
Thus, as far as transmission loss is concerned, such PHY"CA

PYSI A_ _ 's
steel baffles are adequate; baffles containing air pock- SHADOW EN

ets are generally even more effective, the loss of a ZN

0.2-inch thick air baffle at 24 kc being approximately iv.
60 db. .....

Even when transmission loss is large, the infinitely t. - BA - 4
long shadow of geometrical acoustics in which the 'W'A

INTENSITY OF SHADING REPRESENTS SOUND SHADOW
( *.HEAVY SHADING CORREePONDS TO LOW'SOUND PRESSURE)

g Equation (6) reduces to ecluationi (4) if 2,rd/X1  t andI

p1c 1 /poC 0 * 1, conditions always satisfied by the thickness and
material of dome walls in curient use. FU.LURE 3. Sounl pressure distribution behind baffle.
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calculations indicate that ft -- 1.5.)1 s The cross sec-
tional area of the shadow is roughly A inmediately
behind the baffle and decreases to zero at a distance
approximately pA]/(X) from the baffle. But even in

is not theCIRCULAR BAFFLE
tihe shadow region tihe sound pressure is not zero, tile |I*IA4E[TE[ .

exact pressure distribution in the shadow depending CIRCULAR TRANSOUCER
14D"EAETER (GEOMETRIC)

upon the size, shape, anti material of the baffle. Since AMETER(ACOUSTIC)

the shadow of a circular disk baffle (air or steel) has
been studied both theoretically and experimentally,_-
it will be used as an example. Because of the syn- - -- KC
metry of the circular baffle, the shadow is symmetrical 5 )KC

about the axis. Thus, Figure 3, which shows the - -,..
shadow region in a plane containing the axis, can be 30 KC

revolved about the axis to give a tlhree.dimensional a: ----

picture of the shadow region. The interference maxi- 9 #
mun on the axis-the "bright" spot-is due to the spe- -o(C

cial symmetry of tile circular baffle and would not be 06 To 41

present if the baffle were another shape, such as rec- BAFFLE TRANS UER SEPARATION IN CM

tangular." On the other hand, the converging of the FiuRE: 5. Decrease in front tiansducer response dte to
outer surface of the shadow due to the increase in size baffle.

of an illuminated annular ring always occurs.
In addition to the bright spot, there are alternate 1. The transducer faces the source: front trans-

bright and (lark rings around the axis in an)' plane ducer response.
parallel to the baffle. Figure 4 shows the variation of 2. The transducer faces away from the source: rear
pressure obtained experimentally' in the shadow of transducer response.
18.inch and 14-inch diameter circular and 4x8 foot
rectangular air-filled baffles along a line through the Case 2 is of practical interest, corresponding to the de-
axis anti parallel to the baffle diameter, at various crease in the rear response due to the baffle. Quan-
distances from the baffle with 10-, 20-, and 40-kc tities applicable to cases I and 2 respectively are de-
sound. T iese patterns are in general agreement with fined as follows:
theoretical expectations.) 8R = change in front transducer response due to

Thus, for a baffle to be at all effective in shielding baffle interposition,
a transducer with a fairly large active face, that is, an 8R' = change in rear transducer response due to
echo-ranging projector, the baffle must have a large baffle interposition.
transmission loss (for example, > 25 db), must be
considerably greater in area than the transducer, and iThus, the variation of piessure P (within the shadow zone)
must be placed appreciably nearer to the latter than with perpendicular distance y horn the battle axis, and at a dis-

A/(ik). To make this statement more precise, the ef- tance x behind a ciicular baflle, is

fect of interposing a baffle between a transducer and 2w, ___ .
a source is considered for two cases: P Pxs1 110 ( x + y+A

I, In the rectangular case, the eneigy pieviously concentrated exp 2Tj ( +a"+yX
by the circtilar baffle into the axis bight spot woul be moie or

less uniformly distributed amiong several intel ference illaxima Paxis L Pi,,, for steel baflle
within the shadow zone. Becatise of the "energy redistribution"
the shielding effects of circular and rectangular baliles of com- P,,,, for air baflle
parable size on actual transducers (for example, the rather large +
echo-ranging projectol) ale, at the distances used in practice, X "
roughly equivalent.

i These patterns were obtained at the Orlando test station of for y not too close to the shadow botundaly (Jo a zeto oidei Bes-
USRL. The sound field was ineas'ured with a small size hydro- sel function). See eference 68, equations (23) and (24). The thco-
photne so that the pressure at individtial points in space was letically expected valties of Pax, and of the positions giving the
obtained. edges of the bright spot ate nadicated on the diagrati.
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Iou~GUR A. Iecicasc inl rear tratnsdulcer response dueC to batlc.

Considr first SR. 1 igurc 5 gives an experimentally baffle with a transmission loss > 25 (lb decrases the
obtained plot of SR versus separation btween baffle transducer rear rsponse by 15-25 (lb l)rovjdd that
andl transdlucer for lplanc wavcs of various frequencies the transdlucer-baflle separation x is conIsiderably less
inlcidenft Ul)Onl the former." The baffle was air-filled, than the smaller of the two critical lengths, 7ab/ 1.2X
circular in shap)e, and had an 18-inch (liameter; the and 8[(a - b)2/1\ + (a - b) + (A/t)], where a is the
transdlucer was also circular andI had a 14-inch geo- radius of the baffle and b the acoustic radius of the
metrical and a 10-inch acoustic dliameter. It is seen transdutcer."' The first critical distance corresponds
that, in general, SR (decreases with increasing separa. to the bright spot covering the rear of the projector,
tion; the values of SIR, particularly those at the lower the second, to the annular ring on the rear making an
frequencies, are in rotgh agreement witnl theory.' important contribution.

Consider now the effect of interposing a baffle on It is seen from the above relations that for a = b,
the rear resp~onse of the transducer. Figure 6 (A, B, C) that is, for a transducer of the same size as the bafle,
gives theoretically obtained plots of SIR' versus sejpa- tihe baffle-transducer separation x niust be less than
ration between baffle and transducer. The theory and 2x to have any shielding at all. On the other hand,
the plots here reprodtced indicate that an air-filled for a = b, and x as small as x, the relations given are

k The (lata were olbtained at the Orlatido stationi of USRL. where X is thc wave lenigth, c the radius of the b~attle, b the acons-
See refercnce 68, eato(,,c:tic radins of thle transdu~cer, andi x the transdncer.Ihatlle sel)ara-

e~ftati~i (lc~:tion (air-filled baflic). Equnation, (.llc) (does not include tihe effect
2 ofthetransminted wave.

AIR O.ILLED 9 FF1th

I "It Thle plots inl Figure 6 ate based on eqluation (17) of reference

(J - first order Bessel function; x € 7rab/1.2x anld 8 [(a - )/

l b -- a -- ~ + b - a -- ~ + (a -- b) + V/]. Eqtiation (17) and the plots of Figure 6 (1o
otincltide the effect of the transmitted wave.
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no longer strictly applicable, and general considera- value of a - b and not too sensitively dependent on x
tions indicate that no shielding exists even for x < X. as long as the latter is less than the smaller of the two
On the other hand, Figure 6 indicates that for a-b) X critical lengths given above. However, with air.filled
the shielding is more or less independent of the exact baffles the shielding is greatest for small separations.
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DeittRE 7. Change in rcsponse of doime-enclosed trans- Ficuitt:. Atteuation versus fiequcncy for diffrent sized
ducer due to interposition of haffic. bubbles. (R = bubbic radiuts.)

Few measurements have been made on the effect of the baffle limits the latter's effectiveness. Both with
a baffle on the rear responsc of a transdlucer, p~articu- regard to transmission loss andl to dIiffraction, air-
larly for transducers enclosedl in donies. Figu~re 7 filled baffles arc superior to steel. To minimize the dif-
shows the results of one such measurement. Referring fraction effect, the baffle should be appreciably larger
to this figure it is seen that for angles between the than the transducer and should be p~lacedl as close as
transducer and dome axes varying from 90-270 de- possible to it. The baffle-transducer distance should
grees (180 degrees corresp~onds to the transducer fac- always be considerably less than the smaller of the
ing away from the source) a 34x24-inch rectangular two critical lengths given above.
and (lome-cniclosed baffle gives an average dlecrease of
only a few decibels in the response of a dome-enclosed Bbec n
transdlucer 20 inches away compared to the response Bbl cen

of a bare p~rojector at the same (distance with no baffle It has been found that air bubbles resonate in water
interp~osedl. These measutre men ts, however, also in- at frequencies (depending on their size and that at and
dlude the dletrimental effect of reflections from the near that frequency they are very effective scatterers
(lome wall which usually increase the response in, the and absorbers of sound. Wh'len, then, a layer of such
90 to 270-degree sector by 5-15 (lb. Thus, in this case, bubbles is inserted in the soundl field, it offers very
the effect of the baffle mnore or less cancels that of the high attenuation. Such a layer may be used as a baffle
dome. Further experiments are particularly desired and is called a bubble screen.
which will compare the rear response (angles of 90- The propagation of sound through water contain-
270 d aegrees) of dome-enclosed and of bare transducers ing bubbles has been studiel ly USRL both theoreti-
with and withou t a baffle. cally and experiefentallyof b 4.5l The attenuation per

Summing tip, it has been shown that the diffraction centimeter thickness of a bubble screen varies directly
of sound around, rather than its transmission through, as the number of bubbles pe- cubic centimeter. Fig-
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tire 8 shows the attenuation versuis frequency chiarac- tivencss of air cell rubbler as an acoustic shlield deC-
teristics for different sizecs of bubbles. pends on this p~rinlciple.

Thc usc of bubble scrccns offers interesting possi. Bubbles also havec absorptive prop~erties which arc
bilitics, especially since, at lcast theoretically, it is used in a bubble layer recently delccoped~ by the Mai-

possib~le lby this mneanis to intercep~t sound waves of sachusetts Institute of Treclhnology.', This material
certain frequencies while others are transmlittedl has been appllied1 by USRL as a lining for thc high-
freely. The dlesign and control of all these factors has pressure tank in ordler to obtain sotund absorption at
not been fully worked out, but, air bubbles fixed in the walls. (See Chapter 6.) It is appllicable for testing

space by mecans of an enclosing material are being tanks generally and should findl extensive uise in pro-
usedl generally in sonar work. For instance, the ellec- (luction testing. (See Chapter 8.)
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Testing cathode and apparatus developed while carrying through an extended program of 

precision Esasurezsnto on underwater acoustic devices are discussed.    The baolc princl- 
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Calibration work in underwater sound is concerned primarily with electroacoustic 
transducers.    According to the nature of physical processes used in the energy conver- 
sion, transducers may be classed as electrodynamic, electrostatic, piezoelectric, and 
magnostriction'transducers.    Tactical application of the device includes the detection 
of surface vessels, submarines, and underwater phenomena by surface vessels and sub- 
marines.      Nontactical applications include:    fathometer depth determination by sur- 
face craft and submarines; underwater communication by code and voice;  and calibration 
of sonar gear with standard projectors and hydrophones. 
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A generalized theory of linear passive electroacoustlc transducers 1B developed. 

Only those transducers are considered in which the acoustically active part of the 
surface,  the diaphragm, vibrates in such a manner that its normal velocity is the same 
at all points.    Formulas are developed for electroacoustlc transducers in which the dia- 
phragm vibrates rigidly; for relationships which obtain when an electroacoustlc trans- 
ducer is coupled to electric elements or to a medium capable of propagating sound; for 
determination of effective impedances, and for determination of the"sensitivities of 
transducers. 
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Types of acoustic measurements are discussed.    The pertinent physical characteristics 
that should be measured in a calibration test on an echo-ranging projector are direc- 
tivity, frequency-response characteristics,  power output, selectivity,  threshold press- 
ure, receiving response, and impedance.    Terms are explained and formulas developed. 
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ABSTOAOT 
The testing of underwater sound devices assumes two forms, calibration tests and 

operational tests.    Liost calibration measurements underwater sound equipment consists 
of measurements on transducers.    Means are indicated by which one may determine the  true 
values of the quantities measured.    Choice of site, elimination of reflections, choice of 
testing geometry, establishment of sound fields and calibration of devices covering wide 
frequency ranges are treated in detail. 
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Description is given of the Mountain Lake Test Station of the Underwater Sound Reference 

Laboratories.    Calibration and testing equipment, and procedure are discussed in detail, 
implemented by graphs and photographs.    In addition, a brief survey is made of the Orlando 
Test Station.    Recommendations are presented for improvements of the USRL Test Stations. 
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Hethod of computing the calibration of an underwater instrument from test data) is 

described.   Computation is made of receiving response, threshold and impedance, trans- 
mitting response, and reciprocity calibration of standards.   Bjuations are developed and 
examples given. 
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Production testing of sonar transducers falls into tuo parts:    tests of physical 
strength, natertightness,  and polarity of electrical elements, and acoustic measurements 
of directivity,  response,   and impedance.    For a complete description of a sonar transducer, 
it is necessary to knot? the receiving and transmitting response as a function of frequency, 
and the directivity patterns at several frequencies in one or more planes depending on the 
symmetry of the device.    Requirements for each measurement are discussed. 
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Calibration of acoustic equipment auxiliary to electroacoustic transducers is described 

Among the most important auxiliary equipment tested were  streamlined domes  and baffles. 
Transmission loss and specular reflection induced by a dome of given material, wall thick- 
ness, and dimensions, on an enclosed transducer of given frequency, directivity,  and 
position nithin the dcje are calculated.    Effectiveness of baffles is determined by means 
of equations. 
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